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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a low complexity opportunistic source-relay selection algorithm based on power allocation for multi-source multi-relay cooperative network.
We consider that the channel state information of both
the main channels and the wiretap channels to minimize
the system secrecy outage probability. First of all, the optimal power allocation factor for each link is given when
the total transmission power is limited. Secondly, the optimal selection algorithm is designed based on power allocation and the approximate expression of the secrecy outage probability is derived in the high signal-to-noise ratio
regime. Numerical experimental results demonstrate that
the system secrecy outage probability of the proposed algorithm is related to the number of relay nodes but has
no relation with the number of relay nodes. The proposed
a low complexity opportunistic source-relay selection algorithm in this paper not only reduces the computational
complexity but also has lower secrecy outage probability
compared with the traditional source-relay selection algorithm.
Keywords: Cooperative Communication; Decode-andForward; Physical Layer Security; Secrecy Outage Probability; Source-Relay Selection

1

Introduction

With the explosive development of modern digital wireless
communication technology and the continual emergence
of new networks, the complexity of the wireless network
security [5] problem has increasingly become the focus
that people concern. Meanwhile, the open channel environment of the wireless network and the mobility of the
terminal equipment also bring serious potential dangers

to the information security, which makes more vulnerable
to malicious attacks than the wired network. How to ensure the secure transmission of confidential information in
wireless network is facing a severe test, and the security
of the user information is confronting with new serious
challenges.
Traditional encryption methods with secret key cryptography can obtain better safely performance, nevertheless, the encryption algorithm is too complex frequently,
which need at the expense of great computation cost and
increase signaling overheads undoubtedly [7]. Unlike the
traditional cryptographic system, physical layer security
is based on Shannon theory using the uncertain characteristics of noise channel, which does not require sophisticated algorithm to present being eavesdropped and it
can theoretically analyze the degree of the information
leakage easily. In recent years, scholars have paid more
and more attention to the physical layer security technology [3, 6]. In [16], the authors first proposed the concept
of the physical layer security and pointed out that it can
also ensure data transmission security when the channel
condition of legitimate users is better than the wiretap
channel without need to create the keys. The authors in
the literature [15] investigated the physical layer security
of the multiple access Gauss wiretap channel.
It is known that there is a close connection between the
secrecy transmission rate and the channel quality under
eavesdropping environment, the secrecy transmission rate
will be extremely low even may be to zero when the quality condition of the main channel and the eavesdropper
channel is approximately equal. Cooperative relay technology has been recognized as an effective technique to
achieve space diversity gain by using a virtual antenna
array, which can combat channel fading effectively and
increase the reliability and information rate of the transmission system. On the other hand, cooperative com-
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munication technology can improve the network coverage
and have been adopted in industry standard, e.g., the
IEEE802.16j [9] standard for relay-based wireless access
networks.
Recently, a lot of works in the literature [2, 8, 11, 14]
focused on improving the transmission reliability of wireless communication network by multi-user diversity and
multi-relay diversity. The authors of literature [14] studied the network security by combining cooperative diversity in multi-users multi-relay cooperation network scenario. In the literature [2], three opportunistic relay selection algorithms were proposed with privacy constraints in
cooperative network. Cooperative communication technology is widely used, and it can be applied to mobile
communication in conjunction with D2D technology, and
can also be applied to ad hoc networks [1, 12] and wireless Mesh networks. Although cooperative diversity gain
has the ability to improve the reliability of wireless communication network, but with the number of users and
cooperative relay nodes increases, it is also more vulnerable to illegal attack because of the same information to
be sent two times or more. To solve this problem, a new
multi-user multi-relay scheme based on cooperative jamming was proposed aim at maximizing the secrecy transmission rate in literature [10].
For the scenario of multiple emission sources or multiple relays, the choice of source node and relay node has a
decisive influence on the system performance, so it is extremely important to select the optimal source node and
relay node from plenty of potential nodes. The authors
of [13] proposed the relay selection strategy by adopting decode-and-forward (DF) protocol based on the minimum secrecy outage probability (SOP) under the eavesdropping environment, which has lower outage probability
compare with direct communication. In [17], the physical
layer security of a multi-user system was studied in cognitive radio network. In [18], the optimal relay selections
scheme for DF and amplify-and-forward (AF) relay protocols were given respective and the outage probability was
analyzed. The authors of [4] discussed the performance
of the optimal source-relay selection.
However, all of the above researches were assumed that
the secrecy transmission rate was the fixed value zero,
which lack generality. In this paper, we investigate the
network physical layer security of the multi-source multirelay cooperation network under the eavesdropping environment, and propose a source-relay selection algorithm
based on power allocation aim at minimizing the system
SOP. Firstly, we obtain the optimal power allocation factor for any link when the total power of the source node
and relay node is limited. Basis of this, we derive the optimal source-relay selection algorithm. Subsequently, we
evaluate the closed-form expression of the system SOP.
Simulation results show that the proposed source-relay
selection algorithm has better security performance than
the traditional selection algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we give the system model of multi-source multi-
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Figure 1: System model of multi-source multi-relay cooperative networks with an eavesdropper

relay with an eavesdropper. In Section 3, we present the
traditional source-relay selection algorithms and propose
the optimal selection algorithm base on power allocation.
Subsequently, we give the SOP of three selection algorithms. Finally, the related conclusion is drawn in Section 4.

2

System Model

As shown in Figure 1, we consider a multi-source multirelay cooperation network, which consists of M source
nodes Sm (m = 1, 2 · · · M ), N candidate relay nodes
Rn (n = 1, 2 · · · N ), a destination node D and an eavesdropper E. In the actual communication, it is difficult
for relays to transmit and receive message at the same
frequency band simultaneously because of the impact of
relay radio frequency devices. Therefore, all the relay
nodes in this paper are equipped with a single antenna
and adopt half-duplex communication mode. That is to
say, the transmitted signal and the received signal must
be conducted at the different time-slot.
It is assumed that there is no direct link from the source
nodes to the destination node and eavesdropper, all communications must be assisted for relay and all the links
follow independent flat Rayleigh fading distribution. The
whole communication process is divided into two phases.
In the first phase, in order to prevent the wiretap as much
as possible, the optimal source-relay pair (Sm∗ , Rn∗ ) is selected to maximum the system secrecy transmission rate.
Then the selected source node Sm∗ sends the message
to the relay node Rn∗ during this phase. In the second
phase, the source sends any information no longer. The
relay node Rn∗ forwards the information received in the
first phase to the destination node D as well as the eavesdropper E may overhear the information simultaneously.
In the first phase, the source Sm∗ broadcasts the signal
x0 and the relay Rn∗ receives the signal as:
p
ySm Rn = Ps hSm Rn x0 + nSm Rn
Where Ps represents the transmission power of the source
Sm ; hSm Rn represents the channel coefficient of the link
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between the source Sm and the relay Rn ,which is modeled as a zero-mean complex Gaussian fading distributed
2
with variances σR
; nSm Rn represents the additive Gauss
n
white noise (AGWN) at Rn with zero-mean and vari2
ance σR
.Therefore, the instantaneous signal-to-noise ran
tio (SNR) at Rn can be expressed as:
γS m Rn =

Ps |hSm Rn |2
2
σR
n

(1)
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Where [x]+ = max(0, x), thus the system SOP can be
defined as:
out
Psec
= Pr(Csec < R).
(5)
Where R indicates the system secrecy transmission rate
threshold.

3

Joint Source-Relay Selection
and Performance Analysis

In the second phase, it is assumed that the eavesdropper E knows the instantaneous channel state information
(CSI) of all the relay nodes. The selected optimal relay
using DF protocol to transmit data, thus the receive information at D and E can be written respectively as:
p
Pi hRn D x̂ + nRn D
yD =
p
yE =
Pi hRn E x̂ + nRn E .

In the process of source-relay pair selection, for each communication, the choice of the optimal source-relay should
satisfy the maximum system secrecy transmission rate
from Equation (3). In this section, we mainly explore
the selection algorithm. Firstly, we give the average SOP
of the random source-relay selection algorithm and the
traditional source-relay selection algorithm. Secondly, we
and derive the closed form expression of the system SOP.
It’s assumed that the total power of all nodes is PT , let
Where x̂ represents the re-encode data symbol of the relay P /N = γ. The transmission power between source node
T
0
Rn ; Pi is the transmission power of the relay Rn ; hRn D and relay is equal when using the random selection aland hRn E represent the channel coefficients of the links gorithm and the traditional selection algorithm, that is
from to D and E respectively, which are modeled as the P = P = P /2.
s
i
T
zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution with variances
ΩRn D and ΩRn E ; nRn D and nRn E represents the AWGN
2
2
at Rn with zero-mean and variances σR
and σE
, respec- 3.1 Random Source-Relay Selection algon
rithm
tively. Therefore, the instantaneous SNR at D and E are
expressed respectively as:
There are M · N combinations of the random source-relay
γRn D =

Pi |hRn D |2
2
σD

γRn E =

Pi |hRn E |2
2
σE

selection algorithm, one of which can be chosen with equal
(2) probability 1/(M · N ). When (Sm , Rn ) is selected for
communication, combining Equations (4) and (5), at the
high SNR regime, the system SOP can be derived as:
out
Psec,S
= Pr{min(hSm Rn , hRn D ) < g(R)hRn E }
m Rn
Z ∞
g(R)x
g(R)x
−
)}fhRn E (x)dx
=
{1 − exp(−
Ω
ΩR n D
Sm Rn
0
g(R)
g(R)
1
1
(
+
+
)−1
=1−
ΩRn E ΩSm Rn
ΩR n D
ΩRn E

For the calculation convenience, in this paper, we let
2
2
2
σR
= σD
= σE
= N0 . In the cooperative communication
n
network under eavesdropping environment, the channel
Sm → Rn and Rn → D are called the main channels, and
the channel Rn → E is called the eavesdropper channels.
2R
When the relay node is used DF protocol to transmit data, Where g(R) = 2 , when adopt the random selection
algorithm,
the
system
average SOP can be derived as:
the relay has a certain probability of decoding errors from
the source node information. Combining Equations (1)
and (2), the SNR of the main channel can be expressed as
M X
N
X
1
out
γSm Rn D = min(γSm Rn , γRn D ), so the information transP out
Psec,ave =
M · N m=1 n=1 sec,Sm Rn
mission rate at the node D and E can be written as:
M X
N
X
1
1
(6)
=
{1
log2 [1 + min(γSm Rn , γRn D )]
CSm Rn D =
M · N m=1 n=1
2
1

−1
CRn E =
log2 (1 + γRn E )
(3)
g(R)
g(R)
1
1
2
+
+
}
−
ΩRn E ΩSm Rn
ΩR n D
ΩR n E
It is known that the system secrecy transmission rate
is defined as the information rate difference between the 3.2 Traditional Source-Relay Selection
main channel and the eavesdropper channel. So the sysalgorithm
tem secrecy transmission rate can be expressed as:
Similarly to the random selection algorithm, the tradi
+
tional source-relay selection algorithm is chosen under the
1
1 + min(γSm Rn , γRn D )
Csec = log2
(4) equal power transmission of each node. In order to reduce
2
1 + γRn E
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the probability of eavesdropping in the transmission pro- 3.3 Optimal Source-Relay Selection algocess, the traditional scheme selects the best source-relay
rithm
pair for each communication to meet the maximum secrecy transmission rate, so (Sm∗ , Rn∗ ) can be expressed The above two selection algorithms were designed by minimizing the system SOP in the case of equal power transas:
mission for all nodes, which was a sub-optimal selection
1 + min(γSm Rn , γRn D )
(7) method with high computational complexity. In this sec(Sm∗ , Rn∗ ) = arg max
1 + γRn E
tion, we propose a lower complexity source-relay selection algorithm, which based on power allocation to search
Combining Equations (3) and (5), when (Sm∗ , Rn∗ ) is
the optimal source and relay. That is, we obtain the
selected to participant in communication and the system
power allocation factor of each link potential participaSOP can be expressed as:
tion nodes firstly and then select the optimum source

relay (Sm∗ , Rn∗ ).
min(hSm∗ Rn , hRn D )
out
< g(R)
Psec
= Pr max
n
hRn E
N
h
i
Y
3.3.1 Power Allocation Process
=
Pr min(max hSm Rn , hRn D ) < g(R)hRn E
m
{z
}
n=1 |
When (Sm Rn ) is selected to participate in cooperation
Φ
communication, if the transmission power of the source
Let U = min(max hSm Rn , hRn D ), the CDF of U can node Sm is µPT (0 < µ < 1), so the transmission power
m
of the relay node Rn is (1 − µ)PT . Thus the system SOP
be derived as:
can be expressed as:
h
i
Pr(U < u) = Pr min(max hSm Rn , hRn D ) < u)
m
1 + min(γSm Rn , γRn D )


C(m,n) =
1 + γRn E
= 1 − Pr(hRn D > u)Pr max hSm Rn > u
m


u
1+µγ|hSm Rn |2
= 1 − exp −
When γSm Rn < γRn D , C(m,n) = 1+(1−µ)γ|h
Be2.
Rn E |
ΩRn D
∂C(m,n)



Y
cause ∂µ is true forever C(m,n) is a strictly monotone
M 
u
u
increasing function. We can enhance µ until γSm Rn =
+ exp −
1 − exp −
ΩRn D m=1
ΩSm Rn
γRn D , the function C(m,n) can get the maximum value
now.
i

M h
Q
1+(1−µ)γ|h
|2
u
When γSm Rn > γRn D , C(m,n) = 1+(1−µ)γ|hRRn D
2 .Thus
can
By polynomial theory,
1 − exp −
|
E
ΩSm Rn

m=1

n

∂C(m,n)
∂µ

= A(|hRn E |2 −|hRn D |2 ), the variable A is a factor
greater than 0 in the formula. If |hRn D |2 > |hRn E |2 ,



M
Y
C(m,n) is a monotonically decreasing function. We can
u
1 − exp −
enhance µ until γSm Rn = γRn D , the function C(m,n) gets
ΩSm Rn
m=1
the maximum value now. If |hRn D |2 < |hRn E |2 , no matter
M
2X
−1
X
how we change µ, the system secrecy transmission rate is 0
u
=1+
(−1)|Sj | exp(−
).
because
of C(m,n) < 1.
ΩSm Rn
m=1
m∈Sj
To summarize, if the source-relay pair (Sm , Rn ) is seWhere Sj represents the j -th non-empty collection, |Sj | lected to participates in cooperative communication, the
denotes the cardinality of set Sj . Substituting Equa- optimal power allocation of each transmission can be expressed as:
tion (7) into (6), we can have Equation (8):
be expanded as:

=

∞





g(R)u
g(R)u
+ exp −
[1 − exp −
ΩRn D
ΩR n D
0


M
2X
−1
X g(R)u
]
· 1 +
(−1)|Sj | exp(−
Ω
S
R
m
n
j=1

Z
Φ

γSm Rn = γRn D , that is µ =

3.3.2

|hRn D |2
|hSm Rn |2 + |hRn D |2

(9)

Optimal Source-Relay Selection Process

m∈Sj

Substituting Equation (9) into (7), the optimal sourcerelay pair (Sm∗ , Rn∗ ) is given in Equation (10):

·f γRn E (u) du
=

1+

1
ΩRn E

M
2X
−1

(−1)|Sj |

(Sm∗ , Rn∗ ) =
(10)


1 + γ|hSm Rn |2 |hRn D |2 /(hSm Rn |2 + |hRn D |2 )
1
log2
arg max
m,n
2
1 + γ|hSm Rn |2 |hRn E |2 /(hSm Rn |2 + |hRn D |2 )

j=1

−1
X g(R)
g(R)
g(R)

·
+
+
ΩR n D
ΩR n E
ΩSm Rn


m∈Sj

(8)
Combining Equations (5) and (10), when SNR is large
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enough, the system SOP can be expressed as:
h
i

out
Psec
= Pr max |hRn D |2 /|hRn E |2 < g(R)
=

N
Y


Pr |hRn D |2 < g(R)|hRn E |2
|
{z
}
n=1

(11)

Ψ

Where Ψ can be obtained as:
Z ∞


Ψ=
Pr |hRn D |2 < xg(R) fhRn E (x)dx
0

=

g(R)ΩRn E
ΩRn D + g(R)ΩRn E



n

(12)
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Therefore, when the source-relay pair (Sm∗ , Rn∗ ) is selected and the system SOP of the proposed algorithm can
Figure 2: Theoretical values and simulation values of the
be expressed as
secrecy outage probability with the different relays numN
Y
ber
g(R)Ω
Rn E
out
(13)
Psec
=
Ω
+ g(R)ΩRn E
i=1 Rn D
of candidate relays with the same source nodes number
In conclusion, when the number of source nodes is M M =4. It can be seen from the figure, the theoretical value
and the number of relay nodes is N, the traditional se- curve of the proposed algorithm are approximately coinlection algorithm need to compare the performance of the cidence with the simulation curve for the case of N =2,
M ·N links, and also need to calculate the integral polyno- N =4, N =6 and N =8. Thus we prove the positive solution
mial multiplication with high computational complexity. of the proposed algorithm. As well with the same number
In our proposed algorithm, the optimal allocation fac- of nodes, the SOP of the four curves shows descend trend
tor among the source node and relay node of any link is along with the increasing of MER. This is because the
obtained by power allocation and we can obtain the sys- quality of the wiretap channel get worse compare with
tem SOP easily. It can be seen from Expression (13) that the main channel when increases, so the secrecy transthe SOP of the proposed scheme is independent function mission rate is becoming larger. Therefore, in order to
of the source node. The relay nodes can decode correctly ensure the transmission more secure, one way is to move
by regulating the transmission power of source node and the eavesdroppers far away from the sources. Meanwhile,
reduce the computational complexity to a great extent.
with the same channel condition, the more the number of
candidate relays, the smaller the SOP.

Numerical Results and Discussions

In this section, we analyze the SOP performance of the
proposed source-relay selection algorithm by Monte-Carlo
simulation, and compared it with the random selection
and the traditional selection of two source-relay selection
algorithms. In the simulations, we simulate a line network
and assume that not only M source nodes but also N relay
nodes are distributed in the same position respectively.
The distance between the source and the destination is
normalized to one, and all the relay nodes are located at
the precise middle between the source and the destination. Therefore, the channel coefficient of any link follows
the complex Gauss random distribution with zero-mean
and variance d−v
ij , where dij denotes the distance between
any two nodes and stands for the path-loss factor. Here,
we set v = 4 for an urban environment. The main-toeavesdropper ratio was defined as the ratio of the main
channel gain over the eavesdropper channel gain (i.e.,
MER=ΩSm Rn /ΩRn E ). In addition, the system target secrecy information rate is supposed as R = 1bit/(s · Hz).
Figure 2 shows the theoretical value curves and the
simulation values of the system SOP for different number
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Figure 3: Comparison of the SOP under different channel
conditions
Figure 3 gives the theoretical value curves and the simulation values of the system SOP when the number of
source nodes and relay nodes is different. It can be seen
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ferent source-relay selection algorithms under the same
channel quality condition. We can see that the SOP of

the three selection algorithms turn out descend trend with

the increasing of MER. In the same channel condition,

the random selection algorithm has the highest outage

probability. However, the traditional selection algorithm
chooses the source-relay with the highest security trans

fer rate to participate in cooperative communication under equal power allocation and the system SOP is sig

nificantly reduced compared with the random selection
algorithm. The proposed scheme in this paper has the


lowest outage probability, the optimal power allocation is
 ! "!
#  "!
firstly carried out for each link, and the source-relay pair
$% "!

is selected according to the quality of the main channel












and the wiretap channel subsequently.

Figure 5 presents the system SOP curves of the different
source-relay selection algorithms under the same
Figure 4: Comparison of secrecy outage probability
candidate
relays condition. We can see from the figure,
between the different source-relay selection algorithms
when
the
number
of source nodes is fixed, the SOP of the
(M =4, N =5)
random selection algorithm is independent of the number

of candidate relay nodes because the source nodes and

relay nodes are distributed in the same position, which

is linear. Meanwhile, the system SOP of the traditional

scheme and the proposed scheme turn out descend trend
with the increasing of candidate relay node N . In the


same number of resource nodes and relay nodes, the random source-relay selection algorithm has the highest SOP,


and the traditional selection algorithm is secondary. The
SOP of the proposed scheme in this paper is the lowest.
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  !     




















Figure 5: Comparison of secrecy outage probability between different schemes with the same candidate relay
number (M =5, MER=5dB)

that the theoretical value curve of the proposed sourcerelay selection algorithm approximately coincides with
the simulation curve when the number of candidate source
nodes and relay nodes is constant. Thus the correctness
of the proposed algorithm is further verified. At the same
time, we can see that the system SOP decreases with the
increasing of MER. When the number of relay nodes remain unchanged, the SOP of the algorithm are constant
no matter how many the number of the candidate source
nodes, which shows that the proposed selection algorithm
related to the number of candidate relays but independent
of the number of source nodes. This is because when the
number of candidate relay nodes is fixed, we can adjust
the power of each link in the proposed algorithm, and
by calculating the system secrecy transmission rate is a
function which independent of the source node channel.
Figure 4 illustrates the system SOP curves of the dif-

Conclusions

In this paper, a new opportunistic source-relay selection
algorithm is proposed for the multi-source multi-relay cooperative networks, which aims at minimizing the system
SOP. We joint considering the CSI of the main channel
and the wiretap channel. Firstly, the optimal power allocation factor for any link is obtained when the total transmitted power is limited, which is a function of the channel
statistics .On the basis of this, the selection algorithm of
the optimal source-relay is given and the closed-form expression of the system SOP is derived. The simulation
results verify the proposed scheme has lower SOP performance compared with the traditional selection algorithm
and reduce the computational complexity.
In addition, this work is assumed that there is no direct
link between all source nodes and destination node. In
the future work, we will continue to explore the physical
layer security for the multi-source multi-relay networks
with direct link.
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Abstract
Most existing radio frequency identification group tags
prove that the generation protocol does not meet the
lightweight Gen-2 standard and there are existing security
issues such as rapid brute-force cracking, proof forgery,
and incomplete authentication. To tackle with these problems, an improved anti-counterfeit complete RFID tag
grouping proof generation protocol was designed. The
protocol adopted a one-way pseudo-random function that
conformed to the low-cost Gen-2 standard as the basic
encryption algorithm to implement complete tripartite
authentication, label group proof generation and verification. The encryption authorization Mark identification
was used by the database and the cipher-text transmission mechanism was ures to avoid multiple malicious attacks on the protocol. Finally, the feasibility of the protocol was approved by the GNY logic, and the security attack description indicated that the improved protocol met
the security standards. Performance comparison analysis
showed that the protocol was in line with low-cost applications.
Keywords: Cipher-text Transmission; Mark Identity;
Proof Generation; RFID; The Gen-2 Standard

1

Introduction

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a technology for
sensing and recognizing a designated object through radio signals to process related data. With the continuous application and development of Internet of Things
technology, RFID technology has been known and applied widely [9]. There into, the RFID tag grouping proof
mechanism, that is, the proof mechanism that provides a
group of RFID tags coexisting at a certain time, is getting
more and more attention. This mechanism is playing a
very important role in ensuring the security and integrity

of the tag’s entity and can be applied to a variety of scenarios. For example, in the field of medicine, it should be
ensured that patients’ multiple medications are delivered
at exactly the same time, or a certain drug and its instructions for usage must be enclosed at the same time as it
was sold. Similarly, in the field of equipment production,
manufacturers need to assure the purchasing organization
that all parts and components of a certain equipment are
delivered at the same time and that the parts have indeed
left the factory along with their safety shields [5,11,13,17].
In these scenarios, it is not adequate just to ensure the
security of a single-tag entity, but to uniformly verify the
entity of the multiple tags in a group. Therefore, designing a RFID tag grouping proof protocol with high security
and suitability for low-cost tag applications is currently
one of the hottest research topics. Reference [9] proposed
the concept of conjugate proof of RFID tags for the first
time, and the simultaneous existence proof showed that
the system could generate two tags at the same time.
Reference [9] further gave the corresponding proof for the
generation protocol. With the introduction of the concept
of label conjugation proof, many protocol researchers had
been furtherly developed the grouping proof schemes for
multiple tags within a group, in which the simultaneous
existence of a group of tags were certified by the reader
and group tags could be generated in a predetermined
time interval.
The related grouping proof documents are as follows:
Reference [1] proposed an ultra-lightweight tag grouping
proof protocol based on simple bit operations. The protocol was simple and the cost was low for large-scale production applications. But it was also due to this simplicity
and lightweight of the protocols, they were vulnerable to
forgery and counterfeit attacks. Later, Reference [8] proposed a more secure tag grouping proof protocol based on
heavyweight public key cryptography. However, when the
protocol was executed, the calculation process was complex, and the tag computation cost was high, which was
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not suitable for practical applications of low-cost passive
tags. Reference [18] proposed a tag grouping proof protocol based on general combination security [19]. This
protocol did not require a trusted third party, but only
needed a pseudo-random number generator which would
perform bit manipulation, and to a certain extent, could
reduce the system cost. However, being analyzed in [10],
the protocol was vulnerable to message integrity attacks.
Reference [2] proposed an improved RFID tag grouping
proof protocol based on the message verification code
function, but the article failed to demonstrate the theory
explicitly, and its security still needs to be systematically
proved. In the follow-up, researchers proposed a more secure symmetric cryptographic tag grouping proof protocol
based on hash function and one-way pseudo-random function to meet the requirement of application of lightweight
cost [3, 6]. Reference [6] proposed a tag grouping proof
protocol based on the hash function. There was no dependency between the tags and they had high reliability.
However, it was found in this study that the tag grouping before the reader authentication processes the generation was proved to be slightly duplicated and not concise;
and the agreement could not achieve full authentication
where there existed the threat of counterfeit attacks. Reference [3] was based on a one-way pseudo-random function and proposed a lightweight group privacy protection
protocol. However, through the research of this paper,
it was found that the Reference [3] showed inadequate
resistance to brute force attack and proof forgery threat.
The rest of the paper was organized as follows: The
second part analyzed the security vulnerabilities in references [6] and [3]. The third part proposed its own improved protocol for the security loopholes in the above
references [6] and [3]. The fourth part gave the proof of
the formalization of GNY logic of the improved protocol,
which demonstrated feasibility and legitimacy of this protocol. The fifth part performed a security analysis of the
protocol. It also compared the related documents. A conclusion was drawn that this protocol had higher security.
The sixth part gave a comparison of the performance of
the protocols and related literature, which showed that
the agreement costed less and had high efficiency. The
seventh part gave a summary and outlook.

2

References [6] and [3] Security
Vulnerability Analysis

The security analysis of RFID tag grouping proof protocol
based on hash algorithm proposed by Reference [6] was
as follows:
Because Reference [6] did not have a complete safety
certification process, and only had the mutual authentication process between the reader and the tag, it
lacked verifier’s verification process for the reader and
tag. Therefore, the attacker could directly generate
the random number R1 and R2 and even the information M = M AC[m1 , m2 , m3 . . .] through the counter-
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feit reader. The computation factor mi in M could be
obtained by an attacker eavesdropping on ct using the
random number R1 generated by impersonation mi =
M AC[ct , Ri1 ]. Finally, because the protocol lacked the
verifier’s verification process for the reader, the attacker
would forge the grouping proof P , P = (M, R1 , R2 , . . .),
which the verifier would still automatically verify. Therefore, Reference [6] presented the security vulnerability of
incomplete authentication and the loophole for forgery
attack.
The security analysis of RFID tag grouping proof protocol based on one-way pseudo-random function proposed
by Reference [3] was as follows:
Reference [3] had the threat from brute force because
the security of the Reference [3] depended entirely on the
choice of encryption function, and the secret information
N1 -N5 was transmitted in plain text. In the communication data ri = g(P IDi ⊕ N2 ) and rR = g(P IDi ⊕ N3 ),
ri , rR ,N 2-N 3, the pseudo-random algorithm g() was disclosed. Only the P IDi was unknown, and the attacker
could easily use illegal interception and interception to
perform a brute force attack and obtain the tag identification information P IDi , so that the tags were maliciously
tracked and the brute-force attacks succeed.
Reference [3] had proved flawed because the attacker
could quickly decrypt the tag key information Si according to the public hash algorithm, communication data
m, mi = h(Si , ri0 ) and the eavesdropped plain text data
ri0 . Meanwhile, the important component of the protocol identification P was the identifier ticket. Because Si
and P IDi had been obtained, according to the formula
V = EKi (ticket, P IDi ), the attacker could crack the session secret identifier ticket, and then falsify tag grouping
proof P , P = h(K||ticket||m1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ mn ). The forgery
attack was thus successful.
In summary, this article aimed to improve the functions of above-mentioned references [3, 6], including the
resistance against brute-force attacks, forgery attacks, the
loophole of incomplete authentication, and the defect of
high system cost and complexity, and to forge a more secure, fully-certified RFID tag grouping proof generation
protocol that met the Gen-2 standard. In order to reduce
system cost, this protocol used a pseudo-random function and did not use the hash function because the implementation of the Gen-2 standard in the Global Product
Electronic Code Center had become the design standard
for the RFID tag industry. The Gen-2 standard stipulated that only 2500-5000 circuits in the tag could be
used for calculation. The commonly used hash function
(MD5 requires 15,000-20,000 circuits) was not suitable
for the Gen-2 standard [12,14]. Pseudo-random functions
and some simple bit operations for designing protocols for
security standards were attracting more and more attention.
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3

Improved Tag Grouping Proof
Protocol

1. Request, A

D

3.1

Prerequisites and Symbols

This agreement did not require trusted third party to support only tags, readers, and databases. The database was
usually a trusted entity that was physically secured and
difficult to be invaded in RFID system applications. It
often stored secret information (eg: keys, identities, etc.)
needed by the system. The reader wired connection to
which the database it was connected could be regarded
as a secure communication channel. Assuming that the
keys stored in the tag were difficult to steal, side channel
attacks [15] and physical cloning attacks [7] were beyond
the scope of this article. And for the wireless connection between the reader and the tag: it was precisely due
to the openness of this communication, there were a large
range of attack behaviors applicable between them, which
could be regarded as an insecure communication channel.
The basic characteristics of the communication with the
general tag grouping proof protocol were the same. It was
assumed that this protocol would be completed within a
predetermined time interval. The symbols appeared in
the agreement were listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Symbol description
Symbol
T
R
D
P IDT
P IDR
Ki
KR
Kg
N1 , N2 , N3
A − G, P , mi
M ark
gk (x, y)

3.2

Meaning
Tag
Reader
Database
Tag pseudonym ID
Reader pseudonym ID
Tag key
Reader key
Group tags Shared Key
Removed
Three-way communication data
Authorization mark
Pseudo-random function based on
shared key

Agreement
Process

Specific

Certification

PIDT
Kg
Ki
PIDR
KR

(5). Key
Update

(1). Initialization

2. PIDT, Kg, Ki, M

(2). Recording Mark
R

(3). Mutual
Identification
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PIDR
KR

T

3. Broadcast A, C
4. D, E

PIDT
Kg
Ki

5. F, G
7. Grouping
Proof P, G

6. mi

(5). Key
Update

(4). Grouping Proof Generation and Authentication

Figure 1: Improved RFID tag grouping proof generation
protocol

3.2.1

Initialization

The three parties shared a one-way pseudo-random function with low complexity. The single tag in each tag
group in the database corresponded to {P IDT , Ki , Kg }.
The corresponding information of the reader was recorded
as {P IDR , KR }. The group single label stored its own
pseudonym identifier P IDT and key information Ki and
group shared key Kg ; the reader/writer stored its own
pseudonym identifier P IDR and key information KR .
3.2.2

Authorization

Database pre-authenticated readers, generating authorization identifiers M ark, in preparation for subsequent
group certification generation. The specific process was
as follows:
Step 1. The reader first sent a group tag authentication
authorization requesting a pre-authentication message A from the database.
A = KRi ⊕ P IDRi .
Step 2. After the database received the request instruction, it calculated and tried to find whether there was
a reader record equal to A according to all the reader
information stored in it. If it did not exist, it meant
the reader might be impersonated and the authorization would be terminated. If it existed, it meant
that the reader was legitimate, and the database
would send pre-authenticated group tag information
{(P IDT i , Ki )|1 ≤ i ≤ n, Kg } and message M to the
reader. The message M was composed of the authorization identifier Mark generated by the database
random number generator.

M = gKg (Kg ) ⊕ M ark.
This agreement was divided into five stages, i.e. initialization, authorization, mutual authentication, group- Step 3. The reader sequentially stored the group tag ining proof generation and authentication, and key update.
formation transmitted from the database, and deFigure 1 shows the specific implementation flow of the imcrypted the authorization flag M ark using the reproved fully-certified RFID tag grouping proof generation
ceived group key Kg , and the reader would obtain
protocol, whose process is explained as follows:
the authentication and authorization successfully.
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3.2.3

Mutual Authentication
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reader would receive all tag authentication identification factors mi within a specified time. Generating
group certification message P after successful reception, the reader would finally send P to the database.

The authorized reader started the process of mutual identification and identification with the group tag, which was
the basis for generating the grouping proof P . Assuming
that one tag P IDTi was selected in the group tag, the
specific authentication process was as follows:

P = gKg (Kg ||M ark||m1 ⊕ m2 . . . ⊕ mn ).

Step 1. The reader used the random number generator Step 2. After the database received the grouping proof
to generate a random number N1 and broadcasted
message, it first calculated the grouping proof P to
the encrypted messages B, C to the tag.
determine whether it was equal to the grouping proof
value P from the reader. If they were equal, the
B = gKg (Kg ⊕ P IDT i ), C = Kg ⊕ N1 .
database verified the grouping proof to be successful
and proved that the group tag existed at the same
Step 2. After the tag in the group received the message
time. Afterwards, by decrypting the random number
broadcasted by the reader, each tag in the group
N3 (N3 = G ⊕ Kg ), the tag pseudonym identifier
was calculated using its own key Ki and pseudonym
P IDT and the key information Ki were updated. At
P IDTi . When the calculated message B was found
this point, the protocol was completed; if they were
to be equal to the received B, the tag was activated,
not equal, the verification failed and the protocol terand the random number N1 (N1 = C ⊕ Kg ) was deminated.
crypted to generate a message to act as authenticated
D. Subsequently, the activated tag generated a ranP IDT i = gKT i (P IDT i ⊕ KT i ) ⊕ N3 ,
dom number N2 and an encrypted message E, and
KT i = KT i ⊕ N3 .
finally D and E were sent to the reader.
D = gKT i (P IDT i ⊕ KT i ⊕ N1 ), E = Kg ⊕ N2 .
Step 3. When the reader received the replying message
from the activated tag, it would verify whether D0 =
D or not. If they were not equal, the label was illegal and the agreement was terminated. If they were
equal, the reader would authenticate the tag as a legal tag and the protocol would continue. The reader
would decrypt and obtain the random number N2
(N2 = E ⊕ Kg ), and generate the information authenticated F , and continue to generate the random
number N3 and the encrypted message G and send
F and G to the tag.
F = gKT i (P IDT i ⊕ KT i ⊕ N2 ), G = Kg ⊕ N3 .
Step 4. After the activated tag received the reader’s
message, it used its own P IDT , Ki message to verify
whether F 0 = F or not. If not, the tag verification
reader failed and the authentication terminated; if
they were equal, the tag was successfully authenticated and the reader performed subsequent calculations. The tag decrypted the random number N3
(N3 = G ⊕ Kg ), updating the pseudonym identifier
P IDT ( P IDT i = gKT i (P IDT i ⊕ KT i ) ⊕ N3 ) and the
key information Ki (KT i = KT i ⊕ N3 ), and generating the group authentication and identification factor
mi and sent it to the reader.
mi = gKT i (P IDT i ⊕ KT i ⊕ N3 ).

3.3

Grouping Proof Generation and Authentication

Step 1. All tags in the group repeated the mutual identification process; activating all tags in the group, the

3.4

Key Update

This process usually refers to the updating of the secret
information (pseudonym, key) in the tag and database,
which had already been described in the mutual authentication and grouping proof generation and authentication
phases, and would not be repeated here.

4

Improved Protocol GNY Logic
Proof

GNY logic was a proof of security logic form proposed by
L. Gong, R. Needham and R. Yahalom et al. It was the
most direct and simplest method of analysis. In the field
of formal verification of RFID algorithms it had a more
widespread application.
Its basic idea: Firstly, the algorithm operating environment and the entities involved in communication should
be initially idealized; Secondly, it was necessary to define
a reasonable and safe proof target according to the algorithm application requirements. In addition, the entire
algorithm process was simulated using GNY logic language rules; finally, a number of GNY axioms and rules
were used to derive the correct target from the algorithm
process [16]. The GNY logic had a total of nearly 50 inference rules [4]. The relevant rules used in this paper are
described as following:
P |≡ #X
Freshness rules F1 : P |≡ #(X,Y
),P |≡ #F (X) .
Message interpretation rules I1 :
K

P /∗(X)K ,P ∈K,P |≡ P ←→Q,P |≡ φ(X),P |≡ #(X,K)
.
P |≡ Q|∼ X,P |≡ Q|∼ (X)K ,P |≡ Q∈K
P /X
Have rules P1 : P 3X .
3H(X)
Identifiable rules R6 : PP |≡φ(X)
.
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4.1

Idealized Model

Using T for the label, R for the reader, D for the
database, gk() denoted a one-way pseudo-random function encrypted with the key Ki , gKg () denoted a one-way
pseudo-random function encrypted with the key Kg , the
idealized model of this agreement was described as follows:
M1 : D / [KR , P IDR ]
M2 : R / ∗[P IDT ,KT ,Kg ], [M ark]
M3 : T / ∗[N1 ], gKg (Kg ⊕ P IDT )
M4 : R / ∗[N2 ], gKT (P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N1 )
M5 : T / ∗[N3 ], gKT (P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N2 )
M6 : R / ∗gKT (P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N3 )
M7 : D / ∗[N3 ], gKg (Kg ||M ark||m1 ⊕ m2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ mn ).

4.2

Initialization Assumption

X1 : T ∈ (P IDT , KT , Kg ), gKT (), gKg ()
X2 : R ∈ (P IDR , KR , Kg ), gKg ()
X3 : D ∈ (P IDT , KT , Kg ), (P IDR , KR ), gKT (), gKg ()
X4 : R ∈ N1 , N3
X5 : T ∈ N2
X6 : R |≡ φ(P IDT , Kg ), φ(P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N2 ),
φ(Kg ||M ark||m1 ⊕ m2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ mn )
X7 : T |≡ φ(P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N1 ), φ(P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N3 ).

4.3

Expected Goals

Identification and certification of D-to-R identity information:
D1 : D |≡ φ(P IDR , KR ).
Identification and certification of R-to-T identity information:
D2 : R |≡ T |∼ #gKT (P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N1 ).
Identification and certification of T-to-R identity information:
D3 : T |≡ R |∼ #gKT (P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N2 ).
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could be obtained by the message M2 , the reader R to
obtain the group tag message from the database, available R ∈ KT (1), and in accordance with the agreement
K
assumption X1 (T ∈ KT ), we could know R| ≡ R ←→
T (2);
From the message M4 , we get R / ∗gKT (P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕
N1 ), that was R / ∗(P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N1 )KT (3), and the
reader believed the freshness of the gKT (P IDT ⊕KT ⊕N1 )
message, that was R| ≡ #(P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N1 ). and
then according to the freshness rule F1 , we could get
R| ≡ #((P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N1 ), KT ) (4). According to the
initialization assumptions X4 (R ∈ N1 ) and X6 (R| ≡
φ(P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N2 )), we could see R| ≡ φ(P IDT ⊕
KT ⊕ N1 ) (5). So by the equations (1)-(5) and the
message interpretation rule I1 , you could get equation
R| ≡ T ∼ (P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N1 )KT , and the transformation could get R| ≡ T ∼ gKT (P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N1 ) (6).
Finally, based on Eqn. (6) and the communication message M4 , R| ≡ T ∼ #gKT (P IDT ⊕ KT ⊕ N1 ) could be
obtained and the target D2 was verified.
The target D3 proved that the process was the same
as the target D2 , and the proof was not repeated.
According to the initial hypothesis X3, D ∈ Kg (7) was
available, and because the background database stored all
K
the reader and tag information, D| ≡ D ←→ R (8) was
obtained.
The message M7 could be obtained D/∗(P )Kg (9), and
according to the belief of the database to the freshness of
the message M7 , D| ≡ #(P ) could be obtained, and then
according to the freshness rule F1 , D| ≡ #(P, Kg ) (10)
could be obtained.
According to the initial hypothesis X3 , D ∈ (P ) was
owned by the rule P1 and the message M7 , and D| ≡
φ(P ) (11) was obtained according to the recognizable rule
R6 .By (7)-(11) formula and message interpretation rules
I1 , finally get D |≡ R |∼ (P )Kg , target D4 get evidence.
In summary, the four goals of the improvement agreement had been verified.

5

D authenticated the received group certification:

Improved
Analysis

Protocol

Security

D4 : D |≡ R |∼ gKg (Kg ||M ark||m1 ⊕ m2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ mn ).

5.1

That was, if database D calculates P 0 to be the same
as received P (P =gKg (Kg ||M ark||m1 ⊕ m2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ mn )),
then it was believed that tag information existed at the
same time. The following used P for (Kg ||M ark||m1 ⊕
m2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ mn ).

The mutual authentication mechanism between the
reader and the tag was the basis. The reader authenticated the message D to verify the legitimacy of the tag,
and the tag authenticated the message F to verify the
legitimacy of the reader. In addition, the database first
authenticated the message A sent from the reader. After the authentication passed, the database generated an
authorization identifier M ark, which was then transmitted to the reader and the reader decrypted and retained.
Once the reader was impersonated, the grouping proof
generated would be wrong when the M ark identifier was
unacquirable, so the database would fail authentication,
and the attacker would fail.

4.4

Reasoning Proof

After receiving the message M1 , the database D queries
the information to see if there was matching information {P IDR , KR }. If the matching was successful, the
database recognizes that the reader R was successful, that
was D |≡ φ(P IDR , KR ), the target D1 was implemented.

Mutual Authentication Mechanism
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5.2

Replay Attack

In most cases, the attackers would unexceptionally disguised as a reader to replay attack on tags, the process
was improved as follows: The attacker eavesdroped on the
communication channel, and acquired the communication
data B, C, and then masqueraded as a normal reader to
replay the intercepted messages B 0 and C 0 to the tag.
The tag used its own stored information to calculate
whether the comparisons B and B 0 were equal. If equal,
the tags were activated. However, when the tag obtained
the random number N10 sent from the attacker, the generated verification data D and the random number encrypted data E were sent to the attacker.
Since the attacker could not know the secret information P IDT , Ki , Kg and could not calculate and generate
the correct response message F , G, the tag authentication
failed and the protocol terminated.
Therefore, this protocol could resist replay attacks.

5.3

Brute-force Attack

Reference [3] relied solely on the selected encryption algorithm to ensure the security of the protocol, which was
not rigorous. Therefore, compared with the Reference [3],
this protocol encrypted all publicly transmitted random
numbers to prevent attackers from eavesdropping on the
obtained communication data and performing brute force
attacks. Because in general cases, the label group key
was already written, and the third party could not know
it, and the random numbers in messages C, E, and G
(C = Kg ⊕ N1 , E = Kg ⊕ N2 and G = Kg ⊕ N3 ) were
encrypted and transmitted by using the group key. The
internal algorithms and data in messages C, E, and G
were not available to the attacker. Then the attacker
could not obtain the exact value of the random number to decrypt the authenticated messages D and E(
D = gKT i (P IDT i ⊕ KT i ⊕ N1 ), E = Kg ⊕ N2 ). Therefore,
this agreement could resist brute force attacks.
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Ki , and Kg data. This meant that the correct random
number N1 could not be obtained by decrypting B, C,
F , and G. In the end, the reader could not be provided
with the correct data to be verified D, and the legal reader
authentication failed and the protocol terminated. Therefore, this protocol could resist replay attacks.

5.5

Tracking Attack

In this agreement, although the tag ID was not changed,
the tag pseudonym ID was used instead of the real ID
for calculation during the entire protocol communication
process. And the pseudonym and key information P IDT ,
Ki , Kg were updated and stored by the random number
N3 after the communication in each round. Each round of
authentication of tag and reader also generated random
numbers N1 and N2 , which made this protocol somewhat
fresh and unpredictable; therefore, the attacker could not
trace the identity information of the tag only through
eavesdropping or interception, and so on.

5.6

Proof of Forgery Attack

If an attacker had to forge a valid tag grouping proof to
pass the final verification of the database, then it was
necessary to:
Forge all valid grouping proof factors, that was, to obtain the pseudonym and private key information (P IDT
and Ki ) for all tags. However, it had been proven in the
above attack statement that the probability of obtaining
pseudonyms and private key information for all tags was
impracticable; at the same time, it was also necessary to
obtain the value of the random number N3 . However, in
this protocol, N3 encrypts the entire transmission, and
the attacker could not crack the key without knowing the
Kg key.
Get the database authorization logo, but the database
and the reader were wired and securely transmitted. Even
if it was insecure, the transmission of M ark messages was
also performed using multiple bit operations and random
5.4 Impersonation Attack
number encryption. Therefore, even when the attacker
An attacker could impersonate a reader or tag to attack. faked the reader, without knowing M ark, the attack was
In the case of attacker pretending to be a reader, the not likely to succeed. Therefore, this agreement could
reader and the database were wired securely during the resist the proof of forgery attack.
authorization phase, so the attacker could not obtain the
reader’s identity and key information. The database preauthentication failed, the protocol terminated, and the
Table 2: Security comparison of related protocols
attack failed. Even if the attacker finally stole message
Type of attacks
[2] [3] [10] [11] This
A under secure wired communication and finally passed
article
the authorization, due to the failure of the attacker to
No trusted third party × × × ×
X
obtain Kg , it still could not decrypt the authorization ID
Mutual authentication X X × X
X
mark under the encryption condition, so the correct group
Replay attack
× × X X
X
label authentication message P could not be generated.
Brute-force attack
X X X ×
X
The authentication failed and the agreement terminated.
Impersonation attack
X X X X
X
If the attacker impersonates a legitimate tag, although
Tracking attack
× X X ×
X
the communication information B, C, F , and G could be
Proof
of
forgery
attack
X
X
×
×
X
obtained, since all the information was transmitted encrypted, the attacker could not obtain any of the P IDT ,
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In summary, Table 2 gave a comparison of the security
of this protocol and other RFID tag grouping proof protocols. Among them, X meant that this type of attack
could be resisted, and × meant that it could not resist
this type of attack.

6

Performance Analysis
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The protocol did not require the verification support of
a trusted third party. It only required tag to support
one-way pseudo-random function operations and simple
XOR operations. Based on the reader and tag authentication, the database authorization identifier Mark was
introduced to further encrypt and verify the generated tag
grouping proof. GNY formal logic proved that the agreement was feasible and complete; after attack description
analysis, the protocol met tag untraceability and could
resist tag and reader impersonation attack and message
replay attack. The protocol used encrypted random numbers and Mark authorization token to resist the tag proof
of forgery attack and rapid brute force attack. Finally,
according to the comparison of tag calculation, communication and storage overhead between the related protocols, it was proved that this protocol was better than the
other tag grouping proof protocols presented. The next
step was to add tag collision to the protocol for further
study.

This section mainly analyzed the performance of this protocol in terms of the amount of tag calculations, storage capacity, and traffic volume. In accordance with
the Gen-2 standard, the complexity and overhead of
heavyweight encryption algorithms such as hash functions and elliptic ECC functions were significantly higher
than those of pseudo-random functions, and the computational overhead required for lightweight MAC operations
and pseudo-random encryption algorithms was comparable. [14]. See Table 3 for the performance of related protocols.
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Abstract
The concept of Internet of Things (IoT) is that objects
and things via the Internet infrastructure can interconnect into a global dynamic extended network. In order to
catch the final goal, IoT takes advantages of other useful
technologies like RFIDs, WSNs, M2M communications,
big data and cloud computing. Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) is one of the main parts of IoT’s building blocks
which can be used in almost all scopes of the IoT’s applications. Because of the importance of the WSN’s security, researchers are already working on new and efficient
techniques on its different security schemes and protocols
such as user authentication schemes. Recently, Wu et al.
proposed a new user authentication scheme for Internet
of Things-based wireless sensor networks. The scheme
suggests a new method in which a user of IoT can be
authenticated with a sensor node of the WSN through a
communication with a gateway. Unfortunately, we have
found that Wu et al.’s scheme has some security vulnerabilities and is not immune to some security attacks. This
paper focuses on eliminating the security vulnerabilities of
Wu et al.’s scheme by suggesting an enhanced scheme. We
introduce a provable security for our scheme and present
its formal security analysis by ProVerif. Moreover, we
compare the proposed scheme with some other related
schemes for WSNs in aspects of efficiency and security.
Keywords: Authentication; Internet of Things; ProVerif;
Security; WSN

1

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is defined as a network
of highly connected things and devices. In current perspective, the IoT includes various kinds of things, e.g.,
sensors, actuators, RFID tags, smart phones or backend servers, which are very different in terms of size,

capability and functionality. In other words, Internet of Things uses some technologies such as: Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN), Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID), Machine-to-Machine communication, cloud computing and etc. According to Gartner’s forecast [27], the
IoT, which excludes PCs, smart phones and tablets, will
grow to more than 26 billion units installed in 2020.
WSNs are crucial for the future of Internet of Things
because it covers necessary IoT applications. The WSN
contains small, wireless, ad-hoc sensor nodes which are
used in a wide range of application scenarios such
as health care, smart homes, military, environment
and etc. [1, 8, 11, 15, 16, 19–21, 25].
Wireless sensor networks include three main parts: the
users, the sensors and the gateway. The most important
part is the gateway which can communicate with all the
sensors. The gateway is accountable for the wireless sensor network security. The sensors and users register on
relative gateway. Users who want to use from the data
collected by the sensors should contact the gateway. Here,
a common method is use of an session encryption key.
Constructing a secure session key between the sensor and
the user is a basic issue. If a user requests a data from a
sensor of WSN, first of all, he/she should be identified for
the legitimate access. The usual method is utilizing an
authentication scheme among the sensors and users. So,
authentication protocols are essential for WSN.

2

Related Works

In recent years, WSNs and their different security mechanisms have attracted many researcher’s attention. Due to
the limited resource of the WSNs, classic security mechanisms are not applicable because of much energy consumption. Therefore, many lightweight security methods are proposed for WSN (e.g. intrusion detection, secure data aggregation, secure and efficient routing proto-
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cols, etc.) [23, 24, 30, 40].
Watero et al. proposed a user authentication protocol for WSN based on RSA in 2004 [34]. But, in 2009,
Das showed that Watero et al.’s scheme is vulnerable
against sensor forgery attack [7]. Moreover, he presented
an other efficient authentication protocol that using smart
card. But in 2010, his proposed scheme was evaluated
by Chen et al. [5], He et al. [13], Khan et al. [17] and
Vaidya et al. [33], respectively and it became clear that
his scheme suffers from several security weaknesses like
destitute of mutual authentication, the impersonation attack and the insider attack. Furthermore, Vaidya et al.
showed that the Khan et al.’s scheme was also vulnerable
against stolen smart card and the sensor nodes capture
attacks and finally, they proposed an improved scheme.
In 2011, Kumar et al. pointed out that He et al. [13] was
vulnerable against information leakage attack and their
scheme could not satisfy the following security properties:
user anonymity, mutual authentication and constructing
a shared session key by the sensor and the user [18].
Because of acceptable computational complexity, Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) has been recently used
for WSNs [2,12,22,26,29]. In 2011, Yeh et al. [38] showed
that the Chen et al.’s scheme [5] suffers from the insider
attack and lack of a password change phase. They also
proposed the first ECC-based authentication scheme for
WSNs. But, in 2011, Han [39] pointed out that Yeh et
al.’s scheme does not satisfy forward security and mutual
authentication. In 2013, Shai et al. [31] showed a two
factor ECC-based authentication scheme. But, in 2014,
Choi et al. presented that the Shai et al.’s scheme is not
immune against the known session key attack and the
off-line password guessing attack [6]. In addition, they
presented a novel scheme. In 2015, Wu et al. [35] stated
that the Choi et al.’s scheme still has some vulnerabilities such as user forgery attacks and off-line password
guessing. Additionally, the user identity is revealed in
the message and therefore, the privacy of user’s identity
is not met.
In order to pass the popular attacks, Turkanovic suggested a new scheme for heterogeneous wireless sensor
networks in 2014 [32]. But, in 2015, Farash et al. [10] and
Chang et al. [4] independently showed that Turkanović
is vulnerable against the off-line password guessing and
stolen verifier attacks. Moreover, in their scheme, the
identity of the user can be traced.
In 2014, Hsieh et al. [14] showed that Vaidya et al.’s
scheme [33] is vulnerable to off-line password guessing attack and the insider attack. Additionally, they presented
a new scheme in their paper.
Wu et al. [36] presented a new scheme for WSNs which
is based on the Fantacci et al. [9] and Nguyen [28] recommendations for IoT security. In this scheme, a user sends
messages to a gateway at first and after that the gateway
communicates with a sensor. Finally, by the Wu et al.’s
scheme a user, a gateway and a sensor can authenticate
each other.
In this paper, we show that the Wu et al.’s scheme
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is vulnerable to some security weaknesses and to overcome those flaws, we suggest an enhanced authentication
scheme.

2.1

Our Contribution

In this paper, we show that the Wu et al.’s user authentication scheme [36] is not a secure scheme because it is
vulnerable against forgery and Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks. After that, in order to eliminate the weaknesses
we suggest an enhanced user authentication scheme for
IoT. In addition, we present a formal security analysis
by ProVerif and a provable security in the random oracle
model for our scheme. Finally, we compare the proposed
scheme with related schemes in case of security and efficiency. The results indicate that our scheme is a suitable
and practical design for utilizing in IoT.

2.2

Paper Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We review
Wu et al.’s scheme and its security analysis in Section
2. In Section 3, we introduce our improved scheme. The
security analysis of the proposed scheme and some comparisons are posed in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 5.

3

Review of the Wu et al.’s
Scheme

In this section, we review the Wu et al.’s scheme [36].
Their scheme includes four phases: Initialization, Registration, Login and Authentication. Table 1 presents utilized notations of the Wu et al.’s scheme.

3.1

Initialization

GW obtains an addition group G with a large prime order
q on E (Fq ). P is a generator of group G. IDGW is the
identity of GW . GW also picks a secret key x and two
hash functions h (·) and h1 (·).

3.2

Registration

This phase includes registration procedures for user Ui
and sensor Sj .
For Ui :
1) Ui picks a random number r0 , his/her own identity
IDi and a password P W i . After that, he/she computes M P i = h (r0 k P Wi ) and M I i = h (r0 k IDi ),
and sends {M P i , M I i , IDi } to GW through a secure
channel.
2) GW computes ei = h (IDGW k x k M Ii ) ⊕ M P i and
fi = h (M I i k x) ⊕ M I i . GW injects (ei , fi , P, p, q)
into the smart card, saves IDi in the database for
auditing, and gives the smart card to Ui by a secure
channel.
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and then computes C1 = βP , C2 = βB2 , sks =
h1 (B2 k C1 k C2 ), C3 = h (M Ii k SIDj k sks ) and
C4 = h (cj k M Ii k SIDj ). Next, Sj sends M3 =
{C1 , C3 , C4 } to GW .

Table 1: Symbols were used in the Wu et al.’s and proposed schemes
Symbols
p, q
E(Fq )
G
P
GW, x
Ui , IDi , P Wi
Sj , SIDj
sku , sks
A
h(.), h1 (.)
Ti
l
Ek (.)/Dk (.)
a ⊕ b, akb
a =?b

Description
Large prime numbers
An elliptic curve E over the finite field Fq
An additive subgroup of points of E with order q
A generator of G
The gateway and its corresponding secret
key
The i-th user, his/her identity
and password
The j-th sensor and its identity
The session keys computed by
the user and the sensor
The adversary (malicious)
One-way hash functions
Timestamp of user Ui
Security parameter of system
The symmetric encryption/decryption
function with key k
The XOR operation and the conjuction
with string a and b
Check whether a equal b

3) Ui saves di = h (IDi k P Wi )⊕r0 into the smart card.
For Sj :
1) Sj submits SIDj to GW through a secure channel.
2) GW calculates cj = h (SIDj k x) and sends it to Sj
through a secure channel. Sj stores SIDj and cj .
In addition, if a sensor be substituted by the other
sensor one or a new sensor connects the WSN, the new
sensor should register to GW similar to the upper steps.

3.3

Login and Authentication

1) Ui inserts his/her card and enters IDi and P W i .
r1 = di ⊕ h(IDi k P W i ), M I i = h (r1 k IDi ) and
MPi = h (r1 k P W i ) are computed by the smart
card.
2) Ui picks a random number α ∈ [1, q − 1],
r2 and r3 . Ui obtains the sensor Sj as the partner and
calculates M Iinew = h (r2 k IDi ), B1 = ei ⊕M Pi ⊕r3 ,
B2 = αP , B3 = fi ⊕ M Ii ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (r3 k M Ii ),
B4 = h (r3 k M Iinew k B2 ) ⊕ IDi and B5 = h(IDi k
M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj ). Then, he/she sends M1 =
{M I i , SIDj , B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , B5 } to Sj .
3) GW computes r3 = B1 ⊕ h(IDGW k x k M I i ),
M Iinew = B3 ⊕ h(M Ii k x) ⊕ h(r3 k M Ii ) and
IDi = B4 ⊕ h (r3 k M Iinew k B2 ). Then, GW checks
if IDi is in database and B5 =?h(IDi k M Ii k
M Iinew k SIDj ). If they hold, GW calculates cj =
h (SIDj k x) and D1 = h (M Ii k SIDj k cj k B2 ).
Next, the message M2 = {M Ii , SIDj , B2 , D1 } is sent
to sensor Sj .
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5) GW checks C4 ?= h (cj k M Ii k SIDj ). If it holds,
then GW calculates D2 = h(IDGW k x k M Iinew ) ⊕
h (M Iinew k r3 ), D3 = h (M Iinew k x) ⊕ h (M Ii k r3 )
and D4 = h(IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj k
D2 k D3 k r3 ). Finally, GW sends M4 = {C1 ,
C3 , D2 , D3 , D4 } to Ui .
6) Ui checks D4 ?= h(IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj k
D2 k D3 k r3 ). If it holds, Ui computes B6 = αC1
and sku = h1 (B2 k C1 k B6 ). After that, Ui checks
whether C4 ?= h (M I i k SIDj k sk u ). If it holds,
the smart card calculates a new data dnew
= r2 ⊕
i
new
k
r
)
⊕
h(r2 k
=
D
⊕
h
(M
I
h (IDi k P Wi ), enew
3
2
i
i
P Wi ), and finew = D3 ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (M Ii k r3 ). Finally, it replaces (di , ei , fi ) with (dnew
, enew
, finew ),
i
i
respectively.

3.4

Password Change

1) This step is identical with the step 1 of login and
authentication phase.
2) Ui randomly picks values r4 and r5 and then computes M Iinew = h (r4 k IDi ), B7 = ei ⊕ M Pi ⊕ r5 ,
B8 = fi ⊕ M Ii ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (r5 k M Ii ), B9 =
IDi ⊕h (r5 k M Iinew k B2 ) and B10 = h(IDi k M Ii k
M Iinew k r5 )
3) GW calculates r5 = B7 ⊕ h(IDGW k x k M I i ),
M Iinew = B8 ⊕ h (M Ii k x) ⊕ h (r3 k M Ii ) and IDi =
B9 ⊕ h (r5 k M Iinew k B2 ), and checks the validity of
IDi and B10 =?h (IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k r5 ). If either of them is failed, the request is rejected. Otherwise, GW computes D5 = h(IDGW k x k M Iinew ) ⊕
h(M Iinew k r5 ), D6 = h (M Iinew k x) ⊕ h (M Ii k r5 )
and D7 = h(IDi k r5 k M Ii k M Iinew k D5 k D6 ).
GW sends M6 = {D5 , D6 , D7 } to the user Ui .
4) Ui checks D7 ?= h(IDi k r5 k M Ii k M Iinew k D5
k D6 ). If this equation does not hold, Ui fails the session. Otherwise, Ui is asked to input a new password
P Winew . Then, the smart card calculates M Pinew =
h (r4 k P Winew ), enew2
= D5 ⊕ h (M Iinew k r5 ) ⊕
i
new
new2
M Pi , fi
= D6 ⊕ h (M Ii k r5 ) ⊕ M Iinew and
new2
di
= r4 ⊕ h (IDi k P W new
), and
i
 finally updates
new2
new2
(di , ei , fi ) with dnew2
,
e
,
f
.
i
i
i

3.5

Security Analysis of Wu et al.’s
Scheme

4) Sj checks SIDj and D1 ?= h(M Ii k SIDj k cj In this section, we show that Wu et al.’s scheme is vulnerk B2 ). If they are incorrect, Sj fails the ses- able against two types of attacks: Denial of Service (DoS)
sion. Otherwise, Sj picks a random β ∈ [1, q − 1] attack and forgery attack.
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Table 2: Login and Authentication phases of the Wu et al.’s scheme
Ui
Step One:
input IDi , P Wi
compute r1 = di ⊕ h (IDi k P W i )
MIi = h (r1 k IDi ) and MPi = h (r1 k P W i )
choose random numbers α ∈ [1, q − 1],
r2 and r3
compute the followings:
M Iinew = h (r2 k IDi )
B1 = ei ⊕ M Pi ⊕ r3
B2 = αP
B3 = fi ⊕ M Ii ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (r3 k M Ii )
B4 = h (r3 k M Iinew k B2 ) ⊕ IDi
B5 = h (IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj )

GW

Sj

M1 ={M Ii ,SIDj ,B1 ,B2 ,B3 ,B4 ,B5 }

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Step Two:
compute the followings:
r3 = B1 ⊕ h (IDGW k x k M I i )
M Iinew = B3 ⊕ h (M Ii k x) ⊕ h (r3 k M Ii )
IDi = B4 ⊕ h (r3 k M Iinew k B2 )
check: IDi ,
B5 ?h (IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj )
compute:
cj = h (SIDj k x)
D1 = h (M Ii k SIDj k cj k B2 )
M2 ={M Ii ,SIDj ,B2 ,D1 }

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Step Three:
check: SIDj
check: IDi ,
D1 ?h (M Ii k SIDj k cj k B2 )
choose random β ∈ [1, q − 1]
compute the followings:
C1 = βP
C2 = βB2
sks = h1 (B2 k C1 k C2 )
C3 = h (M Ii k SIDj k sks )
C4 = h (cj k M Ii k SIDj )
M3 ={C1 ,C3 ,C4 }

←−−−−−−−−−−−
Step Four:
check: C4 ?h (cj k M Ii k SIDj )
compute the followings:
D2 = h (IDGW k x k M Iinew ) ⊕ h (M Iinew k r3 )
D3 = h (M Iinew k x) ⊕ h (M Ii k r3 )
D4 = h (IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj k D2 k D3 k r3 )
M4 ={C1 ,C3 ,D2 ,D3 ,D4 }

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Step Five:
check:
D4 ?h (IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj k D2 k D3 k r3 )
compute the followings:
B6 = αC1
sku = h1 (B2 k C1 k B6 )
check: C4 ?h (M I i k SIDj k sk u )
compute:
dnew
= r2 ⊕ h (IDi k P Wi )
i
enew
= D2 ⊕ h (M Iinew k r3 ) ⊕ h (r2 k P Wi )
i
finew = D3 ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (M Ii k r3 )
replace (di , ei , fi ) with (dnew
, enew
, finew )
i
i
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• Denial of service attack: An attacker can masquerade himself/herself as a real user Ui and apply DoS attack against server GW . Since the
term M1 = {M Ii , SIDj , B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , B5 } is always valid, an attacker can apply DoS attack by
sending this message to the GW .
Note that
M1 = {M Ii , SIDj , B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , B5 } does not contain any fresh term like a time stamp, the attacker
can frequently send Mi to the GW and finally, this
action allows the server GW to be unavailable. Moreover, the attacker can provide DoS attack more effectively by using Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attack.
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scheme, our new scheme includes four phases: Initialization, Registration, Login and Authentication, and Password change.

4.1

Initialization

GW firstly generates an addition group G with a large
prime order q on E (Fq ). P is a generator of group G.
IDGW is the identity of GW . GW also picks a secret key
x and two hash functions h (·) and h1 (·).

4.2

Registration

• Forgery attack: Although Wu et al.’s stated that This phase includes registration procedures for user Ui
their proposed scheme is immune to user forgery at- and sensor Sj .
tack, but we show that an adversary can play the role For Ui :
of a user Ui and a sensor Sj and consequently GW is
convinced that Ui and Sj established a secure session 1) Ui chooses a number r0 at random, his/her own idenkey.
tity IDi and a password P W i . After that, he/she
computes the followings:
The adversary records all messages M1 , M2 , M3 and
M4 of a successful session between the Ui , Sj and
M P i = h (r0 k P Wi )
GW . After that, the adversary starts a new session
and sends the recorded M1 = {M Ii , SIDj , B1 , B2 ,
M I i = h (r0 k IDi )
(1)
B3 , B4 , B5 } to server GW . Upon receiving M1 , GW
executes its computations and verifications and sends
and then sends {M P i , M I i , IDi } to GW via a secure
generated M2 to sensor Sj .
channel.
The adversary intercepts M2 , chooses a random num2) GW computes
ber β 0 and computes the following parameters:
C10

=

β0P

C20

=

β 0 B2

The attacker computes a new valid session key sks0
and the value C30 as follows:
sks0
C30

= h1 (B2 k

C10

k

= h (M Ii k SIDj k sks0 )

M30 = {C10 , C30 , C4 }
Upon receiving M30 , GW verifies the value C4 and
accepts it as a valid value. GW generates the message
M4 and sends it to Ui . Therefore, the adversary can
forge Ui and Sj and convince GW that Sj and Ui
established a secure session key with each other.
The proposed attack is arisen of two weaknesses.
First, a valid submitted message M1 in a session, is
a valid message for GW at next sessions and second
issue is that GW does not utilize a random number
in its computations.

4

The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose a new scheme that solves the
security problems of Wu et al.’s scheme. Like Wu et al.’s

(2)

fi = h (M I i k x) ⊕ M I i

(3)

Then, GW injects (ei , fi , P, p, q) into the smart card,
saves IDi in the database for auditing, and gives the
card to Ui through a secure channel.

C20 )

The adversary uses the recorded value C4 of the previous session and sends a new message M30 to GW
instead of sensor Sj .

ei = h (IDGW k x k M Ii ) ⊕ M P i

3) Ui saves the following di into the relative smart card.
di = h (IDi k P Wi ) ⊕ r0
For Sj :
1) Sj submits SIDj to GW via a secure channel.
2) GW calculates cj = h (SIDj k x) and sends it to Sj
through a secure channel. Moreover, Sj stores the
parameters SIDj and cj .

4.3

Login and Authentication

1) Ui inserts his/her smart card and enters IDi and
P W i . The card computes
r1 = di ⊕ h(IDi k P W i )
M I i = h (r1 k IDi )
M P i = h (r1 k P W i )
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2) Ui chooses random numbers α ∈ [1, q − 1], r2 and r3 ,
selects sensor Sj as the partner, obtains a time stamp
Ti and calculates
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6) Upon receiving M4 , Ui checks D4 ?= h(IDi k M Ii k
M Iinew k SIDj k D2 k D3 k r3 ). If it is true, Ui
computes

M Iinew = h (r2 k IDi )

B6 = αC1

B1 = ei ⊕ M Pi ⊕ r3

sku = h1 (B2 k C1 k B6 )

B2 = αP
B3 = fi ⊕ M Ii ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (r3 k M Ii )
B4 = h (r3 k

M Iinew

After that, Ui checks C4 ?= h (M I i k SIDj k sk u ). If
it holds, the smart card calculates new data as follows

k B2 ) ⊕ IDi

B5 = h(IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj k Ti )

dnew
= r2 ⊕ h (IDi k P Wi )
i

Then, he/she sends M1 to GW .

enew
= D2 ⊕ h (M Iinew k r3 ) ⊕ h(r2 k P Wi )
i

M1 = {M I i , SIDj , B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , B5 , Ti }

finew = D3 ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (M Ii k r3 )

3) GW checks whether |T − Ti |<∆, where T is current
time and ∆ is a predefined delay. If |T − Ti |>∆, GW
rejects the session. If Ti is accepted, GW computes
r3
new
M Ii

Finally, it replaces (di , ei , fi ) with (dnew
, enew
, finew ),
i
i
respectively. Table 3 presents the login and authentication phase.

= B1 ⊕ h(IDGW k x k M I i )
= B3 ⊕ h(M Ii k x) ⊕ h(r3 k M Ii )

IDi = B4 ⊕ h (r3 k M Iinew k B2 )
Then, GW checks if IDi is in database and
B5 ?= h(IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj k Ti ). If one
of the verifications fails, the session is rejected. GW
picks λ ∈ [1, q − 1] at random, obtains a time stamp
TG and calculates

4.4

Password Change

1) This step is identical with the Step 1 of login and
authentication phase.
2) Ui randomly chooses values r4 and r5 and calculates
the followings
M Iinew = h (r4 k IDi )

C0 = λP

B7 = ei ⊕ M Pi ⊕ r5

cj = h (SIDj k x)
D1 = h (M Ii k SIDj k cj C0 k B2 k TG )
Next, the message M2 is sent to sensor Sj .
M2 = {M Ii , SIDj , B2 , D1 , C0 , TG }
4) Sj checks SIDj , |T − TG |>∆ and D1 ?= h(M Ii k
SIDj k cj C0 k B2 k TG ). If either checking fails, Sj
rejects the session. Otherwise, Sj chooses a random
β ∈ [1, q − 1] and computes
C1 = βP
C2 = βB2
sks = h1 (B2 k C1 k C2 )
C3 = h (M Ii k SIDj k sks )
C4 = h (cj C0 k M Ii k SIDj )
Next, Sj sends M3 to GW .
M3 = {C1 , C3 , C4 }
5) After receiving M3 , GW checks C4 ?= h(cj C0 k M Ii
k SIDj ). If it holds, GW computes
D2 = h(IDGW k x k M Iinew ) ⊕ h (M Iinew k r3 )
D3 = h (M Iinew k x) ⊕ h (M Ii k r3 )
D4 = h(IDi k M Ii k

M Iinew

k SIDj k D2 k D3 k r3 )

Finally, GW sends M4 to Ui .
M4 = {C1 , C3 , D2 , D3 , D4 }

B8 = fi ⊕ M Ii ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (r5 k M Ii )
B9 = IDi ⊕ h (r5 k M Iinew k B2 )
B10 = h(IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k r5 )
Ui sends M5 = {Mi , B7 , B8 , B9 , B10 } and a password
change request to GW .
3) Upon receiving M5 and the password change request,
GW calculates
r5
new
M Ii

= B7 ⊕ h(IDGW k x k M I i )
= B8 ⊕ h (M Ii k x) ⊕ h (r5 k M Ii )

IDi = B9 ⊕ h (r5 k M Iinew k B2 )
and then checks the validity of IDi and also checks
the following:
B10 =?h (IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k r5 )
If either of them fails, the request is rejected. Otherwise, GW computes
D5 = h(IDGW k x k M Iinew ) ⊕ h(M Iinew k r5 )
D6 = h (M Iinew k x) ⊕ h (M Ii k r5 )
D7 = h(IDi k r5 k M Ii k M Iinew k D5 k D6 )
GW sends M6 = {D5 , D6 , D7 } to the user Ui with
grant.
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4) After receiving M6 , Ui checks D7 =?h(IDi k r5 k
M Ii k M Iinew k D5 k D6 ). If this equation is rejected, Ui fails the session. Otherwise, Ui is requested
to input a new password P Winew . Then, the following values are computed by the smart card:
M Pinew = h (r4 k P Winew )
enew2
= D5 ⊕ h (M Iinew k r5 ) ⊕ M Pinew
i
finew2 = D6 ⊕ h (M Ii k r5 ) ⊕ M Iinew
dnew2
= r4 ⊕ h (IDi k P W new
)
i
i
,
, enew2
Finally Ui , updates (di , ei , fi ) with (dnew2
i
i
new2
fi
), respectively.

5

Security Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the security of our scheme.
We discuss the security properties of the proposed scheme
and present a provable security of our scheme. In addition, a formal proof of the proposed scheme is introduced.
Finally security and efficiency comparisons are posed.

5.1

Analysis of the Security Properties

• Resistant to insider attack: Within registration
phase, Ui sends M P i = h (r0 k P Wi ) to GW . The
adversary is incapable to guess the correct password
P Wi because the adversary has not the random r0 .
Thus a malicious GW cannot obtain the password of
users.
• Resistant to off-line password guessing attack:
Assume an adversary A is eavesdropping the communications between Ui and GW to obtain the password
P Wi . The adversary records message M1 (??) and
try to find the password. Since the password is not
contained at the M1 , the adversary is unable to find
P Wi . In addition, let the adversary steels the smart
card and obtains ei , fi and di . Since the adversary
has not r0 and the secret value x, it cannot find the
passwords via ei and di . Thus the proposed protocol
is immune to off-line password guessing attack.
• Resistant to user forgery attack: In order to
forge Ui , the adversary A should generate a valid
message M1 . Since A does not know x, it is unable to
calculate valid values B1 = h (IDGW k x k M Ii ) ⊕ r3
and B3 = h (M Ii k x) ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (r3 k M Ii ). In
addition, due to the used time stamp, the adversary
cannot utilize an old message M1 to forge Ui . Thus
the proposed protocol is secure against user forgery
attack.
• Resistant to gateway forgery attack: If the adversary A wants to forge GW , it should compute
D1 (20), D2 (28), D3 (29) and r3 (15) correctly. Since
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A has not the secret value x, it is incapable to generates the needed values. Therefore, A is unable to
forge GW in our scheme.
• Resisitant to sensor capture attack: Sensor capturing attack leads that using retrieved information
from compromise sensor node to execute attacks in
IoT environment. Adversary attempts to retrieve information about other sensor nodes, and the users
in order to compromise any other secure communication between the users and the non-compromised
sensor nodes in the IoT. In our scheme, each sensor
has a unique identity SIDj and the corresponding
secret value cj . Thus, compromising a sensor does
not affect on the other sensors.
• Resistant to de-synchronization attack: It implies that the legitimate user’s login and authentication is rejected by the gateway. In the proposed
scheme, the gateway checks the password in a session before password changing. This avoids inserting
wrong passwords. Moreover, inappropriate data between the user and the gateway causes this attack.
The gateway only saves the identity for audit and
it does not store any data about the users. Data is
changed on the user side. It is infeasible that inappropriate data become visible between the gateway
and the user. Thus, the proposed scheme is immune
to the de-synchronization attack.
• Resistant to replay attack: Due to the utilized
random fresh numbers by user, gateway and sensor
and usage of time stamp, our protocol is immune
against reply attack.
• Resistant to known-key attack: In our scheme,
the session key is sks = h1 (B2 k C1 k C2 ), where
C2 = βB2 = αC1 . Since β and α are randomly selected at each session, the session keys are completely
independent. Thus, if A can obtain a session key, it
cannot calculates the next session keys.
• User anonymity: The proposed protocol utilizes
a pseudonym M Ii as the identity of Ui and it be
updated in each authentication and password change
phase. Therefore, the adversary cannot trace Ui via
M Ii . In addition, M Ii does nor reveal IDi because
it is a hash result of IDi and r1 . Thus, our scheme
satisfies the anonymity property for user Ui .
• Strong forward secrecy: Assume the adversary
who records the flows of previous sessions, obtains all
secret information of Ui , Sj and GW . By assuming
the intractability ECCDH problem, it cannot compute the the random values α (10) and β (22) and
the session key of previous sessions. Thus, the proposed scheme satisfies strong forward secrecy.
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Table 3: Login and Authentication phases of the proposed scheme
Ui
Step 1:
input IDi , P Wi
compute r1 = di ⊕ h (IDi k P W i )
MIi = h (r1 k IDi ) and
MPi = h (r1 k P W i )
choose random numbers α ∈ [1, q − 1],
r2 and r3
compute the followings:
M Iinew = h (r2 k IDi )
B1 = ei ⊕ M Pi ⊕ r3
B2 = αP
B3 = fi ⊕ M Ii ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (r3 k M Ii )
B4 = h (r3 k M Iinew k B2 ) ⊕ IDi
B5 = h (IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj k Ti )

GW

Sj

M1 ={M Ii ,SIDj ,B1 ,B2 ,B3 ,B4 ,B5 ,Ti }

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Step 2:
Verify Ti and compute the followings:
r3 = B1 ⊕ h (IDGW k x k M I i )
M Iinew = B3 ⊕ h (M Ii k x) ⊕
h (r3 k M Ii )
IDi = B4 ⊕ h (r3 k M Iinew k B2 )
check: IDi ,
B5 =?h (IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj k Ti )
choose λ ∈ [1, q − 1]
compute:
C0 = λP
cj = h (SIDj k x)
D1 = h (M Ii k SIDj k cj C0 k B2 k TG )
M2 ={M Ii ,SIDj ,B2 ,D1 ,C0 ,TG }

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Step 3:
check TG
check SIDj
check IDi ,
D1 =?h (M Ii k SIDj k cj C0 k B2 k TG )
choose random β ∈ [1, q − 1]
compute the followings:
C1 = βP
C2 = βB2
sks = h1 (B2 k C1 k C2 )
C3 = h (M Ii k SIDj k sks )
C4 = h (cj C0 k M Ii k SIDj )
M3 ={C1 ,C3 ,C4 }

←−−−−−−−−−−−
Step 4:
check: C4 =?h (cj C0 k M Ii k SIDj )
compute the followings:
D2 = h (IDGW k x k M Iinew ) ⊕ h (M Iinew k r3 )
D3 = h (M Iinew k x) ⊕ h (M Ii k r3 )
D4 = h (IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj k D2 k D3 k r3 )
M4 ={C1 ,C3 ,D2 ,D3 ,D4 }

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Step 5:
check:
D4 =?h (IDi k M Ii k M Iinew k SIDj k D2 k D3 k r3 )
compute the followings:
B6 = αC1
sku = h1 (B2 k C1 k B6 )
check: C4 =?h (M I i k SIDj k sk u )
compute:
dnew
= r2 ⊕ h (IDi k P Wi )
i
enew
= D2 ⊕ h (M Iinew k r3 ) ⊕ h (r2 k P Wi )
i
finew = D3 ⊕ M Iinew ⊕ h (M Ii k r3 )
replace (di , ei , fi ) with (dnew
, enew
, finew )
i
i
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5.2

Provable Security

This section introduces the formal proof of our scheme
based on the Bresson et al.’s model [3]. In the presented
proof, The protocol P includes three entities; one user U ,
one sensor S and a gateway GW . The notation I is used
for denoting different users.
We utilize U i as the i − th instance of U . GW t ,
j
S and I k can similarly be used. We assume a simulator and an oracle to answer to inquired messages. The
oracles outputs three states: Accept, reject and ⊥. If
the oracle U i or S j is accepted and computes a session
key, the following notations are determined; an identity
for session (sidU i or sidS j ), an identity for the partner
(pidU i or pidS j ) and the session keys (sk U i or sk S j ).
Initialization is done before the simulation. U has
the identity ID, password P W and a smart card containing d, e, f, P, q and p. P W is selected of a set with
size N . S has parameters c, P, p, q and an identity
SID. GW is assigned with an identity IDGW and values x, P, q and p. Moreover, the adversary A knows
ID, SID, IDGW , P, q, p. In addition, the following definition is used in the simulation:
• Partnering: U i and S j are partners if a session
key is established between them. Beside constructing the session key, four conditions should be satisfied; U i and S j are accepted; sidU i = sidS j , pidS j =
U i , pidU i = S j , · · · , sk U i = sk S j .
• sf s − f resh: I k reaches sf s − f resh if the below
events are not occurred:
1) Reveal(I k )
2) Reveal(P idI k )
3) Any Corrupt(I m ) query before the T est query,
where m is a legitimate participant, containing k.
• sf s − ake security: if A has the advantage on guessing the coin a on P after T est(I k ) where I k is
sf s − f resh and A guesses a bit a0 , the advantage is
defined as
AdvPsf s−ake (A) = 2P r[a = a0 ] − 1
A scheme is ”sf s−ake”−secure if AdvPsf s−ake (A) be
a negligible value.
Now, in the form of following theorem, we give the formal
proof of our new scheme.
Theorem 1. The adversary A can make at most qs , qe
and qh queries from Send, Execute and Hash oracles,
respectively. A has the following advantage:
2

AdvPsf s−ake (A) ≤

2

(qs + qe )
q 2 + (qs + qe )
+ h
q−1
2l
12qh + 7qs
2qs
2
+
+
+ 4qs ((qs + qe )
l−1
2
N
ECGDH
+1)AdvA
(t + (2qs + 4qe )Ts )
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Which in the above equation, P denotes the scheme, G
is a cyclic addition group in the field of E(Fq ) that has
a prime order q and the passwords are chosen from a set
with N elements. Additionally, l denotes the length of
security parameter. We consider Tm as the needed time
for a scalar multiplication in group G.
Proof. The proposed proof of theorem includes of a some
related games from the game G0 to the game G8 . In the
test session of the game Gi , the adversary A guesses the
coin a that is denoted by Succi . Since there is only one
user in the proof procedure, there is no need for A to take
time in guessing the user’s identity.
- Game G0 : This game simulates the real attacks with
random oracles. If one of the following items happens, a random bit like a is selected instead of the
answer of T est.
– When the game aborts or stops, A does not
guess.
– A makes more queries than the predetermined
quantities.
– A utilizes more time than the predetermined
time.
In accordance with the upper definition, we
have:
AdvPsf s−ake (A) = 2P r[Succ0 ] − 1
- Game G1 : In this game, all oracles should be simulated. We also define three lists which the answers to
relative queries are stored in them. Lh -list stores the
answers to hash queries. If A asks a hash query, the
answer will be stored in LA -list and the transcripts
of all messages are stored in the LP -list. In order to
break the privacy of authentication processes and to
obtain the session keys, the adversary A can make
queries to oracles. Then P r[Succ1 ] = P r[Succ0 ] and
so, G0 and G1 are indistinguishable.
- Game G2 : In this stage, we want to avoid the collisions in the messages. Using the birthday paradox,
we introduce the three following collisions:
– In different sessions, it is possible that the random numbers α, β ∈ [1, q − 1] to be used for the
same. Note that, in this case, the total proba2
s +qe )
.
bility will be bounded by (q2(q−1)
– The three random numbers r1 , r2 and r3 may
have collisions. The total probibility will be
(qs +qe )2
.
2l+1
– The upper bound of the probibility of collisions
2
qh
in hash functions is 2l+1
.
Finally, we can find that |P r[Succ2 ] −
2
2
(q +qe )2 +qh
s +qe )
P r[Succ1 ]| ≤ (q2(q−1)
+ s 2l+1
.
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- Game G3 : During this game, we want to find the
probability of forging M1 without random oracles.
Since the simulator B answers
as S, we can add

steps to Send U i , GW t , M1 : the simulator B needs
to check if M1 ∈ LP − list and (ID k ∗, ∗), (∗ k
ID, M I), (∗ k M I, ∗), (∗ k ID, ∗), (∗ k B2 , ∗) and
(ID k M I k ∗ k SID, B5 ) are in LA -list. If any of
these parameters fails, the relative query will be terminated. Since S does not password P W or M I new ,
(r1 k P W, ∗) cannot be exterminated. The probabilities for (∗ k ID, M I) and (ID k M I k ∗ k
SID, B5 ) are all bounded by q2el and other parameters are bounded by q2hl . Finally, we can see that
s)
|P r [Succ3 ] − P r [Succ2 ] | ≤ (5qh2+2q
.
l
- Game G4 : In this game, we want to find the probibility of forging M2 without random oracles. we can add
steps to Send(GW t , S j , M2 ): the simulator B needs
to check if M2 ∈ LP − list and (SID k ∗, c), (M I k
SID k c k B2 , D1 ) are in LA − list. The probabilities
for (M I k SID k c k B2 , D1 ) is bounded by q2sl while
for (SID k ∗, c), this bound is equal to q2hl . Therefore,
s)
we can see that |P r [Succ4 ] − P r [Succ3 ] | ≤ (qh2+q
.
l
- Game G5 : During this game, we find the probibility
of forging M3 without random oracles. we can add
steps to Send(GW t , S j , M3 ): the simulator B needs
to check if M3 ∈ LP − list and (1, B2 k C1 k ∗, ∗),
(M I k SID k ∗ k C3 ) and (c k M I k SID k C4 )
are in LA − list. The probabilities for (M I k SID k
∗ k C3 ) and (c k M I k SID k C4 ) are bounded by
qs
and for (1, B2 k C1 k ∗, ∗), this bound is at most
2l
equal to q2hl . Finally, we can see that |P r [Succ5 ] −
s)
.
P r [Succ4 ] | ≤ (qh +2q
2l
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– This aspect simulates active attacks. The adversary A selects a password P W ∗ with size N .
Then, he/she can forge messages to start the
session. Since A can ask at most qs Send-query,
the probability of guessing the correct password
is qNs .
– This aspect simulates passive attacks. Here, we
have two cases:
(a) In orther to break the ECGDH-problem,
the adversary A asks Execute-queries and
h1 -queries. A can retrieve from LA -list
with the probability that bounded by q1h .
In this case, the probability is at most
ECGDH
qh AdvA
(t + 4qe Tm ).
(b) In orther to simulate the Execute-queries,
the adversary A asks Send-queries. Similar
to the last case, we can obtain the probaECGDH
bility qh AdvA
(t + 2qe Tm ).
Finally, we have:
|
≤
+
≤

P r [Succ6 ] − P r [Succ5 ] |
qs
ECGDH
+ qh AdvA
(t + 4qe Tm )
N
ECGDH
qh AdvA
(t + 2qe Tm )
2qs
ECGDH
+ qh AdvA
(t + (4qe + 2qs )Tm )
N

- Game G8 : This game is about strong forward security. The adversary A can ask all Corrupt-oracles.
However, in the light of the sf s − f resh notion,
Corrupt(1m )-query should occure after T est. So,
A can utilizes the old sessions only. Like game
G7 , we can find (1, αP k βP k αβP, sk) from LA list. The probability of obtaining αP and βP in the
1
same session is (qs +q
Therefore, |P r [Succ8 ] −
2.
e)
ECGDH
(t + (4qe +
P r[Succ7 ]| ≤ 2qh (qs + qe )2 AdvA
2qs )Tm ). This implies that the adversary A has no
more advantage and P r[Succ8 ] = 12 .

- Game G6 : In this game, we want to find a forge of
forging M4 without random oracles. we can add steps
to Send(GW t , U i , M4 ): the simulator B requires to
verify M4 ∈ LP − list and (IDGW k ∗ k M I new , ∗),
(M I new k r3 , ∗), (M I new k ∗, ∗), (1, B2 k C1 k ∗, ∗),
(M I k SID k ∗ k C3 ) and (ID k M I k M I new k Finally, Theorem 1 is proved by combining all above
SID k D2 k D3 k r3 , ∗) are in LA − list. The last games.
two terms have the upper bound q2sl and the others
have at most q2hl . So, we can see that |P r [Succ6 ] −
5.3 Formal Verification Using ProVerif
s)
P r [Succ5 ] | ≤ (5qh2+2q
.
l
This section analyses the security of the proposed protocol
- Game G7 : In this game, the adversary A uses random via the ProVerif as one of the most well-known formal
oracles to solve the ECGDH-problem. We modify the automated security analysis tools.
h1 oracle as follows: If A asks a (1, αP k βP k λ), the
simulator B checks if (1, αP k βP k ∗, sk) ∈ LA −list.
5.3.1 Premises in the Verification
If there exists such a term, B returns sk. Otherwise, B uses the ECDDH oracle to check λ =?αβP . As in [36], first of all, we mention some realties containing:
If this check is failed, B stops the game and report constants, shared keys, channels, equations and functions
failure. Otherwise, B chooses sk ∈ {0, 1}l , answers which are required for analysis of the protocol. The realto the query and finally adds (1, αP k βP k λ, sk) ties are described in Figure 1.
into LA -list. Here, we intersects the game into two In order to test correspondence relevance for the sensor
aspects. Firs of all, the adversary A asks Corrupt and the user (during the login and authentication phase),
(smart card)-query and then, gets all information of we use four different events. In addition, the first two
the card.
queries check the session keys security and the last two
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verify the correctness of relevances of events. These events 5.3.2 Scheme Model
are presented in Figure 2.
We simulate our proposed scheme in parallel execution
steps. Moreover, there are three entities in our scheme as
participants and each participant has its own process:
process!U ser|!GW |!Sensor.
The processes of the user, the sensor and the gateway are
mentioned in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.
The processes of the user and the sensor can be divided
into two separated parts: registration and authentication.
The process of the gateway includes three parts: two parts
for registration and one part for authentication.
5.3.3

The Verification Results

The final main results are shown in Figure 6. It determines that the session keys are secure via the verification.
5.3.4

Comparison

In this section, we compare our proposed scheme with
other schemes from both of the security and performance
points of views. We want to compare our proposed scheme
with some recent well-known schemes: Wu et al.’s scheme
( [36]), Hsieh et al.’s scheme ( [14]), Shi et al.’s scheme
( [31]) Choi et al.’s scheme ( [6]), Chang et al.’s scheme
( [4]) and Farash et al.’s scheme ( [10]).
Please note that since there are two versions of
Chang et al.’s scheme ( [4]): One is based on the hash
functions and the other one is based on the elliptic curve
cryptography, we use S1 and S2 to denote the versions.
Security comparison:
Figure 1: The ProVerif code definition

Although Wu et al. claimed that their proposed
scheme is resistant against to replay attack and user
forgery attack, however we showed that their scheme
is vulnerable against these attacks.
In the security comparison posed in Table 4, we
consider these security properties: Insider attack,
off-line guessing attack, user forgery attack, gateway forgery attack, sensor capture attack, desyncronization attack, replay attack, known-key attack, user anonymity and strong forward security.

Performance comparison:
In this section, we discuss about performance of our
scheme and compare it with some related schemes.
Table 5 presents the comparison and uses the following notations and considerations:

Figure 2: Events and queries in Proverif code

- Ts denotes the time cost of a scalar multiplication in G and Th is the time for a hash computation. In accordance with the Xu et al.’s scheme
( [37]), we can see that Ts  Th .
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Table 4: Comparison of the security parameters
Immune to the insider attack
Immune to the off-line guessing attack
Immune to the user forgery attack
Immune to the gateway forgery attack
Immune to the sensor capture attack
Immune to the de-syncronization attack
Immune to the replay attack
Immune to the known-key attack
User anonymity
Strong forward security

Our scheme
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

[36]
X
X
×
X
X
X
×
X
X
X

- We consider that the points in G has totally
320 bits. The security parameter l is 160-bit
and hence, the length of secret parameters such
as x in the gateway, random numbers, the hash
results and SIDj are 160-bits. Moreover, we
use Qu and Qs to denote the quantities of the
users and the sensors in the WSN. |P |, |p| and
|q| are lengths for the parameters P , p and q
such that |p| ≈ 160 and |q| ≈ 160.
- In Table 5, we show (Qu + Qs + 1) with the QT .

6

[14]
×
×
×
X
×
X
X
×
X
×

[4]

[5]

[6]

Conclusion

In this paper, we firstly discussed on the security evaluation of the Wu et al.’s user authentication scheme and
showed that their scheme is vulnerable against forgery attack and DoS attack. After that, in order to eliminate the
weaknesses, we proposed an improved user authentication
scheme. In addition, we presented a formal security analysis of our scheme via ProVerif and we suggested a provable
security for the proposed scheme. Finally, we compared
security and efficiency of our proposed scheme with some
related schemes which indicate that the proposed scheme
is a well-performed, secure and more practical scheme for
IoT communications.

[7]

[8]

[9]
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Abstract
In recent years, the popularity of the Internet and computers has made people’s communication more convenient
and faster, and access to information has become faster
and faster. However, due to the openness of the Internet, how to ensure the legal and credible identity in the
communication process has become an important part of
Internet security. This study briefly introduced the block
chain and the block chain-based identity security authentication system and simulated and analyzed the block
chain and security of the system. The results showed that
the block chain could accurately authenticate the user
identity information of the input public key after issuing
valid digital certificate and prevent the non-authenticated
identity information user from viewing the digital certificate. The increase of block chain nodes also increased the
fault-tolerant nodes. At the same time, the endorsement
conditions which were that the normal nodes were larger
than half of all the nodes made the nodes of the system
used safely as long as the number of damaged nodes was
no more than half. The hackers needed to successfully
attack more than half of the nodes before tampering the
system data, but this operation was almost impossible to
achieve objectively. Thus, the security of the system was
extremely high.
Keywords: Block Chain; Digital Certificate; Identity Authentication; Smart Contract

1

Introduction

In recent years, the popularity of the Internet and computers has made people’s lives more convenient [13]. The
most intuitive one is the exchange and acquisition of information. However, the emergence of the Internet has
not only brought convenience, but also brought infor-

mation security risks. The Internet has openness and
anonymity [7]. The former is an important factor in the
development of the Internet. The latter has formed a
hidden danger after combining the former. Users participating in the Internet cannot guarantee whether the
communication object is trustworthy. Therefore, identity
management has become one of the important technologies for Internet information security.
The basic principle of the identity authentication management technology [9] is to generate a unique digital certificate for the application user as the identity certificate.
At the beginning, limited by technology, the identity management system is mainly a centralized system [11], which
is that digital certificates and keys are provided by third
parties, and identity information is also kept by third parties. The centralized identity authentication system protects the user’s identity information to some extent, but it
has obvious shortcomings and cannot guarantee the credibility of the third party, including termination of thirdparty service, data loss or malicious leakage of data. People’s demand for identity authentication systems is not
met until the emergence of block chain technology.
The important features of block chain technology [4]
are decentralization and collective maintenance. The former is the same authority between nodes, while the latter
is that all nodes share the identity information authentication, and the authentication process is transparent,
open and credible. Yu et al. [14] proposed an effective
social network information privacy protection algorithm,
which used the block chain to store the user’s public key
and encrypted the plaintext by hybrid hash encryption
algorithm after binding. The simulation results showed
that the algorithm could effectively defend against different types of attacks. Lin et al. [8] proposed a block chainbased secure mutual authentication system, BSEIN, to
implement an access control policy. The system could
provide privacy protection such as anonymous authenti-
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cation, and the system had good scalability due to the
smart contract of the block chain.
The performance evaluation results showed that the
system’s response speed was excellent. Guan et al. [15]
divided users into different groups. Each group has a private block chain to record the data of its members and
use pseudonyms to protect user privacy with Bloom filter
for fast authentication. The experimental analysis showed
that the method could meet the security requirements and
the performance was better than other common methods. This study briefly introduced the block chain and the
block chain-based identity security authentication system
and simulated and analyzed the block chain and security
of the system.

2

Blockchain

As shown in Figure 1, block chain has six block tables.
The blocks from bottom to top are linked in chronological order on a cryptographic basis. Block chain technology adopts timestamp proofing, cryptography and other
technologies, coupled with the distributed storage structure of the block to make the block chain decentralized
and difficult to falsify forgery and collective maintenance,
which ensures the security and privacy of important data
in the block. At the same time, the block chain can also
be regarded as a state machine that constantly changes
its state through transactions. Its evolution formula [12]
is:
θt+1 ≡ Y (θt , T ),
where θt represents the block chain state at time t, T
is a transaction, and Y (·) is a state transition function.
After the transaction has evolved for a period of time, the
verified transaction is collected into the block, and the
block is connected by hash value. The state conversion
formula [2] is:
θt+1
B

≡

Y
(θt , B)
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Figure 1: Framework of blockchain

protocol and authentication method [5]. After a long period of development, the block chain usually adopts a
point-to-point (P2P) network architecture. In this network architecture, the computer nodes participating in it
provide the same service through the topology, so there is
no central service in the block chain. The consensus layer
encapsulates all the consensus mechanism algorithms between the nodes in the block chain. Due to the decentralization of the block chain, the “books” of each node are
highly dispersed, thus, a consensus algorithm is needed to
select the most suitable node to perform ”billing rights.”
The process of running a consensus algorithm to select a
node is called ”mining.” The commonly used consensus algorithms are: workload proof, equity certificate, entrusted
equity certificate, etc. This study adopted the most secure consensus algorithm, workload proof [10], which is
currently recognized.
The above data layer, network layer and consensus
layer are the necessary and indispensable factors of the
block chain. In addition, the incentive layer is used to reward the structure of the nodes involved in the “mining”
of the block chain. It stimulates a large number of nodes
to participate in “mining” through rewards, thereby realizing the stability and security of the block chain by
means of consensus mechanism. The contract layer encapsulates a piece of contract code that is executed when
the pre-defined conditions are met.

≡ ((T0 , T1 , · · · ), · · · ),

Q
where (·) is a block B-based transaction conversion
function, and the block B contains transactions T and
other data.
In the view of structure, the data layer is the lowest
layer, and the block encapsulates the basic unit as transaction data and uses cryptography such as Hash algorithm
and encryption algorithm to construct the linked data in
chronological order. The encryption algorithm is divided
into two types: symmetric and asymmetric. The former
encrypts and decrypts with one key, while the latter is
divided into private key and public key. The derivation
between the two is irreversible.
The network layer is the main manifestation of the decentralization of block chain. The content of its package
includes network architecture, inter-block communication

3
3.1

Blockchain-based Identity Authentication System
Overall Structure

As shown in Figure 2, the overall architecture of the block
chain-based identity authentication system [1] is divided
into three parts: an identity authentication system with
primary functions, a third-party publicity module for inquiring, and block chain module for privacy security connected with two modules. The identity authentication
system is a functional manifestation of the entire system,
including a registration system, a certificate issuance system, a block chain management, and an SDK, and the
registration system implements a traditional user identity
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registration function.

Figure 2: The overall structure of the identity authentication system based on the block chain security system

The certificate issuance system implements the traditional user identity authentication function, but unlike
the traditional one, the module only has the function
of issuing a certificate, and the specific digital certificate
and related operation records are performed in the block
chain. The main function of the block chain management
module is to manage the nodes in the block chain, the
consensus policy, the smart contract, etc., and the authority for the management operation is only owned by
the corresponding administrator, and the execution of the
operation requires the consent of multiple parties to pass.
The block chain SDK is responsible for connecting the authentication system and block chain, storing identity data
operations into the block chain, and receiving information
from the block chain.
The third-party publicity module is a module for system users, which includes a block chain SDK and a
browser. The role of the SDK is similar to that of the
SDK of the authentication system. The public module
is connected to the block chain, and the operation information is input and the authentication information is inquired. A browser is a third-party platform that displays
or inquires the authentication process, mainly referring to
web pages.
The block chain is an important module for the privacy
security of the system. This study used the callback function to form the smart contract [6]. The smart contract
includes logical operations such as certificate storage and
query, issuing key loss management, and certificate revocation management. The execution of a complete smart
contract includes three steps of node signature, consensus
calculation and accounting. At the same time, in order
to improve the credibility of the smart contract call data,
the contract can be executed when the node signature is
not less than three.

3.2
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Certificate Management

For the identity authentication system, the management
of the certificate is a crucial part. The issuance, replacement and revocation of the certificate are related to the
generation, change and cancellation of the user’s identity
rights in the system [3]. The most important certificate issuance process is shown in Figure 3. First, the user sends
a certificate request to the registration center of the system. The content of the application includes the user
digital certificate type, public key and public key validity
period, and the information is unique. After receiving the
application information, the registration center will automatically or manually review the information and send
the certification license to the issuing center after the approval.
After receiving the certification, the issuing center generates a digital certificate according to the template. After receiving the certification, the issuing center generates
a digital certificate according to the template. The certificate contents include the serial number and signature
algorithm for proving the validity, the holder information
for proving the ownership, the public key and validity period for protecting the privacy, and the information of
issuer for proving the source. After the certificate is generated, the smart contract is called to verify it. After the
signature algorithm is passed, the certificate is stored in
the block chain to ensure that the identity corresponding
to the digital certificate is transparent and cannot be falsified. After the block chain is successfully deposited, the
information of successful operation will be fed back step
by step, and the user will be notified by mail or telephone.
Compared to traditional identity authentication systems,
block chain-based authentication systems are initiated by
the user side in generating keys for privacy protection. At
the same time, the digital certificate generated by the formal route and stored in the block chain can be inquired
through the block chain. When the inquiry cannot be
operated, the certificate has expired or is leaked, and the
certificate update or revocation is required, and the certificate issuance process is similar.

4
4.1

System Performance Test
Experimental Environment

As shown in Figure 4, the experiment was carried out
on the primary server of the lab. The parameters of the
primary server were quad-core i7CPU, 16G memory and
1024G hard disk. The Virtualbox software was used to
divide two virtual machines (VMs) in the server. The configuration parameters were dual-core CPU, 2G memory,
40G hard disk, acting as the identity authentication system center. VM2 configuration parameters were dual-core
CPU, 3G memory, 40G hard disk. 360 browser was used
in the paimary server for registering and querying digital certificates in the authentication system of VM1, and
VM1 and VM2 were connected by a block chain SDK. To
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Figure 3: Process of certificate management

facilitate the simulation, the parameters of the nodes in nodes worked normally as issuing or updating the certifithe block chain network were uniformly set as single-core cate and inquiring the validity. Then, after another node
i5CPU, 2.5 GHz working frequency, and 4 G memory.
was stopped, the operation of issuing or updating the certificate and inquiring the validity continued. When it was
invalid, the next step was to resume the node work one
by one and inquire the validity separately. The number
of nodes was gradually increased in the block chain, and
the number of nodes passing through was always kept
larger than half of all nodes. For each additional number
of nodes in the block chain, the previous steps were repeated to test the number of fault-tolerant nodes under
different node numbers of the system.

4.3

Test Results

Figure 4: Structure diagram of system test based on 4.3.1 Test Results of Identity Authentication
blockchain
Due to space limitations, only the public key used for the
certificate application was listed. As shown in Figure 5,
the public key had a length of 1024 bits.
As shown in Table 1, the three nodes with the correct
4.2 Test Content
public key for the digital certificate could pass the identity authentication. The random public key was used for
4.2.1 Identity Authentication Test
the digital certificate inquiry, all the three nodes could
Firstly, the user private key was generated by using the not pass the identity authentication, and the interface
RSA algorithm in the Openssl tool. Then, the user pub- showed that “There is no such certificate. Please inquire if
lic key was generated according to the private key, and your information is entered correctly.”, after it returned.
the certificate was applied to the browser registration in- It could be seen that the block chain could effectively
terface by using the public key. After the necessary iden- authenticate the identity information of the valid digital
tity information was successfully applied, the Openssl tool certificate and prevent the non-authenticated identity inwas used to randomly generate another private key and formation user from viewing the digital certificate.
public key. Then, the two public keys were respectively
applied through the block chain SDK to simultaneously
4.3.2 Test Results of System Security
inquire the three nodes in the block chain for the previously applied digital certificate, and the inquiry result As shown in Figure 6, as the number of nodes involved in
was recorded.
”mining” in the block chain increased, the passing conditions of the system were constantly adjusted, and the conditions of more than half of all nodes were always main4.2.2 System Security Test
tained, and the number of fault-tolerant nodes was also
First, three nodes were set for block chain, and two of rising. For example, when there were ten nodes in the
them were verified, i.e., the operation could be performed block chain, the passing condition was six nodes, and the
when the node signature was not less than two. After fault-tolerant node was four. This meant that even if
that, a certificate was issued, and its validity was checked. four nodes in the block chain were abnormal due to hackWhen the certificate was invalid or not found, the identity ing, a bad inquiry signature was issued, or the work was
information was leaked. One of the nodes was stopped stopped. The entire system could still issue, update and
to simulate the node being hacked, and the rest of the revoke identity certificates in a normal and safe way. At
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Figure 5: Public key for certificate application

Table 1: Inquiry results of two public keys

Operations
Apply correct public key to inquire
Apply random public key to inquire

Inquiry result
of Node 1
Certification passed
Certification failed

the same time, the number of fault-tolerant nodes in the
process of restoring the stopped nodes in the experiment
process did not change. The reason was that the recovery
of the nodes was equivalent to the consensus mechanism
of the newly joined nodes participating in the competition for “billing rights”. This process was equivalent to
automatic synchronization data, which was a feature of
the block chain that maintained usability.

The passing condition of the block chain was that the
passing nodes was generally larger than half of all the
nodes. At the same time, if the hacker wanted to destroy, steal or tamper with the digital certificate in the
block chain, more than half of the nodes in the chain
were needed to crack and attack since the nodes in the
block chain were the same in the authority status. The
encryption algorithm of the single node of the system required multiple computers to solve and the extremely long
time simultaneously. As the nodes in the block chain in-

Inquiry result
Node 3
Certification passed
Certification failed

creased, the fault-tolerant nodes also increased, and the
nodes that needed to be cracked also increased, resulting
in that it was almost impossible to solve more than half
of all the nodes in the block chain at the same time in the
actual implementation. Thus, block chain-based identity
security authentication systems were extremely secure.

5

Figure 6: Number of fault-tolerant nodes under different
nodes and passing conditions

Inquiry result
of Node 2
Certification passed
Certification failed

Conclusion

This study briefly introduced the block chain and the
block chain-based identity security authentication system
and simulated and analyzed the block chain and security
of the system. By setting different test scenarios of the
block chain, the block time and TPS were generated to
measure the performance of the block chain. The security
of the system were analyzed by stopping and restoring
the node work to simulate hacker attacks. The results
are that after the block chain issues a valid certificate according to the public key, it can accurately authenticate
the user identity information of the input public key and
prevent the non-authenticated identity information user
from viewing the digital certificate. With the increase
of nodes in the block chain, the passing conditions are
continuously adjusted under the premise of guaranteeing
that the passing nodes are more than half of all the nodes,
and the fault-tolerant nodes are increased. The restored
nodes can participate in the consensus mechanism normally. The difficulty of hacking attacks on tampering
certificates is increasing. Security increases dramatically
as nodes increase.
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Abstract
In this paper, a secure high-capacity data hiding scheme
based on a reference matrix is proposed. With the help
of the numbering reference matrix and a look-up table,
each pixel pair of a cover image can conceal 6 secret bits,
which offers 2 extra secret bits than Liu et al.’s scheme,
while maintaining the average PSNR up to 41.97 dB. Experimental results confirm that our proposed scheme outperforms previous data hiding schemes in visual quality
and hiding capacity. Moreover, statistical analysis confirms that the hidden data can be securely protected.
Keywords: Data Hiding; Hiding Capacity; Look Up Table;
Reference Matrix

1

Introduction

With the development of information technologies, data
hiding has attracted considerable researchers’ attention in
the field of information security because it can guarantee
the security of the transmitted data over the Internet besides adopting the traditional cryptographic approaches,
such as RSA [1], El Gamal [2], and DES [3]. The purpose of data hiding is to invisibly embed secret data into
a cover medium, which can be audio, images, text, em
etc. Similar to camouflage used by animals and insects to
blend into the natural environment to protect themselves,
the recognition of data that is hidden in cover images can
be minimized when data hiding is adopted. To give a
clear classification of the existing data hiding schemes, a
taxonomy of data hiding is presented in Figure 1.
The first data hiding scheme was proposed by Bender et al. [1] in 1996. Over the next twenty years, many
data hiding (DH) schemes have been proposed. DH
schemes can be classified into three categories according
to different criterion. For example, based on reversibility,
DH schemes can be classified into reversible data hiding

Figure 1: Taxonomy of data hiding

(RDH) [5, 9, 15, 16, 18, 25, 30] and irreversible data hiding
(IRDH) [2, 3, 7, 11, 13, 17, 20, 21, 24, 27, 29]. The former reversible schemes are especially designed for military and
medical applications and the original cover images can
be restored after the hidden secret data is extracted. The
latter irreversible schemes are considered conventional DH
schemes, and the cover images can not be completely restored even the hidden secret data has been extracted.
The latest category is to apply data hiding to the encryption files, as first proposed in 2011 by Zhang [31].
The main idea of DH in an encryption file is to hide secret data into the encryption files so that data hiding
applications can be expanded to areas such as healthcare, which emphasizes the confidentiality of patient information, and cloud applications that need to protect
customer data which is stored at cloud service providers’
side. Based on the encryption criteria, DH schemes can
be classified into reversible data hiding in encrypted images (RDHEI) [5, 18, 25, 30] and reversible data hiding in
public images (RDHPI) as shown in Figure 1. The former
is to embed secret data into an encryption file and the latter is to embed secret data into a public image, such as a
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Hello Kitty image.
Apart from reversibility and encryption criterion, DH
schemes can also be classified into three subcategories:
compression domain [5, 8, 9, 15], frequency domain [4, 14]
and spatial domain [2, 3, 7, 11, 13, 17, 20, 21, 24, 27, 29],
according to the domain where secret data is embedded. For the compression domain, a DH scheme can
hide secret data into compression codes generated by various compression algorithms, such as BTC [28], VQ [12],
SMVQ [10], etc. For the frequency domain, the secret
data is embedded into the DCT [5, 9, 15] or DWT coefficients [14]. Take Chang et al.’s scheme [5] for example,
they embedded secret data into the two successive zero
DCT coefficients of the medium-frequency components in
each block of the cover image.
For the spatial domain, secret data is directly embedded into the pixel value by modifying the pixel value according to the pre-determined hiding strategies [2,3,7,11,
13, 17, 20, 21, 24, 27, 29]. The most famous DH scheme for
the spatial domain are LSB-based DH schemes. Among
them, the first simple LSB DH scheme was proposed by
Chan and Cheng in 2004 [2], which used secret bits to replace the least significant bits of pixels in a cover image.
Following Chan and Cheng’s idea, many LSB-based DH
variants have been proposed. For example, Mielikainen
defined a binary function of two cover pixels, which is assigned to a pre-determined value [21]. With their design,
a cover pixel pair becomes a unit during data embedding.
The LSB of the first pixel carries one secret bit, and a
function of the two pixel values also carries another secret bit.
To reduce the distortion caused by data embedding,
besides LSB approach various hiding strategies have been
proposed. Take Wu and Tsai’s scheme for example [27],
they used pixel value difference (PVD) to design their embedding strategy. Later, various PVD-based DH schemes
were designed [11, 20, 24, 29] to increase hiding capacity
while reducing distortion. The latest PVD-based DH
scheme was proposed by Mehdi et al. [20] in 2017, in
which parity-bit PVD is adopted to offer a high payload
and good visual quality.
No matter what kind of embedding strategy is designed, there are usually complex computations involved
when a DH scheme offers a higher hiding capacity, secure
protection of the hidden data, and reduced distortion of
cover image. In 2008, Chang et al. tried to propose a DH
utilizing a Sudoku matrix to embed secret data to meet
the above three requirements while reducing the computation cost [3]. Unfortunately, the visual quality of stegoimage provided by Chang et al.’s scheme was not high. In
order to improve the weakness of Chang et al.’ scheme,
Hong et al. [13] proposed a novel DH scheme by using
a search algorithm. Later, in 2014, another new secret
data hiding approach based on a turtle-shell reference matrix was proposed by Chang et al. [7] to offer good visual
quality and enhance the hiding capacity without a high
computation cost. Subsequently, based on the reference
matrix and turtle shell concept, Liu et al. [17] defined a
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look-up table to allow a pixel pair to carry one extra bit
than Chang et al.’s scheme [7].
Inspired by the schemes of Chang et al. [7] and Liu
et al. [17], we aim to enhance both hiding capacity and
visual quality while securely protecting the hidden data
without a high computation cost. Later, experimental
results will prove that in our method each pixel pair can
conceal extra 2 secret bits compared to Liu et al.’s scheme
and the visual quality of our proposed scheme is better
than other previous schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 briefly reviews related work. Section 3 explains our
proposed scheme. Section 4 provides performance results
and gives some discussions. Finally, a brief conclusion is
given in Section 5.

2

Related Work

We review Chang et al.’s scheme [7] and Liu et al.’s
scheme [17] in Subsections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, to
provide insight into how these works specifically inspired
our scheme.

2.1

Chang et al.’s Turtle Shell Based DH
Scheme

In 2014, a novel turtle-shell-based data hiding scheme was
proposed by Chang et al. [7]. In Chang et al.’s scheme,
a reference matrix M sized 256 × 256 digits, as shown in
Figure 2, needs to be constructed first before the secret
data is embedded into a cover image. Both the X and Y
axes of reference matrix M represent the grayscale pixel
values of an image and they are ranged from 0 to 255.
Reference matrix M is composed of a large number of
turtle shells. Each turtle shell is a hexagon shape and
includes 6 edge elements and 2 back elements. Therefore,
there are 8 different digits ranging from 0 to 7 in a turtle
shell. In other words, three secret bits can be carried with
a digit of the turtle shell.
Figure 2 illustrates an example of embedding secret
data based on a reference matrix M . The location of each
cover pixel pair (pm , pn ) is mapped to (pm , pn ) in reference
matrix M and denoted as M (pm , pn ), where the pm is
the column value and the pn is the row value. Assume
the cover pixel pair is (4, 6) and the secret data is 7.
M (4, 6) belongs to the back element of a turtle shell, and
its corresponding digit is 3, which is not equal to secret
data 7. Therefore, the cover pixel pair M (4, 6) is changed
to M (3, 5) because its corresponding digit is 7. In other
words, the stego pixel pair is (3,5) to carry secret data
7. If the cover pixel pair is (6, 4) and the secret data
is 2, then M (6, 4) belongs to the edge element and its
corresponding digit is 0 which is not equal to secret data
2. Since M (6, 4) is the intersection point of three turtle
shells, elements of three neighboring turtle shells need to
be explored to find a pixel pair whose corresponding digit
is equal to secret data 2. Finally, (6,4) is changed to (6,5)
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Figure 3: Location table T
Figure 2: Examples of reference matrix M

to carry secret data 2 and the stego pixel pair is set as
(6,5). Chang et al.’s idea is simple and computation cost
of data embedding and data extraction is few.

2.2

Liu et al.’s High Capacity Turtle
Shell Based DH Scheme

In 2015, Liu et al. also proposed a high capacity DH
scheme based on turtle shells [17]. In their scheme, the
reference matrix M is the same as that defined in Chang
et al.’s scheme [7]. And reference matrix M and a location table T must be constructed in advance and the
secret data stream is divided to non-overlapping 2 bits
pieces. Each pixel pair of a cover image can embed 4 bits
of secret data with the assistance of reference matrix M
and location table T. Location table T shown in Figure 3
guides the modification policy of pixel pairs’ values of the
cover image during the data embedding phase and plays
a crucial role to enhance hiding capacity.
Location table T defines 16 elements of the turtle shells
as shown in Figure 3; however, they can be concluded as
two different back elements of the turtle shell and two different edge elements. The definition of edge element is the
same as that given in Chang et al.’s scheme [7], which is
at the intersection of three neighboring turtle shells. Each
element presented in reference matrix M is only mapped
to a specific location defined in location table T. According to the architecture presented in reference matrix M,
the values of the elements defined in location table T are
always found in a set of values. For example, the values
of the front back element defined in location table T are
always in the set of values {1, 3, 5, 7}. Each element defined in location table T is represented by two indicators
(pj , pj + 1), where pj and pj + 1 belong to {00, 01, 10, 11},
pj is the column value, and pj + 1 is the row value in the
location table T. Note that pj and pj + 1 are two secret
patterns.

During data embedding, 2-bit secret pieces are first
mapped to location table T to find the specific pattern
with a label. For example, (11, 01) is mapped to the edge
element pattern with label 5. Once the pattern and its label are found, candidates with the same combination can
be found from reference matrix M and be located. After
that, the distance between elements which mapped to the
original pixel pair and candidate can be calculated using
Equation (1). The candidate with the minimal distance
is then selected to carry the 2-bit secret pieces and its
corresponding axes’ values of reference matrix M is the
pixel pair of the stego-image.
q
d(X, Y ) = (Xi − Yi )2 + (Xj − Yj )2 ,
(1)
where the (Xi , Xj ) is the selected candidate, and the
(Yi , Yj ) is the original cover pixel pair. Afterwards, according to reference matrix M and location table T, the
secret data can be successfully extracted.
Assume the original cover pixel pair is (4, 6), and the
binary secret data is (10 00)2 . According to location table
T, (10, 00) is mapped to the edge element with label 6.
As Figure 4 shows, there are pairs M(4, 4), M(7, 6), and
M(9, 2) with the same pattern and same label. Among
them, only M(4,4) has the minimal distance with the pixel
pair of the cover image; therefore, pixel pair (4,6) of the
cover image is changed to (4,4) of the stego-image to carry
secret bits (10 00).

2.3

Discussions

The schemes of both Chang et al. and Liu et al. used
the same reference matrix M. In their reference matrix,
each turtle shell only covers 8 elements ranging from 0
to 7. Chang et al. directly used 8 elements mapped to
a turtle shell to carry secret data; therefore, the hiding
capacity is limited to 3 secret bits. From Liu et al.’s
scheme [17], we found they defined a location table T
to first specify a pattern with a label, then candidates
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shown in Figure 2. According to their definitions, a turtle
shell contains 2 back elements and 6 edge elements. To enhance the hiding capacity, we add 8 to number on Chang
et al.’s reference matrix based on our pre-determined patterns, which are yellow circles indicated in Figure 5(b).
Finally, a new turtle shell reference matrix (TSM) can be
found, as shown in Figure 5(a). Comparing with Figures
5(a) and 5(b), it is noted that digits of that three neighboring turtle shells are ranged from 0 to 15 in the TSM
rather than 0 to 8, this is because certain elements’ values
have been added with 8.
Once TSM is constructed, values of X axis and Y axis
TSM are relabeling with 0 and 1 to derive a new reference matrix called numbering reference matrix (NRM) as
shown in Figure 6. It is noted that NRM is based on
TSM; therefore, both are the same size of 256 × 256.
Figure 4: Example of data embedding with Liu et al.’s
scheme

with the same pattern and label are found from reference
matrix M. Only the candidate with the minimal distance
from the pixel pair of the cover image can be selected as
he pixel pair of the stego-image. With the assistance of
location table T, the hiding capacity of a pixel pair is up
to 4 bits, which offers one extra bit than Chang et al.’s
scheme [7]. Thus, location table T can be treated as a
new grouping and it allows a pixel pair of cover image to
carry one extra secret bit compared with the scheme by
Chang et al. .

3

The Proposed Secure High Capacity Scheme

Inspired by Chang et al. and Liu et al., we found there are
two ways to increase hiding capacity: one is to redefine a
reference matrix; and the other is to define a new look-up
table to offer the similar function as location table T did
in Liu et al.’s scheme [17]. In our proposed scheme, we
first define a turtle shell matrix (TSM), which is an upgraded version of reference matrix M as defined in Section
2.1, and a numbering reference matrix (NRM). Then, we
added a look-up table which plays the role of location table T to enhance the hiding capacity. Definitions of TSM
and NRM and related discussions are given in Subsections
3.1 and 3.2. Construction of the look-up table is described
in Subsection 3.3. The embedding phase and extraction
phase are given in Subsections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.

3.1

Definitions of the Turtle Shell Reference Matrix (TSM) and the Numbering Reference Matrix (NRM)

Chang et al. scheme [7] defined a turtle shell as a hexagon
shape with 8 different digits, which ranges from 0 to 7 as

3.2

NRM Numbering Rules

To further increase the hiding capacity of our proposed
scheme, a new reference NRM must be generated and relabeled with two digits 0 and 1 as mentioned at the end of
Subsection 3.1. However, there are many ways to label the
values of the X axis and Y axis, such as, numbering the
X axis in the order of (010101. . . ) and the Y axis in the
order of (11001100. . . ) and so on. No matter what kind
of numbering order is given, there is a crucial rule must
be hold. That is, the numbering results must make sure
the search scope is minimized. This is because different
number order will lead the different size of search area.
If the search area is larger, the distortion between the
original pixel pair and the stego pixel pair will be larger,
and it will lead to larger distortion of the stego-image. To
maintain good visual quality, the numbering order which
offers the minimal search area must be found. We experimented with various numbering strategies to find one
offering a minimal search scope. For example, numbering
the values of X axis in the order of (101010. . . ) and numbering the values of Y axis in the order of (101010. . . ),
give the following numbering results as shown in Figure
7. We find with such a numbering strategy, taking digit
12 for example, only (01) and (11) mapped to digit 12 in
the NRM. However, to form a new reference matrix, each
digit presented in the NRM must map to four patterns
(00), (01), (10), (11) so that each digit can carry 2 secret
bits. If a numbering strategy such as numbering the values of X axis in the order of (101010. . . ) and numbering
the values of Y axis in the order of (101010. . . ) is used,
we can find that although the search scope has been expanded, digit 12 which maps to (00) and (10) patterns are
still missing. As such, this numbering strategy cannot be
used for the NRM.
After conducting many experiments, we found a numbering strategy which numbering the values of X axis in
the order of (001100. . . ) and numbering the values of Y
axis in the order of (001100. . . ) as shown in Figure 8. It
is the best numbering result among all numbering strategies because it covers 4 combinations of 2 bits, and the
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Figure 5: Turtle shell reference matrix (TSM)

search area is always within the graphic area as shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 6: Numbering Reference Matrix (NRM)

Figure 8: Optimal NRM numbering strategy (001100. . . )

3.3

Look-up Table Construction

To increase the embedding capacity, we designed a lookup table to carry 6 bits of secret data ranging from
(000000) to (111111). As Figure 9 shows, each column
contains 16 different digits of LU-values ranging from 0
to 15 and is listed from the bottom to the top. Each digit
LU-value is transformed into a binary representation and
presents in 4 bits and become the values of the Y axis of
the look-up table as shown in Figure 9. For example, the
LU-value located at (1,1) in the look-up table is equal to
Figure 7:
Example of NRM numbering strategy 15 and its binary stream is (1111)2 . The values of the X
axis and Y axis of the numbering results from the NRM
(101010. . . )
are combined as 2 bits and becomes the values of the X
axis of the look-up table as shown in Figure 9.
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Since the values of the Y axis of the look-up table are
represented as 4 bits and the values of the X axis of lookup table are represented as 2 bits, there are 6 secret bits in
total that can be represented by using our defined look-up
table as shown in Figure 9. Certainly, multiple candidates
can be found by combining our defined look-up table and
NRM. To find a candidate which causes the least distortion between the original pixel pair and stego pixel pair,
Equation (2) is defined to calculate the distance between
the original cover pixel pair (Am , An ). and the candidate
(Bm , Bn ).
p
(2)
d(A, B) = (Am − Bm )2 + (An − Bn )2 ,
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We use (0110) as the indicator to find the column of the
look-up table, which is 6 in the look-up table. From Figure 10, we find NRM (0,9), and NRM (4,1) whose digits
are equal to secret data 6, and their numbering results
are the same as (0,0). Therefore, the distance between
NRM (0,9) and NRT (3,3), and distance between NRM
(4,1) and NRM (3,3) is computed, respectively. Finally,
NMR (4,1) is selected because it is closer to NRM (3,3)
compared with NRM (0,9). The cover pixel pair (3,3) is
changed to stego pixel pair (4,1).

3.5

Extracting Phase

where (Am , An ) is the cover pixel pair mapping to NRM After embedding all of the secret message, the stego-image
and (Bm , Bn ) is the stego pixel pair mapping to NRM.
is generated. Once a receiver obtains the stego-image, the
hidden secret data can be extracted with the assistance of
3.4 Embedding Phase
NRM. To extract the hidden data, the receiver maps pixel
pair of the stego-image into NRM of the NRM. Then,
As we mentioned in the above subsections, the TSM,
the receiver transforms the mapped digit into a binary
NRM and look-up table must be constructed before data
representation and these bits are the last 4 bits of the
embedding. For a grayscale cover image sized H × W pixhidden secret bits. According to the numbering results to
els, which is composed by H × W pixels P = {pm |m =
which NRM maps, the receiver can get the first 2 secret
1, 2, · · · , (H ×M )}, the secret message is divided into nonbits. Finally, a secret unit can be derived by combining
overlapping 6 bits, where the first 2 bits are mapped to
the above 2 bits and 4 extracted secret bits. The same
the numbering results of values of the X axis and Y axis
operations are conducted continuously until all stego pixel
of NRM. The last 4 bits are mapped to the Y axis of
pairs are processed and then the secret message can be
the look-up table. In order to embed 6 bits secret data
extracted.
into a cover pixel pair (pm , pn ), cover pixel pair (pm , pn ) is
mapped into the NRM first and denoted as NRM (pm , pn ), Example 3. Take stego pixel pair (5, 5) as an example.
where the pm is the column decimal value and the pn is The stego pixel pair maps to NRM (5,5) so that digit 9 and
the row decimal value and both pm and pn are ranged the numbering result (0,0) can be found. By transformfrom 0 to 255. Next, an LU-value of the look-up table ing 9 into binary representation as (1001) and it means
can be determined according to the last 4 bits of the Y that the last 4 secret bits are (1001). As we mentioned,
axis of the look-up table. Find NRM (pm , pn ) whose cor- the numbering result (0,0) are the first 2 secret bits. Firesponding digit is equal to a pre-determined LU-value, nally, the secret unit is derived as (00 1001)2 by comwhere its numbering results are equal to the value of the X bining above secret bits. Finally, a secret data 9 can be
axis of the look-up table and the distance between NRM obtained after transforming (00 1001)2 into the decimal
(p0m , p0n ) and cover pixel pair NRM (pm , pn ) is minimal. value. Take stego pixel pair (2, 7) for the other examFinally, the a stego pixel pair is determined as (p0m , p0n ). ple. Stego pixel pair (2,7) maps to NRM (2,7) so that the
In order to explain our proposed embedding phase digit 11 and the numbering result (1, 1) can be found from
more clearly, two examples regarding data embedding are NRM. By transforming 11 into binary representation as
demonstrated in Figure 10.
(1011)2 and then combining (11) and (1011) as a new
Example 1. Assume cover pixel pair is (4, 6), the secret
data is 9 and its binary representation is (00 1001)2=9.
Using the last 4 bits as the indicator, we find the column
which maps to (1001) and LU-value, which is 9 in the
look-up table. Then, we find digit 9 and its corresponding renumbering results are (0,0) from the NRM. Once
multiple candidates are found, the minimal distance between candidate and cover pixel pair (4,6) is applied to
determine a candidate which causes less distortion. Here,
NRM (5,5) is determined because it is the closest to cover
pixel pair (4,6). Finally, NRM (4, 6) is modified to NRM
(5,5). In other words, the cover pixel pair (4,6) is changed
to stego pixel pair (5,5).

secret unit (11 1011)2. Transforming (11 1011)2 into the
decimal value, receiver finally derives secret data as 59.

4

Experimental Results

To prove the performance of the proposed scheme, several
experiments are conducted. All experiments were implemented in Matlab 2012 on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-3770 CPU 3.40 GHz, 8 GB RAM. Figure 11 shows
the ten standard grayscale test images sized 512 × 512
that were used in our experiments: Wine, Lena, Harbour,
Office, Airplane, Peppers, Baboon, Goldhill, Elaine, and
Sailboat.
Example 2. Assume cover pixel pair is (3, 3), the secret
To estimate the visual quality of the stego-images we
data is 6 and its binary representation is (00 0110)2=6. used the peak-signal-to-ratio (PSNR) as the measure-
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Figure 9: Look-up table

original cover image and stego-image. The stego-images
generated with our proposed scheme carrying 786,432 secret bits are shown in Figure 12. The secret bits used in
our experiments are randomly generated bitstream.
In addition to the PSNR, the Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM) is measured the degradation in the
quality, which is based on structural information. And
the value of SSIM is between -1 to 1. The value of 1 means
the two images are identically the same. SSIM between
the original image I and the corresponding stego-image C
is defined as Equation (5):
SSIM (I, C) =

Figure 10: Example of our proposed embedding phase

(5)

2
where uI , uC , σI2 , σC
are the averages and variances of I
and C respectively, σIC is the covariance between I and
C, c1 and c2 are as follows:

c1
ment. The definition for PSNR is given in Equation (3).

(2uI uC + c1 )(2σIC + c2 )
2 + c ),
(u2I + u2C + c1 )(σI2 + σC
2

c2

=
=

(k1 L)2 ;
2

(k2 L) ;

where k1  1 (small constant), (6)
where k2  1 (small constant), (7)

where L is defined as the dynamic range of the pixel val(3) ues.
In addition, we also calculate the Normal Cross Correlation
(NCC) between the original image I and the correwhere the mean square error (MSE) is between the origisponding
stego-image C as defined in as Equation (8):
nal cover image and the stego-image, where for a grayscale
P P
cover image H × W pixels is defined as Equation (4):
i
j Iij Cij
N CC = P P
(8)
2
H×M
i
j (Iij )
X
1
M SE =
(pi − pj )2 ,
(4)
H × M i=1
where the Iij and Cij are the original and stego-image
bits at (i, j)th position. When the value of NCC is 1, it
where pi is the pixel value of the original cover image, indicates two images are identically the same, and vice
and pj is the pixel value of the corresponding stego-image. versa.
The higher the PSNR, the better the image quality. In
Figure 11 shows ten original cover images a, b, c, d, e, f ,
general, if the PSNR is higher than 30 dB, it is difficult g, h, i, j, and Figure 12 shows the corresponding stegofor the human eye to recognize any difference between the images a0 , b0 , c0 , d0 , e0 , f 0 , g 0 , h0 , i0 , j 0 . Even though the
2552
P SN R = 10 log10 (
)(db),
M SE
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Figure 12: The stego-images corresponding the ten test grascale images
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amount of the secret message is up to 786,432 bits, the
average visual quality of the stego-images is higher than
41 dB, and the average of the SSIM is 0.9342, and the
least of the NCC is 0.9991 (See Table 1).
To better demonstrate the advantages of our proposed
scheme, we also compared our scheme with previous
schemes, such as those by Yang et al. [29], Liu et al. [17]
and Shen and Huang [24] and Mehdi et al. [20]. The
comparison results are listed in Table 2. Obviously, the
maximum embedding capacity of our proposed scheme is
much higher than the other schemes, and moreover the
visual quality is higher than that of Yang et al.’s [29],
Shen and Huang’s [24] and Mehdi et al.’s [20]. Especially,
the average embedding capacity of our proposed scheme
surpasses the 356,209 bits of the Yang et al.’s scheme, exceeds the embedding capacity of the scheme of Shen and
Huang by 372,943 bits, and also exceeds the 551,491 bits
of the Mehdi et al.’s scheme. Although Liu et al.’s average PSNR is higher by 3.59 dB than our scheme, the
hiding capacity is still 524,288 bits, which is 262,144 fewer
secret bits compared to our scheme.
To demonstrate the visual quality performance of our
proposed scheme, the third experiment was conducted
and the comparisons among our proposed scheme and
three previous schemes which claimed they can offer better image quality of setgo image or provide high hiding capacity [11, 17, 20] are shown in Table 3. Here, all schemes
carried the similar amount of secret data to derive the
PSNR values. Table 3 shows that the visual quality of
our proposed scheme is better than the other three previous schemes. Note that the average PSNR of Liu et al.’s
scheme is 45.55 dB, which is lower than that of our scheme
46.82 dB when the hiding capacity is set as 524,288 bits.
By combining Tables 2 and 3, it is confirmed that our
proposed scheme has a higher hiding capacity and offers
better visual quality in the stego-image with the same
hiding capacity.
To further prove the safety of our proposed scheme, we
examined the pixel value difference (PVD) histograms of
the original cover images and corresponding stego-images,
where both are at their maximum embedding capacity as
shown in Figure 13. The PVD histogram is calculated
by computing the difference in the neighboring pixels between the original cover image and the stego-image. The
smaller the gap between the two curves, the smaller the
image changes, which confirms that the stego-image is
more secure. Using the test images ‘Baboon’ and ‘Peppers’ for example, we show their PVD histograms after
completely embedding secret data. As Figure 13 shows,
the gap between two curves is small for the two test images. This confirms that our proposed scheme offers a
relatively high visual quality and also guarantees the security of the hidden data.
To prove the computation cost is still low even the
distance between the original cover pixel pair and multiple
candidates pixel pairs need to be computed to reduce the
potential distortion caused during data embedding. The
computation time of data embedding and data extracting
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phases are listed in Table 4. From Table 4, we can see the
proposed scheme is quite efficient and suitable for realtime applications.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, a novel data hiding scheme based on reference matrix and look-up table is proposed. The use
of a NRM and look-up table not only allows 6 secret
bits to be conceled in a pixel pair of the cover image,
but also successfully reduces the caused distortion during
data embedding. During extracting phase, only NRM is
required; therfore, the extraction phase is also quite efficient. Lastly, the experimental results confirmed that
our proposed scheme offers higher embedding capacity
than other existing schemes while maintaining good visual quality and guaranteeing the security of the hidden
data.
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Figure 13: PVD histogram of the original cover image and corresponding stego-image
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Abstract
One of the drawbacks of the conventional public key systems is that the sender must know the public key of the
recipient in advance for the key setup and retrieval. This
problem can be solved in Identity Based Encryption (IBE)
by taking some identifier string (e.g. an e-mail or phone
number, etc.) as the public key. When a user wants
to send a message then he only has to know this identifier string. The receiver requests the private key from
a Trusted Third Party called PKG (Private Key Generator) to decrypt the message. The job of the PKG can
be decentralized using the Shamir secret sharing scheme.
The Weil Pairing on the elliptic curve is suitable to implement IBE, as it is based on bilinear maps between groups.
In this paper, we propose a scheme that allows threshold
decryption involving a subgroup of participants of the network.
Keywords: Identity Based Encryption; Subgroup Operations; Weil Pairing

1

Introduction

Identity Based Encryption (IBE) will allow the sender
to use the receiver’s identity in order to encrypt the
message instead of using his public key. The usage of
identity instead of public key has wide range of applications. The identity based encryption system uses an
arbitrary string as an identity. The identity based encryption system is first developed by Shamir in 1984 [20]
to simplify the management of certificates in an e-mail
system. For example, when A wants to send a mail to
B at B123@company.com, A encrypts the message simply by using B123@company.com. With this there is no
need for A to obtain public key certificate of B. When B
receives the mail then B contacts Private Key Generator
(PKG) a third party organization and obtains the private key by authenticating himself. Finally, B can read

the mail which was sent by A. Weil pairing is a mapping
of two computational Diffie-Hellman groups where one
group being hard. Initially Weil pairing was used to attack elliptic curve systems [17]. Later, Joux [11] designed
a protocol using one round diffie-hellman key exchange
among three parties and proved that weil pairing can also
be used for good. Sakai et al. [19] also used weil pairing
for the exchange of keys. Operations performed among
the sub group of users belonging to a network and how
they deal when a new user wants to be part of the network is known as Subgroup operations. Our proposed
scheme demonstrates a protocol for subgroup operations
and also decentralizes the job of PKG. The advantage of
PKG being decentralized is that the communication becomes secure, more reliable when compared to existing
systems. It also allows the new users to have the same
abilities as that of the initial users and each user has their
share for the remaining life of the network.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Shamir Secret Sharing

The secret sharing mechanism shares the secret s among a
group of participants P = {p1 , p2 , · · · , pn } of n parties by
using a special figure called dealer. The dealer sends privately the share of a secret to each party. Reconstruction
process is adopted by the authorized subsets to extract
the secret s from the given shares. The group of such
authorized subsets are called as access structure. Shamir
secret sharing scheme [21] uses the Lagrange’s interpolation polynomial to implement (t,n) access structure where
t is the threshold value and n is the no.of participants. For
example let us consider n participants, s is the secret, t is
the threshold and the finite field is denoted by Fp . Shamir
secret sharing scheme has two phases namely: Distribution and reconstruction [2]. In the construction phases
shares are distributed to the users and in the reconstruction phase the users compute the secret from their shares.
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2.2

Elliptic Curve Cryptography

In cryptography, elliptic curve is defined over a finite
field that contains all the points satisfying equation y 2 =
x3 +ax+b where 4a3 +27b2 6= 0 along with a distinguished
point at infinity denoted by O. The ECC security depends on the difficulty of elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem [10]. The Elliptic Curve Cryptosystems are hard
under the discrete logarithmic problem which play a vital
role in its security.

2.3

Weil Pairing

The Weil pairing is used to construct admissible pairings that can be used as the basis for cryptographic
systems. Let us consider p as a prime number and
is given by p = 12q − 1 for some random prime q.
Let y 2 = x3 + 1 be a super singular elliptic curve(E)
over a finite field Fp . A cyclic group having order as
p + 1 is formed by a group of rational points given by:
E(Fp )={(x, y) ∈ Fp XFp : (x, y) ∈ E}. Now, as p+1=12q.
There is a cyclic subgroup G1 of order q. Let us consider
G as a generator for G1 and G2 be the subgroup containing the elements having order q.

2.4

Identity Based Encryption
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the first to propose such a scheme using the concept of
threshold cryptography which is not that practical in its
approach. Later Kong et al. [16] proposed another scheme
but it was insecure. Other works [12, 18] distribute only
a part of master key in identity-based environments. All
of the above works use shamir secret sharing scheme and
whenever a new user wants to be part of the network it
imposes certain limitations like having a lot of interaction with existing users or not having the same ability
as compared to other users. Blundo et al. [4] proposed a
scheme in which new users can join the network dynamically without the need of any authority by using bivariate polynomials. Some other works Anzai et al. [1] and
Daza et al. [6] used bivariate polynomials to decentralize
the role of trusted authority.

2.5

Decentralization

In identity based encryption the master key is stored at
the PKG and should be protected. To achieve this we will
be distributing the master key among several users by using the concept of threshold cryptography. The users exchange the bivariate polynomial to decentralize the work
of PKG. When working in subgroups it is suggested to
work in small subgroup of a curve in order to increase the
performance of an IBE system. Here we use Weil pairing to decentralize the PKG. In this system, public key
of each user is transformed to a point on the group by
hashing the ID to a point which is on the curve and later
the point is multiplied by a constant.

The identity based encryption schemes were first proposed by Shamir in [22] which is not practical in its approach. Later, Boneh and Franklin [5] proposed a scheme
on identity based encryption which was secure and practical. Their scheme efficiently used the concept of bilinear
mapping among groups which plays a vital role in our
3 Proposed System
work. The identity based encryption scheme consists of
four algorithms. They are: Setup, Extract, Encrypt and In our system the role of PKG is fully decentralized as
Decrypt.
discussed in Section 3.2. After the initial exchange of
1) Setup: In this algorithm, the system parameters are polynomials each user has a share of a secret. He can
made public where as the master-key is known to communicate with other users or can perform subgroup
Private Key Generator (PKG). This phase initially operations using the given protocol.
takes a security parameter as an input and returns
the system parameters and master-key.

3.1

Setup

2) Extract: This algorithm obtains private key from the
given public key.This algorithm takes the input parameters, arbitrary ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ and master key as
input and return d as output. Here ID is a random
string that is used as a public key and d is the private
key which will be used later for decryption.

Let L denote the initial set of N users in the network.
This initial N users are known as founding users of the
network. All those users will run the protocol designed in
the initialization phase (specified in Subsection 4.2). The
main goal is to decentralize the role of the PKG by using
Shamir’s secret sharing scheme, weil pairing and identity
based encryption. Groups G1 , G2 are taken for pairing
3) Encrypt: This algorithm takes the input parameters, each of them having a hash function. Threshold values t
message, ID as input and returns the ciphertext.
and t1 are used for performing subgroup operations.
4) Decrypt: This algorithm takes the input parameters,
cipher-text and d (private key) as input and returns
the correspond message.

One of the main concern of IBE is to distribute the role of
an authority or a trusted third party among the users. As
a result there were many schemes proposed which adopted
the secret sharing techniques. Zhou and Haas [26] were

3.2

Initialization

Our scheme will have the following parameters which are
made public. A group G which is additive of a prime
order q and produced by a random point P under the assumption that the discrete logarithm problem is hard. In
addition to the above, a bilinear pairing and two hash
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functions are made public, bilinear pairing e : G × G
→ GT , hash function h : {0, 1}∗ → Zq , hash function
H : {0, 1}∗ → G). Two threshold values t, t1 are chosen,
where the threshold value t will be used in significance to
test the security of the designed network i.e. it will test
that maximum t − 1 nodes are deceptive. Another threshold value t1 is used for looking after the security of the
threshold operations computed in the users subgroup.The
required condition for security is t1 ≤ t ≤ L.
The bilinear pairing e and hash function H are needed to
generate the individual keys based on identity or when we
want to compute the threshold operations on subgroup of
users. Initialization phase of our designed algorithm is
described below:
1) Each user in L choses a random bivariate polynomial
Fi (x,z)∈ Zq [x,z] with degree utmost t − 1 in the variable x and z. Here, L denote the initial set of N
Pusers
in the network. Each polynomial F (x, z) = Li ∈L
Fi (x,z) (Here, Li is the ith user in given initial set
of N users) share the same properties. The constant
term of the given polynomial is fi,0 = Fi (0, 0).
2) Each user Li ∈ L secretly sends the bi-variate polynomial to the other users Lj ∈ L(founding users) in
the form of Fij (x) = Fi (x, h(Lj )). Later, user Li
computes Yi = fi,0 P and uses this value in every
message.
3) After each user in L performs the above step, each
user Lj will compute their final secret value and is
given by:
X
Sj (x) =
Fj (x)
Li ∈L

X

=

Fi (x, h(Lj ))
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1) The new user Nk will select a group Lm which consists minimum of t users in the network and request
them to include him in their Network.
2) If any of the user in Lm (suppose Nj ) agrees to include this new user(Nk ) in their network then he
sends the following value:
Sj (h(Nk ))

= F (h(NK ), h(Nj ))
= F (h(Nj ), h(Nk ))
= Sk (h(Nj )).

3) When the new user Nk gets this information from t
users then he uses Lagrange interpolation to extract
secret polynomial as follows:
X

Y

Nk ∈Lm Ni ∈Lm ,i6=j

=

X

Y

Nk ∈Lm Ni ∈Lm ,i6=j

=

F (x, h(Nk ))

=

Sk (x).

x − h(Ni )
Sj (h(Nk ))
h(Nj ) − h(Ni )
x − h(Ni )
F (h(Nj ), h(Nk ))
h(Nj ) − h(Ni )

4) Finally the share [sk ] = Sk (0) is computed by Nk .

3.4

Secure Communication Using IBE

In IBE, the public key is derived directly from the identity
of nodes in Lm i.e. pkm = H(Lm ) ∈ G where H : {0, 1}∗
→ G which is chosen as hash function during initialization phase. Since it is a decentralized network, the user
Nk needs to contact other users to compute the secret
key skm =sH(Lm ) where the master secret key is s. The
designed protocol is as follows:

Li ∈L

= F (x, z).
Each user computes their public key and make it public based on the information received from the other
users Lj ∈ L. The public key(PK) will be as follows:
PK

=
=

sP
X

fi,0 P

Li ∈L

=

X

1) The user Nk approaches a group of users (Lm ) having
minimum of t users to request for their share.
2) If any of the user (Nj ) in the group of users (Lm )
accepts the identification of the user Nk then he
sends the following value: σj m = Sj (0)H(Nk ) =
F (0, h(Nj ))H(Nk ) ∈ G.
3) The user Nk should receive t such values to compute
the secret key skm where

Yi .

skm = F (0, 0)H(Nk ) = sH(Nk ) ∈ G.

Li ∈L

Note: Implicitly secret key(s) is F(0,0). A share
[sj ]= sj (0)=F(0,0)=F (0, h(Lj )) of the secret key can
be computed by each user in Lj from its partial information Sj (x).This set up runs securely only when
t ≤ L.

Then the Encryption and Decryption is done as discussed in [7].

3.5

Subgroup Operations

As mentioned in the initialization phase, each user adopts
Shamir secret sharing scheme and holds the shares of se3.3 Network Management
cret key of the entire system corresponding to the threshAfter the initialization phase is completed. If a new user old t. These shares can be used by the users in order
Nk desires to be part of the network then he should run to perform certain operations with minimum of t nodes
being involved in the network. In our system, the nodes
the below steps:
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• The hash values of the users computed using
standard hash function are

encrypt the messages among the subgroup(sub) of users
by using the Subgroup key. The decryption is possible
only when t1 users in the subgroup cooperate. Now, if
a member of the subgroup wants to decrypt the message
then the following steps are to be followed in order to get
the share of its secret key:

hn1

= HT R(0 user10 , k1) = 37

hn2

= HT R(0 user20 , k1) = 54

hn3

= HT R(0 user30 , k1) = 25

hn4 = HT R(0 user40 , k1) = 17
1) The user Nk approaches a group of nodes (Lm ) having minimum of t’ users.
Share Distribution.
2) Any user (Nj ) in Lm accepting the identity of the
new user Nk need to send the following value to Nk :
τk

• Each user sends the following values to other
users:
• N1 also includes Y1 = 2Q = (167, 1358), N11 =
44x2 + 53x + 53, N12 = 28x2 + 6x + 4, N13 =
8x2 + 3x + 60, N14 = 51x2 + 3x + 20. Similarly
N2, N3 and N4 also send data to other users.
• Then all the users calculate their secret univariate polynomial from the received values.

= Sj (h(Nk ))H(IDsub )
= F (h(Nj ), h(Nk ))H(IDsub ) ∈ G.

3) The share of the user Nk is computed by using lagrange’s interpolation after the user Nk has received
t1 such distinct values (as in above step).The share
of the user is given by:
[SKsub ]k = F (0, h(Lm ))H(IDsub ) ∈ G.

3.6

Example
• Let the initial set of users N = {N1 , N2 , N3 , N4 }
No. of users L = 4.

=

5x2 z + 5xz 2 + 3xz + 8z + 8x + 5

N3

=

8x2 z + 8xz 2 + 5xz + 3x + 3z + 3

N4

=

2x2 z + 2xz 2 + 4xz + 8z + 8x + 4.

• Each user secretly sends to each of other founding users the univariate polynomial Fij =
Fi (x, h(Nj )).

S4 (x)

=

38x2 + 5x + 20.

Obtention of Individual Keys by Indentity Based
Encryption (IBE) Scenario Example.

18x2 z + 18xz 2 + 20xz + 24x + 24z + 14.

The secret s of the NETWORK is F (0, 0) = 14.

48x2 + 49x + 11

S5 (x) = 17 ∗ x2 + 18 ∗ x + 59.

= N1 + N2 + N3 + N4
=

=

• N5 computes its secret univariate polynomial by
using Lagrange interpolation:

• The implicit polynomial defined by all the users
is
F (x, z)

S3 (x)

N15 = 12, N25 = 18, N35 = 12.

2

N2

34x2 + 59x + 37

• N5 receives the following values

• Each user chooses a random bivariate polynomial in GF(67):
3x z + 3z x + 8xz + 5z + 5x + 2

=

hn5 = HT R(0 user50 , k1) = 27.

• A collision resistant explicit hash function HTP.

=

S2 (x)

• If user N5 wants to join the network, It should
identify it self to 3 other users and request for
acceptance: {N1 , N2 , N3 },

• A collision resistant explicit hash function HTR.

N1

63x2 + 13x + 31

Network Communication Example.

– The curve used is E(F4019 ) : y 2 = x3 + 1
k1=67(field of polynomials).
– The Generator is P = E(3198, 578), Let
th = 3 and th1 = 2.

2

=

• The public key, P K = sQ = 14E(3198, 578) =
E(100, 1874).
• PK should also be equal to Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4 =
E(167, 1358) + E(152, 1437) + E(1356, 3203) +
E(3863, 2497) = E(100, 1874).

Setup.

• Public Parmeters: An additive group G of prime
order q=4019.

S1 (x)

• Take a public parameter PP ub = msk × P.
• The hash to the point HTP method signature is
QHT P (E, p, q, id, hashf cn).
• The key generation is: This method takes public params and secret and generate the key to
respective ID.
def KeyGen(E, p, q, hashf cn, msk, id):
Qid

=

skid

=

msk × Qid

sec =

(Qid , skid )

Return sec.

HT P (E, p, q, id, hashf cn)
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• Encrypt,This method take public params
,id,message and return cipher text

• Here ENCRYPTION and DECRYPTION
methods are same but in decryption method
we have the one more parameter i.e. k11 for
user 1 it is formed from Lagrange interpolation
with t1 users.

Encrypt(p, q, P, id, m, Qid ).
• Decrypt,This method takes public params, secret key and cipher text and decrypt the message.
Decrypt(p, q, P, C, Sid ).

• Any user want to send a message. let m = 50,
encrypt the message.
C = Encrypt(p, q, P,0 SG1230 , m1, Qid ).

• now user n2 want to send the message m = 1712
to user n1. n2 calls encrypt method.
0
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Threshold is 2 so any two users n1 and n2
compute l1 = Decrypt(p,q,P,C,sg1,k11); l2 =
Decrypt(p,q,P,C,sg2,k22); r1 = l1 l2; and r =
HTR(r1,q).
Now the encrypted message with r output is
message = 50.

0

C = Encrypt(p, q, P, N ode1 , m, Qid1 );
Cipher text is (1807, 1481) 1718, after receiving encrypted message user n1 calls decrypt
method.
msg = Decrypt(p, q, P, C, Skid1 ).
After decrypting message is m= 1712.
Threshold Decryption on Sugroup Example.
•

•
•

•

4

Security Analysis

For a public key encryption scheme the acceptable noTake the shares of users L={N1,N2,N3,N4} as tion for security is cipher-text security. But the definition
a subgroup. Each user is having its own secret concerning the chosen cipher-text should be strengthened.
This is because if an adversary outbreaks the public ID of
polynomial.
an identity based system then the adversary might posses
S1 (x) = 63x2 + 13x + 31;
the private keys of the users. Thus the designed system
S2 (x) = 34x2 + 59x + 37
should withstand such an attack and should be secure.
2
We assume that the identity based encryption system is
S3 (x) = 48x + 49x + 11
secure against chosen cipher-text attack.
S4 (x) = 38x2 + 5x + 20.
Note: The adversary A should not have any advantage
create an id for the sub group. hsg1234 = against the challenger.
hf un(0 SG12340 , q).
Setup: The initialization phase is run by the challenger
To find share of jth node remaining users conby taking the security parameter k as input. The
tribute their shares and lagranges interpolation
system parameters are obtained by the adversary but
is applied.
the master key is kept with it.
Share of user1 (3125, 1868), user2 (2292, 3913),
Phase 1: The adversary issues either the extraction
user3 (2350, 780) and user4 (163, 2657).
query or the decryption query.
To verify the shares of users caluclate the hash
of users they are rd1, rd2, rd3, rd4.
• Extraction Query: The extract algorithm (desg1 = int(rd1)HT P (E, p, q,0 SG12340 , hashf cn)
fined in 3.1) is run by the challenger. As a result
0
0
of this, the private key is generated correspondsg2 = int(rd2)HT P (E, p, q, SG1234 , hashf cn)
ing to particular public key. This private key is
sg3 = int(rd3)HT P (E, p, q,0 SG12340 , hashf cn)
sent to the adversary.
sg4 = int(rd4)HT P (E, p, q,0 SG12340 , hashf cn).
• Decryption Query: The extract algorithm (deThe shares of the users must be (Calcufined in Section 3.1) is run by the challenger.
lated from F). Share of user1 (3125, 1868),
As a result of this, the private key is generated
user2 (2292, 3913), user3 (2350, 780) and
corresponding to particular public key. The deuser4 (163, 2657).
Secret of Subgroup is
crypt algorithm is run by it using the private
14HT P (E, p, q,0 SG12340 , hashf cn); Secret of
key to decrypt the cipher-text. The resulting
Subgroup is (3857,1351 ).
plain text is sent to the adversary.
Secret of a subgroup is Lagrange interpolation
Challenge: Two equal length plain texts and ID are
is applied on users then we get k1, k2, k3 from
generated by adversary after Phase 1 is over. ID
nodes n1, n2, n3.
is the parameter on which the adversary desired
to be challenged.ID did not appear anywhere in
a1 = int(k1)sg1;
the extraction of query in phase 1. A random
a2 = int(k2)sg2;
bit b ∈ {0,1} is picked by challenger and sets
a3 = int(k3)sg3.
c=Encrypt(parameters,ID,Mb ). Challenger sends C
Secret of subgroup a1 + a2 + a3 = (3857, 1351).
to the adversary as a challenge.
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Phase 2: In this phase more and more queries are posed
by the adversary and it can be either of the following:
• Extraction Query: Here IDi 6= ID.Then the
challenger replies as in phase1.

[3]

• Decryption Query: Challenger replies as in
phase1 if (IDi , Ci ) 6= (ID, C). Here C is the
cipher-text notation.

[4]

Guess: b1 ∈ {0, 1} is displayed by the adversary and
the game is won by adversary if b1 = b.
Adversary A has the advantage of attacking the
identity based scheme with the help of following function: The function takes the security parameter k as
1
input.Adv[k]=|P r[b1 = b] − |. This is done by the ran2
dom bits chosen by the adversary and challenger. The security of the chosen cipher text is demonstrated with the
help of this game for Identity based encryption schemes.

[5]

Attack: Let the number of players trying to recover the
secret Si be less than or equal to ti − 1. Here t is the
threshold value.

[7]

[6]

[8]
Analysis: The recovery of the secret in the proposed
scheme completely revolves around the concept of Lagrange’s Interpolation polynomial. In order to solve
ti in the process of getting to know the unknown [9]
symbol, we are definitely going to need ti number of
equations. Therefore, it is only ti or more players
who can have a complete knowledge of the secret.
[10]
There is no chance for ti or lesser players to crack
the secret.

5

Conclusion

[11]

Now a days many applications demands the network without the presence of trusted third party (TTP). This can [12]
be achieved by distributing the role of TTP among the
network users using secret sharing concept. In our paper
we proposed an efficient way to decentralize the network
and to establish a secure communication among the users [13]
of the network using Identity based encryption. We also
discussed the suitable protocol to perform sub group operations among the sub set of users of a network. Our
[14]
scheme is useful for the applications where secure communication is required without the presence of trusted
third party.
[15]
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Abstract
Dummy is one of the main methods used to protect
location privacy. In existing methods, the efficiency of
dummy generation is low, and the geographical semantic
information of location is not fully taken into account.
In order to solve these problems, a k -anonymous location privacy protection method of dummy based on geographical semantics was proposed in this paper. Firstly,
the location data set in the rectangle region containing
the real location is obtained from WiFi APs. Secondly,
adopting the multicenter clustering algorithm based on
max-min distance, some locations are selected. Its geographical distance between them is the farthest, and a
candidate set of dummies is generated. Finally, by calculating the edit-distance between geographic name’s information of locations, the semantic similarity between
any two locations in the candidate set is obtained, and
k -1 locations with the minimum semantic similarity are
selected as dummies. Experimental results show that the
proposed method can ensure the physical dispersion and
semantic diversity of locations, as well as the improvement of the efficiency of dummy generation. Meanwhile,
the balance between privacy protection security and query
service quality is achieved.
Keywords: Clustering Center; Dummy; Geographic Semantics; k-anonymous; Location Privacy Protection; Semantic Similarity

1

Introduction

With the development of mobile location technology
and wireless communication technology, a large number
of mobile devices in the market have capacity of GPS
precise positioning, which makes location-based service

(LBS) become one of the most promising services to mobile users [33]. However, when LBS provide convenience
and great benefits to the society, its problem of sensitive information leakage has attached more attentions by
many people. Because user’s location is shared among
different location service providers (LSPs), untrustworthy third parties can easily steal user’s privacy via analyzing and comparing these locations’ information [35].
For example, through capturing recent users’ trace, some
information can be analyzed by adversary such as home
addresses, workplaces, and health conditions, etc. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure the safety of users’ location
privacy.
Currently, in order to prevent the leakage of privacy
information, many different methods are proposed by experts and scholars, including fuzzy method, encryption
method and strategy-based method. Because of the better reliability, the fuzzy method is the most commonly
used in the field of location privacy protection, which is
mainly realized by means of spatial anonymity or dummy
technology. The spatial anonymous method usually needs
the help of Fully-Trusted Third Party (TTP) [16]. When
a location query service is needed, the mobile user first
sends the query request to the TTP, a k -anonymous region containing the user’s location is generated by the
TTP and then it will be sent to the LBS server for query.
In this method, if the area of k -anonymous region is
too large, it not only consumes more time, but also reduces the accuracy of the query result. Meanwhile, TTP
is easy to become a bottleneck of system. However, in
the dummy-based location privacy protection, TTP and
anonymous region are not required, and the dummy locations are generated by mobile clients. Thus, it can compensate the above disadvantages of spatial anonymous
methods well.
In the dummy-based location privacy protection, in or-
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der to improve the efficiency of dummy location generation and the query service quality, a k -anonymous location privacy protection method of dummy based on geographical semantics was proposed. In this paper, we
give full consideration to the geographical semantic information features of locations. Firstly, adopting multicenter clustering algorithm based on max-min distance
(MCAMD) [24], a number of cluster centers are generated by clustering calculation, which constitute a candidate set of dummies. Then, using edit-distance [37] to
calculate semantic similarity of geographic name’s information among elements in candidate set, and k -1 locations with the minimum semantic similarity are selected
as dummies. The proposed method can meet semantic
l -diversity and physical dispersion of locations, and improve the efficiency of dummies generation. Furthermore,
it improves the query service quality.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
1) A dummy selection method considering the geographical semantic information characteristics of locations is proposed, which balanced the contradiction
between privacy protection and query quality.
2) A multi-center clustering algorithm based on the
max-min distance method is used to generate candidate set of dummies, which can ensure the physical
dispersion of the dummies.
3) We calculate the semantic similarity between geographic name’s information of locations, and the locations with the smallest semantic similarity is selected as the dummies, which ensures the semantic
diversity of the dummies.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work of location privacy protection. Section 3 gives system model of this paper. Section 4 describes two algorithms and analysis. Section 5
gives the experimental results and performance analysis
as compared with other related methods. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2

Related Work

The location privacy protection method is divided into
two main categories according to the system architecture, including distributed structure [21]based on Peerto-Peer (P2P) [23]and central server structure based on
TTP [29]. In the distributed structure, location privacy protection is accomplished through collaboration between users. Chow et al. [4, 6, 7] proposed a P2P-based
spatial anonymity method. In these methods, the k anonymous privacy protection based on distributed architecture is achieved by using location information of
neighbors’ node, but the security of the neighbors’ node
is ignored. The P2P-based scheme is simple and flexible, but which greatly increases various overhead of the
smart phone. Furthermore, users are mobile rather than
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static [34]. In a centralized structure based on TTP, a
method of location privacy protection based on TTP is
proposed by Zhou et al. [36]. This structure mode has
good effect of privacy protection, but TTP also needs to
be protected. Li et al. [12] proposed a location privacy
protection scheme based on efficient information cache,
which reduces the number of times that the users’ access
to TTP, the query efficiency is improved, and the probability of information leakage is reduced, but the burden
of the mobile client is increased.
In addition, Cheng et al. [3] put forward an independent structure model, and users protect location privacy
according to their own abilities and knowledge. The structure of this method is simple, which is easy to merge with
other structures, but it requires high performance for mobile clients. Li et al. [11] put forward a multi-server architecture, users can be divided into different subsets according to the security requirements, and each location server
can only obtain partial subset. The concealment of location is improved in this method, but it is mainly suitable
for the social network. Mouratidis et al. [15] put forward
a location privacy protection method based on privacy
information retrieval, and its location privacy protection
is implemented by using retrieval and encryption. The
location privacy is well protected in this method, but it
increases the overhead of communication and hardware,
and reduces the query service quality. With the maturity and popularity of cloud service technology, Kim et
al. [10] proposed a location privacy protection method
based on searchable encryption. By accessing to the cloud
server in the encrypted state, the security of location data
and query records is guaranteed, but query efficiency and
query accuracy need to be improved further.
In the recent researches, k -anonymity [25] is still the
mainstream method of location privacy protection, which
was born in the relational database, and its key attribute
is dealt with using generalization and fuzzy technology.
So none of the records can be distinguished from other k 1 records, and the location anonymity is realized. The
method of k -anonymity location privacy protection is
mainly divided into spatial region anonymity and dummy
anonymity. Gruteser et al. [5] proposed a k-anonymity
location privacy protection method, and its location privacy is protected by constructing k -anonymous region.
The region must meet two conditions: 1) The area of the
region reaches a certain value; 2) There are k users in the
region. Due to the above tow limitations, the effect of location privacy protection is improved, but all users must
have the same location anonymity requirement. Bamba et
al. [1] put forward a method of grid partition, which provide two algorithms: Top-Down Grid Cloaking algorithm
and Bottom-Up Grid algorithm, which can be selected according to the users’ needs. Xu et al. [27] proved that the
size of k -anonymous region has a great impact on the accuracy of query results, which provides guidance for the
research of anonymous region partition. On this basis,
some anonymous region construction methods with various geometric shapes were presented in [20, 26, 30, 31].
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However, these methods have two serious shortcomings:
First, it must rely on TTP, but TTP is not absolutely secure, and it’s easy to become the bottleneck of the system.
Second, the size of anonymous region and the accuracy of
query results are a pair of contradiction, and the larger
the anonymous region, the better the effect of privacy
protection, but the accuracy of the query results will be
reduced.
Because of these above serious shortcomings in the
spatial anonymity method, the k -anonymity method of
dummy has been widely used. The dummy method was
first introduced into the location privacy protection by
Kido et al. [8, 9] in 2005. And then Lu et al. [14] proposed a method of randomly adding dummy locations in
a circular or rectangular region, users can select dummy
locations in the region according to their demands. Several dummy-based privacy protection methods for continuous queries in mobile trajectories were proposed in document [13,28,32]. Niu et al. [18] took into account the adversaries’ attack with background information, and DLS
algorithm and improved DLS algorithm were proposed.
Then, Niu et al. [19] introduced cache mechanism into
the location privacy protection, a cache-based dummy selection algorithm (CaDSA) was proposed, which has improved the query efficiency. Next, Niu et al. [17] proposed a mobile location privacy protection scheme named
DUMMY-T, which aims to protect user’s location privacy from background attacks, the dummy is generated
by the dummy location generation (DLG) algorithm, and
dummy path is generated by the dummy path construction (DPC) algorithm, which ensure the security of location privacy. Sun et al. [22] selected dummy locations by
probability estimation, which can prevent probability attack, and solve the problem that attackers can judge the
real location information by analyzing historical records.

3
3.1

System Model
Attack Model

In location-based services, common attacks include
background attack, probability attack and semantic attack. For background attacks, location privacy is usually
protected by eliminating the link between background information and the user’s current location. In general, in
order to overcome the probability attack, after obtaining
the history query record of the query user, the locations
with high query probability is used as the dummies to
confuse the attacker. However, there are many forms of
semantic attack, so the difficulty of protection is large.
In existing study, most methods select dummy according to query probability, which seldom consider the location’s geographical semantic information, and adversaries can easily obtain user’ location by analyzing the
geographical semantic information. As shown in Figure 1,
solid triangle A represents real position, Hollow circle represents dummy candidate set, and solid circle B and C
represent the selected dummy locations.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 1: A sample of the location similarity attack: (a)
Semantic features; (b) Geographical features

As shown in Figure 1(a), A, B and C are the selected
dummy locations, assuming that the three locations are in
the hospital, and adversaries can easily identify that users
have health problems through semantic analysis. The selected dummies are too close to the real location in Figure
1(b), adversaries can easily find the exact location of the
user by computing geographical distance. Therefore, the
selection of dummies should consider the geographical semantic information of the location as much as possible,
which can ensure the physical dispersion and semantic
diversity of all locations including the real location, and
further improve the effect of location privacy protection.
In order to prevent location privacy leakage due to geographical semantic attacks, Chen et al. [2] proposed a
dummy selection method based on semantic-aware. The
physical dispersion and semantic diversity of dummies are
guaranteed. However, this method needs to repeatedly
calculate the physical distance and semantic distance between all locations, and the efficiency is relatively low
when location data is large. Furthermore, it needs construct semantic tree for locations in WiFi APs to compute
the semantic distance, the burden of WiFi APs and the
time of preprocessing is increased, and the service quality
is reduced.

3.2

System Structure

In the TTP-based central server model, if users initiate more queries, TTP is easy to become a system bottleneck. Furthermore, TTP is not absolutely safe and
reliable. Once TTP is attacked, all locations privacy will
be leaked. So, we use a system model without TTP in
this paper, and the generation of dummies and the sending of query requests are all accomplished by the mobile
client. The system structure model is shown in Figure 2.
In this system structure, the mobile user obtains the
location information of the region including the real location from WiFi APs, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Firstly, by adopting the MCAMD algorithm, a number of
cluster centers are generated in mobile client. These locations are the farthest from each other, the dummy can-
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{l1 , l2 , · · · , lk−1 } represents the dummy set that satisfies
semantic diversity. Let lreal represents the user’s location,
and the location result set includes the dummy set S2 and
real location lreal .
Definition 4. If the semantic similarity between li and lj
|SEM |
satisfies the following conditions: 1 − C 2 ti ≥ θ, where
k

Figure 2: System structure model

SEMti = {lsem |lsem (li , lj ) ≤ l}, k=|RSti |, Ck2 is a combination formulas, l is the default threshold of the semantic
diversity. Then, the result set RSti is called a θ-security
didate set is generated from them. Then, the semantic set, and the purpose of privacy protection is to get the
similarity is calculated for the location information of the maximum value of θ by 1, the semantic similarity between
candidate set, and the k -1 locations with the minimum li and lj is equal or less than 0.2.
semantic similarity are selected as the dummies. Finally,
the mobile user sends k -1 dummies and real location to
4 Algorithmic Description
the LBS server to query.
The proposed method of dummy generation is implemented by the following two algorithms: The dummy candidate set S1 is generated through cluster calculation in
Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 2, the dummy set S2 is generated by calculating semantic similarity of locations in the
candidate set S1 .

4.1

Algorithm 1

Algorithm 1: Calculating physical distance and obtaining dummy locations set.
Figure 3: Selected location region

Input: Location data set Sn , demand parameter m.
Output: Generate a dummy candidate set S1 .
Step 1: Given γ value, 0 < γ < 1.
Step 2: The real location lreal is taken as the first cluster
center Z1 .
Step 3: Find the location that it is the farthest location
from Z1 , which is treated as a second Cluster center
Z2 .

Figure 4: Geographical location in the region

Step 4: For each li of the remaining objects in Sn , its
distance to Z1 and Z2 is Di1 and Di2 . Assumed
that D12 is the distance between Z1 and Z2 , if Di =
max{min(Di1 , Di2 )}(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) and Di > γ ·
D12 , then take li as the third Cluster center Z3 .

Step 5: And so on, get all the v clustering centers that
conforms to the conditions. When max-min distance
3.3 Definition
is lower than γ · D12 , the calculation for finding the
cluster
center is finished.
Definition 1. Let Rs represents the selected rectangular
area, and Sn = {l1 , l2 , · · · , ln } represents the set of loca- Step 6: Suppose v represents the number of cluster centions in the rectangle region.
ters obtained by calculation, judge:
Definition 2. Let lphi represents the physical distance
between any two locations, and lsem represents the set of
locations in the rectangle region.

1) If v ≥ m, the algorithm is over, then Step 7,
2) If v < m, re-select the γ value, and turn to Step
1.

Definition 3. Let S1 = {l1 , l2 , · · · , lm } represents the
candidate set that satisfies physical dispersion, and S2 = Step 7: The dummy candidate set S1 is generated.
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Algorithm 2

and then l5 is selected as second cluster center, and then
third cluster center l9 is determined. After clustering calAlgorithm 2: Calculating semantic similarity and obculation, three clustering centers are obtained, and the
taining dummy location result set.
dummy location candidate set is generated.
Input: Location candidate set S1 , semantic diversity parameter threshold l.
Output: Location result set S2 .
Step 1: Matching each character of the place name information in turn, and ignore the same prefix characters
with the same matching values. Then, get two new
character strings A and B.
Step 2: Suppose that the string A contains i characters and it is represented as A=a1 a2 a3 Lai ; the string
B contains j characters and it is represented as
B =b1 b2 b3 Lbj .

Figure 5: Example of MCAMDA algorithm

Step 3: A dynamic programming matrix of i +1 columns
When determining the cluster center, the real location
and j +1 rows is constructed. The last element obis
used
as the initial cluster center Z1 . If li is selected as
tained from D[i, j ] is ed (A,B ).
the i -th clustering center, the conditions must be satisfied.
Step 4: If j =0, return i and then exit; if i =0, return j
Di > γ · D12 (i = 1, 2, · · · , n)
(1)
and then exit.
where Di = max{min(Di1 , Di2 )}(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) , D12 =
Step 5: The first row is initialized to 0,1,L,i ; the first
|Z2 − Z1 |, γ is the test parameter in the algorithm, it’s
column is initialized to 0,1,L,j.
usual value is 0.5 ≤ γ < 1.
Step 6: Assign values for each element in the matrix: if
ai =bi , then D[i, j ]=D[i -1, j -1]; if ai 6=bi , then D[i, 4.4 Algorithm 2 Description
j ]=1+min(D[i -1, j -1], D[i -1, j ], D[i, j -1]).
Algorithm 2 computes semantic similarity for location
Step 7: Repeat step 6, until all the values in the matrix information of dummy candidate set. Firstly, according to the characteristics of Chinese geographical names,
are obtained, the final edit-distance is D[i, j ].
the same prefix in place name information is eliminated.
Step 8: Calculating similarity matching index S (A, B ) Then, by calculating semantic similarity for the remainthrough D[i, j ], that is Semantic similarity.
ing string of place name through the edit-distance, the
efficiency and the accuracy of calculation is improved.
Step 9: Select the k -1 locations with the minimum seFor example, “Guangzhou second middle school” and
mantic similarity, and dummy result set S2 is gener“Guangzhou Tie Yi middle school” are two strings of Chiated.
nese place name. The characters of “Guangzhou” do not
have any meaning for the calculation of semantic similar4.3 Algorithm 1 Description
ity in the two place name strings, and which also affect
Using the MCAMD algorithm to compute cluster cen- the accuracy of the calculation results. So “Guangzhou”
ter for location geographic coordinates in a square region, is eliminated as a prefix in the calculation.
D[i, j ] is the edit-distance of the dynamic programming
several cluster centers are obtained, which are selected
matrix,
and the cost of the each edit operation is between
as dummy candidate set. The MCAMD algorithm is a
0
and
1.
And it can be set different values according to
clustering algorithm based on heuristic, which takes as
the
requirements.
In this paper, the value is set to 0 or
far away objects as cluster centers according to Euclidean
1.
if
a
=
b
,
the
cost of replacement is 0. Otherwise,
i
i
distance. Firstly, a sample object is used as the first clusthe
cost
of
all
edit
operations is 1. In Equation (2), D
ter center, and then a sample which is the farthest from
is
a
dynamic
programming
matrix, which represents the
the first cluster center is selected as the second cluster
edit-distance
between
string
A= “Second middle school”
center. Then determine the other cluster centers, until
and
string
B
=
“Tie
Yi
middle
school”.
there is not new cluster center. After determining all the
clustering centers, the clustering sample set including m
samples is taken as dummy location candidate set.
The example of cluster center calculation is shown in
Figure 5, there are ten locations in the region. According to Algorithm 1, l1 is selected as first cluster center,

D=

0
1
2
3
4

1
1
2
3
4

2
2
2
3
4

3
3
3
2
3

4
4
4
3
2

(2)
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The edit-distance between the two strings is obtained 5.1 Average Execution Time
by calculating, which is D[i, j ]=D[4, 4]=2. Using EquaFirstly, the efficiency of the proposed method is vertion (3) to calculate the similarity matching index beified through experiment. In dummy location selection
tween the strings, that is semantic similarity. The semanmethod considering semantic similarity, we compare the
tic similarity is 0.5.
average execution time of dummy locations with MaxD[i, j]
(3) MinDistDS [2], SimpMaxMinDistDS [2] and the proposed
S(A, B) = 1 −
max{|A|, |B|}
method. The average execution time of dummy locations
Where |A| and |B| represents the length of two strings of the three methods is shown in Table 2.
In Figure 6, we compare the efficiency of generating
respectively, and the maximum length of string S is used
dummies
with MaxMinDistDS, SimpMaxMinDistDS and
to calculate semantic similarity.
the
proposed
method. As the Figure 6(a) shown, with
At last, according to the Equation (4), the k locations
the
increase
of
k, the MaxMinDistDS algorithm takes
with the minimum semantic similarity including the real
much
more
time
than the proposed method. As the Figlocation are obtained.
ure 6(b) shown, when k < 5, the average execution time
Arg min(S(li , lj ))
(4) of SimpMaxMinDistDS algorithm is slightly larger than
that of the proposed method, when k ≥5, the average execution
time of SimpMaxMinDistDS algorithm is much
4.5 Algorithm Analysis
larger than that of the proposed method. As can be seen
In this paper, firstly, adopting the MCAMD Algorithm, from Figure 6, with the increase of k, the efficiency of the
to select the m(m > 2k) locations with the maximum proposed method is more and more advantageous than
distance from each other as dummies, dummy candidate the other two algorithms.
set including the real location is generated. Then, by
calculating the semantic similarity of the locations in the
candidate set, the k locations including the real location
are selected as the result set. So physical dispersion and
semantic diversity of k locations are ensured.
In Algorithm 1, the candidate set of dummies is generated by clustering calculation, and the physical dispersion
between different locations is guaranteed. The clustering
results of the algorithm are related to the selection of parameter γ and the first cluster center Z1 , and the real
location is used as the initial cluster center. To make
sure that the numbers of samples in the candidate set is
enough, the number of cluster centers m satisfy the condition of m > 2k. In this paper, the initial parameter value
(a)
of γ is 0.5.
In Algorithm 2, the semantic similarity of geographic
name’s information is obtained by calculating the editdistance. In the calculation, the more similar the character in the two strings are, the smaller the edit-distance
is, while the greater the semantic similarity is. When the
two strings are exactly the same, the edit-distance is 0,
and the semantic similarity is 1.

5

Experimental Results and Analysis
(b)

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method, we use a real map of Guangzhou from Google
maps, and select the 55 WiFi APs in the 8km×8km. The
hardware environment of the experiment is as follows:
3.2 GHz Intel Core i5 processor with memory size of 4
GB. The operating system is Windows 7. The proposed
method is implemented by Eclipse development platform
and Java programming language.
Table 1 is configured for the default parameters of the
experiment.

Figure 6: Average generation time of dummy: (a) Comparison between MaxMinDistDS and the proposed; (b)
Comparison between SimpMaxMinDistDS and the proposed
In addition, we compare the efficiency of generating
dummies with Random [9], Rotation [32], Footprint [28]
and DUMMY-T [17] algorithm, as shown in Figure 7.
As can be seen from Figure 7, with the increase of k,
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Table 1: Experimental default parameter configuration
Parameter
k
l
γ
Location set
Space range (km2 )
WiFi APs Coverage range(m)

Value
[2, 16]
≤0.2
16km×16km
10000
8×8
800

Table 2: Average execution time vs. k
k
MaxMinDistDS
SimpMaxMinDistDS
Proposed

2
0.07s
0.02s
0.009s

3
1.69s
0.028s
0.013s

4
13s
0.044s
0.015s

5.2

5
106.27s
0.058s
0.018s

6
295.41s
0.0144s
0.019s

7
592.91s
0.186s
0.022s

8
899.45s
0.22s
0.026s

Comparison of Physical Dispersion

In this paper, we compare the minimum distance of
dummies with SimpMaxMinDistDS, MaxMinDistDS and
the proposed method. The result is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: Average generation time of dummy

the average execution time of these algorithms is all increasing. Among them, the average execution time of the
proposed and Random algorithm is smaller than other
three algorithms. The average execution time of Random algorithm is the least, and the average execution
time of the Rotation algorithm is the most. As the Figure 7 shown, when k ≤4, the average execution time of
Footprint, DUMMY-T and the proposed method are the
same. When k > 4, The difference in the execution time of
the five algorithms is getting bigger and bigger. With the
increase of k, average dummy generation time of the proposed method is larger than that of Random algorithm,
but it is smaller than the other three algorithms.
Through the analysis of efficiency comparison experiments, it is found that the efficiency of the proposed
method is higher than the other three algorithms except Random algorithm. The Random algorithm is randomization, and the effect of privacy protection is relatively poor. The experimental results show that, when
the anonymity is large, the proposed method is more efficient under the condition of maintaining good location
privacy. Therefore, the efficiency of dummy generation is
further improved. And the larger the k is, the better the
effect is.

Figure 8: The minimum distance vs. k

As can be seen from Figure 8, the minimum distance
between dummies of several methods is mostly reduced
with the increase of k, but the minimum distance of
the proposed method is obviously larger than the MaxMinDistDS and SimpMaxMinDistDS. Because the proposed method uses the clustering center algorithm in Algorithm 1, and selects the dummies with relatively large
distance as the dummy location set, which gives priority
to ensuring physical dispersion between locations. However, the MaxMinDistDS first satisfies the semantic diversity and then guarantees the physical dispersion, and
the SimpMaxMinDistDS selects the larger in the physical
distance and the semantic distance as the dummy location result set. From the experimental result we can see
that the proposed method has better physical dispersion.
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5.3

Comparison of Semantic Diversity

We compare the semantic diversity with the proposed method, MaxMinDistDS, SimpMaxMinDistDS and
DLS [18] through experiment. According to the semantic
diversity of the locations in the dummies result set, the
θ-secure is obtained, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: θ-secure vs. k

As can be seen from Figure 9, with the increase of
k value, the θ value of algorithm MaxMinDistDS and
SimpMaxMinDistDS basically do not change, and always
reach 1. The θ value of the proposed method is always
the maximum value 1, which can satisfy the requirement
of semantic l -diversity. The θ value of DLS is relatively
small, and always keeps a lower value. This is because the
semantic diversity of geographic location information is
considered in MaxMinDistDS, SimpMaxMinDistDS and
the proposed method, but in the DLS, the query probability between dummy locations is only considered, and
does not consider the semantic information. Moreover,
the locations with larger query probability are often in
hot areas, and the semantic information between these
locations is more similar, thus having greater semantic
similarity. Therefore, the semantic diversity of the DLS
method is poor, and the θ value is very small.

5.4
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Safety Analysis

In dummy privacy protection, if k dummies are located
in one or some areas of concentration, the real location can
be easily obtained by reducing the search range. In this
case, k -anonymity only meets the requirement in quantity, but does not achieve the effect of anonymity. In the
proposed method, the dummies are generated by Algorithm 1, which are distributed uniformly in the region.
Therefore, the probability that any location can be distinguished from other k -1 locations is 1/k, and the effect
of anonymity is satisfied. On the basis of geographical
distribution, the better the physical dispersion between
locations, the better the anonymity.
In semantic attacks, an adversary easily deduces the
privacy information of the query user according to the
analysis of the semantic relationship between dummies.
The greater the difference of the semantic information
of geographic name, the better the diversification of location semantics. In Algorithm 2, k locations with the
minimum semantic similarity as dummies, it satisfies the
requirement of geographic semantics l -diversification.
In conclusion, the proposed method meets the requirements of k -anonymity and l -diversity, and can effectively
protect location privacy.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, the issues about location privacy protection based on dummies are discussed, and a k -anonymous
privacy protection method of dummy based on geographical semantics was presented. Two algorithms are included
in this method: adopting multicenter clustering algorithm
based on max-min distance, a number of cluster centers
are generated, which constitute a candidate set of dummies in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 2, by calculating the
edit-distance between geographic name’s information of
locations, the semantic similarity between any two locations in the candidate set is obtained, and dummy location result set with k -1 dummies are generated. We
evaluate our algorithms through a series of simulations,
which show that our algorithms can ensure the physical
dispersion and semantic diversity of locations, protect loThrough the comparison of experiments, it is found cation privacy effectively, and reduce the time of generatthat the proposed method takes less time to generate ing dummy.
dummy than other methods. Therefore, the proposed
method improves the efficiency of dummy generation, and
it further improves the quality of query service. More- Acknowledgments
over, through the comparison of experiments, it is found
that the physical dispersion and semantic diversity of the
This work is supported by the National Natural Science
dummies selected by this method are better, which can Foundation of China (No. 61363078, 61762059), the Reeffectively prevent the attack of the opponent who has search Project in Universities of Education Department
mastered the characteristics of the geographical semantic of Gansu Province of China (No. 2017B-16, 2018A-187),
information. Therefore, this method not only guarantees the Open Project Program of the National Laboratory of
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Abstract
Near-duplicate document detection is a problem of pursuing data pairs whose similarities are higher than the
specific threshold (e.g., 0.7) from the large database.
Recently,Consistent Weighted Sampling algorithm (or
weighted min-wise hash) and its related hashing algorithms have achieved great performances in nearduplicate detection. However, there are a large number
of comparisons for data pairs, which may spend a lot of
computation time and affect the performance. This paper proposes a fast consistent weighted sampling filtering
algorithm to greatly reduce the calculation time by terminating the unnecessary comparisons in advance. We have
proved that the filter is correct and effective through the
experiment on the two synthetic data-set (UNIFORM,
GAUSSIAN) and a real data (FUNDS).
Keywords: Consistent Weighted Sampling; Filtering;
Near-duplicate Document Detection; Similarities

1

Introduction

the distances from which textual feature vectors are calculated. Common text similarity measurement algorithms
have cosine similarity [3], Euclidean distance [13], edit
distance [18] and Jaccard coefficient [28], etc. These algorithms are only suitable for short texts or when the
amount of data is relatively small, and cannot handle long
texts and massive text data. In the face of the similarity measure of massive text data, most scholars generate
K hash codes or fingerprints from K independent sample
outputs, and then estimate the similarity between texts
by counting the number of fingerprints equal. Such algorithms are collectively referred to as hash similarity metrics. The most representative is Minwise Hash.
Minwise Hashing [3] (or Minhash) is a Locality Sensitive Hashing, and is considered to be the most popular
similarity estimation methods. Many LSH schemes have
been proposed, divided between metric-driven [1, 5, 6, 14]
with the goal of approximating a given distance metric, and data-driven [19, 25] where the hash functions are
learned to optimize performance on a task such as classification.
Minhash keeps a sketch of the data and provides an
unbiased estimate of pairwise Jaccard similarity. The algorithm is widely used for near-duplicate web page detection and clustering [9, 12] set similarity measures [2]
nearest neighbor search [7] large-scale learning [11] etc.
Minwise Hash can quickly and efficiently estimate the
similarity of two collections. Minwise Hash requires K
(commonly, K =1000) independent random permutations
to deal with the datasets [26] It denotes π as a random
permutation function: π: Ω→Ω. The similarity between
two non-empty sets S1 and S2 is defined as:

Explosive information growth of Web leads to a huge
amount of similar information on the Web. Research
shows that 80% -90% of the data is redundant in backup
and archival storage systems, and this rate is still increasing, which is a big waste [24]. These similar documents
consumed a lot of storage and computation resources and
reduce the efficiency of web search engines [27]. Some duplications come from plagiarism and illegal proliferation.
Near-duplicate document detection [16, 22] in intellectual
property protection and information retrieval has important applications. The main problem of near-duplicate
|S1 ∩ S2 |
detection is to find data pairs with similarity greater than Pr (min(Π(S1 )) = min(Π(S2 )) = |S1 ∪ S2 | = J(S1 , S2 ).
the threshold from the large database.In the case that the
database is very large or that the similarity computations
It can effectively solve the problem of the time and
between the pairs are very costly.
space complexity of solving the similarity of massive
Traditionally, when comparing the similarities of two data,and the generated feature fingerprints can be used
texts, most of them measure the similarity of texts into for the next comparison and is widely used However, the
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Minwise Hash algorithm does not consider the weight of
elements in the set. When a deeper understanding of the
words in the text is required, the words should be given
corresponding weights. Matching of page titles should be
considered more important than matching of other elements in search engines. Besides, the titles, keywords, and
abstracts of a document are more important than others.
In a sampling algorithm, words or phrases are selected
with a low frequency of occurrence in the corpus, because
common terms or phrases may represent idiomatic or spurious repetitions.
Manasse [8] introduced the concept of consistent
weighted sampling (CWS), which focuses on sampling
directly from some well-tailored distribution to avoid
any replication. This method, unlike previous ones,
could handle real weights exactly. Going a step further,
Ioffe [10] proposed weight minhash scheme (WMH) which
was able to compute the exact distribution of min-wise
sampling leading to a scheme with worst case O(d ), where
d is the number of non-zeros. Later, Shrivastava [20]
provided an exact weighted min-wise hashing with same
property as WMH but significantly faster than WMH.
Recent advances based on the idea of densification
(Shrivastava & Li, 2014a; c) have shown that it is possible to compute k min-wise hashes, of a vector with d
nonzeros, in mere (d; k) computations, a significant improvement over the classical O(dk ). These advances have
led to an algorithmic improvement in the query complexity of traditional indexing algorithms based on min-wise
hashing [21].
To find data pairs with similarities higher than the
threshold in the big data set, the usual method of nearduplicate detection go through the following steps:

948

IDF [15] represents the quantification of the distribution
of feature items in the document set. TF is term frequency and IDF is inverse document frequency.
TF-IDF is a statistical method for assessing the importance of a word for a document set or one of the
documents in a corpus [17]. The importance of a word
increases proportionally with the number of times it appears in the file, but at the same time it decreases inversely with the frequency with which it appears in the
corpus. The main idea is that if a word or phrase has a
high frequency of TF in an article and rarely appears in
other articles, the less the document contains the feature
item and the larger the IDF, the word or phrase has a
good classification ability.
For the term ti appearing in the document dj , its word
frequency TF can be expressed as:
ni,j
,
T Fi,j = P
k nk,j
where ni,j is the number of occurrences of the word in the
file, and the denominator is the sum of the occurrences
of all the words in the document. The reverse document
frequency IDF [23] can be expressed as:
IDFi = log

|D|
.
|j : i ∈ dj | + 1

Where |D| represents the DBLP: conf/bigdataconf/
LuoNH13 total number of files in the corpus. |j : i ∈
dj | indicates the number of documents containing the
word ti . So the TF-IDF of term ti can be expressed as:
TF-IDF=TF×IDF, Therefore, a document can be represented by the weighted set S={TF-IDF1 , TFIDF2 , · · · ,
TF-IDFn } after the above processing.

1) Feature extraction of data in the dataset;
2) Clustering based on characteristics of the data to
form data pairs worth measuring similarity;

3

Document Clustering

The main role of document clustering is to form pairs
3) Computing the similarity value of pairs using the sim- of documents that should be matched in document set.
ilarity measure function (e.g. Minwise hash or CWS). Then, the similarity estimation is performed on the
formed document pairs. The process consists of three
In this paper, our main contributions include: We de- steps [4] as shown in Figure 1.
sign a threshold filter base on CWS and propose a faster
weighted hash similarity measurement algorithm, in or- Step 1. Calculating a sketch for every document. Generate a list of all the shingles and the documents they
der to quickly and accurately calculate the similarity in
appear in, sorted by shingles value.The sketch is exlarge-scale datasets.
panded into a list of hshingles value, document IDi
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Secpairs. The list is then sorted using the split, sort,
tion 2 discusses the related works. Section 3 describes
and merge method.
the weighted sampling algorithm in detail. Section 4 introduces a faster similarity measurement over threshold.
Experimental evaluations are presented in Section 5. Fi- Step 2. Generating a list of all the pairs of documents
that share any shingles, along with the number of
nally, Section 6 gives conclusions.
shingles they have in common. To do this, taking the
file of sorted hshingle, IDi pairs and expand it into
a list of hID, ID, count of common shinglesi triplets
2 Feature Representation
by taking each shingle that appears in multiple documents and generating the complete set of hID, ID,
TF-IDF is a commonly used text weighting technique for
1i triplets for that shingle. Then, applying the diinformation retrieval and data mining. TF indicates the
vide, sort, merge procedure (adding the counts for
frequency with which feature item appears in document.
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matching ID - ID pairs) to produce a single file of all Algorithm 1 Sampling algorithm
triplets sorted by the first document ID.
1: Input: Given a non-empty weighted set S, S(x) is the
weight of any element x
Step3. Examining each hID, ID, counti triplet and de- 2: Output: pair(x, y)
cide if the document pair exceeds our threshold for 3: Step1: GenerateSampleSequences(x, k, salt)
resemblance. If it does, making clusters of the docu- 4: (1) Generate a number of points on the interval(0,
ment pair.
∞), each point is 2k, k ∈ (0, ∞);
5: (2) Take a k such that x ∈ (2k−1 , 2k ];
6: (3) Generate a random number random within the
range of [0, 1] and calculate sample = 2k > random;
7: while sample > 2k−1 : do
8:
save sample;
9:
sample = sample > random;
10: end while
11: Step2: Active indices: (y, z) = ActiveIndices
(x, S(x), salt)
12: According to the sequences obtained in Step 1, determine the greatest value y ≤ S(x) and the least value
z > S(x) in expected constant time. That is, z=the
first right value of the sequence greater than S(x);
y=the first left value of the sequence less than S(x).
13: Step3: Uniform sampling
14: (1) Define hmax = 0, xmax = null, ymax = 0;
15: (2) for each x in S(x):
16:
a. Random variable β is within the range of [0, 1];
17:
b. cdfz (a) = az + az z ln(1/a) = β;
Figure 1: The cluster process
18:
c. h = cdf −1 (β).
19: (3) Take the value x and y with the maximum hmax
of all h, and return (xmax ymax ).
20: After the above three steps, the final pair value of
(xmax , ymax ) is the first sampled value of set S by
4 Weighted Sampling Algorithm
Sequence1 .
21: End
The consistent weighted sampling (CWS) [8] is a sampling scheme, sampling representatives from a weighted p 2,2 , · · · , p 2,k }. the CWS similarity estimator:
set such that for any non-empty weighted sets S 1 and S 2 ,
K
the probability that the two choose the same sample is
1 X
R
=
1{p1,i == p2,j }.
(2)
equal to the Jaccard similarity:
K i
R = P r[sample(S) = sample(T)]
P
x min(S(x), T(x))
P
=
x max(S(x), T(x))

(1)

Where sample(S ) is a representative sample value of pair
(x, y) with y satisfies 0<y6S (x ), where S (x ) is the weight
of any element x.
When x is selected to the sample output pair, the probability of x selection is proportional to S (x ). and y is new
generated value of sample(), is uniformly distributed between 0 and S (x ), and finally only the value of y plays a
decisive similarity role, as the sample of the weightings S.
As shown in Algorithm 1 is the sampling algorithm steps.
As shown in Figure 2, by sampling K from the set S,
we can get Sample(S ) = {p1 , p2 , · · · , pk }, where pi is
i -th sampled value of set S by Sequence i.
Given two weighted sets S 1 and S 2 , perform K
times independent samplings to generate values: Sample(S 1 )=p 1,1 , {p1,2 , · · · , p 1,k } and Sample(S 2 )={p 2,1 ,

5

Faster Similarity Measurement
Over Threshold

Most practical applications scenes such as near-duplicate
detection, clustering, and nearest neighbor search, only
care about the similarity is greater than a certain high
threshold [30] T 0 (e.g. T 0=0.8) between pairwise data,
as shown in Figure 3. In this application scenario, in order
to quickly and accurately obtain the similar data over the
specific threshold, we design a filter of CWS to terminate
the unnecessary matching process in advance.

5.1

Observation Threshold

At first, the filter divides the entire comparison process
of for each p1,i = p2,i in Equation (2) into several subprocesses with observation points {k1 , k2 , · · · , kj , · · · , kn },
(0 < ki 6 K, 0 < i 6 n). The similarity of Equation (2)
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at the j -th observation point is different from the similarity with argument K, because the more sampling times,
the accuracy of similarity is higher. Therefore, in the case
of a small k j , the similarity of the calculations is meaningless. However, We can set the threshold to be higher
than the threshold T when the number of samples is K,
and set another threshold to filter out the data pairs that
do not need to be compared in advance.
As shown in Figure 4, the filter defines the lower bound
threshold TL (k ) and the upper bound threshold TU (k ) for
any k observation, then the filter can output the pairwise
data that exceeds the real similarity over T, when the
point of observation at k is higher than TU (k ). And in
advance filtering the pairwise data, when the point of observation at k is less than TL (k ), thereby speeding up the
comparison process. The TU (k ) and TL (k ) can be found
by hypothesis testing and small probability events.

5.2

Figure 2: The sampling process

How to Setting Threshold At K Observation

The total number of comparisons K is reduced to k, and
the random variable X at the observation point k is equal
to the number of equal terms of Sample(S 1 )={p 1,1 , p 1,2 ,
· · · , p 1,k } and Sample(S 2 )={p 2,1 , p 2,2 , · · · , p 2,k }. The
definition of X is shown in Equation (3).
X=

k
X

1{p1,i = p2,j }

(3)

i

Figure 3: A filter with similarity R ≥ T

Obviously, X obeys the binomial distribution X ∼B (n,
R); the probability function Pr(X =m) of random variable
X is:
 
k m
P r(X = m) =
R (1 − R)K−m
(4)
i
 
k
The probability Pr(X 6m) is: P r(X ≤ m) =
R1 (1 −
1
 
 
k
k
R)k−1 +
R2 (1 − R)k−2 + · · · +
Ri (1 − R)k−i +
2
i
 
k
··· +
Rm (1 − R)k−m .
m
Then Pr(X 6m) and Pr(X >m) is:
P r(X 6 m)
P r(X > m)

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of filtering process

m  
X
k

Ri (1 − R)k−i
i
i=0
 
k
X
k i
=
R (1 − R)k−i
i
i=m+1

=

First make assumptions and use appropriate statistical
methods to determine the probability of hypothesis. If the
probability is high, although the assumption is not necessarily correct, if the possibility is small, the assumption
is absolutely wrong.
The threshold is expressed as T and small probability
is expressed as e. The method of test is as following:
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1) Hypothesis.

We try to give a formal description from the perspective
Hypothesis H1: The similarity R is greater than of conditional probability. Let event A = {RK > T }, B =
{Rk > TU (k)} = {X > muper }, our goal is P r(A|B) =
threshold T.
P r(A|B)
. If Pr(B )→0 ⇒Pr(A|B )=1. The same reason,
Hypothesis H2: The similarity R is equal or less P r(B)=1
let
event
C={RK <T }, D={Rk <TL (k )}={X <m lower }.
than threshold T.
If Pr(D)→0 ⇒ Pr(C |D)=1.
The obvious is the H1 = ¬H2, and ¬H1 = H2.
With threshold T and observation points{k1 , k2 , · · · ,
2) Test hypothesis H1:
Test if the probability kj , · · · ,kn−1 , kn }, (0 < ki 6 K, 0 < i 6 n), there is lots
Pr(X 6m) of variable X is small enough to be called of TU (k ) and TL (k ) to be settled into the filter, as shown
as Figure 6.
a small probability event e? If
The calculation process of the consistent weighted samm  
X
k i
k−i
pling
filtering algorithm proposed in the paper is shown
T (1 − T)
=e
i
in Algorithm 2.
i=0

Then the hypothesis H1 is wrong, that is ¬H1 is Algorithm 2 The calculation process of the weighted
correct, and H2 is correct.
sampling filtering algorithm
1: Input: Weighted set {(S1 , S2 ), (S3 , S4 ), · · · , (S2n−1 ,
The same reason can be tested hypothesis H2. If
S2n )}
 
k
X
k i
2: Output:
The similarity R of the set pairs is
k−i
T (1 − T)
=e
i
greater
than
the threshold T {(S2i−1 , S2i ), (S2i−1 , S2i )
i=m+1
|R(S2i−1 , S2i ), (1 6 i 6 n)}
Then the hypothesis H2 is wrong, that is ¬H2 is cor- 3: (1) Setting parameters Similarity threshold T, obserrect,and H1 is correct.
vation point {k1 , k2 , · · · , ki , · · · , kn−1 , kn }, Number of
But how to setting threshold at k observation?
samples K, Small probability e;
Let the total comparison number K =1000 (unrelated 4: (2) Using the CWS algorithm to generate correspondparameter), the observation comparison number k =100,
ing fingerprints, for example Sample(S1 ) = {p1,1 , p1,2 ,
the small probability e=1E-5, the threshold T =0.8. there
· · · , p1,K } and Sample(S2 ) = {p2,1 , p2,2 , · · · , p2,K };
are Pr(X 6m) and Pr(X >m) as shown in Table 1 and 5: (3) At the observation point k = ki , Calculate the upFigure 5.
per and lower thresholds TU (k) = muper /k, TL (k) =
mlower /k;
Table 1: Probability distribution of {X ≤ m} and {X > 6: (4) For each fingerprint pair, compare the first k fingerprints, calculate the similarity R(k) at the obserm}when T = 0.8, k = 100
vation point;
m Pr {X 6m} Pr {X >m} m Pr {X 6m} Pr {X >m}
7: if R(k) 6 TL (k) then
5 1.29E − 61
1
55 4.22E − 09
1
8:
The fingerprint pair is excluded in advance, and the
10 6.48E − 53
1
60 1.29E − 06 0.999999
corresponding weighted set pair;
15 1.57E − 45
1
65 0.000147
0.999853
9: else if R(k) > TU (k) then
20 4.89E − 39
1
70 0.006059
0.993941
10:
Output fingerprint pairs in advance, and corre25 3.09E − 33
1
75 0.087475
0.912525
sponding weighted set pairs;
30 5.04E − 28
1
80 0.440538
0.559462
11: else
35 2.49E − 23
1
85 0.871494
0.128506
12:
i + +; k = ki ; Go to (3) until ki = K
40 4.09E − 19
1
90 0.994304
0.005696
13: end if
45 2.4E − 15
1
95 0.999981 1.87E − 05
50 5.18E − 12
1
100
1
2.04E − 10

As shown in Table 1, we can observe that m=60 and
m=95 are located between a small probability and not
a small probability, so we can define m=95 as m uper
and m=60 as m lower . According to the small probability
e=1E-5, if there is R>95% at the observation point of
k =100, then we can completely determine R>80%. The
same reason, if there is R<60% at the observation point k,
then we can completely determine R<80%, so so we can
filter out the unnecessary comparison process in advance.
TU (k)

=

muper /k

TL (k)

=

mlower /k

6
6.1

Experimental Evaluation
Experimental Dataset

We select the data pair set from the FUNDS set as the
source data set. FUNDS: Text application for the Natural Science Foundation project, approximately 100,000
documents. Considering that real-world data sets are usually distributed between Gaussian and uniform distribution, in order to make the experimental results more reliable, we synthesize datasets of uniform distribution and
Gaussian distribution from the FUNDS dataset. Finally
we synthesize Gaussian, uniform and FUNDS datasets,
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Figure 5: (a) Pr(X >m) and (b) Pr(X 6m) varies on m

Where T is the similarity threshold, K is the number of
samples, Rk is the similarity at the observation point k
(e.g. k =100), RK is the similarity estimate of CWS (e.g.
K =1000). And the TL (k ) filtering accuracy and recall
rate:
T
|Rk < TL (k)| |Rk < T|
Accuracy(TL (k)) =
|Rk < TL (k)|
T
|Rk < TL (k)| |Rk < T|
Recall(TL (k)) =
|Rk < T|
As shown in the Figure 8, let the observation point k =100,
the threshold T =0.8, 0.5, and 0.3, and we have following
discussion.

Figure 6: The fast weighted hash similarity measure filter
each with 1000 data pairs. Finally we synthesize three
data sets, each with 1000 data pairs, respectively:
1) UNIFORM distribution dataset;
2) GAUSSIAN distribution dataset;
3) FUNDS dataset. The similarity distribution of the
data set is shown in Figure 7.

6.2

Precision and Recall of Filter

According to the small probability theory, the filter does
not change the estimation accuracy of the CWS algorithm. By Looking at the possibility of testing correctly
filtering through actual data, the accuracy and recall of
TU (k ) filter is:
T
|Rk > TU (k)| |Rk > T|
Accuracy(TU (k)) =
|Rk > TU (k)|
T
|Rk > TU (k)| |Rk > T|
Recall(TU (k)) =
|Rk > T|

1) Both TU (k ) and TL (k ) have a dividing point of accuracy, for example, when T =0.8 the accuracy of TU (k )
is low in the interval [0,90], in [90,100] will certainly
filter success, accuracy is 100%. The dividing point is
also the dividing point between non-small probability
and small probability.
2) For UNIFORM and GAUSSIAN dataset, when the
accuracy is 100%, the recall is not high. It means
that filtering accuracy is high, but there are still
omissions, so we need to continue setting thresholds
at subsequent observation points (e.g. k =200, 300
and so on). However, it is easy to observe that certain TL (k ) values in the actual data set (FUNDS)
can achieve high accuracy and recall rates because
there are a large number of low similarity data in the
FUNDS.In this way, a large number of data can be
filtered out at the first threshold, thus reducing the
time of comparison.
3) So how do we set the threshold at the observation
point? As shown in the Figure 8, the setting of the
observation point threshold is not related to the distribution of the data set, and determined by the principle of small probability. It can be clearly seen from
any picture that the thresholds are the same. The dividing point is the best position to set the threshold.
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Figure 7: The similarity distribution of datasets

On the one hand, it guarantees 100% accuracy and 6.4 Time Cost
on the other hand increases the recall rate as much
Based on the above analysis of the filtration rate, we can
as possible.
expect that the calculation time will be greatly reduced.
CWS has to complete the comparison of 100 million data
pairs (each CWS sampling K =1000), so it consumes al6.3 Filter Rate
most the 1011 (100×106×K ) comparisons in total.
As shown in the Figure 10, abscissa describes different
As show in Figure 9, for different data distributions, there
distributed data sets, and the ordinate is CPU time. We
is no threshold to ensure 100% accuracy and recall rate,
still choose three typical thresholds of T =0.8, 0.5, and 0.3
however, the remaining data can be filtered at subsequent
to measure time. The time consumed by different threshobservation points (for example, k = 200, 400, 600, etc.),
olds for the same data set is different, depending on the
and the overall recall rate will be 100%. let’s look at the
filtering rate. At the same time, different dataset distriamount of filtering, described in terms of the proportion
butions will produce different filtering rates, for example,
of the filtered data to the total data. And the filter rates
it can be clearly observed that the FUNDS data set has
of TU (k ) and TL (k ) are:
a high filtering rate, so its calculation consumes the least
amount of time. Figure 10: CPU time cost of three
|Rk > TU (k)|
distribution dataset
FilteringRate(TU (k)) =
N
Experiments show that the algorithm can guarantee
|Rk < TL (k)|
100% accuracy and increase the recall rate as much as
FilteringRate(TL (k)) =
N
possible. The remaining filtered data can be used at subsequent observation points (for example, k = 200, 400,
Where N is the total number of pairs.
600, etc.), and the overall recall rate is 100%. For a large
Let the observation point k =100,200,400,600,800, the number of low similarity real data, accompanied by high
threshold T =0.8, 0.5, and 0.3. As shown in the Figure threshold queries, the filter reduces the 85% of compari9, Different data sets have different amounts of filtering son, compared with the original CWS algorithm.
under the influence of TU (k ) or TL (k ). For uniform and
Gaussian data sets, TL (k ) plays a major role in filtering
6.5 Application
when the threshold is high (T = 0.8). When the threshold
is low (T =0.3), TU (k ) plays a major filtering role. But for Known from the beginning of January 2018, the docudatasets (such as FUNDS) that are mostly low similarity ment’s number of the National Natural Resources Fund
data, when the threshold is T = 0.8, TL (k ) can filter out of China is about 1.2 million. The pairs number of clustermore than 90% of the data at the observation point k = ing was about 100 billion to check the similarity. Accord100. Even at the threshold of T = 0.3, it can filter out ing to the consistent weight sampling algorithm (do not
about 50% of the data.
use the optimization algorithm proposed in this paper),
In most practical applications, only high similar data it takes about 5000s to complete the near-duplication deis concerned, that is, a large threshold is set, but there is tection of 100 billion pairs. However, the time taken by
a large amount of low similarity data in the data set, so the CWS Filter algorithm proposed in this paper is reduced to about 280s. This will greatly reduce the time
that the filter can play a greater role.
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Figure 10: CPU time cost of three distribution dataset
consumption compared to the previous calculations.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we combine binomial distribution with
small probability event and propose a fast consistent
weighted hash similarity measurement over threshold. It
greatly reduces the calculation time by terminating the
unnecessary comparison in advance. Our experimental results are based on the two synthetic dataset (UNIFORM,
GAUSSIAN) and a real data(FUNDS), which proves that
the filter is effective and correct.
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Abstract
Group authentication is beneficial for group work in the
Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks because it reduces
the traffic of networks. For practical use, members of
a group should be able to come from different network
providers. In addition, while some group members use a
network service, others may use other network services.
Although the group members are in different networks,
they should be able to work together. To fulfill these
needs, we propose a secure group authentication protocol
(SE-GA) in which each group member uses his/her long
term private key and public key to create shared secret
(keys) with network devices, such as Home and mobile
management entity (MME). These shared keys are computed by using the Diffie-Hellman key exchange and are
utilized in the authentication process. By using this technique instead of pre-shared keys between mobile devices
and network devices, SE-GA is flexible and scalable. In
SE-GA, only the first member in a MME’s area has to
authenticate himself/herself with the Home, while the remaining members in the area can authenticate directly
with the MME. This reduces the network traffic. In this
paper, authentication proof is also given using the wellknown BAN logic, and the security of the protocol is analyzed and compared with some protocols.
Keywords: BAN Authentication Logic; Diffie-Hellman
Key Exchange; Group Authentication; LTE Network

1

Introduction

The research group model helps users to work together
with their group even though they live in different LTE
networks. However, group communication needs security
management to control any risks occurred in the system
and protect against unauthorized users causing a system
failure. Thus, network applications need privacy, con-

fidentiality, integrity, authentication methods to protect
their information from unauthorized access.
In the mobile environment, in order to use services
of a network, mobile equipment (smart phones, smart
watches, laptops, etc.) have to authenticate themselves
with their home networks (HNs). However, if several mobile equipment in the same group authenticate with their
HNs at the same time the traffic of the network will be
crowded. This can reduce the stability of the system, and
the performance of the network decreases. Therefore, an
efficient group authentication protocol is needed in the
group model.
Recently, several research works have been studied on
group communication and authentication [1, 6, 7, 10–15,
17, 19]. In 2009, Ou et al. [16] proposed a Cocktail protocol with authentication and key agreement (CocktailAKA) on the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). The protocol allows a service network (SN)
to calculate the medicated authentication vectors (MAV)
in advance. MAV is calculated only once and can be
reused. The MAV is used with prescription authentication vector (PAV) to produce many effective authentication vectors (AVs) for mutual authentication with the mobile stations (MSs). PAV is calculated from home environment (HE). Even though the protocol can reduce computational overhead on the HE and communication overhead
for delivering the AVs, the protocol has some weakness
which cannot resist denial-of-service attack (DoS attack)
as described by Wu et al. [20]. In 2012, Cao et al. [3]
proposed a group-based authentication scheme and key
agreement for Machine Type Communication (MTC) in
LTE network. In the protocol, the traffic of authentication is crowded and the cost of cryptographic computing
is high because MTC devices may be simultaneously authenticated by the network. Then this protocol may not
be suitable for mobile devices as discussed by Lai et al. [8].
In the same year, Chen et al. [4] proposed a group-based
authentication and key agreement (G-AKA) protocol for
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Figure 1: LTE network architecture

mobile stations (MSs) roaming from the same home network to a serving network. However, the protocol has
some vulnerability such as man-in-the-middle attack as
discussed by Lai et al. [9]. In 2013, Lai et al. [8] have introduced a secure and efficient group authentication and
key agreement protocol (SE-AKA) which was supposed
to be more secure than the evolved packet system authentication and key agreement (EPS-AKA) protocol proposed in the LTE project. In the protocol, the first mobile
equipment (ME) uses its secret key to authenticate itself
with its Home. Each remaining ME uses a group key and
a synchronization value (SV) to authenticate itself with
the service MME. However, this protocol has some weakness because a group member can be disguised by other
members in the group as discussed in Section 3. In 2016,
Lai et al. [9] proposed the group-based lightweight authentication scheme for resource-constrained machine to machine communication (GLARM). The protocol can reduce
the MME overhead because the group leader collects all
authentication messages from the group’s members and
communicates with the MME. However, as the protocol
needs a group leader to send and response messages with
the MME, if the group leader has some problems then
the authentication process fails. Furthermore, the scope
of this work is limited that all members of the group need
to be in the same service network. In real work, there
may be some situation that some members of the group
are in different service networks.
In this paper, we propose a secure group authentication protocol (SE-GA) which makes use of users’ longterm public and private keys to create secret keys with
network nodes such as Home and MME. The shared keys
are computed by using the Diffie-Hellman key exchange
protocol based on ECC. By this way, the authentication
process is flexible and scalable, and it makes group authentication easy even though group members are on different networks. In the protocol, only the first member in
an MME’s area has to authenticate himself/herself with
the Home, while the remaining members in the area can
authenticate directly with the MME. Thus SE-GA protocol can reduce network traffic. In addition, we introduce

a proof for group authentication by using the well-known
BAN authentication logic [2]. We have also analyzed the
security of SE-GA and compared the features of the protocol with other works. From the analysis, we found SE-GA
outperforms many of the past.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides some preliminaries for LTE network and elliptic
curve cryptography. In Section 3, we discuss the security
analysis of some previous work. SE-GA protocol is described in Section 4, and authentication proof by using
BAN logic is shown in Section 5. Section 6 provides the
security analysis of the protocol against some well-known
attacks. The conclusion is drawn in the last section, Section 7.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
LTE Network

The LTE network architecture can be classified into 3
domains, including radio access network (RAN) domain,
core network (CN) domain, and home network (HN) domain, respectively. As demonstrated in Figure 1, the network includes entities as shown in Table 1. The network
is described according to 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership Project) standard as follows.
1) RAN domain includes mobile equipment (MEs), base
stations (BSs) (i.e. eNodeB for outdoor, HeNodeB
for indoor) where MEs are mobile equipment of
3GPP standard mobile devices and BSs forward messages from MEs to the serving network domain.
2) CN domain includes mobile management entities
(MMEs) or serving gateways (S-GWs). An MME
prepares services for the MEs’s requests and S-GW
forwards messages to another machines.
3) HN domain includes the Home facilitator server
(HFS) which provides services for authentication process with MEs.
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In the LTE networks, we assume that the network of service providers is secure. Data transmission between service providers’ devices such as Home and MME is protected.
Table 1: The notations of entities in the network architecture
Notations
ME
eNB
HeNB
MME
S-GW
HFS

2.2

Definition
Mobile Equipment (machine)
Type of base station (BS)
called evolved Node B (eNodeB)
Type of base station (BS)
called Home evolved Node B (HeNodeB)
Mobile Management Entity
Serving Gateway
Home Facilitator Server

Elliptic Curve Cryptography

959

Table 2: Notations use in the SE-AKA protocol [8]
Notations
RG1−j
RMME
IDG1
IDMME
TIDMEG1−j
MACMME
MACMEG1−j
AMF
LAI
KGKMEG1−j

Definition
The random number generated by
MEj in group G1
The random number generated by
MME
The identity of group G1
The identity of MME
The temporary identity of MEj in
group G1
The message authentication code
computes by MME
The message authentication code
computes MEj in group G1
Authentication management field
Location Area Identification
The key generation key between
MEG1−j and MME
A key generation function of group G1
A device’s public key
A shared key between two parties
Mobile Equipment
Mobile Management Entity
Home Subscriber Server

fGTKG1
For the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), we describe
aP, bP
the situation of Alice and Bob which they have a pair of
abP
keys (public key and private key) [18]. Public keys can
ME
be published. Alice and Bob can create a shared key for
MME
sending data in secure communication by using the DiffieHSS
Hellman key exchange. The principle is as follows. In a
finite field (Fq), an elliptic curve E is defined over Fq and
P is a point on E (i.e. P ∈ E). Alice chooses a random
secret a in Fq (i.e. a ∈ Fq) and computes her public key
successful, the Home sends the group information manaP on E (i.e. aP ∈ E) and sends the key to Bob. In the
agement list (GIML), including group name, group ID,
same way, Bob chooses a random secret b and calculates
MEs’ IDs and synchronization values (SVs) to MME/SN.
bP on E and sends it to Alice. The secret common key
In self-confirmation of each remaining ME of the group,
between Alice and Bob is abP on E.
the GK and SV are mainly utilized in the authentication
process. For GK, every ME knows this value and SV is
3 Security Analysis of SE-AKA not a key, so the security of this verification is reduced,
and the authentication process can be easily attacked.
Protocol
Then, a group member can impersonate other ones who
have not yet confirmed themselves.
In this section, we give some security analysis of the SEAs shown in Figure 2, an ME wants to disguise
AKA for the LTE network. The SE-AKA protocol is used
to
be another one by sending the identity informato facilitate mobile equipment (MEs) that have been subtion
(AUTHMEG1−j = IDG1 ||TIDMEG1−j ||RG1−j ) of target
scribed to the home network (HN) to roam into a serving
member
to the service MME. The MME uses a group temnetwork (SN) which is far from HN. The SE-AKA protoporary
key
(GTK) which got from Home (HSS) to percol can be divided into 2 protocols:
form mutual authentication with the ME without HSS’s
1) Protocol execution for the first equipment;
assistance. The GTK is generated from Home by using
group key (GK). This key makes the MME to believe an
2) Protocol execution for the remaining equipment of
ME.
the same group. Because the supplier provides a
In the protocol, the MME sends authentication request
group key (GK) to each group for secure commuAUTH
MME = (IDMME || IDG1 || TIDMEG1−j || MACMME ||
nication, then all MEs of the group can know the
R
||
RMME || RG1−j || AMF || aP ) where MACMME =
HSS
group key. Table 2 shows the notations used in the
f
(ID
GTK
MME || IDG1 || TIDMEG1−j ||RHSS ||RMME ||RG1−j
G1
SE-AKA protocol illustrated in Figure 2.
||AMF||aP ||SVG1−j + i ) to the ME. The value i is the
In the first device authentication process, the ME1 uses sequence of the mutual authentication with MEG1−j .
a secret key which known only between it and the Home If the fake ME could ever attack the synchronization
to generate a message authentication code (MAC) to au- value (SVG1−j ), it selects a random number b and
thenticate itself with the Home via MME. Home verifies can computes bP, and computes KGKMEG1−j = fGTKG1
ME1 by using the same secret key. If the verification is (IDMME || TIDMEG1−j || RMME || RG1−j || abP ) and
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so on. In addition, identity verification should be seMACMEG1−j = fKGKMEG1−j (IDMME ||IDG1 ||TIDMEG1−j ||
cure to ensure accuracy and to minimize interaction
RMME || LAI || bp || abP || SVG1−j + i ). It then sends
time.
(MACMEG1−j ||bp) to the MME.
Upon receiving the response, MME verifies
MACMEG1−j by using the received information to 4.1 Initialization
compute MACMEG1−j by itself. It then compares the
computed MACMEG1−j with the received MACMEG1−j . If In the initial stage, each ME creates a pair of long-term
private key and public key, and it sends the public key
they are the same then MME believes that ME.
to its Home. Then the HN and ME can create a shared
secret key by using a Diffie-Hellman key exchange. It is
noted that a long-term public key of the Home is wellknown. When several MEs form a group Gn , they create
a session group key.
Each group member then sends the group’s information, i.e. Group ID, number of members, Temporary identity numbers (TID) and all long-term public keys of the
group members to his/her Home. This data is sent with
integrity control by utilizing the shared key between the
group member and the Home. The data does not need
to be secret. However, if we need secrecy the information can be covered by using the shared key. On receiving
the messages, each Home keeps the group’s information
in GDL as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Group detail list (GDL)

Figure 2: The authentication procedure of remaining
MEs [8]

In this way, a member of the group will be able to
disguise itself as other exist members. Although this protocol has some vulnerable points and is designed to work
in the only one LTE network, the idea to seperate the
authentication process into the authentication of the first
device and the remaining devices can reduce the network
traffic. According to this idea, we then apply it to create
a new protocol.

4

The Proposed SE-GA Protocol

Group
number
G1
.
.
.
.
G2
.
.
.
.

4.2

Group
ID
IDG1
.
.
.
.
IDG2
.
.
.
.

TIDMEi

IDHFSk

TIDME1
TIDME2
.
.
TIDMEi
TIDME1
TIDME3
.
.
TIDMEm

IDHFS1
IDHFS2
.
.
IDHFSk
IDHFS1
IDHFS2
.
.
IDHFSl

Public
keyMEi
PubME1
PubME2
.
.
PubMEi
PubME1
PubME3
.
.
PubMEm

SE-GA Protocol for Each MEi in a
Group Gn

When an MEi connects to a wireless point, it authenIn this section, we propose SE-GA protocol for ME/MEs ticates itself with that network in order to use network
in a group to access into serving network domains. The services.
In the authentication process, an MEi device in a group
design goals of SE-GA protocol are:
Gn , connects to the wireless point in any area mobile man1) Members of the group must be independent.
agement entity (MMEj ). The MEi then sends an access
request AUTHi to the MMEj . When the MMEj receives a
2) The protocol allows the group in which members
request, it checks whether the MEi is a member in the precan come from different home networks and they can
viously requested group by using HFSk and IDGn in the
work on different networks at the same time as shown
AUTHi to determine if a group detail list (GDL) exists
in Figure 3;
in the MMEj ’s database. If not, MEi is the first machine
3) Each member cannot impersonate another member in the group that requests the connection with MMEj .
MMEj then performs the authentication process for the
within the group;
first ME device (i.e. using case 1) and gets a GDL from
4) Protocol must be able to prevent attacks such as se- MEi ’s Home. Otherwise, if there is the GDL of that MEi ,
cure key derivation, man-in-the-middle attacks, and then MMEj performs an authentication process as if the
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Figure 3: Network Architecture based on 3GPP standard in SE-GA protocol

MEi is a remaining ME device (i.e. using case 2). Table 4 shows the notations used in the SE-GA protocol.
The machine x or y can be an MME, HFS or ME. When
x or y is represent by Gn - i, it means an MEi of a group
n.
The steps of the SE-GA protocol are as the following.
Case 1: Authentication for the first ME

TIDMEi || RGn −i || TSGn −i || HFSk || LAIMEi || bP )
and it is used by HFSk to verify whether it is the cor1
5
rect MEi . The function fSK
and fSK
MMEj −MEi
MEi −HFSk
are used for generating message authentication codes
MACq and MACi respectively. SKMMEj −MEi is a
shared secret key between MMEj and MEi , and is
computed from MEi ’s private key and MMEj ’s public key by using the Diffie-Hellman key exchange. It
is noted that MMEj ’s public key is well-known on the
internet. In part of SKMEi −HFSk , it is a shared secret
key between MEi and its home network (HN) which
is computed by performing the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange in the initialization state. The value bP is
a session public key of MEi . It is created by selecting
a random number b and computing bP on Elliptic
Curve. TIDMEi is a temporary identity of MEi in
HFSk and is used for registration in 3GPP/LTE networks. The value is installed in MEi by the supplier
of MEi .

If MEi is the first member of a group Gn that want
to authenticate with MMEj , then MMEj does not have
a GDL of the MEi ’s group in MMEj ’s database. Therefore, MMEj looks for the MEi ’s home network (HFSk ) in
the authentication request and then forwards the authentication data request, local area identification of MMEj ,
identity of MMEj and MACMMEj (i.e. AUTHi , LAIMMEj ,
IDMMEj , MACMMEj ) to HFSk of MEi through N-GW. If
the authentication data request passes the network gateway (N-GW), the N-GW only forwards the authentication
request to the destination (HFSk ). This case is composed Step 2. MMEj → HFSk : Authentication Data
of Steps 1 – 5 as shown in Figure 4.
Request
(AUTHi , TSMMEj , LAIMMEj , IDMMEj ,
MAC00MMEj ).
Step 1. MEi → MMEj : Access Request (AUTHi ).
When the MMEj receives the authentication data
The MEi generates AUTHi = (IDGn || TIDMEi ||
request from MEi , it uses HFSk and IDGn in the
RGn −i || TSGn −i ||HFSk ||LAIMEi ||bP ||MACq ||MACi )
AUTHi to find out whether this request is the
1
and sends it to MMEj . MACq = fSK
(IDGn
first request of group, by searching for IDGn in the
MMEj −MEi
|| TIDMEi || RGn −i || TSGn −i ||HFSk ||LAIMEi ||bP )
Group Detail List (GDL) of MMEj ’s database. If
and it is used by MMEj to verify whether it is the
it cannot find the information in MMEj ’s database,
5
correct MEi . While MACi = fSK
(ID
||
then MMEj forwards AUTHi , TSMMEj , IDMMEj ,
G
n
MEi −HFSk
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Figure 4: The SE-GA protocol for the first ME

LAIMMEj , MAC00MMEj to the HFSk . The LAIMMEj
MMEj also keeps bP and MACq in order to use them
reports the location of the wireless point which
afterward.
3
MEi connects to, and MAC00MMEj = fSK
MMEj −HFSk
Step 3. HFSk → MMEj : Authentication Data Re(AUTHi || TSMMEj || IDMMEj || LAIMMEj ). The longsponse (AUTHHFSk ).
term secret key (SKMMEj −HFSk ) between MMEj and
Upon receiving authentication data request (AUTHi ,
HFSk is computed by using the HFSk ’s public key
TSMMEj , LAIMMEj , IDMMEj , MAC00MMEj ) from MMEj
and MMEj ’s private key in the Diffie-Hellman key
, the HFSk verifies MMEj by computing MAC000
exchange. It is noted that HFSk ’s public key is wellMMEj =
3
known on the internet.
fSK
(AUTH
||TS
||ID
||LAI
i
MMEj
MMEj
MMEj )
MMEj −HFSk
00
and compares it with MACMMEj .
Here,
SKMMEj −HFSk is computed by using HFSk ’s
private key and MMEj ’s public key. If it is the same
Table 4: Notations used in the SE-GA protocol
MAC value then HFSk believes that the message is
Notations
Definition
sent from MMEj .
Rx
The random number generated by
Before HFSk verifies MACi which is in AUTHi ,
machine x
the HFSk compares LAIMMEj with LAIMEi
TSx
The time stamp generated by
to check whether they are the same.
If
machine x
they have the same value, HFSk verifies
IDx
The identity of machine x
5
MACi by computing MAC0i = fSK
MEi −HFSk
PIDx
The permanent identity of machine x
(ID
||TID
||R
||TS
||HFS
||LAI
||bP )
G
ME
G
−i
G
−i
k
ME
n
i
n
n
i
TIDx
The temporary identity of machine x
0
from
data
in
AUTH
.
Then
HFS
compares
MAC
i
k
i
SKx−y
The shared secret key between
with
the
MAC
.
If
these
values
are
the
same,
the
i
machine x and y
HFSk can believe that the message is sent from MEi .
SSKx−y
The shared session key between
The HFSk then generates AUTHHFSk = (RGn −i ||
machine x and y
IDHFSk || HFSk || GDL || TSHFSk || MACHFSk ),
MACx
The message authentication code
4
where MACHFSk = fSK
(RGn −i || IDHFSk
computed by machine x
MMEj −HFSk
LAIx
Location Area Identification of
|| HFSk || GDL || TSHFSk ) and it sends AUTHHFSk
machine x
to the MMEj . GDL is composed of group number,
1
fSK
MAC
generating
function
using
group identity, temporary identity of every MEi ,
MMEj −MEi
identity of HFSk and public keys of all MEs in this
SKMMEj −MEi
2
group as shown in Table 2.
fSKMME −ME
SSK generating function using
j
i
SKMMEj −MEi
Step 4. MMEj → MEi : Authentication Response
3
fSKMME −HFS
MAC generating function using
(AUTHMMEj , Success/Fail).
j
k
SKMMEj −HFSk
After MMEj receives AUTHHFSk from HFSk ,
4
fSK
MAC generating function using
4
MMEj −HFSk
MMEj computes MAC0HFSk = fSK
MMEj −HFSk
SKMMEj −HFSk
(R
||
ID
||
HFS
||GDL||TS
)
to verG
−i
HFS
k
HFS
n
k
k
5
fSK
MAC generating function using
MEi −HFSk
ify the message from HFSk . If the verification
1
SKMEi −HFSk
passes, MMEj computes MAC0q = fSK
MMEj −MEi
aP, bP
A device’s public key
(IDGn || TIDMEi || RGn −i || TSGn −i || HFSk ||
abP
A shared key between two parties
LAI
||bP ) and compares it with MAC from
MEi

q

Step 1. The SKMMEj −MEi is computed by MMEj ’s
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Figure 5: The SE-GA protocol for remaining ME devices

private key and MEi ’s long-term public key got from
GDL. If MAC0q = MACq , MMEj installs GDL of
Gn into MMEj ’s database. The GDL facilitates the
MMEj to check the remaining MEi ’s authentication
information. Then, MMEj can trust the message
AUTHi which is sent by MEi , because MMEj got
correct response from MEi ’s Home.

failure’ to MMEj .
Case 2: Authentication for the remaining MEs

If MEi is a remaining member of the group Gn that has
a member authenticated with MMEj , then MMEj has
the group detail list (GDL) of group Gn in the MMEj ’s
database. The MMEj can use the MEi ’s public key in
MMEj then randomizes a number a to com- GDL to create a shared secret key (SKMMEj −MEi ) bepute a session public key aP and a secret value tween MMEj and MEi . This case is composed of Steps 1
abP on Elliptic Curve.
Note that bP is ob- – 3 as shown in Figure 5.
tained from Step 1.
MMEj also generates Step 1. MEi → MMEj : Access Request (AUTHi ).
AUTHMMEj = (IDMMEj ||IDGn ||TIDMEi ||RMMEj
The MEi generates AUTHi = (IDGn || TIDMEi ||
||RGn −i || TS0MMEj || aP ||MACMMEj ),
where
RGn − i || TSGn −i || HFSk || LAIMEi || bP || MACq
1
MACMMEj = fSK
(IDMMEj || IDGn ||
1
MMEj −MEi
(IDGn || TIDMEi ||
|| MACi ), MACq = fSK
MMEj −MEi
0
TIDMEi || RMMEj || RGn −i || TSMMEj ||aP ). It
RGn −i || TSGn −i || HFSk || LAIMEi || bP ) and MACi
then sends AUTHMMEj and a response ‘success’
5
= fSK
(IDGn || TIDMEi || RGn −i || TSGn −i ||
MEi −HFSk
to MEi . MMEj can now compute session key beHFS
||
LAI
k
ME
2
i || bP ) and sends AUTHi to MMEj .
tween it and MEi by SSKMMEj −MEi = fSK
MMEj −MEi
Step 2. MMEj → MEi : Authentication Response
(IDMMEj ||TIDMEi ||RMMEj ||RGn −i ||abP ).
(AUTHMMEj , Success/Fail).
Step 5. MEi → MMEj : Authentication AcknowlWhen the MMEj receives an authentication data reedge (connection complete/fail).
quest from MEi , it checks the request of MEi by using
When the MEi gets the authentication data reHFSk and IDGn in the AUTHi to find out whether
sponse from MMEj , it verifies MMEj by computthis request is the first request of group, by searching
1
ing MAC0MMEj = fSK
(IDMMEj || IDGn
for IDGn in the Group Detail List (GDL) of MMEj ’s
MMEj −MEi
database. If it can find IDGn , then MMEj com|| TIDMEi || RMMEj || RGn − i || TS0MMEj || aP )
0
putes a long-term secret key (SKMMEj − MEi ) beand compares MACMMEj with MACMMEj . The
tween MMEj and MEi by using MEi ’s public key in
SKMMEj −MEi is computed from MEi ’s private key
GDL and MMEj ’s private key.
and MMEj ’s public key by using the Diffie-Hellman
key exchange. MMEj ’s long-term public key is wellBefore MMEj verifies MACq which is in AUTHi ,
known on the internet.
the MMEj compares LAIMEi with LAIMMEj to
0
check whether they are the same. If they have
If MACMMEj and MACMMEj are the same
the same value, the MMEj computes MAC0q
then it is the correct MMEj . MEi then com1
=
fSK
(IDGn ||TIDMEi ||RGn −i ||TSGn −i
putes abP by using aP from AUTHMMEj
MMEj −MEi
||HFSk ||LAIMEi ||bP ). It then compares MAC0q with
and creates a session key between MEi and
2
MACq from Step (1). If MAC0q = MACq then
MMEj
by
SSKMMEj −MEi
=
fSKMME −ME
j
i
MMEj trusts MEi and messages are sent by MEi .
(IDMME ||TIDME ||RMME ||RG −i ||abP ). Now, the
j

i

j

n

MEi has a shared session key SSKMMEj −MEi with
MMEj and sends connection complete to MMEj .
Otherwise, MEi sends a response, ‘connection

MMEj then randomizes a number a to compute a
session public key aP and a secret value abP on Elliptic Curve. Further, MMEj generates AUTHMMEj
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= (IDMMEj || IDGn || TIDMEi || RMMEj || RGn −i || 5.1 Authentication Proof for the First
TS0MMEj || aP || MACMMEj ), where MACMMEj =
ME
1
fSK
(ID
||
ID
||
TID
||
R
MME
G
ME
MME
j
n
i
j
MMEj −MEi
The communicating messages used in the case of the first
|| RGn −i || TS0MMEj || aP ). It then sends AUTHMMEj ME device are as follows:
and a response, ‘success’ to MEi .
(a) MEi → MMEj :
AUTHi = (IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk ,
Now, MMEj can compute a session key between
2
LAIMEi , bP ,
it and MEi by SSKMMEj −MEi = fSK
MMEj −MEi
MACq ((IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i ,
(IDMMEj ||TIDMEi ||RMMEj ||RGn −i ||abP ).
HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ), SKMEi −MMEj ),
MACi ((IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i ,
Step 3. MEi → MMEj : Authentication AcknowlHFSk , LAIMEi , bP ), SKMEi −HFSk )).
edge (connection complete/fail).
(b) MMEj → HFSk :
(AUTHi , TSMMEj , LAIMMEj , IDMMEj ,
When the MEi gets the authentication response from
MAC00MMEj ((AUTHi , TSMMEj ,
0
MMEj , it verifies the message by computing MACMMEj
LAIMMEj , IDMMEj ), SKMMEj −HFSk )).
1
= fSK
(IDMMEj ||IDGn ||TIDMEi ||RMMEj ||RGn −i ||
MMEj −MEi
(c) HFSk → MMEj :
TS0MMEj ||aP ) and compares MACMMEj with MAC0MMEj .
(RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL, TSHFSk ),
The SKMMEj −MEi is computed from MEi ’s private key
MACHFSk ((RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL,
and MMEj ’s public key.
TSHFSk ), SKMMEj −HFSk ).
If MACMMEj and MAC0MMEj have the same value (d) MMEj → MEi :
then MEi believes that the message is sent from
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i ,
MMEj .
MEi then computes abP by using aP
TS0MMEj , aP ),
from AUTHMMEj and creates session key between
MACMMEj ((IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj ,
2
MEi and MMEj by SSKMMEj −MEi = fSK
RGn −i , TS0MMEj , aP ), SKMEi −MMEj ).
MMEj −MEi
(IDMMEj ||TIDMEi ||RMMEj ||RGn −i ||abP ). Now, the MEi The messages can be transformed into the idealized
has a shared session key SSKMMEj −MEi with MMEj and forms as
sends connection complete to MMEj . Otherwise, if (a) MEi → MMEj :
MACMMEj and MAC0MMEj are not the same then MEi
AUTHi = < IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk ,
sends a response, ‘connection failure’ to MMEj .
LAIMEi , bP >SKMEi −MMEj
< IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk ,
LAIMEi , bP >SKMEi −HFSk
(b)
MME
→
HFS
j
k:
5 Authentication Proof by using
< AUTHi , LAIMMEj , TSMMEj ,
BAN Logic
IDMMEj >SKMMEj −HFSk
(c) HFSk → MMEj :
In this section, we give a proof of the SE-GA protocol by
< RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL,
using the well-known BAN Logic. The notations used in
TSHFSk >SKMMEj −HFSk
SE-GA protocol are listed in Table 5.
(d) MMEj → MEi :
< IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i ,
TS0MMEj , aP >SKMEi −MMEj
Table 5: Notations used in the proof
Notations
bP
aP
SKMEi −HFSk
SKMEi −MMEj
SKMMEj −HFSk
SSKMMEj −MEi

Definition
A session public key of MEi
A session public key of MMEj
A long-term secret shared between
MEi and HFSk
A long-term secret shared between
MEi and MMEj
A long-term secret shared between
MMEj and HFSk
A shared session key between
MMEj and MEi

In this form TSGn −i , TSMMEj , TS0MMEj , TSHFSk are
nonces.
We need to prove that MMEj believes MEi ’s long term
public key in GDL which it has received from HFSk
and uses the key to compute a long-term secret key
(SKMEi −MMEj ) between MMEj and MEi . MMEj uses
SKMEi −MMEj to verify MEi ’s message. It then can believe MEi ’s session public key, bP. Further, it needs to
prove that MEi can believe MMEj ’s session public key,
aP. Both MMEj and MEi can use aP and bP to compute
a shared session secret, abP. To analyze this protocol, the
following assumptions are made.

SKMMEj −HFSk
We will prove the authentication of the mobile equip←−−−−−−−−−→ HFSk .
(1)
HFS
believes
MME
k
j
ment in both cases: the case of the first ME device and
SKMEi −HFSk
the case of the remaining ME devices.
(2) HFSk believes MEi ←−−−−−−−−→ HFSk .
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(3) MMEj believes HFSk

SKMMEj −HFSk
←−−−−−−−−−→ MMEj .
SKMEi −MMEj
←−−−−−−−−→ MEi .

(4) MEi believes MMEj
(5) MMEj believes fresh (TSGn −i ).
(6) MMEj believes fresh (TSHFSk ).
(7) HFSk believes fresh (TSGn −i ).
(8) HFSk believes fresh (TSMMEj ).
(9) MEi believes fresh (TS0MMEj ).
(10) HFSk believes MMEj control (AUTHi , TSMMEj ,
LAIMMEj , IDMMEj ).
(11) HFSk believes MEi control (IDGn , TIDMEi ,
RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
(12) MMEj believes HFSk controls (RGn −i , IDHFSk ,
HFSk , GDL).
(13) MMEj believes MEi controls (IDGn , TIDMEi ,
RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
(14) MEi believes MMEj controls (IDMMEj , IDGn ,
TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , aP ).
The steps of the proof are as follows:
SKMMEj −HFSk

a) HFSk believes MMEj ←−−−−−−−−−→ HFSk
and HFSk sees < AUTHi , LAIMMEj , TSMMEj ,
IDMMEj >SKMMEj −HFSk ,
then HFSk believes MMEj said
(AUTHi , LAIMMEj , TSMMEj , IDMMEj ).
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e) HFSk believes fresh (TSGn −i ) and
HFSk believes MEi said
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ),
then HFSk believes MEi believes
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
The conjunction can be broken and the result is
HFSk believes MEi believes (IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i ,
HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
f ) HFSk believes MEi control (IDGn , TIDMEi ,
RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP )
and HFSk believes MEi believes
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ),
then HFSk believes
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
In steps d) - f ), HFSk verifies message MACi
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP )
by
computing MAC0i . The HFSk then compares MAC0i with
the MACi . If the verification passes, it is the correct
MEi . Then HFSk believes authentication message from
MEi .
After that, HFSk sends the authentication message
(RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL, TSHFSk ) to MMEj .
SKMMEj −HFSk

b) HFSk believes fresh (TSMMEj )
and HFSk believes MMEj said
(AUTHi , LAIMMEj , TSMMEj , IDMMEj ),
then HFSk believes MMEj believes
(AUTHi , LAIMMEj , TSMMEj , IDMMEj ).

g) MMEj believes HFSk ←−−−−−−−−−→ MMEj
and MMEj sees
< RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL, TSHFSk >SKMMEj −HFSk ,
then MMEj believes HFSk said
(RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL, TSHFSk ).

The conjunction can be broken and the result is
HFSk believes MMEj believes (AUTHi , LAIMMEj ,
IDMMEj ).

h) MMEj believes fresh (TSHFSk )
and MMEj believes HFSk said
(RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL, TSHFSk ),
then MMEj believes HFSk believes
(RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL, TSHFSk ).

c) HFSk believes MMEj control
(AUTHi , LAIMMEj , IDMMEj )
and HFSk believes MMEj believes
(AUTHi , LAIMMEj , IDMMEj ),
then HFSk believes (AUTHi , LAIMMEj , IDMMEj ).

The conjunction can be broken and the result is
MMEj believes HFSk believes (RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk ,
GDL).

In steps a) - c), HFSk uses a long-term secret key
between MMEj and HFSk (i.e. SKMMEj −HFSk ) to ver- i) MMEj believes HFSk controls
(RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL)
ify the message (AUTHi , LAIMMEj , TSMMEj , IDMMEj ) reand MMEj believes HFSk believes
ceived from MMEj . If the verification passes, HFSk be(RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL),
lieves that the message is sent from MMEj .
then MMEj believes
After HFSk believes the message is sent from
(RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL).
MMEj ,
it verifies the authentication message
(< IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi ,
In steps g) – i), MMEj gets message (RGn −i , IDHFSk ,
bP >SKMEi −HFSk ) which is in AUTHi . If the verification
HFS
k , GDL, < RGn −i , IDHFSk , HFSk , GDL >SKMMEj −HFSk )
passes, HFSk believes that the message is from MEi . The
from HFSk , and uses a long-term secret key
proof is as follows.
(SKMMEj −HFSk ) between MMEj and HFSk to verify
SKMEi −HFSk
d) HFSk believes MEi ←−−−−−−−−→ HFSk and HFSk sees message from HFSk . If the verification passes, MMEj
believes that the message is from HFSk .
< IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi ,
bP >SKMEi −HFSk ),
After that, MMEj verifies the authentication message
then HFSk believes MEi said
MACq from MEi as follows.
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
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SKMEi −MMEj

j) MMEj believes MEi ←−−−−−−−−→ MMEj
and MMEj sees < IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i ,
HFSk , LAIMEi , bP >SKMEi −MMEj ,
then MMEj believes MEi said
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
k) MMEj believes fresh (TSGn −i ) and MMEj believes
MEi said (IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i ,
HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ),
then MMEj believes MEi believes
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
The conjunction can be broken and the result is
MMEj believes MEi believes (IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i ,
HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
l) MMEj believes MEi controls
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi ), bP )
and MMEj believe MEi believes
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ),
then MMEj believes
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
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In steps m) - o), MEi verifies message from MMEj by
using SKMEi −MMEj and believes that the message is from
MMEj .
MEi uses aP in a message to compute abP. MEi now
can compute a shared session key SSKMMEj −MEi between
MEi and MMEj .

5.2

Authentication Proof for the Remaining MEs

We need to prove that the MMEj which has believed
MEi ’s long-term public key in GDL uses the key to compute a long-term secret key (SKMEi −MMEj ) between MEi
and MMEj . MMEj uses SKMEi −MMEj to verify MEi ’s
message. It then can believe MEi ’s session public key, bP.
Further, the proof is that MEi can believe MMEj ’s session public key, aP. Both MMEj and MEi can use aP and
bP to compute a shared session key, abP. To analyze this
protocol, the following assumptions are made.
SKMEi −MMEj

(1) MEi believes MMEj ←−−−−−−−−→ MEi .
(2) MMEj believes fresh (TSG −i ).
In steps j) - l), MMEj verifies message MACq (3) ME believes fresh (TS0 n ).
i
MMEj
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ) from
(4) MMEj believes MEi controls (IDGn , TIDMEi ,
0
MEi by using SKMEi −MMEj to compute MACq . If the
RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
verification passes, it is the correct MEi . Then MMEj
(5) MEi believes MMEj controls (IDMMEj , IDGn ,
believes authentication message from MEi .
TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , aP ).
After that, MMEj selects random number a and
computes aP and uses bP in MEi ’s message to com- The steps of the proof are as follows:
pute abP. MMEj now can compute a shared sesSKMEi −MMEj
sion key SSKMMEj −MEi between MMEj and MEi .
←−−−−−−−−→ MMEj
MMEj then sends the authentication message MACMMEj a) MMEj believes MEi
and MMEj sees < IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i ,
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , TS0MMEj , aP ) to
HFSk , LAIMEi , bP >SKMEi −MMEj ,
MEi .
then MMEj believes MEi said
SKMEi −MMEj
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
m) MEi believes MMEj ←−−−−−−−−→ MEi and MEi sees
< IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , TS0MMEj ,
aP >SKMEi −MMEj ,
then MEi believes MMEj said
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , TS0MMEj ,
aP ).
n) MEi believes fresh (TS0MMEj ) and MEi believes
MMEj said (IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i ,
TS0MMEj , aP ),
then MEi believes MMEj believes
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i ,
TS0MMEj , aP ).
The conjunction can be broken and the result is
MEi believes MMEj believes (IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi ,
RMMEj , RGn −i , aP ).
o) MEi believes MMEj controls
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , aP )
and MEi believes MMEj believes
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , aP ),
then MEi believes
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , aP ).

b) MMEj believes fresh (TSGn −i ) and MMEj believes
MEi said (IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i ,
HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ),
then MMEj believes MEi believes
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , TSGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
The conjunction can be broken and the result is
MMEj believes MEi believes (IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i ,
HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
c) MMEj believes MEi controls
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi ), bP )
and MMEj believe MEi believes
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ),
then MMEj believes
(IDGn , TIDMEi , RGn −i , HFSk , LAIMEi , bP ).
In steps a) – c), MMEj verifies message from MEi by
using SKMEi −MMEj .
After that, MMEj selects random number a and
computes aP. It then uses bP in MEi ’s message
to compute abP. MMEj now can compute a shared
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session key SSKMMEj −MEi between MMEj and MEi .
For example, ME and HFS have a shared key
MMEj then sends the authentication message MACMMEj (SKME−HFS ) generated from Diffie-Hellman key exchange
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , TS0MMEj , aP ) to in the initialization stage. For authentication of the first
MEi .
ME, ME generates AUTHi and sends it to the MME.
The MME verifies Home of ME from AUTHi and then
SKMEi −MMEj
forwards AUTHi to the Home. Home verifies the first
d) MEi believes MMEj ←−−−−−−−−→ MEi and MEi sees
ME by function MACi which is computed by using a
< IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , TS0MMEj ,
shared key (SKME−HFS ) between ME and Home. For
aP >SKMEi −MMEj ,
authentication
between ME and MME, MME uses the
then MEi believes MMEj said
information
obtained
from ME’s Home to generate a key
0
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , TSMMEj ,
(SKMME−ME ) between ME and MME to validate MACq .
aP ).
If it is valid, MME trusts ME and sends AUTHMMEj
to ME. ME checks the MME by verifying MACMMEj in
e) MEi believes fresh (TS0MMEj ) and MEi believes
AUTHMMEj using the key (SKMME−ME ) between ME and
MMEj said (IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i ,
MME.
If the verification passes, ME believes MME.
TS0MMEj , aP ),
For the rest of the group, the mutual authentication
then MEi believes MMEj believes
between ME and MME is made by using function MACq
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i ,
and MACMMEj which are computed by using a long-term
TS0MMEj , aP ).
secret key (SKMME−ME ).
The conjunction can be broken and the result is
MEi believes MMEj believes (IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi ,
RMMEj , RGn −i , aP ).
f ) MEi believes MMEj controls
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , aP )
and MEi believes MMEj believes
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , aP ),
then MEi believes
(IDMMEj , IDGn , TIDMEi , RMMEj , RGn −i , aP ).

6.2

After the authentication process, the key data used for
generating the session key (SSK/KGK) between MME
and ME is abP computed by using the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange. The session key (SSK/KGK) is utilized to encrypt data between ME and MME. Thus, SSK/KGK can
provide the data confidentiality.

6.3
In steps d) - f ), MEi verifies message from MMEj by
using SKMEi −MMEj and believes that the message is from
MMEj .
MEi uses aP in a message to compute abP. MEi now
can compute a shared session key SSKMMEj −MEi between
MEi and MMEj .

6

Confidentiality

Data Integrity

The integrity of messages between ME and MME, and between ME and Home are controlled by MAC function calculated from key SKMME−ME , SKHFS−ME , respectively.
These keys are computed by using the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange and known only between the two parties. Then
every message sent in the protocol has a MAC function
to achieve integrity control.

Security Analysis
6.4

Enhanced Privacy-Preservation

In this section, we have analyzed the security of SE-GA
as follows.
For the first time when ME registers with the HFS,
the ME gets a pair of permanent/temporary identity
(PIDME /TIDME ) to register in 3GPP networks. In the
6.1 Entity Mutual Authentication:
real case, ME does not send PIDME into the communicaThe main goal is to have an authentication between MME tion network without protection because PIDME is ME’s
and ME in order to create a secure channel for sending privacy which may cause harm if it is sniffed. In SE-GA
data. For the first ME, it will authenticate itself with protocol, ME can send TIDME into the communication
the home facilitator server (HFS) because the informa- network to the other party with MAC and the party can
tion of ME and the group is at the Home of ME. After verify TIDME by MAC function. In addition, in the case
ME has confirmed its success, the Home will send ME’s that the network needs ME to send PIDME to the home
group detail list (GDL) to MME. MME trusts ME and network, the PIDME may be encrypted with the long-term
the authentication message from ME because MME gets secret key between ME and HFS.
a correct response from ME’s Home.
The rest of the group members can authenticate di- 6.5 Secure Key Derivation
rectly with MME because the information of MEs and
the group has been sent to MME after the first ME has In the SE-GA protocol, SSKMME−ME is created from a
finished its authentication process.
function which uses a shared secret between MME and
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ME. As described in Section 5, MME and ME send a
session public key of their own (aP/bP) to compute a
shared secret abP between them. This abP is computed
by making use of Diffie-Hellman key exchange which is secure. After that, both MME and ME use abP to generate
SSKMME−ME .

6.6

Key Forward/Backward Secrecy
(KFS/KBS)

In the SE-GA protocol, the session public keys (aP/bP),
which are used to compute session key, are sent between
MME and ME, while the long-term secret SKME−MME is
calculated from a long-term public/private keys of MME
and ME respectively. Then, the session public keys are
not related to the calculation of the SKME−MME . In addition, the SSK key value between ME and MME is very
difficult to attack. Because this value is based on abP and
known only between ME and MME, then the KFS/KBS
can be achieved.

6.7

Group Key Forward/Backward Secrecy (GKFS/GKBS)

When group members join or leave the group, the group
key needs to update in order to preserve backward and
forward secrecy. Up to now, several protocols have been
proposed for dynamic group key agreement, such as Pipat [5] and Zhu [21]. After updating the group key, the
group will send a group’s information such as the public
keys of new members/leaving members, group members’
numbers to each member’s Home. Then the member who
has joined or left cannot know any information before
joining or after leaving.

fails. For the remaining ME, the MME uses LAIMMEj
getting from the BS to compare with LAIME embedded
in AUTHi . If LAIME has the same value as LAIMMEj then
MME verify MACq with MAC0q . Thus, SE-GA protocol
can prevent the redirection attack.

6.10

Resistance to Replay Attack

Resistance
Attack

to

Man-in-the-Middle

During the first confirmation of ME, an attacker may
disguise as MME to sniff the information. Then the attacker disguises as the ME and sends the information to
the real MME. As the attacker does not know the value
b, he/she may try to perform man-in-the-middle attack
by replacing bP with b1 P . However, it cannot fool the
Home because the attacker does not know the secret key
SKME−HFS which is utilized to compute MAC between
ME and its Home.
In the case of the remaining ME, the secret key
(SKME−MME ) is utilized to protect messages between ME
and MME. If an attacker changes messages, the MME can
know messages which are not sent from the real ME. Thus,
the protocol can prevent a man-in-the-middle attack.

6.11

Resistance to DoS Attack

While performing the authentication process, a malicious
ME can run DoS attack either on HFS or MME. If a malicious ME forges the message, HFS or MME can detect
the forged message by checking TS and comparing LAI in
the message from the ME with LAI from MME.

6.12
6.8
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Resistance to Impersonate Attack

The SE-GA protocol makes use of each ME’s long-term
While MME and ME are communicating, authentication private and public keys to achieve secure authentication
messages are sent with timestamps and random numbers, between ME and MME. It is very difficult for an ME to
thus preventing replay attacks. For example of case 1, disguise itself as another ME.
between MME and ME, there is a chance of replay attack,
Table 6 shows the comparison of security and flexibilso while ME sending a message to MME in Step 1 to
request services, a timestamp (TSGn −i ) is included into ity based on an actual usage in some group authentication
the message. Similarly, when MME responds to ME in protocols. By the comparison, we see that SE-GA is betStep 4, a timestamp (TS0MME ) is attached to the message ter than other protocols.
to prevent replay attack.
AK: Authentication key; RMA: resistance to man-inthe-middle-attack; RRA: resistance to redirection attack;
GMD: group members can come from the different home
6.9 Resistance to Redirection Attack
networks; GMS: Group members can use different netBecause the authentication message (AUTHi ) from ME works simultaneously; GDO: group members disguised
included with LAIME , MACq and MACi . The LAIME in- as others.
dicates the BS which ME contacts at that time. If
the MME forwards AUTHi to HFS, then the HFS uses
LAIMMEj to compare with LAIME . In the case LAIME = * The first ME uses a pre-shared key which it got from
LAIMMEj , the HFS computes MAC0i and compares with
the Home in the initial stage to authenticate with the
MACi in Step (3) of authentication for the first ME. If
Home in order to use the network service, while the
MAC0i = MACi then HFS accepts the authentication.
remaining MEs use mainly the group key to authenIt rejects the authentication if the verification of MACi
ticate with the MME.
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Table 6: Comparisons of the proposed protocol with some
schemes
Protocol

SE-AKA

GLARM

SE-GA

Symmetric
Keys &
Group Key*
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Symmetric
Keys**

Diffie Hellman***

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Features
AK
RMA
RRA
GMD
GMS
GDO

** Each ME uses the symmetric key defined by its Home
when it first registered with the Home in order to
authenticate itself with the service network.
*** The key used in the authentication process can be
created on the fly between the two parties by making
use of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange.

7

Conclusions

In this work, we have developed the SE-GA protocol that
assists group authentication on LTE networks. The authentication protocol uses the long-term private keys and
public keys between parties to create shared secret keys
used in the authentication process. By using this technique, SE-GA can be flexible and scalable. It helps the
group members to be able to work simultaneously on different LTE networks. In addition, group members can be
from different Homes. In the protocol, the authentication process is divided into two steps, the authentication
of the first machine which tries to connect to a service
network and that of the remaining machines. The first
machine needs to authenticate itself with its Home, while
the remaining machines can authenticate with the service
MME. This reduces the providers’ network traffic as well
as network delays.
During the initialization of SE-GA, the network will
be a little crowded because each group member has to
send group information to its Home. However, during the
authentication of the group members excluding the first
one, SE-GA needs only three steps for the authentication
of each member while the former SE-AKA needs at least
four steps.
In this paper, we provided an authentication proof by
using the well-known BAN logic. Security analysis of the
proposed protocol is also given and a comparison of our
protocol with SE-AKA and GLARM was demonstrated.
According to the comparison, we can see that the proposed protocol outperforms the former ones.
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Abstract
Malicious URLs are one of the cybercrimes techniques in
digital services. They spread unsolicited content and attack victims. Attacking will make them victims suffer
from scams activities such as theft of money, compromise
identity, install malware and so forth. In this paper, we
propose URLDeep, a deep architecture by novel CNN. Instead of using conventional CNN, we use Dynamic CNN.
It can assign a similar signal in the same CNN channel.
URLDeep’s graph is dynamically updated after each layer
of the network. Demonstrated by the experiments, the
results of classification accuracy have produced useful accuracy. URLDeep is a novel deep learning framework to
learn a nonlinear URL address.
Keywords: Dynamic CNN; Malicious URL; Prediction;
Social Networks

1

Introduction

Social networks application have grown tremendously.
It has a significant impact on the youth generation
lifestyle [1]. It has built a digital environment become part
of activities in our daily life. Conventional security technique like cryptography is no longer suitable for a dynamic
environment or even common authentication [3,5,18]. So,
dynamic environment in social networks such as peer to
peer social networks [19] needs efficient security technique.
The machine learning approaches have shown successful performance, particularly when implementing a new
concept called Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [9]
is one of Deep learning architecture and are becoming
increasingly popular in the current research. CNN’s produced a promising performance for text classification [21].
CNN is different from other neural networks because of
convolutional layer concept. Output feature in CNN convolves the previous feature maps with a set of filters in

Deep Network. In this study, we designated a novel model
of CNN’s to learn Malicious URL feature for detecting
suspicious address. However, instead of using conventional CNN which uses a static layer in the convolution
process, we propose dynamic layer computation in convolutional process.
URLDeep, the underlying deep neural network is
a Dynamic Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). In
URLDeep, continuous graph updates beneficial to recompute the graph using the k-max concept. Therefore, it
can better deal with the problem of data noise, alignment,
and other data variations. Demonstrated by the experiments, the results of detection accuracy have shown that
URLDeep algorithm is handy for Continuous prediction
for malicious URL.
We will summarize the main contributions of our work
as follows:
1) We present a novel continuous prediction method of
malicious URL, particularly in social networks with
Dynamic Deep Learning concept. It used to identify
feature representation and learned in useful CNN algorithm.
2) We demonstrate URLDeep with the new dynamic
graph in CNN. It is different with conventional CNN
operations and has produced better accuracy.
3) With benchmark datasets, we show complete analysis and testing of k-max pooling function and attain
state-of-the-art performance.
URLDeep is a novel framework to extract and learn
URL address. In this method, we implement Dynamic
Convolutional Neural Networks to both characters and
words of the URL. It is to learn the URL embedding in
the framework. The approach can capture more types of
semantic information. As long as we know, it was not
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possible by the existing models. The model learns a rep- learning framework to learn a nonlinear URL embedresentation of the raw URL string directly without any ding for Malicious URL Detection directly from the URL.
designed help from the expert.
Mainly, the model implemented conventional CNN to
both characters and words of the URL [6].
A recent study securing URL address, a technique using Event De-noising Convolutional Neural Network for
2 Related Work
Sequence Detection in malicious URL. The paper proThe first alphabet of each word in the title of each section posed a system for detecting malicious URL sequences
from proxy logs with a low false positive rate [13].EDmust be Capital Letter.
CNN is a particular CNN to reduce the adverse effect of
benign URLs redirected from compromised websites such
2.1 URL Detection with Machine Learn- as malicious URL sequences.
ing
In this model, instead of using conventional CNN in
deep learning as mentioned above, we propose URLDeep,
A model developed to detect suspicious URL filtering Deep Learning approach based on Dynamic Convolutional
based on reputation users in the networks [2]. Fast fea- Neural Network (D-CNN). The study uses Dynamic CNN
ture extraction technique [17], an approach with designed model for detecting malicious URL. Different from conMulti-layer perception [10], and in big data security area, ventional CNN, URLDeep can assign similar signal parts
a study presented a model to secure big data with data to the same CNN channel. In the network, the k-max
mining analysis [15]. Behavioral analysis of attackers [8], pooling of a point changes from layer to layer.
prediction based on Community Detection [11].
Many researchers have used the Neural Networks algorithm for addressing issues in a computer environment. In 3
Model
a malicious URL case, many research proposed Machine
Learning. A study discussed different machine learning 3.1 Conventional CNN
techniques and unsupervised learning. It may able to
detecting malicious URLs with the semi-supervised sys- In common CNN model, the filters are the only paramtem to detect malicious URL or using Active Learning eters of the convolutional layer during training. In CNN
for Malicious URL Detection with Weighted Text-Based algorithm, tensors are essential. In CNN, beginning with
the input, intermediate representation, and parameters in
Features [16].
Machine learning is widely used for various cases be- computing process are all tensors.
The conventional CNN many identical neurons among
cause understand for non-linear relationships and own rothe
layers. In the CNN model, a computational process
bust to outliers. However, it still owns weakness for unrun
large models computation with a little number of paconstrained data and prone to overfitting in the training
rameters.
In Conventional Convolution Neural Network,
process. A widely used algorithm in machine learning
while
the
layer
receives a single input (the feature maps),
such as SVM suffers over-fitting problem from optimizing
it
will
compute
feature maps as its output by convolvthe parameters to model selection. In SVM kernel moding
filters
across
the feature maps. The parameters of
els are very sensitive to over-fitting selection criterion in
the
convolution
layer
called filters and back-propagation
training process. Therefore, the researcher developed a
model
used
to
learn
during
training.
new advanced algorithm like deep learning.

2.2

URL Detection with Deep Learning

Deep learning is a part of machine learning that is a set
of algorithms imitate the structure and function of the
brain. It operates on raw input signals and automating
the process of feature extraction Deep learning is becoming increasingly popular in solving various applications,
one of them is the authentication process.
Deep learning, a subfield of machine learning A study
proposed, the eXpose neural network, which uses deep
learning with convolutional neural network approach, is
to detect artifacts like potentially malicious URLs, file
paths, named pipes, and registry keys. The model will
learn to simultaneously extract features and classify using
character-level embedding [7].
Newly study in malicious URL with deep learning,
called URLNet, the paper proposed an end-to-end deep

3.2

URLDeep Neural Network

In this section, we describe the process of URLDeep based
on dynamic CNN, which is a generalization of the convolution layer. The discussion explores how the two layers
differ from one another regarding input, output, the forward pass and backward pass.
URLDeep, a novel framework with dynamic max pooling in CNN concept. URLDeep model can re-compute
the graph using determined layer number, assign similar
signal parts to the same CNN channel, and it will able
to determining the optimal alignment of weights. Therefore, it can better deal with the problem of data noise in
URL address and other data variations. In this model,
URLDeep implements dynamic max pooling in computing CNN network.
In contrast to the conventional CNN layer, the
URLDeep layer receives two inputs within the operation.
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The first input is the previous layer of the features maps
and the second is the filters. In this study, URLDeep receives a URL string as input and applies dynamic CNNs
to both characters and words in computing the URL address.
Character-level CNN will identify unique characters in
the dataset and transform each character into a numerical vector. In this phase, a URL sequence is converted to
a matrix representation; Then, the convolution process
will compute the matrices. The part will identify critical information which contains maliciousness. Word-level
CNN will identify unique words in the training dataset
with special characters in URL address. The process will
get a matrix representation of the URL or sequence of
words. Word-level phase processes to identify useful patterns from certain words that appearing together.
Forward Pass:
yjn =

X

n
kij
∗xni .

(1)

i

In this process, the first network computes the features maps as the input layer to the dynamic CNN.
In the Equation (1), xni is the i-th input feature map
n
of the sample n and kij
is the ij input kernel of the
sample n.
Backward Pass:
∂l
∂xni

=

∂l
n
∂kij

=

X
j

∂l
∂yjn
!

∂l
∂kjn

!
n
∗ kij

∗ xni .



(2)

The function of partial derivative computes the gradient of l with respect xni . The values of the gradi∂l
ent calculated by the partial derivative function ∂x
n
i
and passed to the first layer of the network. Partial derivative in Equation (2) computes the l with
n
respect to kij
.
In Dynamic CNN, when one model trained, the dynamic assignment approach is adapted to fit the input
signal on a segment basis. The dynamic assignment contains two steps; they are Data Partition and Channel Fitting.
Data Partition process, each activity class, owns the
trained model. Then, it will forward it into N parts which
correspond to the N channels in the D-CNN. The features
partitioned into N parts as well.
Channel Fitting, features which are similar to the same
model part go to the same channel in the D-CNN. The
distance d between the partitioned features and the model
part depicts as Equation (3).
n

d=

1X
dt ,
n t=1

(3)
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where n is the size of the partitioned feature and t is
acceleration signal at the time.
The N model parts correspond to N channels of CNN.
In this model, the channel referred to as one path containing convolution and pooling operations in the CNN.
Then, the results of N channels are concatenated to build
the feature map. Last, two feature maps of gravity and
body combined as input to another convolution and pooling operations to capture the correlation between two features.

4
4.1

Our Approach
General Idea

Nowadays, Deep Learning research is growing tremendously. It used to address the various problem in human life such as Image, Video, Audio, Traffic Management, Internet of Things until Biological Data Processing [4, 12, 20].
The various study has been done for detecting malicious URLs. The most common approach is blacklist filtering. The technique is simple but not scalable, though
some enhanced approaches were utilizing fuzzy matching.
Other study tried to use machine learning (ML) to extract
features from URL strings. Recently, an approach using
deep learning (DL) to extract features automatically. It
applied a mechanical approach to generate feature vectors
from URL strings [14].
Instead of using Common Deep Learning model, the
model in this research has proposed a novel framework
with dynamic CNN concept; it is to predict malicious
URL in Social Networks in real-time. It is to classify a
new URL as malicious or benign URL. To implement the
concept, we will formulate and compute the problem as
a binary classification task. In the research, consider S
that represents URL is a set of URL{(u1 , y1 ) · · · (us , ys )},
where u1 for s = 1. ys ∈ {−1, +1} denotes URL’s label.
Malicious URL is y = +1 and ys = −1 is the benign URL.
The first step in classification procedure is to get feature representation us → xs where xs ∈ Rn is the ndimensional feature for us as vector represenation of URL.
Then, the second step of the model computes prediction
CNN function f : Rn → R. R is the parameter for score
prediction of the URL x. The formula Yt = sign(f (xs ))
is to minimize the mistake amount in data training.
This study proposed a novel method that can reach
accurate results with dynamic graph concept. However,
it will heighten robustness in detecting risk when compared with conventional detecting approaches. This study
uses a dataset consisting of million URL address. We design distinctive classifiers for each modality for the mobile
profiling and activity behavior. Notably, the URLDeep
model runs the process by obtaining a URL string as input, then uses dynamic CNN concept for computing the
URL.
This research, re-compute the graph using dynamic
pooling in k-max with nearest neighbors. It will be pos-
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sible and beneficial for getting efficient to make a continuous prediction in malicious URL. The model is very
different from conventional CNN which is using a fixed
input in the layer. It calculates effective operation in kmax pooling along the CNN networks and is a crucial
distinction of conventional CNN. This study adopts an
unsupervised learning model that detect suspicious URL
by merely analyzing unlabeled data with the numerical
vector. The unsupervised learning has no teacher; it used
to malicious detection in social networks.
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comprise a word or a character of the URL. Each of component is calculated by x ∈ Rm , is an m-dimensional vector. In this study, firstly we initialize the embedding matrix randomly, and use end-to-end optimization to learn
the matrix. The m-dimensional representation is an embedding vector which is produced by an embedding matrix.
Instead of using static max-pooling and fixed graph
concept (used in conventional CNN). In this study, we
propose dynamic pooling and activation output operation. The concept of dynamic k-max pooling can assign
similar signal parts to the same CNN channel. It is a
4.2 Lexical Feature
novel approach to achieve authentication prediction in
malicious URL issues. it can better deal with the problem
In training cases, a raw URL converted to a compatible
of data noise, alignment, and other data variations
feature vector u → x before starting training a prediction
In the URLDeep, k max pooling k is a function of the
model. The machine learning uses to calculate the traininput length and network’s depth with the equation:
ing process. To achieve an effective result, we choose the
feature representation to classify different of the features
C −c
Vcw ]).
(4)
kl = max(ktop [
of the URLs.
C
In this framework, we will focus on the lexical features
approach. It is to obtain the feature representation for the In the Equation (4), c is several of new convolution layer,
URLs. Lexical features are the technique to obtain feature and C represents the amount of convolution layer, ktop is
the pooling parameter with the fixed value, it is the top
based on the properties of the URL name or string.
The Lexical features technique is very famous and use- of the convolutional layer. Then to detect URLs whether
ful to obtain features information of the URL by calcu- the malicious or benign URLs, the function need V as
lating string of the URL address. Deep learning is a new vector value of a character or word URL features.
It is to enhance the accuracy of multi-classifier systems
technique for training and testing process in various cases
and
better deal with the problem of data noise, ill aligninclude in URL detection cases. This model adopts Lexment,
and other data variations. Growing URL addresses
ical features for the first stage to convert raw URL u
in
Social
Networks environment need accuracy in computbecome a feature vector x. In this process, a URL split
ing,
it
is
to yield best real-time in the prediction process.
into words and characters. The model will identify charFigure
1
describes
the process of continuous prediction for
acters and words by transforming each word wi becomes
malicious
URL
detection
with URLDeep model. It implea feature. Particular of M feature, us will be mapped to
ments
Dynamic
CNN
concept
for building algorithm.
M
a vector xs ∈ R .
This model has a two-tier of calculating matrix in URL
detection. It consists of Character level and Word level.
The first tier of this architecture called Character level
4.3 URLDeep Architecture
URLDeep, it is to mapping URL address based on characURLDeep, a Dynamic CNN framework for detecting Ma- ter. This phase will convert any characters in the address
licious URL real-time. This model will compute the dy- become unique values. Representation of URL address
namic CNN networks with a vector representation of the in numeric values can produce a particular matrix. The
URLs. CNNs have achieved extraordinary success in var- phase produces matrix representations result. URLDeep
ious tasks. It can learn the salient features from URL applies the concept of dynamic graph computation by calstring value automatically.
culating dynamic k -max pooling and output activation
The URLDeep framework based on deep neural net- map along layers.
work concept, this is a novel framework with dynamic
The second tier called Word level URLDeep. It is by
CNN approach for detecting malicious URLs. It is used to mapping various URL address based on the word. In this
learn structural information about the URL. Particularly phase, it converts any URLs address in the address befor URL based on at both the character-level and word- come unique values which own different values among the
level. This part will describe the malicious URL detection words. Value of word will produce matrix representation;
by dynamic CNN model. The process uses Dynamic CNN it will ease the calculation of CNN layer. This process
for computing and classifying malicious or benign URL by also implements the concept of dynamic graph computacomputing matrix representation u → x ∈ RL×m .
tion with dynamic k-max pooling and output activation
In the model, a URL sequence u is combinatoin of map value o.
The next phase of the URLDeep architecture is prowords or characters and separated by special characters.
Firstly, we have to obtain URL’s matrix representation cessed to get a final score of classification. After calculatu → x ∈ RL×m while instances x consist of neighbors ing of matrix representation process, the architecture of
components xi , i = 1, · · · , L in the sequence. Componens the URLDeep shifts to classification. The process called a
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URLDeep Model

Character-level URLDeep can obtain an embedding
for new URLs easily in the dataset. The phase
changes all the URLs become the URL matrix xt ∀t ∈
R as the training data. In this process, it uses dynamic Max-Pooling and followed by fully connected
layer. The pooling result will be concatenated with
other part of URLDeep.

Input URL
http://www.sample.com

Char Level URLDeep

1

h

t

t

p

2

3

4

...

Word Level URLDeep
http

n

234

Dynamic CNN
Process

Input k
Input o

Conv

Pool

854

123

...

n

Matrix
Representation
2

Matrix
Representation
1

Input k
Input o

234

www

Input k
Input o

Input k
Input o

Conv

Pool

Concatenated

Input k
Input o
Input k
Input o

Conv

Word Level URLDeep: In this phase, we identify the
unique words in URLs dataset. Unique words depend
on the size of data training. In each URL, new words
can appear and is different with Character URLDeep
with small unique character and fixed value. In this
model, we identify unique words with Lexical Feature approachment. All of the unique words are a
sequence of alphanumeric characters (including dish
character ’-’ or ’ ’), length of the URLs number in
the model is L2 = 180. All of the unique words make
a dictionary for training dataset.
In the next phase, the model gets m-dimensional vector representation. In this study, we use dynamic m
value between 16 to 32, that is mean each word comprised to a 16-dimensional vector or 32-dimensional
vector. For W unique words, we need to compute a
matrix W ∈ RW ×k . When computing with CNN
algorithm, the representation of URLs are transformed to matrix representation L2 xk. Word Level
URLDeep uses the identic CNN model with Character Level URLDeep.

Pool

SoftMax

Figure 1: The URLDeep Model with deep learning framework to learn a nonlinear URL address with Characters
and Word level. Calculating of matrix representation is
to detect Malicious URL directly from the vectors with
dynamic k-max pooling k and o is a number of output
activation map. It is to learn the URL embedding in the
framework
fully connected layer (FC). FC will compute that outputs
a vector of K (the number of classes) dimensions in the
classification process. The vector owns the probabilities
for each class. In the top layer, we use a designated SoftMax function for calculating loss function of the networks
to achieve an accurate result.
Character Level URLDeep: This phase presents the
main ideas for building Character level URLDeep for
Malicious URL Address Detection. It will learn to
embed properties about the URL sequence characters. Firstly, in the dataset corpus, We identify all
the unique alphanumeric and special characters. To
calculate the URL representation into vector value,
We set the length of the URL sequence L1 = 180
characters. The phase truncates the characters which
the length more than 180.

The last URL matrix representation is the sum of calculation of the above matrices included Word Level
URLDeep U RLw with Character Level URLDeep
U RLc .

5
5.1

Experiment Result
Large Scale Dataset

In this research, we collected an extensive database of labeled URLs from VirusTotal and PhishTank. VirusTotal
service used to validate a URL whether it is malicious or
benign. We also collected about 30,000 malicious URLs
from PhishTank.
We used a set of benign and malicious URLs for training and testing process. Then we create an annotated
database to train and test the URLs. Table 1 depicts
URL Dataset corpus for the research.
Table 1 depicts URLs Dataset from VirusTotal and
In the URLDeep process, the character will be emPhishTank.
bedded into a m ?dimensional vector. In this model,
the value of m is dynamic for characters between 16
to 32. During the training process, the embedding
Table 1: Dataset testing in URLDeep model
value initialized and learned randomly. With the
Benign
Malicious
Total
embedding concept, each URL u converts a charTraining
4,983,425
1.016,575
6,000,000
acter into a matrix u → x ∈ RL×m . The formula
Testing
9,066,850
933,150
10,000,000
computes dynamic m value and length of the URL
Total
14,050,275 1.049,725
16,000,000
address L1 = 180. This is novel approach for calculating matrix representation in URL address.
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Figure 2: Value of k-max average to compute in the
CNN’s layer. Dynamic value of activation map will be Figure 3: Value of Undetection rate of URL sequences
based on FPR calculation
computed with k value in CNN layer

5.2

Analysis

The model train Stochastic Gradient Descent with Optim parameter to train and calculates loss value in each
In this study, we compute the character level of URL and layer of dynamic CNN. It achieves a better result in dyword level of URL for detecting malicious URL in a so- namic CNN network. Algorithm 1 describes an algorithm
cial network environment. Run several training processes designed SGD with Optim parameter.
for URL addresses with dynamic CNN algorithms. The
detection process determines whether an URL is a benign
Algorithm 1: Designed of SGD with Optim
or malicious category.
Modeling Multi-Layer Perception (MLP)
This study produces the optimal result by URLDeep
Determine Input x?R and Hidden Layers HU
model-based dynamic CNN architecture. We see dynamic
Choose ReLU f (x) = max(x, 0)
CNN by k-max pooling operation resulted in good acDetermine the size of dataset or batch file
curacy to classify whether the URL address benign or
Define Learning rate: LR> 0, LR?R
malicious URL. Besides, it is a novel approach for securTrain SGD with Optim
ing social networks when accessing new address over the
Print Tensor
network. We find a significant increase in CNN graph’s
performance within dynamic k-max pooling operation for
In training process, this study various transformed
training data and classify URL address.
data
of the different user become different elements called
This model implements dynamic max-pooling of k and
E.
the
above graphs show the element E1 · · · En when runactivation map value o. Parameter k is kernel parameter
ning
a
detection process. Dynamic CNN will analyze data
used to compute max-pooling layer. Parameter o is total
transforming
when user interaction in a social network.
of activation map in the layer. The model applies random
We evaluate detection performance results of malicious
activation map o and dynamic value of k-max pooling.
Figure 2 shows dynamic k-max pooling value in URLDeep URL sequences. The URLDeep has implemented general indexes to detection performance called False Posiarchitecture.
This simulation process has used average neuron num- tive Rates (FPR), is malicious URL which benign URL
bers to train the dataset. It produces relatively high ac- categories.
In another hand, the study evaluated the false alerts of
curacy with k-max pooling operation. In our experiment,
more layers and neuron numbers of CNN could not engage malicious URL detection. The URLDeep detects characto improve the predictive capability. It enlarges resource teristics of malicious redirection with a low FPR. Figure
in the computing process. Therefore a limitation of neu- 3 depicts the false alert with FPR indexes.
ron number and k-max pooling is an effective method to
It is noteworthy that the Undetection rate with
achieve efficient network in dynamic.
URLDeep was significantly high compared to CNN and
Beside of using pooling concept in each layer of neu- individual approaches. The URLDeep calculates maliral network, this model has applied Stochastic Gradient cious URL detection based on exploit URLs feature exDescent (SGD) with Optim. We also implement local traction. Besides, CNN approach detects malicious URL
variable concept to computing the loss function. To sup- sequences based on landing URLs. Based on our experiport the local variable concept, the model uses Optim ment, the individual and CNN approach detected several
library and Gradparams. SGD based Optim able to cal- malicious URLs with the sparse result. In contrast, the
culate the gradient of the loss concerning the weight with URLDeep model successfully detected the characteristics
various learning rate.
of redirections to exploit URLs, and it has produced a
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highest Undetection rate of URL sequences based on FPR
calculation.

6

Conclusions

The digital environment needs real-time and adaptive security model. Common security model as cryptography
is no longer suitable for securing the digital environment.
Nowadays, Deep Learning becomes much more popular to
overcome various issues. This paper proposes URLDeep,
a Dynamic CNN for detecting malicious URLs in the social network. The URLDeep concept can assign similar
signal parts to the same CNN channel. Therefore, it can
better deal with the problem of data noise, alignment, and
other data variations. Demonstrated by the experiments,
the results of classification accuracy have produced useful
accuracy. URLDeep is used to detect Malicious URL directly from the URL address features. This method can
classify malicious or benign URLs in Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
Social Network.
Based on the experiment, detection performance results of malicious URL sequences produced by evaluating
the false alerts of malicious URL detection. The undetection rate with URLDeep model was significantly higher
compared to CNN and individual approaches.
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Abstract
With the rapid development of Internet technology, network security has received more and more attention.
Therefore, the detection of network protection security
vulnerability intrusion has become an urgent task with
some practical and guiding significance. In this paper,
intrusion detection system (IDS) is taken as the research
object to establish a data mining-based IDS model, the
experimental results are obtained, and the relevant experimental conclusions are drawn. At the same time, it is
compared with the traditional IDS, and six experiments
are carried out. The output results of the detection rate,
false negative rate and false positive rate of the two different methods in six experiments are obtained. The experimental conclusions that the network protection security
performance of IDS using the data mining is better, and
the detection capability of network vulnerability intrusion
is stronger are drawn. This study provides a new route
for the research on the detection of network protection
security vulnerability intrusion.
Keywords: Data Mining; Intrusion Detection System;
Protection Security; Vulnerability

1

Introduction

In the modern era, the network is slowly integrated into
people’s daily life, which has become an indispensable
part of people’s life. At the same time, the amount of
data information on the network has also increased in
abundance, which is followed by the frequent occurrence
of unlawful incidents of data leakage on the Internet [3].
It not only exposes the privacy of individuals and businesses, but also poses some risks and safety hazards to
individuals and businesses. Therefore, intrusion detection
system (IDS) is quite important in this network environment, which can improve the security performance of network protection [10]. IDS mainly refers to a new detection
mode [6] extending from traditional firewall technology,
which relies mainly on intrusion detection technology [12]

and monitor events in the network through corresponding working principles. At present, there are more and
more researches on IDS, and methods such as data mining, statistical models, etc. can be used to improve and
optimize them, thereby further improving the detection
performance of network protection security vulnerability
intrusion and the current network environment [1, 20].
In response to this problem, many experts and scholars
have put forward their own opinions and views. AparicioNavarro et al. [4] believed that new and more powerful detection mechanisms need to be developed as the
complexity of cyber attacks increases and proposed that
next-generation IDS should be able to adjust its detection characteristics based not only on measurable network traffic, but also on available advanced information
related to the protected network to improve its detection results. Chakchai et al. [19] believed that with the
rapid development of the Internet, the number of network
attacks has increased. Therefore, a model of network intrusion detection data mining classification was proposed.
Hachmi and Limam [7] proposed a two-stage technology
improved IDS based on the data mining algorithm and
verified the performance of low false positive rate of the
system. The experimental effect was significant. In this
paper, IDS is taken as the research object to establish a
data mining-based IDS model, the experimental results
are obtained, and the relevant experimental conclusions
are drawn. This study provides a reference for the research on the detection of network protection security
vulnerability intrusion.

2

Data Mining

Data mining mainly refers to the process of searching for previously unknown but valuable and meaningful information through algorithms in a large number
of data [18], which is an important operation step in
knowledge-discovery in databases (KDD) [21] and relies mainly on artificial intelligence technology, statistics,
etc. [11]. The main objectives of data mining include clas-
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sification, clustering, prediction, bias analysis, etc. [16].
The main methods of data mining include mathematical
statistical analysis, machine learning, etc. Data mining
technology can mine normal or intrusive behavior patterns from large-scale audit data [23], where audit data
is mainly composed of pre-processed and time-stamped
audit records [17], and each audit record has some characteristics.
Data mining is widely used in various fields because of
its own advantages [9], in which data mining is closely related to the computer field [5]. With the massive growth
of network data information, network problems such as
data information leakage, etc. have emerged one after another, so network security has become an arduous task.
Therefore, it needs to combine some new ways to protect network security. In this paper, the detection performance of network protection security vulnerabilities intrusion is specifically studied by the method of data mining
to verify its feasibility and practicality.

3

3.1

Detection of Network Protection Security Vulnerability Intrusion
IDS

The main working principle of IDS [15] is to perform correlation analysis on data information related to security
in the network under the condition that the existing network performance is not affected, so as to detect intrusion
behaviors. The role of IDS is [22] to identify illegal intrusion behaviors to perform corresponding response operations [14] and to detect system construction, weakness
audit and user behaviors [2]. The main features of IDS include accuracy, scalability and fault tolerance [8]. In this
study, IDS is taken as the main research object to carry
out relevant simulation experiments, in which the network protection security vulnerability intrusion is mainly
detected. Figure 1 shows the main components of IDS.

980

The main content of the K-means clustering algorithm
is to use the similarity between the data through the iterative idea as a standard of the measure, to classify the
objects into different similarity categories, making the internal similarity of each class high. In this algorithm, the
solution of the cluster radius is inseparable from the data
set itself. By extracting the distance characteristics of
the data set itself, the appropriate cluster radius should
be determined before clustering.
k represents the number of clusters, and the inaccuracy of the value of k will affect the quality of the final clustering results in this algorithm. Therefore, determining a suitable value of k is a major focus of the
algorithm. When choosing the appropriate value of k, it
needs to pay special attention to the two parameters of
intra-class distance and inter-class distance. Specifically
speaking, when the clustering effect is better, the intraclass distance is smaller, but the inter-class distance is
larger. Therefore, in order to better balance the relationship between the two parameters, the method of linear
combination is mainly adopted to carry out calculation
and solution in this study.
In this algorithm, the Euclidean distance calculation
method is used in this paper. It is assumed that the
size of the data set is m, I indicates the number of
iteration, Zj (I) represents the clustering center of cat(j)
egory j, Xi represents any data object in the class
j, Zj represents the new clustering center of class j,
I = 1 is taken, and K initial clustering centers are selected, Zj (I), j = 1, 2, · · · , k. The Euclidean distance
between each data object and cluster center is calculated,
L(Xi , Zj (I)) = min{(Xi , Zj , (I)), i = 1, 2, · · · , m, j =
1, 2, · · · , K}. If the obtained Euclidean distance meets
L(Xi , Zj (I)) = min{(Xi , Zj (I)), j = 1, 2, · · · , k}, Xi ∈
Wk will be obtained.
The sum of the squares of the distances from all samples in the cluster domain to the cluster center is expressed as H(c), δ indicates the iteration termination
threshold, which needs to be determined whether it meets:
|Hc (I) − Hc (I − 1)| < δ.

(1)

If Equation (1) mentioned above is met, the algorithm
will end, otherwise I = I + 1, k new cluster centers will
In this study, IDS is taken as the main research object. be continued to calculate:
mj
The K-means clustering algorithm in data mining is used
1 X (j)
to detect network protection security vulnerability intruX
Zj =
m i=1 i
sion, and a model of IDS based on data mining is established. Firstly, through the corresponding collection The squared error criterion is also used in the algorithm,
system, the required data is selected as the initial cluster- the sum of the squared errors of all samples in the data set
ing center. Then the relevant calculations are performed is expressed as E, o represents the point in space, and m
i
for each cluster center to obtain the relevant output re- represents the average value of cluster C . E, the optimal
i
sults. Finally, though the output results obtained by the result, can be defined as:
clustering calculation, the connection records are reasonk X
X
ably and scientifically assigned to distinguish the normal
min
E
=
min
|o − mi |.
or abnormal connection records, and the relevant data is
i=1 o∈Ci
classified by the normal behavior pattern class and the
abnormal behavior pattern class, thereby detecting the The detection performance of IDS is deeply analyzed
through relevant parameters, wherein Pa , Pb , Pc indicate
network protection security vulnerability invasion.

3.2

Research Based on Data Mining
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Figure 1: Main components of IDS

the detection rate, false negative rate, and false positive
rate of the system respectively, Nd indicates the number of
intrusion events detected correctly, M indicates the number of all intrusion events, Mtotal indicates the number
of all events, Ne indicates the number of false negative
intrusion events, and Nf indicates the number of false
positive intrusion events. The formula shown below can
be obtained:

the cluster radius is adjusted to obtain the corresponding
output results and experimental conclusions. Table 1 and
Figure 2 can be obtained.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the total number of
clusters shows a decreasing trend as the cluster radius increases. When the cluster radius is 1, the total number of
clusters reaches the maximum value, i.e., 199. When the
cluster radius is 10, the total number of clusters reaches
the minimum value, i.e., 127. It can be obtained that the
Nd
larger the cluster radius is, the smaller the total number
Pa =
M ) × 100%
(
of clusters is. Therefore, the cluster radius is inversely
Ne
proportional to the total number of clusters, the more
M ) × 100%
Pb =
(
clusters are, the more detailed the cluster analysis is, and
Nf
the smaller the false positive rate of IDS is.
Mtotal ) × 100%
Pc =
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the cluster accuracy
(
decreases as the cluster radius increases. When the cluster
radius is 1, the cluster accuracy reaches the maximum
4 Simulation Experiment
value, i.e., 83.69%. When the cluster radius is 10, the
cluster accuracy reaches the minimum value, 66.71%. It
4.1 Experimental Methods and Parame- can be found that the smaller the cluster radius is, the
ters
better the accuracy of the algorithm is. Adjusting the
In this study, the problem of the detection of network cluster radius can effectively improve the cluster effect of
protection security vulnerability intrusion based on data the algorithm and have more obvious detection effect of
mining is mainly researched. In this simulation exper- vulnerability intrusion.
iment, the used related software is Matlab7.0, and the
used experimental data set is KDD Cup 99, in which the
test data includes 5000 pieces, and the training data includes 600 pieces. In the set of test data, normal data accounts for 75%, and vulnerability data accounts for 25%.
Corresponding cluster analysis is performed on the data,
and the vulnerability data in the experimental data is
detected to obtain the output results of relevant parameters. At the same time, it is compared with the traditional
IDS [13], the both methods are run six times respectively,
the results of related parameters such as the detection
rate of six different experiments are obtained, and the
corresponding experimental conclusions are drawn for reference.

4.2

Experimental Results

(1) Cluster analysis Cluster analysis is performed on the
data set of this simulation experiment, and the value of

Figure 2: Comparison of the clustering accuracy

(2) Detection efficiency Figure 3 shows the detection
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Table 1: The number of clusters
Cluster radius
1
2
4
7
10

Normal behavior pattern class
1
0
2
6
11

Abnormal behavior pattern class
198
196
189
172
116

Total number of clusters
199
196
191
178
127

time of the vulnerability data by IDS. It can be seen from beneficial to the detection of network protection security
Figure 3 that the detection time also shows a growing and vulnerability intrusion.
trend as the number of data increases. When the number
of data reaches 700, the detection time of IDS reaches a
maximum value, i.e., 16.5 s. The rate of increase shows
a downward trend and gradually stabilizes although the
time of detection is constantly increasing. Therefore, it
can be obtained that the IDS using data mining has high
detection efficiency for vulnerability data and remarkable
experimental effect.

Figure 4: Detection rate in two different ways

Figure 3: Detection time of vulnerability data by IDS

4.3

Comparative Analysis

In order to verify the performance of the IDS using data
mining mentioned in this paper, it is compared with the
traditional IDS, and Figure 4 and Table 2 are obtain.
Figure 4 shows the comparative analysis of the relevant
parameters between the two different methods in six experiments. In the six-time experiment, the IDS using
data mining reaches the maximum value of the detection rate in the third experiment, i.e., 96.45% and the
minimum value of the detection rate in the second experiment, i.e., 94.69%. The traditional IDS reaches the
maximum value of the detection rate in the first experiment, i.e., 88.3% and the minimum value of the detection
rate in the fifth experiment, i.e., 84.26%. Compared with
the traditional IDS, the detection rate of the IDS using
data mining is higher, and the experimental effect is more
obvious. Therefore, it can be obtained that the ids using
data mining has better detection performance, which is

It can be seen from Table 2 that the average detection rate of the traditional IDS is 87.75%, the average
false negative rate is 28.49%, and the average false positive rate is 4.72%; while the average detection rate of the
IDS using data mining is 95.63%, the average false negative rate is 20.23%, and the average false positive rate is
2.81%. Compared with the traditional IDS, the average
detection rate of the IDS using data mining is higher, and
the average false negative rate and average false positive
rate are lower. Therefore, it can be obtained that the
performance of the IDS using data mining is better, and
the optimization effect on the experiment is more obvious.
Therefore, in the future, the IDS using data mining has
better development space and potential for the detection
of network protection security vulnerability intrusion, but
the traditional IDS needs continuous improvement and
optimization.

5

Conclusion

Nowadays, network security issues are getting more and
more attention. Therefore, in this paper, IDS is taken
as the research object, and the corresponding simulation
experiments are carried out. The obtained experimental
results are as follows: the relationship between the cluster radius and the total number of clusters is inversely
proportional; the smaller the cluster radius is, the better
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Table 2: Comparison of the related parameters in two different ways

IDS using data mining
Traditional IDS

Average detection rate
(%)
95.63
87.75

Average false negative rate
(%)
20.23
28.49

the accuracy of the K-means clustering algorithm is; as
the number of data increases, the detection time shows a
growing trend, but the growth rate tends to be stable. At
the same time, through comparing with the traditional
IDS, the experimental results that the average detection
rate of the IDS using data mining is higher than that of
the traditional IDS, and the average false negative rate
and false positive rate are lower are obtained. The experimental conclusion that the IDS using data mining has
better detection performance for network protection security vulnerability intrusion is drawn. This study provides
a new model for the research on the detection of network
protection security vulnerability intrusion.
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Abstract
A pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) is an algorithm that produces seemingly random number sequences.
They are employed in applications requiring randomness
such as arbitrary sample selection in statistical sampling
and secret key generation for ciphers. Where unpredictability is a concern, a cryptographically secure PRNG
(CSPRNG) is the only type of PRNGs suitable for such
applications. CSPRNGs are specially designed to withstand security attacks. In this paper, after describing a
well-known lightweight stream cipher Trivium, we present
Quadrivium, a PRNG inspired by the design of Trivium.
We compare the statistical properties of Quadrivium by
that of Trivium using NIST Statistical Test Suite and
Dieharder: A Random Number Test Suite. The analyses
show that Quadrivium performs as well as Trivium and
has the advantage of producing longer sequences of random bits.
Keywords: Crytographically Secure Pseudorandom Number Generator; CSPRNG; PRNG; Pseudorandom Number
Generator

1

Introduction

A random number generator is an object that produces
number sequences emulating characteristics of truly random sequences. They are relevant in statistical sampling,
Monte Carlo simulation, gaming, internet gambling, cryptography as well as other areas in need of random values. In statistical sampling, generators are used to select arbitrary samples for analysis. Monte Carlo simulation methods employ RNGs to solve optimization, numerical integration and probability distribution problems.
Computer-controlled characters and procedural generation in electronic gaming use generators as a source of
randomness. Internet gambling as well requires this same

type of source to ensure game integrity and combat cheating. Randomness is also implemented to generate secret
keys for well-known ciphers such as AES, RSA and Blowfish; It is used to encrypt messages for One Time Pads
or to conceal information in protocols by converting the
data to seemingly random sequences.
There are two approaches used to generate random
sequences. One is a truly random number generator
(TRNG), which outputs strings of random quantities using an unpredictable physical source. The other approach
is a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) which uses
deterministic methods to generate ”random” sequences.
Various methods for generating pseudorandom numbers
are being proposed and studied such as [3, 8, 9].
PRNGs are considered more suitable for computing devices in comparison to its genuine counterpart. They are
portable; Do not consume a lot of resources (in terms of
memory); And operate on a wide range of devices. However, the deterministic nature of the generation process
is a concern. PRNGs should be carefully tested to verify
that their output approximates a sequence of true random numbers. There is no single test available that can
determine if a PRNG generates numbers that have the
characteristics of randomness. The best that can be done
is to assess a PRNG via a series of tests. A PRNG must
perform well on multiple tests to be considered random.
The basic construct of a PRNG is a seed, a generating
algorithm and an output. The seed is from a finite set of
seeds and is typically a truly random number. It is used to
initialize the generator. The generating algorithm has an
internal state comprised of all stored values, parameters
and variables the generator relies on to function. Additionally, it possesses an update function to refresh the
internal state as well as an output function which yields a
pseudorandom output. Like the seed, the output is an element of a finite set of possible outputs and an elongated
transformation of the seed.
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Figure 1: Diagram of a pesudorandom number generator

2
2.1

CSPRNGs
Definition and Properties

In addition to random-like statistical properties, a cryptographically secure PRNG (CSPRNG)—unlike a noncryptographic PRNG—must possess the property of unpredictability. Unpredictability guarantees pseudorandom values produced by a generator lacks structure, cannot be controlled nor conform to some pattern. Unpredictability does not equate to true randomness. It is another form of randomness that requires high entropy. It
is considered more practical than perfect randomness—
which is not accessible for all systems. The degree of
unpredictability in the ”random” generation process directly affects the strength of the cryptographic algorithm.
In cases of insufficient unpredictability, generators are susceptible to attacks. By definition, a CSPRNG is unpredictable if the next output value in a sequence is computationally infeasible even if a sequence of previous output
values is known [10]. This is formally termed as the nextbit test.

2.2

PRNG Failures

Some PRNG failures are attributed to the lack of entropy
or acquisition of entropy within a generating environment.
Entropy is a collection of sources employed to seed, and
for some PRNGs, update its internal state. Examples
of entropy sources include mouse movement, keystroke
timing and noise from a computing system’s soundcard.
Other failures may be based on short periodicity or linearity of the generating function. Low entropy, short periodicity, and linearity in a PRNG facilitate the prediction
of the generated numbers in a feasible amount of time.
As a consequence, the generator becomes vulnerable to
attacks.
Debian experienced a security breach with its OpenSSL
distribution. The pseudorandom generator included in
the implementation was incapable of acquiring high levels
of entropy. This caused the PRNG to produce 32,767 private keys. The small key space ensue highly predictable
keys. Other Debian-based products, like Ubuntu, were
affected by this PRNG failure.
Another case involves the internationally used MIFARE Classic chip. It has applications in contactless
smart cards and proximity cards. In a 2008 paper by
de Koning Gans, Hoepman and Garcia, the researchers
were able to recover keystreams, read memory blocks and
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modify memory blocks from the chip. This was all due
to the low entropy collecting PRNG implemented in MIFARE [5].
Security Socket Layer (SSL) uses a PRNG to generate
a random key. The key is used in a cryptographic algorithm to encrypt information flowing between client and
server. Netscape utilized its own implementation of SSL
to protect transmission of sensitive data over its browser.
However, two computer science students were able to decipher encrypted messages sent over Netscape Web by
exploiting the flaws in the PRNG used in the Netscape
SSL implementation. The flaw was due to poor seeding of
the generator. Even though unique, the seed values taken
from the running system (process ID, parent process ID
and time of day) were predictable. Hence, the key was
retrievable as well as the messages [6].
Shortly following a publication which analyzed the
security of popular SecureRandom constructs, a Bitcoin
incident occurred leaving its Android users vulnerable to theft [7]. The two events are related in that
SecureRandom is a special PRNG for cryptographic
applications and Android uses it for cryptographic Bitcoin procedures. However, the Android SecureRandom
implementation had a bug that caused the generator to
yield predictable sequences. The paper revealed how
the generator produced colliding values—making the
private key recoverable. The paper also discussed the
PRNG’s defects in entropy collection and the capability
to overwrite the seed value.

3

Lightweight Cryptography and
Trivium

Lightweight cryptography is a cryptographic protocol or
algorithm intended for usage within constrained device
networks. Constrained devices are objects that have limited processing power, memory storage capabilities, and
power resources. Typically, they do not possess the proper
resources needed to employ traditional cryptographic algorithms. There are some cases where traditional algorithms can be implemented but it is accompanied with
significant performance reduction. (Performance encompasses power and energy consumption as well as latency
and throughput.) Lightweight cryptography provides a
solution for the performance-security tradeoff problem
that exists for compact devices.
Trivium, designed by Christophe DeCanniere and Bart
Preneel, is a stream cipher intended to operate in constrained spaces. It was selected for the eSTREAM portfolio of lightweight stream ciphers for hardware application.
Trivium is also efficient in software-based environments.
Additionally, it has been designated by International Organization for Standardization (ISO) as a keystream generator for lightweight stream ciphers [1]. Its keystream
may be used as a source for pseudorandom bits.
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3.1
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Structure of Trivium

Trivium can be described as a bit-oriented stream cipher
conducting operations at the bit level. The internal state
of the cipher consists of three registers totaling to 288
bits. The first register holds 93 state bits, the second
holds 84 state bits and the last register holds 111 state
bits. The algorithmic component is broken down into two
phases, the setup phase and the generation phase (which
is also responsible for updating the internal state of the
cipher). Trivium takes in a key and IV of 80 bits each
and guarantees to generate up to 264 keystream bits [4].
When creating Trivium, the authors had two mandatory specifications the construction must contain. First,
the structure must generate seemingly uncorrelated
keystreams. Second, the construction must also be efficient such that there is a high throughput of generated
keystream bits per cycle per logic gate. The authors
referenced the operations of block ciphers as a solution
to their specifications. In comparison to stream ciphers,
block ciphers are more developed. Many techniques have
been uncovered to bolster the efficiency of block ciphers
to operate speedily and with low space consumption.
Additionally, the security of a block cipher is well
researched and understood.

Figure 2: Structure of Trivium

pseudocode is given below in (Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2 Generation, Update & Output Algorithm
for Trivium
m = requested bits
1: for i = 1 to m do
2:
t1 ← s66 + s92
3:
t2 ← s162 + s177
4:
t3 ← s243 + s288
5:
zi ← t1 + t2 + t3
{Trivium Updates by doing the following:}
6:
t1 ← t1 + s91 · s92 + s171
7:
t2 ← t2 + s175 · s176 + s264
8:
t3 ← t3 + s286 · s287 + s69
3.2 Trivium’s Algorithm
9:
[s1 , s2 , · · · , s93 ] ← [t3 , s1 , · · · , s92 ]
Trivium requires an 80-bit key and 80-bit initialization 10:
[s94 , s95 , · · · , s177 ] ← [t1 , s94 , · · · , s176 ]
vector for set up. Initialization begins with the key being 11:
[s178 , s279 , · · · , s288 ] ← [t2 , s178 , · · · , s287 ]
copied to the first register. After copying the key to the 12: end for
first 80 slots, the remaining state bits (denoted as s) are
set to zero. The initialization vector is then written to
Trivium produces only a single bit at a time. This
the second shift register. The rightmost four bits in this entire process is reiterated until the desired length is
register are set to zero. The last register has all its bits reached. The pseudorandom output can be simplified to:
set to zero except for the last three bits; They are set to
zi ← s66 + s93 + s162 + s177 + s243 + s288 .
one. The internal state is refreshed 1152 times to ensure
that all bits are influenced by the key and the IV. The
The unpredictability of the zi is dependent on the conpseudocode is given below in (Algorithm 1).
stant rotation of the state bits and transformation of some
bits with each state update. An attacker must be aware
Algorithm 1 Initialization of Trivium
of the internal state to accurately predict the next bit.
This is quite difficult given that each Trivium state is
1: Begin
constructed to be linearly independent.
2: Initialize registers.
3: for i = 1 to 1152 do
4:
t1 ← s66 + s91 · s92 + s93 + s171
4 Quadrivium
5:
t2 ← s162 + s175 · s176 + s177 + s264
6:
t3 ← s243 + s286 · s287 + s288 + s69
Quadrivium is a pseudorandom number generator de7:
[s1 , s2 , · · · , s93 ] ← [t3 , s1 , · · · , s92 ]
signed with a software implementation in mind. The
8:
[s94 , s95 , · · · , s177 ] ← [t1 , s94 , · · · , s176 ]
structure is primarily modeled after Trivium but coalesce
9:
[s178 , s279 , · · · , s288 ] ← [t2 , s178 , · · · , s287 ]
findings in [11]; The definition of primitive polynomials;
10: end for
And feedback functions found in linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs).
The Trivium generation process actually begins by performing an exclusive or operation on two specific bits from
4.1 Design
each register. The resulting three bits collectively undergo
another exclusive or operation. The result from this last Quadrivium is a 384 bit state PRNG. The generator is
step is a single bit that is added to the keystream. The partitioned into four registers of 98-bit, 97-bit, 95-bit and
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94-bit length. It requires a total of 160 random bits
for initialization. To understand the design principles of
Quadrivium, first, we will review some standard definitions relating to polynomials.
A polynomial p(x) is a mathematical expression consisting of a sum of terms where each term includes x raised
to a non-negative integer power and multiplied by a coefficient. It can be written as:
p(x) :=

n
X
i=0

ai xi .

(1)
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We were motivated by this definition to extend Trivium
to a k th round and use primitive polynomials to select
the active state bits in Quadrivium. Our construction
differentiates from the one proposed in [11] in two major
respects. First, Quadrivium is driven by the principles
of PRNGs. This results in a pseudorandom sequence of
lesser correlated bits. Second, the active state bits were
redefined to be in agreement with the concept of PRNGs.
Since Quadrivium takes a PRNG approach, our concern
lies in the linearity of the pseudorandom output. We imposed several criteria to be in accordance with this approach. Recall in Trivium that the pseudorandom bit zi
is the sum of state bits 66, 92, 162, 177, 242 and 288.
In our construction, we redefine the active state bits
to those responsible for pseudorandom bit zi . Second,
the active state bits must be derived from a primitive
polynomial of degree 384. In Trivium, two state bits from
each register is used to generate a single bit output. This
should be the criterion to restrict the number of active
state bits. As a result, the active state bits are s49 , s98 ,
s147 , s195 , s243 , s290 , s337 and s384 .

The variable ai denotes the coefficient of xi and an is
different from zero. The value of n is the degree of p(x).
For this discussion, we restrict all p(x) to polynomials in
GF(2). Therefore, all coefficients are either zero or one.
A polynomial p(x) is said to be trivial if the degree of
p(x) is −∞, indicating a zero polynomial, or 0, a constant
polynomial; Otherwise, it is nontrivial. A polynomial p(x)
is an irreducible polynomial if it cannot be factored into
two or more non-trivial polynomials.
A primitive polynomial is an irreducible polynomial
with degree n > 0 and a polynomial order (or period) 4.2 Algorithm
of 2n − 1. A linear feedback shift register (LFSR) is an
object that employs the function f : 0, 1n → 0, 1 such The initialization procedure, like Trivium, uses an 80-bit
key and 80-bit IV. For the first and second registers,
that the output bit x0 is:
the key and IV is copied to the registers, respectively.
n
X
The third register is filled with zeroes excluding the last
x0 =
ai xi .
(2)
three state bits. Those are set to one. The last register
i=0
is initialized with one-bit bit values except for the last
The variable ai is a coefficient 0, 1. The feedback func- four bits. They are zeroes. Once the registers are loaded,
tion has a period of 2n − 1. It is a common practice to the rotate procedure is executed. The rotate procedure
is reiterated for four full cycles (Algorithm 3).
employ primitive polynomials as a feedback function.
In [11], the authors noted the following as the active bits
in Trivium:
Algorithm 3 Initialization of Quadrivium
1: Begin
{s66 , s69 , s93 } {s162 , s171 , s177 } {s243 , s264 , s288 }.
2: Initialize registers.
Recognizing that each index is a multiple of 3, these bits 3: for i = 1 to 1536 do
can be generalized as
4:
t1 ← s49 + s96 · s97 + s98 + s171
5:
t2 ← s147 + s193 · s194 + s195 + s358
{sam1 , sam2 , san1 } {sam3 , sam4 , san2 } {sam5 , sam6 , san3 }.
6:
t3 ← s243 + s288 · s289 + s290 + s69
t4 ← s337 + s382 · s383 + s384 + s264
For the next part of the discussion, we are only concerned 7:
[s1 , s2 , · · · , s98 ] ← [t2 , s1 , · · · , s97 ]
with the family of variables {m1 , m2 , n1 }, {m3 , m4 , n2 } 8:
[s99 , s100 , · · · , s195 ] ← [t4 , s99 , · · · , s194 ]
and {m5 , m6 , n3 }. If we consider these variables as pow- 9:
[s196 , s197 , · · · , s290 ] ← [t1 , s196 , · · · , s289 ]
ers of x for non-zero terms in a polynomial, we get the 10:
11:
[s291 , s292 , · · · , s384 ] ← [t3 , s292 , · · · , s383 ]
following:
12: end for
xm1 + xm2 + xn1 + xm3 + xm4 + xn2 + xm5 + xm6 + xn3 .

The main procedure for Quadrivium is quite similar
Let kN and q(x) is a primitive polynomial. A polynomial
to
Trivium (Algorithm 4). Unlike Trivium, we did not
p(x) is a k-order primitive polynomial if
include the previous values of ti in the update function
p(x) = (x + 1)k q(x).
(3) to produce the current values of ti . The inclusion of the
values does not necessarily have a negative impact on
According to [11], Trivium is a 3-order primitive polyno- the generator. The decision to exclude these values was
to restrict their influence to only the output bit versus
mial with
both the output and the new state bits in Trivium. Both
and Trivium has a nonlinear internal state
q(x) = x22 + x23 + x31 + x54 + x57 + x59 + x81 + x88 + x96 Quadrivium
(4)
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Algorithm 4 Generation, Update & Output Algorithm
for Trivium
m = requested bits
1: for i = 1 to m do
2:
t1 ← s49 + s98
3:
t2 ← s147 + s195
4:
t3 ← s243 + s290
5:
t4 ← s337 + s384
6:
zi ← t1 + t2 + t3 + t4
7:
t1 ← s96 · s97 + s171
8:
t2 ← s193 · s194 + s358
9:
t3 ← s288 · s289 + s69
10:
t4 ← s382 · s383 + s264
11:
[s1 , s2 , · · · , s98 ] ← [t2 , s1 , · · · , s97 ]
12:
[s99 , s100 , · · · , s195 ] ← [t4 , s99 , · · · , s194 ]
13:
[s196 , s197 , · · · , s290 ] ← [t1 , s196 , · · · , s289 ]
14:
[s291 , s292 , · · · , s384 ] ← [t3 , s292 , · · · , s383 ]
15: end for

so it is difficult to determine their periodicity. In [4],
the authors noted that the period of Trivium is at least
296−3 − 1. This is under the assumption that the state
evolves linearly. For Quadrivium, the period is at least
2384 − 1, given the same assumption. This is based on the
fact that the output function is derived from a primitive
polynomial.

5

Statistical Testing

Statistical testing is one of the most common methods
used to determine the output quality of PRNGs. In this
section we provide brief descriptions of the three wellknown statistical testing suits; Namely NIST Statistical
Test Suite, Diehard Battery of Tests, and the Dieharder
Random Number Test Suite.

5.1

NIST Statistical Testing Suite

NIST Statistical Test Suite (STS) for cryptographically
secure RNGs and PRNGs is a standard for statistical testing. The suite contains fifteen tests which analyze the
quality of a PRNG’s output; And determine whether the
outputs mimic the behaviors of truly random sequences.
Each test uses a test statistic to determine whether to
reject the null hypothesis or not. The null hypothesis
is the tested sequence is random; It lacks a pattern and
portrays irregularity. The alternative hypothesis is the
sequence is not random, a pattern was detected therefore
it is predictable [2].
The assessments focus on different behaviors which indicate predictability in a sequence; They can be classified into four main types. The first type is frequency
tests. They are the Frequency test (Freq), Frequency
Test within a Block (Block), Runs Test (Runs), Test for
the Longest Run of Ones in a Block (Long). The follow-
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ing two tests, Binary Matrix Rank Test (Rank) and Discrete Fourier Transform Test (FFT), fall under the repetitive patterns type. Non-overlapping Template Matching
Test (NOTemp), Overlapping Template Matching Test
(OTemp), Maurer’s “Universal Statistical” Test (Univ),
Linear Complexity Test (LinCom), Serial Test (Serial)
and Approximate Entropy Test (AppEnt) are pattern
matching types. The fourth type is random walks and
consists of Cumulative Sums Test (CuSum), Random Excursions Test (RanEx) and Random Excursions Variant
Test (RanExV) [12].
Even though all tests focus on different aspects of an
ensemble, there are three assumptions that they all hold
about random outputs. These assumptions are taken in
consideration when determining the quality of a PRNG’s
outputs and if they are comparable to a set of truly random sequences. The assumptions are uniformity, scalability and consistency. Looking at a random sequence
of length n, uniformity means the occurrence of zeroes
should be one-half of the sequence, likewise the occurrence of ones. Scalability determines to what degree is
a sequence random. This property also expects that all
subsets of a random sequence must also be random. Consistency expresses the behavior of a PRNG. According to
the literature, a consistent PRNG will always produce the
random sequences of equal quality. It is not necessary to
conduct all tests in the suite when analyzing a PRNG.
The analyst is responsible for selecting the appropriate
combination of assessments used to study a generator [2].

5.2

Diehard Battery of Test

Diehard is a statistical testing suite created by George
Marsaglia, who is also the creator of pseudorandom number generator Xorshift. Diehard includes sixteen tests—
fifteen personally authored by Marsaglia—that gauge the
randomness quality of a generator. The tests require a binary file of at least 80 million random bits as input. The
number of bits needed for to execute each test varies.
A majority of the assessments in the suite uses a pvalue to determine if a sequence is random. This is similar to the NIST STS which also has a number of tests
that rely on p-values to draw a conclusion. In statistics,
p-values represent the probabilities that some arbitrary
event will occur; Their purpose is to accept or reject the
null hypothesis, which is the tested claim. In Diehard,
the null hypothesis is the analyzed sequence is random.
Tested sequences are acknowledged as random if p-values
are not close to zero or one. Contrarily, in NIST STS, the
further the p-value is to one, the further a sequence is to
being truly random.
Another difference between the two testing suites is the
analysis of the results. NIST STS specifies the p-value
needed to reject the null hypothesis. Diehard battery
of tests is ambiguous and only states that the p-values
should be uniform on the set [0, 1).
The names of the exams included in the Diehard battery of tests are Birthday Spacings Test; Overlapping 5-
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Permutation Test; Separate Binary Rank Tests for 31x31,
32x32 and 6x8 matrices; Bitstream Test; OPSO, OQSO
and DNA (Overlapping Pairs Sparse Occupancy, Overlapping Quadruples Sparse Occupancy and DNA Test, respectively); Separate Count the 1s Test for byte-streams
and specific bytes; This is a Parking Lot Test; Minimum
Distance Test; 3DSpheres Test; Squeeze Test; Overlapping Sums Test; Runs test—which is a standard test; And
Craps Test.

5.3

6
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Results

We employed NIST STS and Dieharder: A Random Number Test Suite to assess the performance of Trivium and
Quadrivium. We used Trivium as a benchmark for the
performance of the Quadrivium. For all analyses, three
different pseudorandom data files from each generator
were tested. Each file consisted of 122.88 million bytes.
This was determined by the Dieharder test suite which
requires about 31 million integers for proper analysis.

6.1 STS Results
Dieharder: A Random Number Test
All tests in the suite were conducted on each file. For testSuite

Dieharder is a test pack for random number generators.
The suite includes modified tests from Diehard battery of
tests, NIST Statistical Test Suite as well as some assessments created by Robert G. Brown, the chief developer of
Dieharder. The test suite is an open source project whose
purpose is to become a one-stop source for quantifying
randomness. The project encourages inclusion of other
new testing schemes from other developers. Dieharder is
primarily concerned with analyzing the randomness quality and speed of truly random and pseudorandom number
generators.
In comparison to STS and Diehard, the suite prefers to
examine the actual generator, not a random output file
produced by the generator. The reasoning behind this
is “perfect randomness is the production of ‘unlikely’ sequences of random number at an average rate.” Looking
at the output alone is not sufficient to declare randomness; The likelihood of the sequence as a whole cannot
be determined. Even though Dieharder prefers the aforementioned method of testing, it can still accommodate
file-based inputs.
In Dieharder, parameters from STS and Diehard are altered so failures are concluded without ambiguity. Moreover, the Diehard tests are improved in three ways. One,
assessments that uses KSTEST, Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test, imposes a higher default quantity of one hundred pvalues. This coincides with Dieharder’s aim to determine
unambiguous failure. Two, analysts have more control
over tests that use samples. Sample sizes are treated as
a variable rather than a fixed constant. Three, assessments that employs overlapping techniques on sequences
were adjusted to use non-overlapping techniques. Please
note that these improvements were made only if it was
possible.
There are ten additional tests in Dieharder .They were
created by Robert G. Brown and are called RGB. They
are the following: Bit Distribution Test, Generalized Minimum Distance Test, Permutations Test, Lagged Sums
Test, KSTest (Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test) Test, DAB
Byte Distribution Test, DCT (Frequency Analysis), DAB
Fill Tree Test, DAB Fill Tree 2 Test and DAB Monobit
Test.

ing purposes the data file was segmented into 700 subsequences, each one million bits in length. The significance
level, α = 0.01, determined the number of subsequences
used. For this level, at least one hundred sequences must
be available for testing. The subsequence length was chosen based on the Maurer’s “Universal Statistical” Test.
This assessment requires approximately 1.4 million bitlong sequences to evaluate a generator correctly. This is
the largest quantity amongst all the tests in the suite.
For each STS run, the suite returns twelve values for
each test. One value is the proportion of subsequences
passing the respective test. Another value is a single pvalue of all the p-values determined. The remaining values
are the distribution of p-values over ten subintervals on
(0, 1]. The p-value is used to determine the degree of
uniformity amongst sequences. The closer a p-value is to
one; The closer it is to perfect uniformity. A p-value ≥
0.0001 and a proportions value of 0.978 are required to
pass a test.
In Tables 1 and 2, ‘P-val’ denotes the p-value and
‘Prop’ stands for proportion. The Cumulative Sums test
and the Serial Test assess in two directions, forward and
backward. In the aforementioned tables, ‘F’ and ‘B’ signifies the results for the forward and backward direction,
respectively. The Non-Overlapping Template, Random
Excursion and Random Excursion Variant Test provide
multiple sets of test results. The proportion values shown
reflect the average of these tests’ results.
Quadrivium outperformed Trivium on the Frequency
within a Block, Tests for the Longest Runs, Overlapping Template Matching, Maurer’s “Universal Statistical”
Test and Linear Complexity Tests. Quadrivium had the
highest average proportions for the Frequency within a
Block, Tests for the Longest Runs, Overlapping Template
Matching, Maurer’s “Universal Statistical” Test and Linear Complexity Tests.

6.2

Dieharder Results

Diehard Battery of Tests and RGB tests were conducted
under the Dieharder test suite. Each dataset was parsed
into unsigned 32 bit integers totaling 30.72 million integers. The suite returned two results: a p-value and an
assessment of passed, weak or failed. A weak assessment
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signifies the p-value ≤ 0.005. A failed assessment signifies
the p-value ≤ 0.000001.
Tables 3 and 4 show the assessment counts for all collected data. Even though Diehard and RGB are sets of
fifteen and ten tests, respectively, the total assessment
counts are greater. This is attributed to the fact that
some of the tests are conducted with multiple parameters.
One of the RGB tests, Lagged Sums Test, for example,
has 33 different variants.
Both generators had one data set that was considered
weak for the OPSO test, Trivium dataset 1 and Quadrivium dataset 2. The Binary Matrix Rank Test 32x32 was
also a common problem for the generators. Trivium failed
this test with dataset 1 and was considered weak for
dataset 3 while Quadrivium received a weak assessment
for data sets 1 and 2. The other weak assessments are as
follows: Trivium dataset 1, Craps 2 test; Trivium dataset
3, Count the ones test for bytes; Quadrivium dataset 2,
Runs test; Quadrivium dataset 3, OQSO.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a revised model of Trivium
that focused on improving the selection of state bits. We
considered the entire state of Trivium to make improvements versus its individual registers in previous works.
We were aware that the unpredictability of pseudorandom sequences is directly correlated to the entire set of
state bits selected to yield stream bits and proposed a
solution in our model.
The analyses we presented indicates that Quadrivium
exhibits more characteristics of uniformity than Trivium.
From Tables 1 and 2, we see that Quadrivium has more pvalues closer to one than Trivium. Tables 3 and 4 shows us
that Quadrivium has a higher passing rate on the Diehard
and RGB tests. Given the data from all the tables, we can
conclude that Quadrivium consistently performs well on
tests that checks for linear complexity, pattern matching
and pseudorandomness on a sequence-level.
Future work can be to improve Quadrivium such that it is
seemingly random on a bit level. Potential research could
also be to determine the period and security of Quadrivium.
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Abstract
Authentication and key agreement protocol becomes an
important security issue for multi-server architecture.
Wei et al. demonstrated that Pippal et al.’s protocol has
several drawbacks and proposed an improved authentication scheme for multi-server architecture using smart card
and password. They claimed that their scheme achieves
intended security requirements and is more appropriate
for practical applications. In this paper, we indicate that
their scheme cannot resist user impersonation attack, cannot protect user’s anonymity, unable to check user password in time and is also vulnerable to Denial of Service attack. To enhance the security of Wei et al.’s protocol, we
propose a secure biometric-based authentication scheme
for multi-server environment based on elliptic curve cryptography using smart card. Compared with other related
schemes, the security analysis and performance evaluation show that our proposed scheme can provide stronger
security.
Keywords: Authentication; Biometric-based; Key Agreement; Multi-Server; Smart Card

1

Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet applications, an
increasing number of remote user authentication schemes
are usually used to provide services to users. In the
early, most authentication schemes are based on password. Unfortunately, as widely used in real-life settings,
there were vulnerable to some attacks, such as dictionary attack and compromised stolen-verifier attack. To
overcome these attacks, smart card based password authentication schemes [2, 3, 6, 10, 13, 15, 23, 31] have been
proposed, which become one of the most general authentication scheme. However, most of these schemes based
on the single-server, when users need to obtain different

services from multiple servers, they not only have to register to different servers, but also need to remember a
large number of identity and password. Obviously, it is
very difficult and unsafe for users to remember and manage multiple information. In order to solve this problem, authentication schemes for the multi-server environment [5, 7, 11, 12, 18–21, 24–27, 29] have been proposed in
recent year.
Recently, Lee et al. [16] analyzed Hsiang and Shih’s
scheme [9] and pointed out that their scheme is vulnerable to masquerade attack and server spoofing attack, and
it cannot provide mutual authentication since the clerical error. To overcome the security flaws of Hsiang and
Shih’s scheme, Lee et al. proposed a secure dynamic ID
based authentication scheme. But Li et al. [17] found that
Lee et al.’s scheme is still vulnerable to forgery attack and
server spoofing attack. Nevertheless, Chang et al. [4] indicated that their scheme is sensitive to the forgery attack.
In 2013, He and Wu [8] demonstrated that Wang and
Ma’s scheme [28] is vulnerable to stolen smart card and
leak of verifier attack and introduced the improvement
scheme. Unfortunately, Pippal et al. [22] revealed that
their scheme is still susceptible to impersonation attack,
privileged insider attack and off-line password guessing
attack. To solve above-mentioned security flaws, in 2014,
Wei and Liu [30] proposed improvement of a robust smart
card authentication scheme for multi-server architecture.
But, we identify that Wei et al.’s scheme not only is vulnerable to DoS attack, user impersonation attack, but also
lacks timely password check and users are easily tracked.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows. We review the robust smart card authentication
scheme for multi-server architecture proposed by Wei et
al. in Section 2. We analyze the security flaws of Wei et
al.’s scheme in Section 3. We present a proposed protocol
in Section 4. We compare the performance of our proposed scheme with the previous schemes in Section 5. We
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conclude this paper in Section 6.

2.2.1

2

This phase is executed between the application server Sj
and the registration center RC. This registration phase
consists of the following steps:

Review of Wei et al.’s Scheme

Server Registration Phase

Here we will review Wei et al.’s smart card based au- Step S1: The application server Sj sends a registration
thentication scheme for multi-server architecture. The
request along with its identity SIDj to the registranotations used throughout this paper are summarized as
tion center RC, if he/she wishes to become a regisTable 1.
tered server.
Their scheme involves three participants, the login user
(Ui ), the remote server (Sj ) and the registration center Step S2: Receiving the registration request from the remote server Sj , the registration center RC assigns
(RC). Their scheme can be divided into four phase: inithe
value rj to the remote server Sj .
tialization phase, registration phase, login and authentication phase and password change phase. We show the Step S3: And then sends {r , t, p, q, h(·)} to the remote
j
login and authentication phases in Figure 1. More details
server Sj through a secure channel.
are provided in the following.
2.2.2
Table 1: Notations used in the paper
Symbols
RC
Ui
U IDi
Sj
SIDj
P Wi
p and q
h(·)
k
⊕
x
y
SKij

Their meaning
the registration center
the ith user
the ith user’s identity
the jth application server
the jth application server’s identity
the user Ui ’s password
two large prime numbers
a secure one-way hash function
the concatenation operation
exclusive-OR operation
random nonce generated by Ui
random nonce generated by Sj
section key shared between Ui and Sj

User Registration Phase

When a user wishes to access any services provided by
the registered servers, he/she must first register himself/herself. This registration phase consists of the following steps:
Step U1: The user Ui freely chooses an identity U IDi ,
a private password P Wi and a random number b,
then transmits the registration request information
{U IDi , h(P Wi kb)} to the registration center RC via
a secure channel.
Step U2: Upon getting the registration information
from Ui , the registration center RC continues
to compute Vij = h(tkrj kU IDi ), Sij = Vij ⊕
h(U IDi kh(P Wi kb)) when U IDi is valid, otherwise
rejects the user registration request.
Step U3: The registration center RC securely issues the
smart card containing {(Si1 , Si2 , . . . , Sik ), p, q, h(·)}
to the user Ui .

2.1

Initialization Phase

Step I1: The registration center RC selects two large
prime numbers p and q and computes p = 2q + 1.

Step U4: After receiving the issued smart card, the user
Ui stores the random nonce b into the smart card.

2.3

Login and Authentication Phase

When a legal user Ui wants to access the resources provided by remote server Sj , he/she first attaches the smart
card to a device reader, and inputs his/her identity U IDi
and password P Wi . Then, as illustrated in Figure 1, the
login and authentication mechanism is performed as folStep I3: The registration center RC selects a secure one- lows:
way hash function h(·) : {0, 1}∗ → Zp∗ .
Step V1: The smart card first computes
Step I2: The registration center RC chooses a random
nonce g ∈ Zp∗ , picks a random number rj ∈ Zp∗ as the
private key of the remote server Sj (1 ≤ j ≤ k), and
Qk
sets t = g j=1 rj mod p.

2.2

Registration Phase

In Wei et al.’s scheme, the registration phase consists of
two sub-phases, the server registration phase and the user
registration. In this phase, the server and the user should
register themselves to the registration center RC and obtains secret information to initial the system.

Vij = Sij ⊕ h(U IDi kh(P Wi kb)),
then generates a random nonce x and computes
Wij

= h(U IDi ||SIDj )x mod p,

Wij∗

= Wij ⊕ Vij ,

R1

= h(U IDi ||Wij∗ ||Ti ).
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The smart card sends the login request message
M1 = {U IDi , Wij∗ , R1 , Ti } to the remote server Sj .
Step V2: Upon receiving the message from the user Ui ,
the remote server Sj checks whether U IDi is valid
and Ti0 − Ti is less than 4T . Moreover, Sj verifies
whether R10 = h(U IDi ||Wij∗ ||Ti ) is equal to R1 . If
not, the communication is simply terminated.

Ui

Sj

Input UIDi, PWi
Vij=SijͰh(UIDi||h(PWi||b))
Gen x
Wij=h(UIDi||SIDj)x mod p
Wij*=WijͰVij
R1=h(UIDi||Wij*||Ti)
{UIDi, Wij*, R1, Ti}

Step V3: The remote server Sj chooses a random number y, and first computes
Bij

=

h(U IDi ||SIDj )y mod p,

Vij0

=

h(t||rj ||U IDi ),

Wij0

=

Wij∗ ⊕ Vij0 ,

Zij

=

(Wij0 )y mod p,

R2

=

h(U IDi ||Wij0 ||Bij ||Zij ||Tj ).

995

{Bij , R2, Tj}
Zij'=Bijx mod

p
Check R2?=h(UIDi||Wij||Bij||Zij'||Tj)
SKij=h(UIDi||Wij||Bij||Zij')
R3=h(UIDi||Wij*||Bij||Zij'||Tk)

Check UIDi
Check Ti' -Ti <=ȏT
Check R1?=h(UIDi||Wij*||Ti)
Gen y
Bij=h(UIDi||SIDj)ymod p
Vij' =h(t||rj||UIDi)
Wij' =Wij*ͰVij'
Zij=(Wij' )y mod p
R2=h(UIDi||Wij' ||Bij||Zij||Tj)

{UIDi, R3, Tk}
Check R3?=h(UIDi||Wij*||Bij||Zij||Tk)
SKij'=h(UIDi||Wij'||Bij||Zij)

Furthermore, the remote server Sj sends the response
message M2 = {Bij , R2 , Tj } to user Ui .

Figure 1: Login and authentication phase of Wei et al.’s
Step V4: After getting the message M2 , the smart card scheme
checks whether Ti0 −Ti ≤ 4T , if Tj is valid, the smart
0
x
card computes Zij
= Bij
mod p, and checks whether
0
0
R2 = h(U IDi kWij kBij kZij
kTj ) is equal to R2 . If
Security Analysis of Wei et al.’s
not, the smart card terminates the communication. 3

Scheme

Step V5: The smart card computes
SKij

=

0
h(U IDi kWij kBij kZij
),

R3

=

0
h(U IDi ||Wij∗ ||Bij kZij
kTk ).

Then, smart card transmits the message M3 =
{U IDi , R3 , Tk } to the remote server Sj .
Step V6: Upon getting the message M3 , the Sj checks
U IDi and Tk . If they are both valid, Sj checks
R30 ? = h(U IDi kWij∗ kBij kZij kTk ). If not, the server
Sj terminates the communication. Otherwise, Sj
generates the session key
0
SKij
= h(U IDi kWij0 kBij kZij ).

In Wei et al.’s scheme, they proposed an improved smart
card authentication scheme for multi-server architecture
that can resist various well-known attacks, such as offline password guessing attacks, impersonation attacks and
privileged insider attacks. Unfortunately, we find that
their scheme still has many vulnerabilities. an attacker
can launch denial of service attack, because the user transmits data to remote server through the public channel.
Secondly, an adversary can initiate impersonation attack
once the stolen. Besides, there is no password checking after the user inputs his/her password, the wrong password
cannot be found in time. Moreover, the user’s behavior is
easily to be traced. The detailed description is as follows.

3.1
2.4

Denial of Service Attack

Password Change Phase

From the login and authentication phase of Wei et al.’s
This phase is invoked whenever Ui wants to change his scheme, we find that any attacker Z can easily forge a
password P Wi to a new password P Winew .
login request message that can pass Sj ’s authentication
by eavesdropping a valid login request message and then
Step P1: Ui inserts his smart card and inputs his iden- launch DoS attack on the server.
tity U IDi and password P Wi .
An malicious attacker Z may eavesdrop the valid login
request message {U IDi , Wij∗ , R1 , Ti } that the user
Step P2: For each (1 ≤ j ≤ k), the smart card
to the server Sj and compute R10 =
new
computes Sij
= Sij ⊕ h(U IDi ||h(P Wi ||b))⊕ Ui transmitted
∗
0
h(U IDi ||Wij ||Ti ), where Ti0 is the current time. Then Z
h(U IDi ||h(P Winew ||b)).
can forge the request message {U IDi , Wij∗ , R10 , Ti0 } that
Step P3: The smart card replaces (Si1 , Si2 , . . . , Sik ) can pass Sj ’s verification.
new
new
new
After that, the server Sj select a random y, and comwith (Si1
, Si2
, . . . , Sik
).
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Z

• Upon receiving the login request message M1 , the
remote server Sk checks the validity of Ti and com∗
pares h(U IDi ||Wik
||Ti ) with R1 . Because they are
equivalent, Sk will accept the login request;

Sk

Vik=SikͰSijͰVij
Gen x
Wik=h(UIDi||SIDk)x mod p
Wik*=WikͰVik
R1=h(UIDi||Wik*||Ti)
{UIDi,Wik*, R1, Ti}

• The server Sk generates a random number y to compute

Check h(UIDi||Wik*||Ti)?=R1
Gen y
Bik=h(UIDi||SIDk)ymod p
Vik' =h(t||rk||UIDi)
Wik' =Wik*ͰVik'
Zik=(Wik')y mod p
R2=h(UIDi||Wik'||Bik||Zik||Tk)

{Bik, R2, Tk}
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Zik' =Bikx mod p
Check R2?=h(UIDi||Wik||Bik||Zik'||Tk)
SKik=h(UIDi||Wik||Bik||Zik')
R3=h(UIDi||Wik*||Bik||Zik'||Tinew)

Bik

=

h(U IDi ||SIDk )y mod p,

Vik0

=

h(t||rk ||U IDi ),

0
Wik

=

∗
Wik
⊕ Vik0 ,

Zik

=

0 y
(Wik
) mod p,

R2

=

0
h(U IDi ||Wik
||Bik ||Zik ||Tk ).

Then, Sk transmits M2 = {Bik , R2 , Tk } to Ui ;

{UIDi, R3, Tinew}
R3?=h(UIDi||Wik*||Bik||Zik||Tinew)

Check
SKik'=h(UIDi||Wik'||Bik||Zik)



Figure 2: User impersonation attack on Wei et al.’s
Scheme

0
x
• Z intercepts M2 , and computes Zik
= Bik
mod p,
0
checks whether h(U IDi ||Wik || Bik ||Zik ||Tk ) is equal
to R2 . If it is holds, Z computes

SKik
R3

putes

0
= h(U IDi ||Wik ||Bik ||Zik
),
∗
0
= h(U IDi ||Wik
||Bik ||Zik
||Tinew ).

Finally, Z sends M3 = {U IDi , R3 , Tinew } to Sk ;
Bij

=

h(U IDi ||SIDj )y mod p,

Vij0
Wij0

=

h(t||rj ||U IDi ),

=

Wij∗ ⊕ Vij0 ,

Zij

=

(Wij0 )y mod p,

R2

=

h(U IDi ||Wij0 ||Bij ||Zij ||Tj ),

• After receiving M3 , Sk checks the validity of Tinew
∗
and verifies whether h(U IDi ||Wik
||Bik ||Zik ||Tinew )
is equal to R3 . If it holds, Sk generates the ses0
0
sion key SKik
= h(U IDi ||Wik
||Bik ||Zik ). Obviously,
0
SKik = SKik , a shared session key is established
between the attacker Z and the remote server Sk .

where Tj is the current timestamp.
At last, the attacker Z logs in to the server Sk by masThen, Sj transmits message M2 = {Bij , R2 , Tj } to the
querading
as Ui . Therefore, Wei et al.’s scheme cannot
user Ui . The attacker Z will intercept the message to
withstand
user
impersonation attack.
terminate the communication.
By this way, any attacker can launch DoS attack on
the server Sj which will cause the computing and com- 3.3 Unable to Check Password in Time
munication loss of Sj .
In the login and authentication phase of Wei et al.’s
scheme, the device reader cannot check the identity U IDi
3.2 User Impersonation Attack
and password P Wi of Ui in time, which may consume the
As shown in Wei et al.’s scheme, any registered server computational and communication cost of remote server
Sj can compute Vij = h(t||rk ||U IDi ). Under the condi- and smart card. The detailed description is as follows.
Once a legal user Ui attaches his/her smart card to a
tion that the server Sj was captured by an attacker Z, Z
can impersonate as Ui to log in to any registered server device reader, inputs his/her identity U IDi and an er0
(e.g., Sk ) by stealing Ui ’s smart card without knowing ror password P Wi . The smart card computes Vij = Sij
0
U IDi and P Wi as show in Figure 2. The procedure is ⊕h(U IDi ||h(P Wi ||b)), and selects a random number x to
computes
as follow:
• The attacker Z retrieves Sij and Sik from Ui ’s smart
card, then computes Vik = Sik ⊕ Sij ⊕ Vij ;
• Z generates a random number x, and computes
Wik

=

h(U IDi ||SIDk )x mod p,

∗
Wik

=

Wik ⊕ Vik ,

R1

=

∗
h(U IDi ||Wik
||Ti ).

∗
Then, Z forwards M1 = {U IDi , Wik
, R1 , Ti } to Sk ;

Wij

= h(U IDi ||SIDj )x mod p,

Wij∗

= Wij ⊕ Vij ,

R1

= h(U IDi ||Wij∗ ||Ti ).

Afterwards, the smart card transmits the message M1 =
{U IDi , Wij∗ , R1 , Ti } to a remote server Sj .
After receiving the message M1 , Sj checks the validity
of Ti and whether h(U IDi ||Wij∗ ||Ti ) is equal to R1 . Obviously, it holds. Then Sj chooses a random number y,
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4.2

and computes
Bij

=

h(U IDi ||SIDj )y mod p,

Vij0

=

h(t||rj ||U IDi ),

Wij0

=

Wij∗ ⊕ Vij0 ,

Zij

=

(Wij0 )y mod p,

R2

=

h(U IDi ||Wij0 ||Bij ||Zij ||Tj ).

Eventually, the remote server Sj transfer the response
message M2 = {Bij , R2 , Tj } to Ui .
Upon getting the message M2 , the smart card com0
x
putes Zij
= Bij
mod p, and check whether R20 = h(U IDi
0
||Wij ||Bij ||Zij ||Tj ) is equal to R2 . Since Ui input an error
password P Wi0 , Vij = Sij ⊕ h(U IDi ||h(P Wi0 ||b)) will not
equal to Vij0 = h(t||rj || U IDi ), the smart card terminates
the communication.
From the above discussion, we know that the error
password was not be found in time, smart card and remote server have waste a large number of computational
and communication resource.

3.4

No Provision of User Anonymity

With the wide application of network technology, the protection of user’s privacy have received more and more attentions, user anonymity is a desirable property for remote user authentication. In Wei et al.’s protocol, the
identity U IDi of user Ui is static, which will cause the
user’s login request be traced.

Registration Phase

In our proposed protocol, the registration phase consists
of two sub-phases, namely, server registration phase and
user registration phase. In this phase, the server Sj and
the user Ui should register themselves to the registration
center RC and obtains secret information to initial system.
4.2.1

Server Registration Phase

In this phase, the remote server Sj sends a registration
request to the registration center RC in order to become
an authorized server. The registration process according
to the following steps:
Step S1: The remote server Sj computes public key
Pb = Pr · Q and sends registration request {Pb ,
SIDj }to RC.
Step S2: The registration center RC sends P SK to the
remote server Sj , which can be used in further phases
of authentication.
4.2.2

User Registration Phase

When a user wants to access the services of registered
servers, he/she must register himself/herself, as shown in
Figure 3. This registration process according to the following steps.

Ui

4

The Proposed Protocol

Based on the cryptanalysis of Wei et al.’s scheme,
we present an enhanced biometric based authentication
with key-agreement protocol for multi-server architecture
based on elliptic curve cryptography. The proposed protocol consists of four phases: initialization phase, registration phase, login and authentication phase, and password
change phase. There are also three participants: the user
Ui , remote server Sj and registration center RC.
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RC

Inputs IDi, PWi, BIOi
Gen(BIOi) (Ri, Pi)
Ai=h(IDi!Ri)
Bi=h(PWi!Ri)
{Ai, Bi}

SC

Ci=h(Ai!PSK)
Di=Ci"Bi
Stores Di into SC

Vi?=h(Ai!Bi!Ri)
Stores Vi into SC
SC contains {Di, Vi, h(.)}

Figure 3: User registration phase of the proposed protocol

4.1

Initialization Phase

Step U1: The user Ui chooses an identity IDi , password P Wi . Then the user Ui imprints his personal
biometric information BIOi at a sensor. The sensor sketches BIOi to extract an unpredictable biStep I1: The registration center RC chooses an elliptic
nary string Ri and an auxiliary binary string Pi
curve equation E with an order n.
from Gen(BIOi )→(Ri , Pi ). Then, sensor stores Pi
in the memory. Next the user Ui computes Ai =
Step I2: The registration center RC selects a base point
h(IDi ||Ri ), Bi = h(P Wi ||Ri ). Finally, the user Ui
Q over E and chooses a one-way cryptographic hash
sends a request message {Ai , Bi } to RC via a secure
function h(·).
channel.
Registration server RC generates following parameters in
order to initialize the system.

Step I3: The registration center RC publishes the infor- Step U2: Upon receiving the request message, RC commation {E, Q, h(·)}.
putes Ci = h(Ai ||P SK), Di = Bi ⊕ Ci .
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Step U3: RC stores the parameters {Di , h(·)} into a
new smart card and delivers it to the user Ui via a
secure channel.
Step U4: Upon getting the message, the user Ui computes Vi = h(Ai ||Bi ||Ri ) and stores {Vi } into smart
card. Thus the smart card finally contains the parameters {Di , Vi , h(.)}.

4.3

Login and Authentication Phase

When a legal user Ui wants to login into some remote
server Sj , he/she first attaches the smart card to a device reader, and inputs IDi and P Wi . Next, the user Ui
imprints his biometric information BIOi at a sensor. After that, sensor sketches user Ui ’s biometric information
BIOi and recovers the string Ri from Rep(BIOi , Pi ) →
Ri . Then, the concrete login and authentication procedure, as shown in Figure 4, the login and authentication
mechanism is performed as follows:

Ui
Selects IDi, PWi, BIOi
Rep(BIOi,Pi)՜Ri
Ai=h(IDiצRi)
Bi=h(PWiצRi)
Vi?=h(AiצBiצRi)
Gen a random num x
K=xήQ
K’=xήPb
AIDi=Ai۩K’
Ci=Di۩Bi
M1=h(AIDiצCiצKצK’צTi)

Sj

{M1, K, AIDi,Ti}

{M2, M3}
N1=M2۩Ai
M3?=h(AiצK’צSIDjצN1)
SKij=h(AiצK’צCiצSIDjצN1)
M4=h(SKijצK’צN1)
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Checks Ti-Tj<=οܶ
K’=PrήK
Ai=AIDi۩K’
Ci=h(AiצPSK)
M1?= h(AIDiצCiצKצK’צTi)
Gen a random num N1
M2=Ai۩N1
M3=h(AiצK’צSIDjצN1)
SKij=h(AiצK’צCiצSIDjצN1)

Step V1: The smart card SC computes Ai =
{M4}
h(IDi ||Ri ), Bi = h(P Wi ||Ri ), and then verifies
M4?=h(SKijצK’צN1)
whether Vi is equal to h(Ai ||Bi ||Ri ). If Vi is invalid, SC terminates the communication; otherwise, Figure 4: User registration phase of the proposed protocol
the smart card SC generates a random number x and
calculates K = x · Q, K 0 = x · Pb , AIDi = Ai ⊕ K 0 ,
Ci = Di ⊕ Bi and M1 = h(AIDi ||Ci ||K||K 0 ||Ti ). 4.4 Password Changing Phase
Then the smart card SC sends the login request mes- This procedure invokes when a user (Ui ) wish to update
sage {M1 , K, AIDi , Ti } to the remote server Sj .
his/her existing password with new one. In this procedure, the user Ui can change his/her password as follows:
Step V2: Upon receiving the message from the user Ui ,
the remote server Sj checks whether Ti0 - Ti is less Step P1: The user Ui inserts smart card SC and inputs
than 4T . The remote server computes K 0 = Pr · K,
IDi , P Wi and BIOi .
Ai = AIDi ⊕ K 0 , Ci = h(Ai ||P SK) and verifies
Step P2: The smart card SC computes Ai = h(IDi ||Ri ),
whether M1 is equal to h(AIDi ||Ci ||K||K 0 ||Ti ). If
Bi = h(P Wi ||Ri ), and then verifies the condition
the condition holds, the remote server Sj authentiwhether Vi is equal to h(Ai ||Bi ||Ri ). If this verificacates the user Ui , otherwise the process can be tertion is valid, the smart card SC asks the user Ui for
minated.
a new password. Otherwise, password change phase
is terminated immediately by the smart card SC.
Step V3: The remote server Sj further generates a
random number N1 and computes M2 = Ai ⊕
Step P3: The user Ui chooses a new password P Winew
N1 , M3 = h(Ai ||K 0 ||SIDj ||N1 ) and SKij =
and then computes Anew
= h(IDi ||Ri ), Binew =
i
h(Ai ||K 0 ||Ci ||SIDj ||N1 ). Furthermore, the remote
new
h(P Wi ||Ri ), Ci
= h(Ai ||P SK), Dinew = Bi ⊕ Ci ,
server Sj sends the response message {M2 , M3 }to the
new
Vi
= h(Ai ||Bi ||Ri ).
user Ui .
Step P4: In the memory, smart card SC respectively reStep V4: After getting the message M2 and M3 , the
places Di with Dinew and Vi with Vinew .
user Ui computes N1 = M2 ⊕ Ai and verifies whether
M3 is equal to h(Ai ||K 0 ||SIDj ||N1 ). If the condition
holds, the user Ui authenticates the remote server 5
Analysis of the Proposed ProtoSj , otherwise the process can be terminated. Then,
col
the user computes SKij = h(Ai ||K 0 ||Ci ||SIDj ||N1 ),
0
M4 = h(SKij ||K ||N1 ) and sends the message {M4 }
In a multi-server architecture, there are three requireto the remote server Sj .
ments for an authentication and key agreement protocol,
Step V5: Upon receiving the message, the remote server namely, security, functionality and efficiency. In this secSj verifies whether M4 is equal to h(SKij ||K 0 ||N1 ) tion, we first present security analysis of our proposal,
and reconfirms the authenticity of Ui . Now, the user and then examine its performance in terms of functionalUi and the server Sj can start communication with ity and efficiency by comparing it with previous related
works.
the computed session key SKij .
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and N10 . Then Sj computes K 00 = Pr0 · K, A0i =
AIDi ⊕ K 00 , Ci0 = h(A0i ||P SK), M20 =A0i ⊕ N10 ,
0
M30 = h(A0i ||K 00 ||SIDj ||N10 ), SKij
= h(A0i ||K 00 ||Ci0
0
||SIDj ||N1 ). The adversary sends {M20 , M30 } to Ui .

User Anonymity

In our protocol, the real identity of user is not revealed
throughout all the phases of communication. In the user
registration phase, Ui submits Ai = h(IDi ||Ri ) and the
• Upon receiving the {M20 , M30 }, the user Ui computes
real identity is protected with a one-way hash function.
N10 =Ai ⊕ M2 and M3 = h(Ai ||K 0 ||SIDj ||N10 ). Here,
During the login phase, the parameter Ai is converted as
0
Ui identities it as a fake response from the malicious
anonymous in the form of Ai = AIDi ⊕ K . The identity
server because of M3 is not equal to M30 and termiis dynamic for every login session, due to its association
0
nates the session. Hence, our protocol can resist the
with a random number x, where K = x·Q and K = x·Pb .
server impersonation attack.
An adversary cannot retrieve the x in anyway. Moreover,
it is believed to be impossible to compute K 0 from K and
Pb because of ECDLP. In the other hand, our protocol 5.5 Resistance to Smart Card Stolen Atachieves the user untraceability. In the user login phase,
tack
the user Ui sends the message {M1 , K, AIDi , Ti } to the
remote server Sj . All the parameters are dynamic and The adversary can extract the information {Di , Vi , h(·)}
dose not disclose the identity of Ui . Hence, our protocol stored in the smart card by means of power analysis. Assume a legal user’s smart card is stolen by an adversary
achieves user anonymity and untraceability.
and extracted the information {Di , Vi , h(·)}. Then, the
5.2 Resistance to Denial-of-Service At- adversary may try to get IDi , P W i and Ri from the
extracted information. However, adversary cannot obtack
tain any valuable information from these values, where
The Denial-of-Service attack diminishes or eliminates Di = Bi ⊕ Ci , Ci = h(Ai ||P SK), Bi = h(P Wi ||Ri ),
the server’s expected capability to make the server un- Ai = h(IDi ||Ri ) and Vi = h(Ai ||Bi ||Ri ) since all the imavailable. With the help of timestamp Ti , the remote portant parameters such as IDi , P Wi and Ri are proserver Sj checks the freshness and legality of M1 = tected by a one-way hash function. The adversary cannot
h(AIDi ||Ci ||K||K 0 ||Ti ) in the login request message. The obtain any login information using the smart card stored
current timestamp does not match the previous M1 which parameters Di and Vi . At the same time, guessing the
is sent by adversary. Moreover, our scheme applies the real identity IDi , password P Wi and biometric Ri is imfuzzy extractor to satisfy the usage requirements of bio- practical. Therefore, our protocol is secure against smart
metrics. As a result, our scheme is secure against the card stolen attack.
Denial-of-Service attack.

5.3

5.6 Resistance to Replay Attack
Resistance to User Impersonation If an adversary intercepts the communication message
Attack
{M1 , K, AIDi , Ti } between Ui and Sj , he tries to replay

Under the user impersonation attack, an adversary who
is an outsider hackerS tries to impersonate user Ui
without the password P Wi or biometric information
BIOi . If an adversary wants to masquerade a legitimate user Ui , he/she requires to build a login message
{M1 , K, AIDi , Ti }, where M1 = h(AIDi ||Ci ||K||K 0 ||Ti ),
K = x·Q, AIDi = Ai⊕K 0 . Conversely, the adversary can
barely compute K 0 = x0 · Q and K 00 = x0 · Pb by choosing
his/her own random number x0 . But the adversary can’t
compute rest of the two parameters, due to the unavailability of valid IDi , P Wi and Ri . Hence, our protocol is
secure against the user impersonation.

them to Sj to masquerade as a legal user. However, once
the message is replayed, the server Sj can immediately
detect the attack and reject the request due to the apply
of timestamp Ti . Hence, our protocol is secure against
replay attack.

5.7

Resistance to Privileged Insider Attack

During our protocol, Ui does not send his IDi , password
P Wi or his biometrics BIOi in user registration phase. Ui
submits only Ai = h(IDi ||Ri ), Bi = h(P Wi ||Ri ) to RC
instead of original credentials. Hence, an insider cannot
obtain the original sensitive information of any user. On
5.4 Resistance to Server Impersonation the other hand, the M1 = h(AIDi ||Ci ||K||K 0 ||Ti ) is inAttack
valid in which Pr is unobtainable. Therefore, our protocol
Our protocol protects the server impersonation attack and resists to privileged insider attack.
it’s description is given below:

5.8

Resistance to Password Guessing At-

• In order to act as a legitimate server, the adtack
versary eavesdrops the valid login request message
{M1 , K, AIDi , Ti } that the user Ui transmitted to An adversary may try to guess the password P Wi from
the server Sj , and generates a random number Pr0 the extracted smart card stored parameters {Di , Vi , h(·)}.
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The stored parameter contains the password P Wi in
the form Bi = h(P Wi ||Ri ) where Gen(BIOi )→(Ri , Pi ).
An adversary attempts to verify the condition Vi ? =
h(Ai ||Bi ||Ri ) while constantly guessing P Wi . Adversary
needs the value of IDi and Ri of Ui in order to achieve
the password guessing attack. However, the value of Ri is
nowhere stored and an adversary cannot get the value of
IDi . As a result, the adversary cannot guess the correct
password P Wi . Therefore, our protocol resist to password
guessing attack.

cost between our protocol and other schemes [8,22,28,30]
in case that the login and authentication phase is done.
From Table 4, it is easy to see that our scheme is more efficient than Wei et al.’s scheme [30], He et al.’s scheme [8]
and Wang et al.’s scheme [28]. Moreover, our proposed
protocol is lower computation cost than those of Wei et
al.’s scheme [30].
From Table 3, it can be observed that the proposed
protocol is more secure than the other four schemes. Our
new protocol satisfies all the security requirements listed
in Table 3. Wei et al.’s scheme [30] only satisfy five
of the nine requirements, respectively. Pippal et al.’s
5.9 Forward Secrecy
scheme [22], He et al.’s scheme [8] and Wang et al.’s
Perfect forward secrecy protects the session keys even scheme [28] only satisfies three of the nine requirements.
if long-term key is retrieved. Specifically, the session Hence, our scheme achieves stronger security than their
key in the proposed scheme is generated as SKij = solutions.
h(Ai ||K 0 ||Ci ||SIDj ||N1 ) and the long term private key
of the server P SK in Ci = h(Ai ||P SK) is shielded with
a hash function and is not possible to derive due to its 6
Conclusions
one-way property. Although the long term key is compromised with an adversary, he/she still cannot compute a In this paper, we analyzed Wei et al.’s smart card based
valid session key, the parameter K 0 = Pr ·K and K = x·Q multi-server authentication scheme. Our analysis reveals
is dynamic due to its association with random generated its inherent security vulnerabilities, i.e., denial of service
number x, which is not possible to extract due to the rea- attack, impersonation attack, unable to check password in
son of ECDLP. Therefore, our protocol provides perfect time and no provision of user anonymity. In addition, this
paper proposed an enhanced biometric based authenticaforward secrecy.
tion with key agreement protocol for multi-server archi5.10 Performance
and
Functionality tecture based on elliptic curve cryptography. The mutual
authentication of the proposed protocol achieved signifComparisons
icant features such as biometric authentication, elliptic
In this section, we compare our proposed protocol with curve cryptography, with less computational and commuseveral related schemes [8, 22, 28, 30]. In Table 2, we pro- nication cost. Furthermore, the comparison results evvide the comparison based on the key security of these idently indicate that our protocol is more secure than
schemes, while we compare their efficiency in terms of other schemes. Thus, our protocol is more feasible for
computation and communication cost . The computation practical applications.
cost of the protocol is the times of executing operations.
The following notations are used in Table 2.
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We also define i as the length of one parameter in the
transmitted messages, such as the length of R is i and
the length of {R, CIDi } is 2i. As Amin and Islam [1] executed various cryptographic operations using MIRACL
C/C++ Library, the computation cost for Th is approximately 0.0004ms, Te is approximately 1.8269ms and Tm
is approximately 0.0147ms. As per Kilinc and Yanik [14]
experiment on a personal computer involving a processor
with Dual CPU E2200 2.20 GHz along with RAM size of
2048MB, the computation cost for Tepm is approximately
2.229ms.
In Table 2, we summarize the efficiency comparison
according to the computation cost and communication
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Abstract
The security of cloud services is one of the most important factors to consider when users choose cloud services.
An objective and quantitative measure of cloud services
security directly determines whether potential users will
choose cloud services or not. Aiming at this measure
problem, and on the basis of STC 1.0, ISO/IEC 25010
and CIA security requirement model in the field of information security, cloud service security attribute model
(CSSAM) is built. Then, a method to figure up the
weights of each attributes in CSSAM is raised based on
the information entropy, information gain (IG) and other
concepts and formulas. At last, introduce the weights calculation method via case analysis and prove the feasibility
and correctness of CSSAM model and weights calculation
method.
Keywords: Cloud Service; Information Entropy; Information Gain (IG); Security Attributes

1

Introduction

Authority agency Forrester pointed out that, by 2020, the
revenues global SaaS of software will reach $132.6 billion
with an average increase of 9.14% each year. IDC indicated that the public cloud spending will be twice as
much as the revenue reaching $127.5 billion [23]. Enterprises as the main driving force for Cloud Computing not
only access to the opportunities from cloud, such as cost
advantages, strategic flexibility, focus on core competencies, access to specialized resources and quality improvements, but salient risks as well, which include: performance risks, economic risks, strategic risks, security risks
and managerial risks [3]. For enterprises, especially the
small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), besides the
cost, whether cloud services are chosen or not depends
on the questions on functionality, usability, integration,
security, efficiency [35], real-time, maintainability [9] and
so on.

With the rapid development of information technology
and network, an increasing number of cloud services have
been developed, and remarkable achievements have been
made in aspects of functionality, usability and other aspects, and the problem hindering the further development
of cloud services ultimately falls on the aspect of cloud
service security. As the existing security evaluation and
measurement methods are all provided by cloud service
producers, agents or cloud service consumers, potential
users or new consumers have to search services based on
others’ comments. Generally, the security of cloud service
is positively related to its cost and the higher the security is, the higher the cost will be. But security is made
up of many attributes and the highest score service does
not always mean the most suitable for specific enterprises.
Actually, for different enterprises, there exist differences
in the demand for security, and the cloud service product
scoring results from outsides are too subjective to reflect
the differences in security between different enterprises.
Thus, its reference value is greatly questioned.
Based on the problems above, the objective of this paper is to provide a customized method to measure the
security of cloud services according to user’s security requirements instead of evaluation of service providers or
agents.
To achieve the objective, the following tasks will be
accomplished in this paper:
1) Divide the personnel involved in cloud computing
into two roles: potential users and external personnel. Potential users provide the data reflecting their
requirements which will be used to calculate the attributes weights.
2) Collect and collate attributes of cloud service security
and build the cloud service security attribute model,
CSSAM.
3) Propose the measure method and steps based on entropy and information gain (IG).
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4) Verify and validate the correctness and feasibility of SaaS. Tanimoto et al. [30] started their research from the
the measurement method.
user’s point of view and listed the cloud computing security risks that users are concerned about. Meanwhile, for
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 1: The the assessment, solution and response plans of cloud combackground, content and significance to cloud service se- puting security, Saripalli and Walters [28] put forward a
curity; Section 2: A survey of cloud service, cloud service framework for cloud computing security risk assessment.
security and cloud service security measurement methods; Yu and Ji [34] have made a detailed analysis to the purSection 3: Definitions, principles and formulas; Section pose, objectives, and risk assessment business processes
4: Cloud service security attribute index model CSSAM based on roles, structures, and the context of informaand specific security measure method; Section 5: A case tion systems and proposed a risk assessment method for
study and analysis to the feasibility and correctness of the information system security oriented to business process.
CSSAM model and the proposed measurement method; Other measure methods like Gini coefficient [16] repreAnd Section 6: Conclusion.
sents the uncertainty of a randomly selected sample in a
subset and can only assess the overall uncertainty of risk.
In order to implement security risk measurement and
2 Related Work
assessment and identify factors affecting risks, quantifi2.1 Cloud Computing and Cloud Com- cation of all factors is a must. The research results in
this respect are as follows: risk value model VaR (Value
puting Security
at Risk) [37], actuarial model [7], coherent risk meaAt present, cloud computing has become one of the re- surement [8, 25], information entropy and Markov chain
search hotspots in the computer field [11]. In addition to model [2, 33] and so on. These models and methods prothe development of cloud services themselves, the cloud vide important reference value for risk measurement and
service security has increasingly become a hot issue in evaluation. In the aspect of risk assessment, existing recloud computing research. The development history of search results [10,20,31] are mainly for single risk or simiinformation security has proved that major changes in in- lar risk analysis. As security analysis is a holistic project,
formation technology will directly affect the development single analysis is bound to lack extensive and relevant
process of information security [5]. Cloud Computing, analysis, and its effects in system security are limited. In
with dynamic distribution of services as its main techni- other researches, the results [14, 15, 29] pay more attencal feature, is a major change in the field of information tion to technical risks and the analysis in uncertainty and
technology, which is bound to have a huge impact on the quantitative of risk factors is inadequate. As a result,
security sector. Main researches in this major change in- the analysis methods lack the objectivity and accuracy to
clude trusted cloud computing [1, 26, 27, 36], cloud service evaluate the overall security of the system.
In summary, on the basis of summarizing the tradidata security [10, 12, 17, 21, 22] and cloud service resource
tional
information security demand model and previous
management security [4, 5, 18, 24, 32].
research
results, this paper starts with the security atAll the researches above focused on either functionality
tributes
that
affect cloud services, and proposed cloud serof cloud service or any other single security aspect, and
vice
security
attribute
mode, CSSAM, whose initial scores
lack overall consideration on cloud computing and cloud
come
from
the
potential
users themselves. So, the model
computing security. Cloud service security is a systematic
proposed
reflects
the
different
users’ needs for cloud serproject. If any security hole or defect is found, there is no
vice
security.
Besides,
scores
stem
from overall security
security at all. From above, researches on overall security
performance
of
different
products,
which
suggest the inmeasurement and detection are also an important aspect
tegrity
principle
of
cloud
service
security.
to study the security of cloud services. In this regard,
this paper proposes a method for measuring the overall
security of cloud services which provides reliable, reliable,
3 Definitions
objective and quantitative basis for users to select products suitable for their own security needs. Meanwhile, the
3.1 Roles in Cloud Computing
measurement method proposed can also provide reference
for cloud service developers to improve their cloud service In this paper, roles in cloud computing are divided into
security.
two kinds: one is planning to use cloud services, named
the potential cloud service user (PCSU). This kind of
2.2 Reviews on Cloud Service Security users is up to finish the questionnaires to compute the
weights of security attributes. The other one kind is the
Measurement and Evaluation
people who is familiar with cloud services and we named
For the measurement or evaluation of cloud service se- this kind external personnel. The role of external personcurity, the existing research results are more focused on nel is made up of cloud service user (CSU), cloud service
the measurement or evaluation of security risks. Chhabra producer (CSP) and cloud service agent (CSA). Based on
and Tangja [6] discussed the risk problems of cloud com- their own conditions or advantages, such users scored the
puting security from the three levels of IaaS, PaaS and corresponding cloud service products according to secu-
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Table 1: Roles in cloud services
Categories
Potential
users

Role Names
potential cloud
service
user
(PCSU)

Cloud
service producer
(CSP)
External
personnel

Cloud service
user (CSU)

Cloud service
agent (CSA)

Specific Descriptions
Organizations or enterprises that have not directly used cloud services which
hope to achieve the highest cost performance on the basis of meeting its basic
functional requirements. They are always small and medium enterprises. PCSUs are always the ones who will start or add a new business on the internet.
After using the services, they will become CSU which belongs to the kind of
external personnel.
Providers of cloud services which provide differentiated services of various types
and levels, and have flexible charging mode. They can be large scale enterprise
and can also be single programmer. When developing a new service, they may
also use others’ services and then they can also become PCSUs.
Users who used or are using or experiencing cloud services. The service evaluation data submitted by CSU is an important reference for evaluating cloud
services. When new requirements come, they may also become PCSUs to find
suitable services.
Middlemen of cloud services, who lie between CSP and PCSU. Middlemen have
a clear understand of the products from CSP and the needs from PCSU. Due
to the drive of value and interest, the evaluation of cloud service products from
CSA is more subjective. Usually, CSA is just a service providing platform like
apple store.

rity attributes. Descriptions about all roles are shown in
Table 1.

3.2

Information Entropy and Information Gain

Conditional entropy H (Y—X) indicates the uncertainty of Y of a random variable under the condition
of known random variable X. Actually, conditional
entropy H(Y—X) is the mathematical expectation of
conditional probability distribution entropy of Y to
X under given X condition and the formula is:

1) Information entropy
H(Y |X) =

n
X

pi H(Y |X = xi ).
(3)
Shannon introduced physical entropy into informai=1
tion theory and defined the magnitude of informaAmong it, pi = P (X = xi ), i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
tion, which is used to measure the amount of information and named information entropy. Simply, infor3) Information gain
mation entropy is a tool to describe the uncertainty of
Information gain [37] is also called mutual informainformation before and after communication, and its
tion which indicates the reduction degree of uncerdefinition [13] is as follows: Definition (information
tainty of Y when X is confirmed.
entropy) Let X be a discrete random variable, and n
is the number of its possible values, that means X =
Definition (Information gain) For a given set D,
x1, x2, . . . , xn. For each xi, its probability value is which characteristic X is included, the information gain
P(xi) and:
G(D—X) is the difference between the overall information
entropy H(D) and the conditional entropy H(D—A).
n
X
H(X) = −
P (xi ) log P (xi ).
(1)
G(D, A) = H(D) − H(D|A).
(4)
i=1

Obviously, H(D) ≥ H(D|A), G(D, A) ≥ 0.
H(X) is called information entropy of discrete ranInformation gain indicates the effect of an attribute or
dom variable X.
feature xi ∈ X, i = 1, 2, · · · , n on the overall uncertainty
of the system. For each attribute of cloud service secu2) Conditional entropy
rity, information gain represents the impact of a security
Definition (Conditional entropy) [19] Let (X, Y) be attribute on the overall security of the cloud service. So,
discrete variable and its joint probability distribution in this paper, information gain is used to represent as
is:
the weight of each security attribute in cloud service. As
the criteria for evaluation of cloud services to be selected,
P (X = xi , Y = yj ) = pij ,
the weights can be used to measure the security of cloud
i = 1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · , m. (2) services and help PCSU to find the suitable services.
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4
4.1

Cloud Service Security Measurement Model and Method
CSSAM

In the traditional information security field, security is
embodied in the CIA security requirement model which
includes: confidentiality, integrity and availability. Meanwhile, as the extension of traditional information security, other security attributes summarized from Software
Trustworthiness Classification Specification and ISO/IEC
25010, such as controllability, non-repudiation, authentication, auditability, survivability and testability, should
also be considered.
On the basis of STC 1.0, iso/iec 25010 and CIA security requirement model, we analyzed the characteristics
of cloud computing services and users’ requirements for
security attributes, and then proposed cloud computing
security attribute model CSSAM. Definition (CSSAM)
CSSAM is a 9-tuple, CSSAM = < f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , f6 ,
f7 , f8 , f9 >. For each f in CSSAM, it represents the 9 security attributes separately and the specific descriptions
of attributes are shown in Table 2.

4.2

Measurement Method of Cloud Service Security

After building the model of CSSAM, measurement
method is given. Method consists of two parts. Part one:
according to the PCSU’s security requirement, compute
the weights on each attribute in CSSAM. The participating role in this part is the staff in PCSU, which helps
finish questionnaires for scoring the attributes based on
their own business. Part two: compute the final results of
cloud service for the PCSU by multiplying weights getting
from part one and scores of cloud services getting from external personnel outside PCSU, including CSP, CSU and
CSA. Specific steps are shown in Figure 1.
Part one: Calculate the weights of attributes in CSSAM
for PCSU. Steps are as follows:
Step 1: According to relevant definitions and descriptions in section 4.1, build CSSAM. Then,
design the questionnaire and design the score
and grading standard for each attribute in the
questionnaire. Potential users PCSU design
scoring rules according to their needs, which are
going to be used to establish attribute weights.
In addition, if having new requirements for security attributes, PCSUs can modify the specific
attributes in CSSAM. An example of grading
standard table is shown in Table 3. The criteria
for comparison among the attributes are based
on the scoring method in AHP, and fi means one
of the attributes.
Step 2: Statistics the results of each questionnaire
after PCSUs finished and use min-max stan-

Figure 1: The proposed scheme

dardization method and Equation (5) to calculate the standard results of security attributes.
Yi =

Xi − Xmin
Xmax − Xmin

(5)

Among the formula, Yi represents comprehensive score after standardization of each security
attribute, and Xmax represents the maximum
value, and Xmin the minimum value. The results constitute an assignment matrix A:


a11 a12 · · · a1m
 a21 a22 · · · a2m 

An×m = 
 ··· ··· ··· ··· 
an1 an2 · · · anm
=

(α1 , α2 , · · · , αm ).

(6)

In the matrix, n represents the number of products used to get PCSUs’ security requirements’
data; m represents the number of security attributes; and aij represents the standardization result of attribute j in product i. Simply speaking, it is the target values of system
security attributes based on their daily work.
αk = (a1k , a2k , · · · , ank )T and k = 1, 2, · · · , m.
Add the values of each row in the matrix to get
the security score of each product:
β

(b1 , b2 , · · · , bn )T
m
m
m
X
X
X
T
=
a1k
a2k · · ·
ank

=

k=1

k=1

(7)

k=1

Then, the original assignment matrix is trans-
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Table 2: Security attributes in CSSAM
Nos.
f1

Name of the attributes
Confidentiality

f2

Controllability

f3

Integrity

f4

Non-Repudiation

f5

Survivability

f6

Auditability

f7

Availability

f8

Authentication

f9

Testability

Specific Descriptions
Ensure that information resources are accessed only by legitimate entities (such
as users, processes, etc.) and do not leak information to unauthorized entities.
Ensure that information managers can carry out necessary control and management of information and content transmitted. Authentication, authorization,
and monitoring of information and information systems to ensure the authenticity of an entity (user, process, etc.).
Ensure that information resources can only be modified by authorized or authorized means, and not to be accidentally or deliberately altered or forged
during storage or transmission.
Ensure that the sender of information cannot deny part of the information or
information that has been sent out, and the receiver of information cannot deny
part of the information or information that has been received.
Ensure that computers continue to provide core services in the face of various
attacks or errors, and ensure to be able to recover all services in time, and key
business functions maintained.
Ensure the behavior of users which can be verified by using security mechanisms
such as auditing, monitoring, and non-repudiation, and provide investigation
evidence and means for network security problems.
Ensure that information resources can be accessed by legitimate users and can
be used according to the required characteristics without being denied service.
Ensure that information users and information providers are real claims, preventing attacks from impersonation and repetition.
Testability is the ability of software to detect faults and isolate and locate faults
and ability of design and testing execution under certain time and cost.

formed into A0n×m :
A0n×m = (α1 , α2 , · · · , αm , β).

Table 3: An example of marking standard
Levels
Values
Extremely
8-10
important
Specially
6-8
important
Very
im4-6
portant
Fairly
2-4
important
Unimportant 0-2

Description
In CSSAM, fi is extremely important
In CSSAM, fi is very important
In CSSAM, fi is obviously important
In CSSAM, fi is a little more
important
In CSSAM, two attributes
have the same or similar importance.

(8)

Step 3: According to the value of β in matrix A0n×m ,
every attribute has got a security level, which
is used to calculate the information entropy in
the next step. The specific levels can be set
based on the actual needs of PCSU, and security
attribute levels can refer to the table in Step 1,
and the levels of β values are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: An example of grading
Levels
UNSAFE
MEDIUM
SAFE

Scores
0-30
30-60
60-90

Step 4: The matrix values getting from Step 2 and
Step 3, are used to calculate information entropy H(β) using Formula (1) and Formula (3)
is used to calculate conditional entropy H(β|αi )
of each security attribute, and Formula (4) is
used to calculate information gain G(β, αi ) of
each security attribute.
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Step 5: Normalize the values of security attributes Step 1: Establish the model of CSSAM and PCSU can
information gain G(β, αi ) getting from Forselect their own security attributes and design the
mula (4) and security attribute weight γi is obquestionnaires for their staff. The grading standard
tained. γi comes from PCSU’s staff, so it reflects
can follow Table 3.
the security requirements of PCSU.
Step 2: Formula (5) is used to calculate the results from
Part Two: According to the weights getting from part
PCSU staff questionnaires and put the results into
one, measure the service to be chosen for PCSU.
the scoring matrix. Using Formula (7), β is obtained
Steps are as follows:
by adding the scores of the 9 attributes and filled
in the matrix as well. The scoring matrix A is as
Step 6: Seek evaluation data of cloud services to be
shown in Table 5. In Table 5, rows represent the
selected for PCSU. Usually, the data can be
products chosen for test and the columns represent
from the roles of external personnel, and the
the 9 attributes. The data in the table were scored
initial data should be standardized by min-max
by 10 front-line staff of E company according to AHP
standardization method, and security attribute
rules for 9 attributes of 15 software products. The
scores δ = (e1 , e2 , · · · , em ) of some cloud service
company’s preference for security attributes can be
from external personnel are achieved.
reflected by the results of scoring different software
security by front-line personnel within the company.
Step 7: For PCSU, the formula for calculating the
security score S of the cloud service to be measured is:
Table 5: Scoring matrix
S = δ × γT .
In the formula, γ T is the transpose of γ and
γ is the collection of the 9 security attributes
weights and γ = (γ1 , γ2 , γ3 , γ4 , γ5 , γ6 , γ7 , γ8 , γ9 ).

5
5.1

Case Analysis
Case

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

f1
10
6
7
6
6
8
9
10
5
8
8
7
6
8
6

f2
9
8
5
3
6
7
9
8
5
5
8
9
1
4
4

f3
8
7
6
6
8
9
8
9
8
7
10
6
5
7
7

f4
6
4
4
3
7
9
9
8
6
9
9
5
3
8
6

f5
7
3
5
1
7
8
8
9
6
7
9
5
3
7
8

f6
5
6
3
0
4
6
6
8
8
3
4
2
0
4
2

f7
6
4
2
1
3
8
8
4
4
2
6
5
1
4
4

f8
8
5
5
4
6
6
5
6
3
5
7
3
3
4
5

f9
8
3
5
3
8
7
8
6
5
4
9
7
5
8
8

β
67
46
42
27
55
68
69
68
50
50
71
50
27
54
50

To expand its business, some company named E intends
to build an online sales management system. As restricted
by capital and technology, after investigation, E decides
to build their new system by hiring cloud services.
The company used to do online selling in office supplies
(B2C), but it found a business opportunity in marketing country agricultural commodities for urban communities (B2B and B2C). This company had to reorganize
all the business, transferring to mobile phone client. Owing to the scale, cost and technique, it decided to apply
Step 3: Scores in Table 5 are divided into different
cloud services in order to implement the new business. As
grades according to the standards in Table 3 and
the main trade product, fresh product needs more strict
Table 4 and the dividing results are as shown in Tastandards in technique. If information transmission and
ble 6. In the table, EI means extremely important; SI
processing fail, it will pose a great economic threat to
means specially important; VI means very important;
the company. Thus, it needs more strict demands in
FI means fairly important; UI means unimportant.
availability and survivability. On the other hand, the
main business is to implement a vital link between village Step 4: Formula (1) is used to calculate information enhead and property company managers. As for farm prodtropy H(β) = 0.97. Formula (3) is used to calculate
uct providers or communities, they need to do business
the conditional entropy H(β|αi ) of each security atthrough village head or property company managers. In
tribute in Table 6 and then, information gain G(β,
order to guarantee each participant’s rights, the company
αi ) of each attribute is got by using Formula (4). The
has much higher demands in controllability and auditabilresults are as shown in Table 7.
ity of information.
The method proposed in this paper is used to measure Step 5: Normalize the results of G(β, αi ) in Table 7 and
weight of each security attribute is obtained. The
the four services for the E company to choose the service
results are shown in Table 8. γi means the weight of
which will most satisfy their own security requirements.
attribute fi .
Measurement processes are as follows:
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Table 6: Grades of each attributes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

f1
EI
SI
SI
SI
VI
EI
EI
EI
VI
SI
EI
SI
SI
EI
SI

f2
EI
EI
VI
FI
VI
SI
EI
EI
VI
VI
EI
EI
UI
FI
VI

f3
EI
SI
SI
SI
EI
EI
EI
EI
EI
SI
EI
SI
VI
SI
SI

f4
VI
VI
VI
FI
SI
EI
EI
SI
SI
EI
EI
VI
FI
EI
SI

f5
SI
FI
VI
UI
SI
EI
SI
EI
SI
SI
EI
VI
FI
SI
SI

f6
VI
SI
FI
UI
VI
SI
SI
EI
EI
FI
VI
FI
UI
VI
FI

f7
SI
VI
FI
UI
FI
EI
EI
VI
VI
FI
SI
VI
UI
VI
VI

f8
EI
VI
VI
VI
SI
SI
VI
SI
FI
VI
SI
FI
FI
VI
VI

f9
EI
FI
VI
FI
EI
SI
SI
SI
VI
VI
EI
SI
VI
SI
EI

β
SAFE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
UNSAFE
MEDIUM
SAFE
SAFE
SAFE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
SAFE
MEDIUM
UNSAFE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM

Step 6: According to the attributes in CSSAM, seek the
security evaluation data of the four cloud services
(CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4) and Table 9 is established.
Table 7: The results of conditional entropy and informaThe data in the table were the mean value which were
tion gain
calculated from scores of external personnel (include
10 CSAs, 10 CSPs and 30 CSUs) according to AHP
Security Attributes H(β|αi ) G(β, αi )
rules for nine attributes of the four products. Each
f1
0.46
0.51
score means the sum of each attribute of each cloud
f2
0.35
0.62
service product.
f3
0.47
0.50
f4
0.52
0.45
The scores of the four cloud services are based on the
f5
0.28
0.69
AHP rules of 50 external personnel (include 10 CSAs,
f6
0.40
0.57
10 CSPs and 30 CSUs). Because of the exclusiveness
of security attributes, the strength of some attributes
f7
0.18
0.79
will inevitably lead to the decline of other attributes.
f8
0.65
0.32
Four service products have different emphasis on nine
f9
0.65
0.32
security attributes. CS1 focuses on authentication,
non-repudiation, survivability and testability; CS2
focuses on availability and survivability; CS3 focuses
on confidentiality, controllability availability and authentication; CS4 focuses on availability, testability,
survivability, auditability and controllability. As CS2
Table 8: Weights of each attribute indexes
only performs well in availability and survivability,
other attribute scores are very low, resulting in the
Security Attributes
γi
lowest total score in the four products.
f1
0.11
f2
0.13
Table 9: Scores getting from external personnel
f3
0.10
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9

0.09
0.14
0.12
0.17
0.07
0.07

CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4

f1
8
6
10
4

f2
6
5
10
9

f3
8
3
7
3

f4
9
3
5
6

f5
9
9
5
9

f6
7
5
5
9

f7
5
10
10
10

f8
10
6
9
8

f9
9
5
8
10

Scores
70
52
69
67

Step 7: The four services’ final scores S for E company
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will be gotten using Formula (9) and results are best in attributes that experts value, so it gets obvious
shown in Table 10.
high scores. The service of CS3 may have got a good
score in most situations, but still may not be perfect for
From Table 8, we can get that, f7 , f5 and f2 are the a special application scenario.
most concerned security factors, that means, compared
Figure 2(a) is the result of the method presented in this
with others, E company pay more attention to the availpaper. The weights are calculated by the internal personability, survivability and controllability. And attributes
nel analysis, which reflects the user’s own security needs.
like authentication and testability do not have much conCombined with the evaluation of four cloud services given
cern.
by the outside world, the results not only reflect the objective degree of product security, but also reflect the de5.2 Comparison and Analysis
gree of conformity of the cloud services to the company’s
In the case, we have calculated the weights of the 9 at- security needs.
For company E, the result calculated with the method
tributes of the E company. According to the scores of
proposed
in this paper is: CS4 > CS1 > CS3 > CS2.
four cloud services given by external personnel staff, the
Obviously,
CS4 has the highest score and should be the
results that meet the company’s security requirements are
most
suitable
service for E. Compared with the scores
calculated, as is shown in Table 10. We choose two comfrom
other
methods,
the calculated scores are more conmonly used weight calculation methods: average method
sistent
with
E’s
own
business
security requirements, and
and AHP scoring method, and compare them with inforthe
advantages
of
CS4
focuses
on
the attributes of controlmation gain method proposed in this paper.
lability, survivability, auditability, availability and testa1) Average method (AVG). Assuming that each security bility, which meet the needs of E’s security requirements
attribute has the same weight, that means γi = 1/9, in the practical application process.
T
= (0.11, 0.11, · · · , 0.11).
i = 1, 2, · · · , 9, and γavg
2) AHP scoring method (AHP). Collate the scor6 Conclusion
ing results of 20 external personnel (include 5
CSAs, 5 CSPs and 10 CSUs) and obtain the
As one of the most crucial attributes, the security of cloud
T
weights of the 9 security attributes, γAHP
=
services also becomes the most dominant element for tra(0.20, 0.12, 0.18, 0.02, 0.16, 0.03, 0.20, 0.04, 0.05).
ditional users to choose cloud services. An objective and
According to Formula (9), the scores of four CSs using quantitative measure of cloud services security directly
different weight calculation methods are calculated, and determines whether potential users will choose cloud serthe results are shown in Table 11 and Table 12. In the two vices. In the existing literature, researchers only meatables, S represents the total score of four cloud service sured and evaluated the product itself and ignored the
specific security needs of users. Therefore, for specific
products calculated by the two methods.
Combining the results calculated in Table 10, the re- users, existing methods will not meet their customized
sults of scoring four cloud service products by three meth- security requirements. Regarding the objective quantitative measure problem, different users in different field
ods are shown in Table 13 and Figure 2.
In Figure 2(a), (b) and (c) are the final scores of the or one user in different application environments have difour cloud services calculated by multiplying the weights verse demand in cloud services security.
obtained by using information gain, average value and
To solve the problem above, the following contributions
AHP method with the results of external personnel scor- have been made: (1) We have introduced the roles and
ing in Table 9. Figure 2(b) directly reflects the external roles’ classification in cloud computing, containing potenmeasurement results of the security of four products. Ex- tial users (PCSU), cloud services providers (CSP), cloud
ternal recognition of the security of four products is in services users (CSU) and cloud services agents (CSA). (2)
the figure, that is, CS1 > CS3 > CS4 > CS2. This only On the basis of STC 1.0, ISO/IEC 25010 and CIA security
shows the degree of recognition of various cloud service requirement model in the field of information security, a
products by the outside world, but does not reflect the cloud service security attribute model CSSAM has been
security needs preferences of specific users.
proposed, which includes 9 security attributes for meaFigure 2(c) is the weight of each security attribute de- surement. (3) A method based on the entropy, informarived by the external staff associated with cloud services tion gain (IG) and other concepts and formulas has been
according to their awareness of security attributes. Ac- raised to define weights of each attributes in user CSSAM.
cording to the objective score data of each cloud service, (4) A case study has been introduced which proved the
the final result is CS3 > CS1 > CS4 > CS2. This feasibility and correctness of CSSAM model and weights
reflects the industry’s recognition of security attributes. calculation method in practice. Our work has enriched
Combining the scores of four cloud service products, the the application scenarios of information entropy and inprofessional evaluation of four cloud services by profes- formation gain (IG) theory. In practical application, it
sionals is given. Its reference value is higher than the has also made some contributions to objectively measure
average method. In this method, CS3 products perform cloud services and help SMEs choose suitable cloud ser-
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Table 10: Final scores of 4 cloud services

CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4

f1
0.83
0.64
2.04
0.43

f2
0.79
0.63
1.31
1.18

f3
0.80
0.31
0.69
0.31

f4
0.84
0.28
0.45
0.52

f5
1.30
1.30
0.72
1.30

f6
0.84
0.59
0.57
1.05

f7
0.83
1.66
0.33
1.66

f8
0.67
0.40
0.61
0.54

f9
0.60
0.34
0.56
0.65

S
7.50
6.16
7.27
7.64

f9
1.00
0.56
0.89
1.11

S
7.89
5.78
7.67
7.56

f9
0.47
0.26
0.42
0.52

S
7.45
6.48
8.27
7.07

Table 11: AVG scores of 4 cloud services

CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4

f1
0.89
0.67
1.11
0.44

f2
0.67
0.56
1.11
1.00

f3
0.89
0.33
0.78
0.33

f4
1.00
0.33
0.56
0.67

f5
1.00
1.00
0.56
1.00

f6
0.78
0.56
0.56
1.00

f7
0.56
1.11
1.11
1.11

f8
1.11
0.67
1.00
0.89

Table 12: AHP scores of 4 cloud services

CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4

f1
1.60
1.20
2.00
0.80

f2
0.70
0.59
1.17
1.06

f3
1.44
0.54
1.26
0.54

f4
0.17
0.06
0.09
0.11

f5
1.44
1.44
0.80
1.44

f6
0.22
0.15
0.15
0.28

f7
1.00
1.99
1.99
1.99

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

f8
0.42
0.25
0.38
0.33

Figure 2: The comparison of the 3 methods
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Table 13: AVG scores of 4 cloud services

IG
AVG
AHP

CS1
7.50
7.89
7.45

CS2
6.16
5.78
6.48

CS3
7.27
7.67
8.27

CS4
7.64
7.56
7.07

vices. While the attributes in CSSAM will develop or
change with the environment and society, in the future,
cloud computing and cloud services will continue to be
further studied, and we will further improve and refine
security attributes in CSSAM and give more reasonable
and detailed security attributes and descriptions to better
measure the security of cloud services and provide more
reliable basis for PCSU to selected suitable cloud services.
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Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) can be applied to applications in various fields such as industry, medical care, and
public security because IoT enables remote sensing and
control in heterogeneous environments. Wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) are an important infrastructure in IoT,
where a sensor node provides the collected data to authorized users. Because of the resource-constrained nature
of sensor nodes such as transmission and computational
capabilities and the limited energy, how to ensure both
security and efficiency of WSNs in IoT environments becomes a challenge. Recently, Li et al. proposed a threefactor anonymous authentication scheme by adopting a
fuzzy commitment scheme and an error correction code to
handle the user0 s biometric data for WSNs in IoT environments. They claimed their scheme could ensure computational efficiency and achieve more security and functional
features. After analyzing their authentication scheme, we
find that it cannot ensure security. First, a malicious user
can retrieve a sensor node0 s secret and impersonate the
sensor node. Second, a malicious user can acquire the sensory data without the gateway node even with a forged
identity. Third, the malicious user can retrieve another
legal user0 s essential information for authentication and
impersonate this innocent user. In this paper, how these
security flaws damage Li et al.0 s authentication scheme
and further discussions will be shown in detail.
Keywords: Authentication; Elliptic Curve Cryptography;
Internet of Things; Wireless Sensor Network

1

Introduction

The rise of the Internet of Things (IoT) [3] brings significant changes to people0 s daily life. Because IoT en-

ables remote sensing and control in heterogeneous environments, IoT is widely applied to applications in various fields such as industry, transportation, agriculture,
medical care, military and public security such that Industry 4.0, Smart Transportation, Smart Home, Smart
Medical, and Smart City can be realized. This makes
people0 s life more and more convenient.
In IoT applications, wireless sensors play an important role because they sense the surroundings, generate
sensory data, and transmit data through heterogeneous
network environments. Thus, wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) are an important infrastructure in IoT, and a
sensor node in WSNs provides the collected data to authorized users.
However, wireless sensors regarded as one of the most
important devices in IoT are usually unattended. Researches indicate that the energy consumption of sensor nodes is proportional to the transmission distance so
WSNs should be extended [1,9]. To increase the life cycle
of WSNs, a gateway node and heterogeneous WSNs are
introduced. In heterogeneous WSNs, sensors may possess different capacities such as transmission and computational capacities. It denotes that some sensor nodes
such as the gateway nodes can transmit data over long
distances, and the desired sensory data can be delivered
to a backed server for further and real-time analysis. This
property makes users obtain specific information quickly
and make decisions as soon as possible.
Due to the resource-constrained nature of wireless sensors, such as transmission and computational capabilities
and the limited energy, and the characteristics of public transmission medium, how to ensure both security
and efficiency of WSNs in IoT environments becomes a
tough and urgent issue. In 2013, Xue et al. proposed
a time-based voucher-based mutual authentication and
key agreement scheme for wireless sensor networks [12].
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In Xue et al.0 s scheme, the gateway node generates time
credentials for each user and sensor node. With time credentials, a user, the gateway node and a sensor node can
authenticate each other. Xue et al.0 s scheme uses only
simple computational operations, such as hash function
and XOR (exclusive-or) operation, to comply with the
resource-constrained nature of wireless sensors. However,
in 2015, He et al. [5] showed that Xue et al.0 s scheme
is vulnerable to several attacks, offline password guessing attack, impersonation attack and modification attack.
He et al. also proposed an improved temporal-credentialbased mutual authentication and key agreement scheme
with pseudo identity. In 2016, Jiang et al. [7] showed that
Xue et al.0 s scheme suffers from stolen smart card attack,
user impersonation attack, and tracking attack. By using
ECC, Jiang et al. also proposed an improvement based
on He et al.0 s scheme. In Jiang et al.0 s scheme, sensor
nodes only need to execute simple computational operations while a user and the gateway node need to execute
ECC operations. As a result, the difficulty of elliptic curve
discrete logarithm (ECDL) can increase the security level
of their scheme. Meanwhile, Amin et al. proposed an
anonymity preserving three-factor authenticated key exchange protocol for wireless sensor networks [2]. Unfortunately, Chang et al. showed that Amin et al. protocol
cannot ensure user anonymity and suffers from desynchronization attack [4]. Although there are also some
two-factor authentication schemes for wireless sensor networks, it has been demonstrated that the security of these
two-factor authentication schemes is doubted [6, 10, 11].
Recently, Li et al. [8] showed that Xue et al.0 s, He et
0
al. s, and Jiang et al.0 s scheme commonly have the following flaws.

identity. Third, the malicious user can retrieve another
legal user0 s essential information for authentication and
impersonate this innocent user. If different access rights
are granted to different users, this flaw makes a privileged
account compromised. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 reviews Li et al.0 s scheme. Security
analysis and advanced discussions are given in Section 3.
At last, some conclusions are drawn.

2

Review of Li et al.0 s Scheme

This section reviews Li et al.0 s three-factor anonymous authentication scheme for WSNs in IoT environments. The
notations used in Li et al.0 s scheme are listed in Table 1.
In Li et al.0 s scheme, ECC is employed. First, the gateway node, GW N , selects an addition group G over a finite
field Fp on the elliptic curve E of prime order n, where the
point P is the generator. Then GW N randomly selects
a number x ∈ Zn∗ as its private key, chooses a master key
KGW N , and computes the public key X = xP . GW N
keeps x and KGW N secretly and makes {E(Fp ), G, P, X}
public. Li et al.0 s scheme is composed of four phases: sensor registration phase, user registration phase, login and
authentication phase, and password change phase. Because password change phase is not related to our security
analysis of Li et al.0 s scheme, password change phase is
omitted. The details are as follows.

Table 1: Notations used in Li et al.0 s three-factor anony1) These schemes cannot detect wrong password and mous authentication scheme
lack mechanisms to update password.
Notation
Definition
U
,
GW
N,
S
ith user, gateway node,
2) Messages are directly exchanged between a user and
i
j
j th sensor node
a sensor such that these schemes are not suitable for
IDi /SIDj
Identity of Ui /Sj
IoT environments.
P Wi
Password of Ui
3) These schemes are all vulnerable to known sessionbi
Biometric of Ui
specific temporary attack and clock synchronization
SC
Ui0 s smart card
attack.
KGW N
GW N 0 s master key
KGW N −Sj
Secret key shared between
To overcome the drawbacks and preserve the advantages,
GW N and Sj
Li et al. proposed a three-factor anonymous authentication scheme by adopting a fuzzy commitment scheme and
SKi /SKj /SKGW N Session key computed by
an error correction code to handle the user0 s biometric
Ui /Sj /GW N
data for WSNs in IoT environments with ECC and simh(.)
A secure hash function
ple computational operations such as hash function and
C ⊆ {0, 1}n
A set of codewords
XOR operation. They claimed their scheme could ensure
F (.)
A fuzzy commitment scheme
computational efficiency and achieve more security and
f (.)
A decoding function
functional features.
ri , rg , rj
Random numbers generated by
After analyzing the scheme proposed by Li et al., we
Ui ,GW N and Sj , respectively
find that their scheme cannot ensure security as claimed.
k
Concatenation operation
First, a malicious user can retrieve a sensor node0 s secret
⊕
XOR operation
and impersonate the sensor node to deliver forged sensory data. Second, a malicious user can acquire the sensory data without the gateway node even with a forged
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Step 5. SC computes M1 = Bi ⊕ h(h(P Wi k ai ) k c0i ),
M 2 = sP , M 3 = sX = sxP , M 4 = IDi ⊕ M3 ,
Before Sj is deployed, GW N selects an identity SIDj and
M 5 = M1 ⊕ ri , M 6 = h(IDi k ri ) ⊕ SIDj and M 7 =
computes the secret key KGW N −Sj = h(SIDj k KGW N )
h(M1 k SIDj k M3 k ri ).
0
for Sj . Then GW N stores {SIDj , KGW N −Sj } in Sj s
memory. At last, GW N deploys these sensors in a par- Step 6. U
sends
the
login
request
i
ticular area to form a wireless sensor network.
{M , M , M , M , M } to GW N .

2.1

Sensor Registration Phase

2

4

5

6

7

Step 7. After receiving the login request, GW N computes M30 = xM2 = xsP and IDi0 = M4 ⊕ M30 and
When a user wants to acquire sensory data from sensor
checks if IDi0 exists in the database. If it does not exnodes, he/she has to register at GW N in the first place.
ist, this login request is rejected by GW N ; otherwise,
The details are as follows:
this phase proceeds.

2.2

User Registration Phase

Step 1. An identity IDi and a password P Wi are seStep 8. GW N computes M10 = h(IDi0 k KGW N ), ri0 =
lected by Ui .
M5 ⊕ M10 , SIDj0 = M6 ⊕ h(IDi0 k ri0 ) and M70 =
h(M10 k SIDj0 k M30 k ri0 ) and checks if M70 = M7 . If
Step 2. Ui generates a nonce ai and computes RP Wi =
it does not hold, this session is terminated by GW N ;
h(P Wi k ai ).
otherwise, GW N generates a random number rg .
Step 3. Ui imprints the biometric on a special device and
0
= h(SIDj0 k
Step 9. GW N computes KGW
gets the biometric information bi .
N −Sj
0
0
KGW N ), M8 = IDi ⊕ KGW N −Sj , M9 = rg ⊕
Step 4. Ui
submits
the
registration
request
0
0
h(IDi0 k KGW
N −Sj ), M10 = rg ⊕ ri and M11 =
{IDi , RP Wi , bi } to GW N via a secure manner.
0
0
0
0
h(IDi k SIDj k KGW N −Sj k ri k rg ) and sends
Step 5. Upon receiving the registration request, GW N
{M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 } to Sj .
chooses a random codeword ci ∈ C for Ui .
Step 10. Upon receiving {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 }, Sj comStep 6. GW N computes F (ci , bi ) = (α, δ) = (h(ci ), ci ⊕
putes IDi0 = M8 ⊕ KGW N −Sj , rg0 = h(IDi00 k
0
bi ), Ai = h(IDi k RP Wi k ci ) and Bi = h(IDi k
KGW N −Sj ) ⊕ M9 , ri00 = rg0 ⊕ M10 , and M11
=
00
00
0
KGW N ) ⊕ h(RP Wi k ci ).
h(IDi k SIDj k KGW N −Sj k ri k rg ) and checks
0
if M11
= M11 . If it does not hold, this session is
Step 7. GW N stores {α, δ, Ai , Bi , X, f (.)} into a smart
terminated by Sj ; otherwise, Sj generates a random
card, SC, and issues it to Ui via a secure channel.
number rj .
Step 8. GW N stores IDi in its database and deletes
Step 11. Sj computes M12 = rj ⊕ KGW N −Sj , SKj =
other information.
h(IDi00 k SIDj k ri00 k rg0 k rj ) and M13 =
Step 9. After getting SC, Ui stores ai into it. Then, SC
h(KGW N −Sj k SKj k rj ) and sends the response
contains {α, δ, Ai , Bi , X, f (.), ai }.
{M12 , M13 } to GW N .
Step 12. After getting the response {M12 , M13 }, GW N
0
0
computes rj0 = M12 ⊕ KGW
N −Sj SKGW N = h(IDi k
0
0
0
0
0
When Ui wants to access the data collected by the sensor
SIDj k ri k rg k rj ) and M13 = h(KGW N −Sj k
0
Sj , Ui should be first authenticated by GW N . The details
= M13 . If it does
SKGW N k rj0 ) and checks if M13
are as follows:
not hold, this session is terminated; otherwise, this
phase proceeds.
Step 1. Ui inserts SC into a card reader and imprints
the biometric b0i on a special device.
Step 13. GW N computes M = M 0 ⊕ r , M = r0 ⊕ r0

2.3

Login and Authentication Phase

14

c0i

b0i )

b0i ))

1

g

15

i

j

and M16 = h(IDi0 k SKGW N k rg k rj0 ) and sends
{M14 , M15 , M16 } to Ui .

Step 2. SC computes = f (δ ⊕
= f (ci ⊕ (bi ⊕
and checks if h(c0i ) = α. If it does not hold, this
session is terminated by SC; otherwise, the imprinted
Step 14. Ui computes rg00 = M14 ⊕ M1 , rj00 = M15 ⊕ ri ,
biometric b0i is verified successfully, and Ui inputs IDi
0
SKi = h(IDi k SIDj k ri k rg00 k rj00 ) and M16
=
and P Wi .
00
00
0
h(IDi k SKi k rg k rj ) and checks if M16 = M16 . If
it does not hold, this session is terminated; otherwise,
Step 3. SC computes A0i = h(IDi k h(P Wi k ai ) k c0i )
0
the authentication process is completed.
and checks if Ai = Ai . If it does not hold, this session
0
is rejected by SC; otherwise, Ui s identity IDi and
After the above, Ui can acquire sensory data from Sj via
password P Wi are verified successfully by SC.
GW N while a session key SKi is shared among Ui , Sj and
Step 4. SC chooses random numbers ri and s ∈ Zn∗ .
GW N , where SKi = SKj = SKGW N .
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3

Security Analysis of Li et al.0 s
Scheme and Advanced Discussions

By the above procedure, U1 can successfully retrieve
KGW N −S1 even multiple {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 }0 s are intercepted. It is because w1 = M8 ⊕ ID1 = KGW N −S1 ,
w2 = M9 ⊕ h(ID1 k w1 ) = rg , w3 = M10 ⊕ w2 = ri ,
and w4 = h(ID1 k SID1 k w1 k w3 k w2 ) = h(ID1 k
SID1 k KGW N −S1 k ri k rg ) = M11 .
On the other hand, U1 can impersonate S1 to cheat another legal user U2 who also wants to access S1 . As shown
in the review of Li et al0 s scheme, U2 and GW N will execute login and authentication phase when U2 wants to
acquire S10 s sensory data. As a result, GW N will send
{M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 } to S1 . Because GW N is responsible for forwarding messages to multiple sensor nodes
and S10 s identity is also not revealed in the transmitted
{M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 }, U1 eavesdrops and does the following to impersonate S1 .

In this section, how our found security flaws damage Li et
al.0 s authentication scheme will be shown. First, a legal
and malicious user can obtain the secret key KGW N −Sj
shared between GW N and Sj after he has acquired sensory data from Sj . After obtaining KGW N −Sj , the legal
and malicious user can impersonate Sj to negotiate a session key shared with GW N and the legal user and to deliver forged sensory data. Meanwhile, this malicious user
can access Sj without GW N even with a forged identity. Moreover, this user who has successfully obtained
KGW N −Sj can reveal the identity of another legal user
Ui who also acquires sensory data from Sj , and the innocent user Ui0 s essential information h(IDi k KGW N ) will Step 1. Upon00intercepting {M8 , M9 , M10 0, M11 }, U1 computes ID2 = M8 ⊕ KGW N −S1 , rg = h(ID200 k
be retrieved at the same time. Thereupon, the malicious
0
= h(ID200 k
KGW N −S1 )⊕M9 , ri00 = rg0 ⊕M10 , and M11
user can impersonate the innocent user Ui to access the
00
0
SID1 k KGW N −S1 k ri k rg ).
desired sensor nodes at will. For clarity and simplicity,
we demonstrate how the above security flaws work with
0
Step 2. U1 checks if M11
= M11 . If it does not hold, this
U1 as the malicious user, U2 as the innocent user and S1
process goes back to Step 1; otherwise, U1 successas the common accessed sensor node. In additional to the
fully intercepts the request sent to S1 and generates
found security flaws, further discussions are also made in
a random number rj .
this section. The details are as follows:
Step 3. U1 computes M12 = rj ⊕ KGW N −S1 , SKj =
h(ID200 k SID1 k ri00 k rg0 k rj ) and M13 =
3.1 Leakage of the Secret Key Shared Beh(KGW N −S1 k SKj k rj ).

tween GW N and Sj and ImpersonatStep 4. U1 sends the response {M12 , M13 } to GW N .
ing Sj

U1 is a legal user so he can acquire the sensory data
from authorized sensor nodes. In login and authentication
phase, U1 can acquire the sensory data from the specific
sensor node S1 via GW N . It denotes that U1 is aware of
S10 s identity SID1 . U1 begins to eavesdrop after he sends
the login request {M2 , M4 , M5 , M6 , M7 } to GW N for acquiring the sensory data from S1 . Within a reasonable
period of time, GW N will send {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 } to
0
S1 , where M8 = IDi0 ⊕ KGW
N −Sj = ID1 ⊕ KGW N −S1 ,
M9 = rg ⊕ h(ID1 k KGW N −S1 ), M10 = rg ⊕ ri0 and M11 =
h(ID1 k SID1 k KGW N −S1 k ri0 k rg ). Because U1 knows
his identity ID1 , he can retrieve KGW N −S1 = M8 ⊕ ID1 .
However, GW N is responsible for forwarding messages
to multiple sensor nodes. It denotes that U1 may intercept
multiple {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 }0 s. In this case, U1 still can
reveal KGW N −S1 successfully. To ensure which revealed
value is KGW N −S1 , U1 only needs to do the following.

After getting the response {M12 , M13 }, GW N computes
0
0
0
rj0 = M12 ⊕ KGW
N −S1 , SKGW N = h(ID2 k SID1 k
0
0
0
ri0 k rg k rj0 ) and M13
= h(KGW
k
SK
k
r
GW N
j ).
N −S1
0
GWN checks if M13
= M13 . This must hold, and login
and authentication phase proceeds. At last, U2 , GW N ,
and U1 will negotiate a shared session key. That is, U1
can successfully impersonate S1 and deliver forged sensory
data.

3.2

Bypassing GW N

If KGW N −S1 has been revealed by U1 , U1 can bypass
GW N and acquire sensory data from S1 directly. Moreover, U1 can acquire S10 s data successfully even with a
forged identity. In login and authentication phase, GW N
will send {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 } to S1 , where M8 = IDi0 ⊕
0
0
KGW
N −S1 , M9 = rg ⊕h(ID1 k KGW N −S1 ), M10 = rg ⊕ri
0
and M11 = h(ID1 k SID1 k KGW N −S1 k ri k rg ). BeStep 1. For the intercepted and untested {M8 , M9 , M10 , cause U1 knows KGW N −S1 and SID1 , he can access S1
M11 }, U1 computes w1 = M8 ⊕ ID1 , w2 = M9 ⊕ without GW N by the following.
h(ID1 k w1 ), w3 = M10 ⊕ w2 , and w4 = h(ID1 k Step 1. U generates two random numbers R and R .
1
1
2
SID1 k w1 k w3 k w2 ).
Step 2. U1 computes M8 = ID1 ⊕ KGW N −S1 , M9 =
Step 2. U1 checks if w4 = M11 . If it holds, U1 successR1 ⊕h(ID1 k KGW N −S1 ), M10 = R1 ⊕R2 and M11 =
fully obtains KGW N −S1 = w1 ; otherwise, the process
h(ID1 k SID1 k KGW N −S1 k R2 k R1 ). Then U1
will go back to Step 1.
sends {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 } to S1 .
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Step 3. After receiving {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 }, S1 com- Step 1. For the intercepted and untested {M8 , M9 , M10 ,
putes ID100 = M8 ⊕ KGW N −S1 , rg0 = h(ID100 k
M11 }, U1 computes q1 = M8 ⊕KGW N −S1 , q2 = M9 ⊕
KGW N −S1 ) ⊕ M9 = R1 , ri00 = rg0 ⊕ M10 = R2 , and
h(q1 k KGW N −S1 ), q3 = M10 ⊕ q2 , and q4 = h(q1 k
0
M11
= h(IDi00 k SIDj k KGW N −S1 k ri00 k rg0 ) =
SID1 k KGW N −S1 k q3 k q2 ).
h(ID1 k SID1 k KGW N −S1 k R2 k R1 ).
Step 2. U1 checks if q4 = M11 . If it holds, it denotes
0
that U1 has successfully obtained ID2 = q1 , and the
Step 4. S1 checks if M11 = M11 . It must hold so S1
procedure
proceeds; otherwise, the process will go
generates a random number rj .
back to Step 1.
Step 5. S1 computes M12 = rj ⊕ KGW N −S1 , SKj =
h(IDi00 k SIDj k rj00 k rg0 k rj ) = h(ID1 k SID1 k Step 3. Because GW N will send {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 }
to S1 after receiving {M2 , M4 , M5 , M6 , M7 } within
R2 k R1 k rj ) and M13 = h(KGW N −S1 k SKj k rj ).
a reasonable period of time, U1 only needs to
Then Sj sends the response {M12 , M13 } to the other
use {M2 , M4 , M5 , M6 , M7 }0 s received prior to the
communication party. However, the other communimatched {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 }. For the intercepted
cation party is U1 instead of GW N .
and untested {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 } received prior to
Step 6. After getting the response {M12 , M13 }, U1 comthe matched {M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 }, U1 computes q4 =
putes rj0 = M12 ⊕KGW N −S1 and SKGW N = h(IDi0 k
M6 ⊕ h(q1 k q3 ).
SIDj0 k ri0 k rg k rj0 ) = h(ID1 k SID1 k R2 k R1 k
Step 4. U1 checks if q4 = SID1 . If it holds, it denotes
rj0 ) = SKj .
U1 has successfully retrieve U20 s identity ID2 , and U1
According to the above, it is ensured that U1 who has
can obtain h(ID2 k KGW N ) by computing h(ID2 k
revealed KGW N −S1 can bypass GW N and acquire senKGW N ) = M5 ⊕ q3 ; otherwise, the process will go
sory data from S1 directly. Furthermore, because S1 has
back to Step 3.
no information to determine whether the identity of the
0
communication user exists in GW N 0 s database or not, U1 According to the above, U1 can retrieve U2 s identity
can use a forged identity to obtain S10 s sensory data. In ID2 and essential parameter h(ID2 k KGW N ) for authis case, U1 only needs to execute the above by replacing thentication. Thereupon, U1 can impersonate U2 beID1 with the forged identity. Meanwhile, S1 will retrieve cause he can compute M2 , M3 , M4 , M5 , M6 , and M7 , send
the forged identity. Thereupon, even if an audit mecha- {M2 , M4 , M5 , M6 , M7 } to GW N , and compute00 the shared
session key SKi = h(ID2 k SID1 k ri k rg k rj00 ) afnism is applied, only the forged identity will be traced.
ter receiving {M14 , M15 , M16 } from GW N , where rg00 =
M14 ⊕ M1 = M14 ⊕ h(ID2 k KGW N ). If different ac3.3 Revealing Another Legal User0 s Iden- cess rights are granted to different users, this security
tity and Essential Information for flaw makes a malicious user able to obtain a privileged
Authentication and Impersonating account.

the Innocent User
After U1 has obtained KGW N −S1 , U1 can eavesdrop to
reveal another legal user U20 s identity and essential information h(ID2 k KGW N ) for authentication when U2
wants to acquire sensory data from S1 . In login and
authentication phase, U2 will send the login request
{M2 , M4 , M5 , M6 , M7 } to GW N , where M2 = sP , M4 =
ID2 ⊕ M3 = ID2 ⊕ sX = ID2 ⊕ sxP , M5 = M1 ⊕ ri =
h(ID2 k KGW N ) ⊕ ri , M6 = h(ID2 k ri ) ⊕ SID1 and
M7 = h(M1 k SID1 k M3 k ri ). Upon receiving the login
request, GW N checks whether ID2 exists in the database
or not. If ID2 exists, the phase proceeds and GW N sends
{M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 } to S1 , where M8 = ID2 ⊕KGW N −S1 ,
M9 = rg ⊕ h(ID2 k KGW N −S1 ), M10 = rg ⊕ ri and
M11 = h(ID2 k SID1 k KGW N −S1 k ri k rg ).
However, ID2 and SID1 are concealed in the transmitted messages, and GW N is responsible for forwarding messages to multiple sensor nodes. It denotes that
U1 may intercept multiple {M2 , M4 , M5 , M6 , M7 }0 s and
{M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 }0 s. U1 still can reveal ID2 and
h(ID2 k KGW N ) successfully. To ensure whether the revealed ID2 and h(ID2 k KGW N ) are correct or not, U1
only needs to do the following.

3.4

Advanced Discussions

As shown in the previous sections, a legal and malicious
user can obtain the secret key KGW N −Sj shared between
GW N and Sj after he has acquired sensory data from Sj .
After obtaining KGW N −Sj , this malicious user can access
Sj without GW N even with a forged identity. Moreover,
this user who has successfully obtained KGW N −Sj can reveal the identity of another legal user Ui who also acquires
sensory data from Sj , and the innocent user Ui0 s essential
information h(IDi k KGW N ) will be retrieved at the same
time. Thereupon, the malicious user can impersonate the
innocent user Ui to access the desired sensor nodes at will.
Why the above security flaws can be successfully
mounted in Li et al.0 s scheme is because of the following reasons. First, a user0 s identity is concealed for
anonymity. So the secret KGW N −Sj is used to help Sj
to retrieve Ui0 s identity IDi . However, because Ui is
aware of IDi and KGW N −Sj is constant, Ui can easily retrieve KGW N −Sj from the transmitted parameter
M8 = IDi ⊕ KGW N −Sj . Second, only GW N is aware
of whether the user communicating with it exists in
the system or not, and Sj only can determine whether
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{M8 , M9 , M10 , M11 } is sent by GW N because it is supposed that only GW N and Sj know KGW N −Sj . As a
result, if KGW N −Sj is compromised, the user who has
obtained KGW N −Sj can cheat GW N and Sj . Third, although the concept of key exchange is adopted by Ui and
GW N to make only GW N able to retrieve Ui0 s identity
IDi from M4 = IDi ⊕ M3 = IDi ⊕ sX = IDi ⊕ sxP =
IDi ⊕ xsP = IDi ⊕ xM 2, the secret h(IDi k KGW N )
can still be retrieved easily. It is because the transmitted
parameter M5 = M1 ⊕ ri = h(IDi k KGW N ) ⊕ ri and
h(IDi k KGW N ) is constant. Although ri0 s in different
sessions should differ from each other, a malicious user
who has successfully obtained KGW N −Sj can retrieve ri
and check whether the retrieved h(IDi k KGW N ) is correct or not by M6 = h(IDi k ri )⊕SIDj . The possible and
feasible strategy to overcome the found security flaws is
to combine nonces with KGW N −Sj and h(IDi k KGW N )
to make them vary in different sessions.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we first review a three-factor anonymous
authentication scheme for wireless sensor networks in IoT
environments. After analyzing their scheme, we find that
it suffers from some security flaws. First, a legal and malicious user can obtain the secret key KGW N −Sj shared
between GW N and Sj after he has acquired sensory data
from Sj . After obtaining KGW N −Sj , the legal and malicious user can impersonate Sj to negotiate a session key
shared with GW N and the legal user and to deliver forged
sensory data. Meanwhile, this malicious user can access
Sj without GW N even with a forged identity. Moreover, this user who has successfully obtained KGW N −Sj
can reveal the identity of another legal user Ui who also
acquires sensory data from Sj , and the innocent user Ui0 s
essential information h(IDi k KGW N ) will be retrieved at
the same time. Thereupon, the malicious user can impersonate the innocent user Ui to access the desired sensor
nodes at will. If different access rights are granted to different users, this security flaw makes a malicious user able
to obtain a privileged account. Why these found security
flaws can damage Li et al.0 s scheme is because nonces are
not combined with shared secrets h(IDi k KGW N ) and
KGW N −Sj . As a result, a malicious user can easily retrieve them. To amend these flaws, different mechanisms
to conceal identities and secrets should be adopted.
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Abstract
Security of wireless nodes are a major concern in mobile
ad hoc networks (MANETs). In this paper, we propose
a scheme for detecting and blocking malicious nodes in
MANETs. Our proposed scheme relies on specially deployed nodes called FBS nodes to continuously monitor
the behaviour of the network nodes. When an FBS node
detects a node that exhibits suspicious behaviour, it declares that node as a black hole node. Afterwards, all data
and control messages from that node will be discarded.
Experiment results show that the proposed scheme can
reduce the number of packets dropped by malicious nodes
with a low false positive rate.
Keywords: AODV; Blackhole Node; FBS Nodes; Mobile
Ad Hoc Network; Throughput

1

Introduction

MANET is a class of wireless networks in which nodes
don’t rely on a centralised infrastructure to communicate
with each other. When nodes lie within the transmission
range of each other, they can communicate directly. Otherwise, nodes will rely on the help of other intermediate
nodes to realise communication, thus forming a multi-hop
communication paradigm. In MANET nodes are independent, can connect anytime and anywhere in the network.
Meanwhile, nodes have limited memory, limited energy
power, and limited bandwidth. There is no fixed architecture, so nodes act as host well as a router to transfer
the data packets to the destination node. Due to the
mobility of the nodes, continuous change occurs in the
topology. Nodes communicate with each other with different routing protocols to perform the networking function
to transmit the data packets from source to destination

node [12, 21, 30]. MANET possess various characteristics
such as dynamic topology, the absence of central control,
shared media, etc. MANET can be used in special environments such as emergency operation, battlefields and
rescue operations where the rapid deployment of a wired
network is difficult.
MANET have various malicious threat such as denialof-service (DoS) [6, 18, 22]. One type of DoS attacks can
be realized in MANETS in which a malicious node provides false routing information during the route finding
process to mislead the source node to select an active
route to the destination that includes the malicious node
so that packet drop behaviour would occur [2, 8, 23]. A
DoS attack of this kind is called a black hole attack in
which a malicious node drops all the data packets that
pass through it. Before data transmission, when a source
node wants to send data packets to a destination node,
the source node would first check its routing table for
any fresh routes heading to destinations node. If no such
routes exist, the source node will broadcast an RREQ
packet in the network to search for an optimal path. All
intermediate nodes, upon receiving the RREQ packet,
checks their routing tables for a fresh route to the destination. If no such routes exist, they would further send
the RREQ packets to their neighbours that incorporate a
hop count number and a destination sequence number in
the RREQ packet. Eventually, after receiving the RREQ
packet, the destination node sends an RREP packet back
to the source node through intermediate nodes that have
a fresh route to the destination node.
The choice of an RREP packet by the source node
heavily depends on the destination sequence number contained in the packet. If the destination sequence number in an RREP packet is high, the RREP is considered
to be optimal. A black hole node always replies to the
source node with a very high fabricated destination se-
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quence number to distract the source node by choosing
the route that includes the black hole node as the fresh
path to the destination. Then the black hole node drops
all the packets that it gets [4, 10, 20]. Black hole attacks
can be launched by a single node or through collaboration. In a single-node black hole attack, only one malicious node is involved, whereas, in a collaborative black
hole attack, two or more black hole nodes work in collaboration to disrupt the normal operation of the network.
In collaborative black hole attack, two malicious nodes
collaborate to commit malicious activities [14, 27, 29].
Many approaches have been proposed in recent years
for the detection of collaborative black hole attacks. But
few have provided improved results [11, 28]. Although
some proposed techniques, such as location-based, trustbased, acknowledgement-based, fuzzy logic and sequence
number based, can detect black hole attacks [9, 13, 17, 24,
25], they exhibit the following drawbacks:
• Unable to detect multi-node black hole attacks;
• Unable to detect collaborative black hole attacks;
• High routing overhead and delay;
• Unable to handle the mobility of the nodes.
This paper proposes an improved solution called FBS
that can find and isolate collaborative black hole nodes
in MANETs. The proposed FBS scheme relies on monitoring nodes that are specially deployed in the network
to detect malicious nodes. When a node exhibits any ambiguous behaviour, the monitoring nodes will suspect it
to be a malicious node. The, an alert message is broadcast through the network notifying all other nodes about
the identity of the malicious node. The proposed FBS
scheme has the following advantages and characteristics:
• Monitoring nodes are deployed to cover the entire
network and continuously exchange information with
each other to cope with the issues of node mobility.
• FBS provides an efficient way of detecting and blocking single and collaborative black hole nodes by incorporating an investigation table.
• FBS improves network performance in the following
aspects: Very low false positive rate, high throughput, packet delivery ratio, minimum routing overhead and lower average delay, as compared to existing
schemes.
• FBS nodes don’t take part in the normal routing process, resulting in higher computation and energy efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
explains the recent approaches related to the field of interest. Section 3 describes the proposed scheme and explains
its functionalities and algorithms. Section 4 presents detailed experimental results. Finally, Sections 5 concludes
the paper.

2

Related Works

Jhaveri et al. proposed an approach based on the highest
threshold value of sequence number to isolate the malicious node [13]. The sequence number based detection
scheme (SNBDS) includes three different modes of malicious attacks and have different false routing and selective packet drop attack methods. During routing, the
threshold value for the sequence number is calculated at
each node. If the difference between the destination sequence numbers in the RREP packet of a particular node
is greater than the threshold value of the sequence number, the node is declared as suspicious. A bait request
packet (RREQ) with a nonexistent destination address
and the destination sequence number is then sent to the
suspicious node to confirm its status. If it replies, it is declared as a malicious node. The detection mechanism in
this scheme heavily depends upon the bait request. Thus,
if the node doesn’t respond to the bait request, this mechanism would fail. A lot of control packets are generated
in this approach to detect malicious nodes.
Vishvas et al. proposed an algorithm to detect a malicious node based on its trust and energy status [16].
The trust value and energy status of a node are used to
identify the behaviour of a node. Initially, all the nodes
are assigned a trust value of 0.5. A node trust value increases gradually from 0.5 to 1 depending on its packet
forwarding behaviour. Energy model calculates the energy of every node in the network as it is assumed that
nodes that have high energy values don’t participate in
the network by not forwarding any kind of data packets
further. So, whenever the source node wants to send data
packets to the destination node, it only chooses the nodes
that have a high value of trust and an energy level that
is not greater than a set threshold. The nodes have low
trust values, and high energy values are considered as malicious nodes. Due to the dynamic nature of MANETs,
some nodes may drop a certain amount of packets because
of frequent link breakages, so this mechanism has a high
false positive aspect.
Abdelhaq et al. proposed the local intrusion detection
(LID)-AODV mechanism to find the black hole attack in
MANETs [1]. Whenever any node sends RREP packet
back to the source node, an intermediate node along the
path gets the RREP packet and sends further route request FREQ to the next hop node (NHN) of the sending node. After getting the further route reply FRREP
from the NHN node, the intermediate node along the path
checks to see whether the NHN node has a valid route
to the destination. If it has a valid route, then a node
sending the RREP is considered as a normal node. Otherwise, it is a black hole node. The scheme completely
fails in the collaborative black hole scenario, where one
black hole node behaves as genuine and forwards all the
data packets to other collaborative nodes.
Dorri proposed a method to eliminate collaborative
malicious nodes from the network by incorporating extended data routing information (EDRI) tables in the
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AODV routing protocol [7]. Each EDRI table contains
three fields, i.e., FROM (the number of packets received
form NHN node), THROUGH (the number of packets
sent through the NHN node) and BHN (the black hole
node status). Every node maintains the EDRI list to
update the status of NHN node. Whenever the source
node receives an RREP packet, it checks the EDRI table of each node. If the difference between FROM and
THROUGH values exceeds a certain threshold, then the
node is considered as a black hole node. A dummy data
control packet is further sent to the suspected node to confirm its status. A black hole node will drop the packet, so
its status will be confirmed as normal. To avoid false positive rates, every node maintains an extra table to identify
the malicious node and sends extra control packet which
increases the routing overhead and end to end delay factors.
Kollati et al. proposed an algorithm by integrating Integrated Bloom Filter into watchdog algorithm for the detection of the malicious node [15]. A certificate authority
(CA) is used in this approach to identify the malicious behaviour of a node by key generation and verification with
hashing techniques. During packet forwarding, when a
node forwards a data packet, it also embeds a hash value
into it. If the hash value between two nodes is not the
same, a node is considered as a black hole node as it drops
a certain amount of packets. The black hole list is then
updated by the CA and the identity of the black hole node
is shared in the network so that any kind of transaction
is avoided in the future. Extra computation and end to
end delay are involved during routing. The obvious mobility conditions can make a node drop some amount of
packets, resulting in different hash values, causing a high
false positive rate in his approach.
Nissar et al. proposed an authentication based scheme
to secure MANET using AODV routing protocol against
routing attacks [19]. This scheme works in two phases, i.e.
secure route request phase and secure route reply phase.
In the scheme, it is assumed that all the nodes share their
public keys with other nodes so that digital certificates
can update a repository of nodes. During the first phase,
the source node sends the RREQ message in the network
by embedding its digital signature. When an intermediate
node receives the RREQ packet, it checks the signature
in it and, only after verification is successful, does it send
further the RREQ by embedding its signature. Otherwise, the RREQ is considered as malicious. During the
second phase, when an intermediate node having a fresh
route or destination itself sends back RREP, it embeds
its private key into the RREP packet. All the intermediate nodes in the reverse path authenticate the key by the
sender. If the pattern is correct, it is further sent back to
reverse path, else dropped as considered by the malicious
node. A high end to end delay is present in this approach
Saluvala et al. proposed a technique that provides an
authentication mechanism for every node in the network
participating during routing in MANETs [3]. Each node
in the network, before broadcasting RREQ further, adds

1’s complement of its IP address. The receiving node
authenticates the RREQ packet of its source by adding
the appended one’s compliment and source IP address
to it to get all ones. For any node not aware of ones
compliment of its IP address, all the packets from the
node are dropped.
Baqer et al. proposed a secure trust-based approach
based on the safety status of an RREP packet during
routing [5]. Each node in the network maintains two tables, i.e., trust level and malicious node tables. Initially,
every node is considered as a trusted node in the network.
When an intermediate node in the network receives an
RRRP packet, the malicious table is inquired to check
if the identity of the RREP packet is already listed as a
black hole node. If it is, the RREP packet is dropped.
Otherwise, a security procedure is adopted based on the
destination sequence number of the node. If the node
provides a fabricated destination sequence number that
exceeds the threshold value, the trust value of the node is
decremented and updated in the list. All the nodes having trust values below one are considered as black hole
nodes and included in the malicious node list table.
Thanuja et al. proposed a method to avoid collaborative black hole attack by using data routing information (DRI) table [26]. Each node maintains a DRI table to update the information of packet forwarding of its
NHN node. When the source node gets an RREP packet
from an intermediate node, it checks the DRI table of
that node to judge the number of packets is received and
then forwarded. If the difference between FROM and
’THROUGH’ fields exceeds the set threshold, then the
node is considered as a black hole node. Furthermore,
a FREQ packet is sent to the malicious nodes NHN to
identify the identity of any collaborative black hole node.
If the NHN’s difference also exceeds the threshold and it
doesn’t contain any valid route towards the destination,
then the nodes are considered as being working in collaboration. An alert packet is then broadcast in the network
by the source node with the identities of the malicious
nodes.
The proposed FBS scheme is different from the above
existing approaches. In this scheme, we don’t use beacon
messages, bait requests or extra packets to check whether
a route is safe. Due to extra routing overhead and delays
in the network, some of the existing solutions don’t detect
collaborative black hole nodes, whereas the FBS scheme
can detect collaborative black hole nodes with a very low
false positive rate. Moreover, the detection rate of black
hole nodes of the proposed scheme is high as compared to
the other approaches.

3

The Proposed Finding
Blocking Scheme

and

The proposed finding and blocking scheme (FBS) relies on
the statistical investigation. When a source node wishes
to communicate with a destination node, it broadcasts
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed FBS scheme
RREQ packets in the network. After getting the RREQ
packet, the RREP packet is sent back to the source node
by an intermediate node having a fresh route to the destination or the destination node itself. In this process,
whenever a black hole node gets the RREQ packet, it
doesn’t forward the RREQ further but sends back the
RREP with the highest fake destination sequence number
to distract the source node. Whereas in the collaborative
attack, some of the RREQ packets are sent by a black
hole node to its collaborator. The main intention of black
hole nodes not forwarding RREQ is to drop all data packets during the communication process. To cope with this
problem, special FBS nodes are employed in FBS which
continuously monitors every node in the network in terms
of the number of RREQ packets it forwards.

move out of the range of the FBS node (i.e., whose RREQs
cannot be detected by the FBS node) are set as inactive. According to Table 2, nodes 44 and 32 are active,
whereas node 42 is inactive. The RREQ counting field
shows that the neighbouring nodes 44, 32, and 42 have
broadcast 5, 5 and 6 RREQs, respectively. The Ambiguous Value field in the investigation table represents the
current ambiguous value of the respective node as calculated by the FBS node. The Blackhole Alert and Blackhole Confirmed fields show that this or any other FBS
node has broadcast an Alert or Block message against
the malicious node. The Alert and Block messages are
shown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. According to
the table, only node 42 is declared as a black hole alert,
whereas no node is yet announced as a black hole. The
primary objective of the FBS nodes is to detect the maThere are two types of nodes in the network. Regular
licious behaviour of nodes in the network.
nodes are the normal intermediate nodes which send data
The proposed scheme performs the following four tasks:
to other nodes to exchange the information between each
other. Each node maintains a block table in which the
Maximum request count. At any point when the
identity of the malicious node is saved, broadcast by FBS
RREQ count of an individual node reaches the maxnode as shown in Table 1. All the packets coming from the
imum request count, FBS node starts calculating
malicious nodes are then blocked by regular nodes. FBS
the ambiguous value in the investigation table for
nodes are the nodes which detect the black hole nodes by
each node. Maximum request count is calculated to
some process running on them. Each FBS node maintains
find any black hole node which is not forwarding the
an investigation table according to which the decision is
RREQ to neighbour nodes.
made about the status of the node as shown in Table 2.
The node position field describes whether the node is Minimum request count. During ambiguous value
currently in the range of the FBS node. The nodes that
calculation, if an FBS node finds a node with RREQ
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Table 1: FBS investigation table
Node Position
Active
Active
Inactive

Node ID
44
32
42

Table 2: Block message
Malevolent
Node
51

FBS Broadcaster Node
54

RREQ
Counting
5
5
6

Ambigious
Value
0
0
3

Table 3: Alert message
Malevolent
Node
52

FBS Broadcaster Node
53

Black Hole
Alert
No
No
Yes

Black Hole
Confirmed
No
No
No

Table 4: Block table
Malevolent
FBS Node
Node ID
51 & 52
54

counts less than minimum request count but posi- Ambiguous value. Ambiguous value is very important
tions as active, the ambiguous value id is incremented
in identifying black hole nodes. Ambiguous value
for that node.
process checks all the nodes in the investigation table whose status is active. If the RREQ value of a
Minimum risk. At any point when the node’s ambigunode is less than the minimum request count, the amous value is equivalent to minimum risk, an FBS node
biguous value of that node is incremented. After the
broadcasts an alert message through the network to
increment, if it is equal to minimum risk value and
notify other FBS nodes. This value is set to half of
black hole field is NO, the FBS will broadcast an
the maximum risk.
alert message through the network, which includes
malicious node ID and its ID, and change the black
Maximum risk. At any point when the node’s ambiguhole confirmed field of that node to YES. This proous value is equivalent to maximum risk, an FBS
cess continues until all the remaining nodes status
node broadcasts a block message through the netis saved in the investigation table. If the new amwork to inform other FBS and regular nodes about
biguous value is equal to maximum risk value and
the identity of the malicious node.
black hole confirmation is NO, then a block message
is forwarded by the FBS node, which will change the
The following parameters of the FBS node are used for difstatus of black hole confirmation to YES. To reduce
ferent purposes: Route request count, Ambiguous value,
the false positive rate (FPR), if a node that has amAlert message, and Block message.
biguous value more than zero and acts as a regular
node, i.e. RREQ forwarded is more than minimum
Route request count. When an FBS node receives an
request count, its ambiguous value is decremented,
RREQ packet, it starts counting the RREQs. Each
which will decrease the chance of a regular node beFBS node maintains it’s neighbours record in the ining declared as a black hole node.
vestigation table. Firstly, it checks whether RREQ
sent by a node is already present in the table. If not,
it would insert the identity of the fresh entry into the Alert message. When the ambiguous value reaches the
table, and the node position is set as an active node,
minimum risk value, FBS node will send an alert message if it is not previously sent. When this message
RREQ Counting to 1, ambiguous value to 0 and black
is received by any regular node, it ignores the meshole alert and black hole confirmed value to NO. If
the broadcasting node ID is already in the investisage. However, when the FBS node receives an alert
gation table, the FBS node will check the black hole
message, it finds the malevolent node ID (contained
confirmed status of the node. If it is yes, then the
in the alert message) into its investigation table. If
the ID is not found, a new entry is created for it,
node is already declared as a black hole, and there
and the ambiguous value is set to the minimum risk
is no need to further do any processing. If the black
hole confirmed field is NO, then it checks the node
value, and the black hole alert is set to YES. The
FBS node again broadcasts the alert message. If the
position filed in the investigation table and changes
it to active if it is inactive. Also, the RREQ count
investigation table already holds the malevolent node
is incremented by one. When the newly obtained
ID, then the black hole alert field is checked. If this
field is YES, it indicates that FBS already broadcast
value is less than the maximum request count, the
the alert message and the process is terminated. If
process terminates. However, if the value is equal to
the maximum request count, the FBS node will start
the alert field is NO, then the ambiguous value of
the malevolent node is fixed to the minimum risk,
calculating the ambiguous value process. Following is
the algorithm for the route request count PROCESS.
and black hole alert is fixed as YES. The purpose of
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the alert message is to inform other FBS nodes of the
black hole node in the network. Due to the mobility
of nodes in MANETs, nodes change their location
from one position to another frequently. To cope
with this mobility issue, each FBS node shares the
information about that node with other FBS nodes,
and they are deployed in such a way that they can
reach each other. So, if a node changes its location,
another FBS node has already had the information
of that particular node. Therefore, it can be easily
detected wherever it is in the network.

Table 5: Simulation parameters
Parameter
Network Simulator
Dimension
Regular nodes
FBS nodes
Mobility model
Simulation time
Traffic type
Packet size
Mobility speed
Pause time

Value
NS-2(ver.2.34)
1000?1000 m
200
9 (fixed)
The random walk
mobility model
1000 s
CBR/UDP
512 bytes
0.5-01m/s
5-20 s

Block message. When the ambiguous value of a node
reaches the maximum risk, the FBS node sends a
block message (if not previously sent). When a block
message is received from FBS node by a regular node,
the malevolent ID and broadcaster FBS nodes ID is 4
Experiment and Analysis
inserted in the block table by a regular node if they
are not added yet.
NS-2 (ver.2.34) was utilized for network simulation to
evaluate the performance of the proposed FBS scheme in
Meanwhile, when an FBS node receives a block message, which 200 regular nodes were deployed in a 1000 × 1000 m
it will check the malevolent node ID in its investigation area with nine fixed FBS nodes located in such a way
table. If ID doesn’t exist in the investigation table, a new that they can cover all the network area. AODV routentry is inserted in the table and the ambiguous value ing protocol is used in this work. The traffic type conset to the maximum risk value and black hole alert and stant bit rate (CBR) is used for non-connection oriented
confirmation fields set to YES. The FBS node then re- traffic model for sending the traffic. The total amount
broadcasts the block message. If the malicious node ID is of time for the simulation is 1,000s, the mobility of the
already present in the investigation table, its black hole nodes varies from 5 to 35 m/s, and the size of the packconfirmed field is checked. If the black hole confirmed ets is 512 bytes. The transmission range is 250m for all
field value is YES, then it means that the FBS node has the nodes in the network including the FBS nodes. The
already broadcast the block message for that malicious proposed FBS scheme is compared to three existing apnode and the process terminates. If black hole confirmed proaches, i.e., the AODV routing protocol, Local Intrufield is NO, then the malevolent nodes ambiguous value is sion Detection AODV (LID-AODV) and Hybridization
set to the maximum risk value, black hole alert and confir- of particle swarm optimization with genetic algorithm
mation are set to YES and block message is rebroadcast. (HPSO-GA), to demonstrate the performance of the proThe purpose of the block message is to inform the normal posed scheme under black hole attacks. The reason for
and FBS nodes in the network of the black hole attack and selecting these approaches are these are similar to the
to spread the message throughout the network with the proposed scheme. AODV routing protocol is appropriate
help of FBS nodes since normal nodes don’t participate in for big networks, and it is widely used in literature in the
broadcasting the block message. The FBS nodes ID is in- last many years. HPSO-GA neighbor information is used
cluded in the alert message for authentication. Figure 1 is for detection of black hole node, i.e. nodes data routthe flow chart of the proposed FBS scheme. When a FBS ing information (DRI). In LID-AODV approach it also
node receives any message, first it checks to see if the re- takes the information from the previous node and after
ceived message is a block message. If it is a block message, the next node to detect the malicious node. Whereas in
the FBS node will check its black hole confirmed value in our proposed scheme, special FBS monitoring nodes perthe investigation table. If not, the FBS node will count form the detection of black hole node by route request
RREQ packets of neighbour nodes. If the black hole con- RREQ packet from neighboring nodes. Table 5 lists the
firmed value is YES, the FBS node then broadcasts the parameters involved in the simulation.
block message. Otherwise, the process terminates.
Meanwhile, if the RREQ is equal to M ax RREQ, then Detection rate. It is an important metric to show the
the FBS node calculates its ambiguous value. If the amefficiency of the proposed scheme in detecting malicious nodes. Figure 2 shows the detection rate of difbiguous value is equal to minimum risk, then the FBS
node checks its black hole alert value. If black hole alert
ferent techniques as compared to the proposed FBS
value is ”YES”, then it broadcasts the alert message if
scheme. The Figure 2 also shows the overall confidence interval 97% was calculated over ten replicathe value is ”NO”, then it checks its ambiguous value. If
the ambiguous value is equal to or greater than the maxitions. As can be seen from the Figure 2, the detecmum risk, then it broadcasts a block message. Otherwise,
tion rate of the proposed FBS scheme is better than
all the participating routing protocols, i.e., 97.33%
it broadcasts an alert message and terminates the process.
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at 200 nodes as compared to AODV, LID-AODV
and HPSO-GA. In a comparative analysis, it was observed that there are 2.1%, 7.7% and 9.6% improvement in the detection rate of malicious nodes by FSB
scheme than HPSO-GA, LID-AODV and AODV, respectively. The reason behind the improved detection rate lies in the efficient detection scheme by FBS
nodes. The continuous information sharing among
FBS nodes makes them aware of the nodes that frequently move from one position to another due to
mobility in MANETs.

to frequent packet drop attacks by malicious nodes.
As can be seen from the figure, packet delivery rate
of the proposed FBS scheme is higher than other
techniques against black hole attacks due to early
and efficient detection performed by the FBS nodes
during the routing process. PDR of the proposed
scheme is 97.45% per 200 nodes, an improvement
of 2.49%, 6.93% and 9.21% compared to HPSO-GA,
LID-AODV and AODV, respectively. The proposed
FBS scheme provides a secure route to destinations
with a very low number of malicious nodes during
data transmission. Since FBS nodes are effective in
the detection of black hole attack by removing malicious nodes from the network quickly, delivery of
packets is increased.

Figure 2: Detection rate (%)
Average delay. Figure 3 shows the average delay concerning time in seconds (sec). As the number of
Figure 4: Packet delivery ratio (%)
nodes increases in the network, there is an increase
in the end to end delay in the network. Because of
frequent malicious attacks and mobility conditions Throughput. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the
require protocols to perform various operations to
throughput of the proposed FBS scheme is much
detect malicious behaviour. A decrease of 0.19s,
better than other techniques. The throughput of
0.11s and 0.5s in delay was achieved by the proposed
the proposed scheme is 78.9 kbps at 200 nodes,
FBS scheme as compared to HPSO-GA, LID AODV
improving the throughput by 5.56%, 9.55%, and
and AODV, respectively. Analysis indicates that the
14.92% over HPSO-GA, LID-AODV and AODV, reFBS scheme has lower end-to-end delay compared to
spectively. The reason behind the improved results
other techniques due to efficient and early detection
in the early detection of black hole nodes, which
of black hole nodes in the network. Also, FBS nodes
makes the routes to destinations better protected
don’t participate in normal routing, resulting in less
from black hole nodes in turn, increases the throughcomputation in the network.
put by avoiding packet drops.

Figure 3: Average delay (%)

Figure 5: Throughput (%)

Packet delivery rate. Figure 4 shows the packet deliv- Routing overhead. Figure 6 shows the overhead routery rate (PDR) of all the participating routing proing comparison of the proposed FBS scheme to other
tocols. As the number of nodes increases in the nettechniques. According to the scenario, the proposed
work, there is a drop in the packet delivery rate due
scheme has less routing overhead of 4687 bytes at 200
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nodes. Compared to the routing overhead in HPSO- false positive ratio is very low as compared to the other
GA, LID-AODV and AODV, the difference is 1300, techniques.
1437, 1637 bytes, respectively. At some points, routing overhead is high because the mobility of nodes
incurs more control packets to cope with the problem Acknowledgments
of frequent route hand-offs and new path discoveries.
The work in this paper has been supported by National
Natural Science Foundation of China (61602456).
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a solution to deal with black
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Abstract

of 54 percent from 17K in 2016. Similarly, a report on
malicious mobile software evolution released by Kaspersky in February 2017 [27] showed that about 8.5 million
malicious apps were found in 2016, which was 3 times as
many as that in 2015. Android smartphones occupy the
majority of the market, and are more prone to attacks
due to their open source nature. This paper therefore
focuses on Android platforms. Android app developers
can use either Java, or C/C++ via Android NDK [4] to
develop their applications. This convenience has unfortunately resulted in a rapid increase in malware. App
developers upload their apps to the official Google Play
store, or some unofficial markets, such as Apkpure [5].
Neither, however, has established an effective method of
preventing the spread of malware. In addition, numerous
free apps contain embedded ad modules for advertising,
which makes smartphone security issues even worse. By
April 2017, the global accumulative number of Android
malware programs reached 19.5 million according to the
AV-TEST security report [8]. However, antivirus software
normally uses their virus definitions for matching, so when
a new malware occurs, the antivirus software may fail to
detect it in time. According to the research conducted
by Apvrille and Strazzere [7], it takes, on average, three
months to spot a new malware in the wild.

This paper presents two approaches in which static features are combined with dynamic features and used to
identify unknown Android malware after proper training
by Weka, a well-known machine learning tool. Static features are derived by parsing the test APK after decompilation; they include permissions, sensitive function calls,
native-permissions, and priority APK settings. Dynamic
features are obtained by parsing an emulator log file after running the test app in the emulator, identifying important activities such as sending short messages (SM)
without a user’s consent, modifying system files, reading
personal contact information, etc. Since the static features can be obtained quickly by parsing the decompiled
APK, but dynamic features cannot be obtained in realtime, this study proposes two approaches, ModeA and
ModeB, which make efficient use of both types of features. ModeA is a two-tier framework which uses static
features for the first tier, and dynamic features for the
second tier. Thus, the first tier can be run on a mobile
device in real-time, and if the tested app is suspicious
then the system can move to the second tier for dynamic
feature analysis. ModeB is an off-line system in which
static features are merged with dynamic features to measure a test app. ModeB can achieve an overall accuracy
Antivirus company Trend Micro selected known maliof 97.4% for the best case, with ten-fold cross validation
in the experiments. The technique of n-fold cross valida- cious apps, classified them, and found that most of them
tion, such as n = 2 or 10, is applied to demonstrate the fell into the malware families [26]. This study also showed
performance of a system for detecting unknown malware. that the most common behavior of malware is the SMSREG family; all malicious apps belonging to this type
Keywords: Android Emulator; Android Phones; Dynamic carry out malicious activities via Short Message Service
Features; Static Features; Ten-Fold Cross Validation; (SMS). They steal a user’s personal data and send it to
a server via short messages, or deliver malware downWeka
load links via SMS. The second most common malware
type was found to be the FAKEINST family, which sends
unauthorized short messages to a specific number to regis1 Introduction
ter unsolicited, unwanted expensive services for the user,
According to the Symantec’s annual security report pub- without their consent. Therefore, sending short messages
lished in March 2018 [25], there were 27K new variants of by an app automatically could be regarded as a possible
mobile malware detected in 2017, which was an increase contribution to being classified as malware. In this study,
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sending short messages is considered a dynamic feature
when analyzing the emulator logs. This study combines
static and dynamic app features, and uses Weka to design two malware detection approaches, called ModeA
and ModeB, respectively.
Static features are extracted from the app, which are
permissions, native-permissions, sensitive function calls
and priority-setting values. Dynamic features are obtained by executing the app in a sandbox emulator, and
then extracting the activities from the log file of the emulator, such as sending short messages. For ModeA, a twotier mechanism is proposed in which the first tier employs
static features, and the second tier employs dynamic features. For ModeB, all static and dynamic features are
merged together to provide a design with higher detection accuracy. Furthermore, a feature weighting strategy
is also applied to improve the overall accuracy of ModeB.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 offers a literature review, Section 3 describes the
framework of ModeA and its related experiment results,
Section 4 describes ModeB and its related experiment results, and Section 5 offers some conclusions.

2

Related Researches

Some studies of static, dynamic, or hybrid detections of
Android malware are reviewed in this Section. Normally,
static analysis relies on features extracted from the app
without executing code, while dynamic analysis extracts
features based on execution on an emulator.

2.1

tures. The experimental results showed that the proposed
method successfully identified all 14 malware datasets
with an accuracy of 90.67% on average. Fereidooni et
al. [11] proposed a system called ANASTASIA, which detected a malicious Android app by statically analyzing
its behaviors. The authors utilized a large number of
statically extracted features from various security behavioral characteristics of an app. A detection framework was
built based on machine learning with a high performance
detection rate and an acceptable false positive rate. The
authors then evaluated the performance on a large-scale
malware data-set, including 18,677 malware and 11,187
benign apps, and the results showed a true positive rate
of 97.3%, and a false negative rate of 2.7%.
Maier et al. [17] also described using obfuscation techniques to bypass static analysis via modifying partial program codes to avoid being similar to known malware samples. They tested and evaluated several antivirus utilities
which were able to efficiently identify known malware,
but had little success detecting malware after obfuscation.
This means that malware detection cannot only rely on
static analysis. Some researchers have therefore begun to
develop dynamic detection techniques, or combinations of
dynamic and static detection techniques.

Static Detection

Static analysis is a traditional malware detection method
for computers, mostly applicable to smart phones. Samra
et al. [21] used clustering with information retrieval (IR)
to identify Android malware. The authors extracted the
features of the apps from their XML-files, which declare
permissions requested by apps, and then used the Weka
K-Mean algorithm for classification. In the paper, the
dataset of 18,174 Android apps consisted of 4,612 instances of business and 13,535 instances of tools; the
experimental results show that the recall and precision
were both 0.71. Liu et al. [15] proposed a two-layered
permission-based detection scheme for detecting malicious Android apps. The authors considered apps requesting permission pairs as an additional condition, and also
considered used permissions to improve detection accuracy.
Zhao and Qian [29] suggested that most malware variants were created by automatic tools, and thus there
are special fingerprint features for each malware family.
The authors decompiled the Android APK, and mapped
the three different kinds of features, Opcodes, API packages and high level risky API functions, to three integrated channels of an RGB image, respectively. They then
adopted neural networks to identify each family’s fea-

2.2

Dynamic Detection

Dynamic analysis is based on the behaviors of an application, i.e., the application must be installed and executed
in an emulator, and then the log file is analyzed to determine if the application is suspicious. Sun et al. [24]
indicated that sandbox environments play an important
role in the field of information security. A sandbox can execute malware in an isolated environment, minimizing its
destructive power, and can test the malware for different
ways to find its main intentions. Bhatia and Kaushal [9]
presented an approach to perform dynamic analysis of Android apps to classify them as malicious or non-malicious.
The authors developed a system which collects and extracts the system call traces of all apps during their runtime interactions with the phone platform. Subsequently
all the collected system call data is aggregated and analyzed to detect and classify the behavior of Android applications.
Singh and Hofmann [22] extracted the system call behavior of 216 malicious apps and 278 normal apps to
construct a feature vector for training a classifier. The
authors applied several classification algorithms to the
dataset, including decision tree, random forest, gradient
boosting trees, k-NN, Artificial Neural Network, Support
Vector Machine and deep learning. Furthermore, three
feature ranking techniques, i.e., information gain, Chisquare statistic, and correlation analysis, were used to
select appropriate features from the set of 337 system
calls. Experiments showed that Support Vector Machines
(SVM), after selecting features through correlation analysis, outperformed other techniques, where an accuracy of
97.16% was achieved. Maier et al. [18] demonstrate that
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Android malware can bypass current automated analysis
systems, including AV solutions, mobile sandboxes, and
the Google Bouncer. The authors found that malware
can either behave benignly or load malicious code dynamically at runtime. They also investigated the frequency of
dynamic code loading among benign and malicious apps,
and found that malicious apps make use of this technique
more often. About one third of 14,885 malware samples
were found to dynamically load and execute code, which
means traditional antivirus tools can’t detect these kinds
of malware.

2.3

Hybrid Detection and Other Methods

Qian et al. [19] proposed an approach with two steps using static and dynamic analysis separately in each step.
The first step used static analysis, and a permission combination matrix was used to determine the risk of the
app. For suspicious apps, based on reverse engineering,
the authors planted Smali code to monitor sensitive APIs
such as sending SMS, accessing user location, device ID,
phone number, etc. Their experiment results showed that
almost 26% of apps in the Android market have privacy
leakage risks. Kapratwar et al. [14] suggested that static
analysis is more efficient, while dynamic analysis can be
more informative, particularly in cases where the code is
obfuscated. In this research, the authors applied machine
learning techniques to analyze the relative effectiveness of
particular static and dynamic features for detecting Android malware.
They also carefully analyzed the robustness of the scoring techniques under consideration. Liu et al. [16] decompiled an app to obtain static features by searching the
permissions used by the app from the AndroidManifest
file, and the APIs from the Smali file. The app was also
installed in an emulator to obtain dynamic features from
its behaviors. Finally, the static and dynamic vectors were
merged into a machine learning system for classification.
Kang et al. [13] proposed a method to improve the
performance of Android malware detection by incorporating the creator’s information as a feature, and classifying
malicious applications into similar groups. The proposed
system enables fast detection of malware by using creator
information such as certificate serial numbers. Additionally, it analyzes malicious behaviors and permissions to
increase detection accuracy. The system can also classify
malware based on similarity scoring. Its detection rate
and accuracy are 98% and 90%, respectively. The MobileSandbox system proposed by Spreitzenbarth et al. [23]
combines static and dynamic analysis, i.e., the results of
static analysis are used to guide dynamic analysis and extend the coverage of executed code. It also uses specific
techniques to log calls to native (i.e., “non-Java”) APIs,
and finally combines these results with machine-learning
techniques to classify the analyzed samples as either benign or malicious. Rodriguez-Mota et al. [20] proposed
a hybrid test framework in which dynamic analysis was

implemented after the static analysis of an app. They
also analyzed Trojans, and found common features for instances. These features can be used for static analysis to
increase classification accuracy.
This study proposes two approaches using static and
dynamic features to identify malware on Android platforms. The first, called ModeA, is a two-tier system.
ModeA uses static features for the first tier, which can
be run in real-time, and uses dynamic features for the
second tier. ModeB, is an offline system in which static
features are merged with dynamic features to measure a
test app. ModeB was able to achieve an overall accuracy of 97.4% for unknown malware in the experiments.
The two approaches are introduced in Sections 3 and 4,
respectively.

3

System Approach: Mode A - A
Two-tier Design

This approach is a two-tier framework, with static and
dynamic analysis, operated with an on-line analysis tool,
VirusTotal [28], as assistance. The whole structure of
this approach is illustrated in Figure 1. It first implements a static analysis in the user’s phone, and if the
test application is identified as a suspicious app, it is uploaded to the sandbox server for further dynamic analysis.
In terms of static analysis, the proposed system extracts
the permissions, native-permissions, intent-priority setting, and function calls from the test app. After the app
(APK format) is decompiled by Apktool [6], two important files, AndroidManifest.xml and classes.dex, can be
obtained. The AndroidManifest.xml contains three kinds
of features: permissions, native-permissions and priority
settings; the classes.dex contains function calls. Dynamic
analysis requires a sandbox server, so that the test app
can be uploaded to the server for further analysis. The
dynamic analysis uses an Android emulator to run the
suspicious app, and the behavior pattern is then extracted
to check whether the application contains malicious activities.

Figure 1: System structure of Mode A: A two-tier design
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3.1

Static Analysis

First, the test app is decompiled to obtain static features,
which include permissions, native-permissions, intentpriority and sensitive functions. The permission [1] is a
security design on Android platforms. If an app wants
to execute some specific functions, corresponding permissions must be declared in the AndroidManifest.xml file,
and shown to the user before installation so that users
are aware of the activities of an app by permission declaration. In this study, the 135 permissions provided by
Android 5.0 were considered.
Native-permission is provided by Google to enhance
Android programming by supporting other languages, like
C/C++, other than JAVA to develop applications. While
this flexibility extends Android’s supportability, malware
developers use this facility to insert malicious codes into
applications, or to disguise malicious programs as normal
applications, hiding their intentions from the user.
Intent-priority is also declared in Android Manifest.xml, representing the intent-priority of program activity. For example, if the intent-priority value of Application A is larger than that of Application B, related
messages are sent to A before they are sent to B. The
intent-priority value is preset as 0, and its numerical range
is -1000 to 1000. This study found that malware normally
sets its intent-priority value higher than normal programs
on purpose, so as to make sure the malware receives information first. The value of normal programs usually does
not exceed 100.
The final feature of static analysis is sensitive function
calls. This study analyzes how many times an application
uses sensitive functions as a feature of static analysis. Figure 2 shows partial program codes after a malicious app
is decompiled. The malware uses the sendTextMessage(
) function, and sends short messages to a specific number
when it is started, and uses the setComponent( ) function
to start up another malware. Table 1 lists some of the 59
sensitive functions concerned in this study.

3.2

Dynamic Analysis

In order to carry out dynamic analysis, a sandbox server
is built, so that a user can upload an app via mobile phone
interface to this server for runtime testing, and then the
log file of the emulator can be analyzed to check whether
malicious activities are present. This system also uploads
the test application to VirusTotal [28] for testing. VirusTotal is a free on-line scanning website. Finally, the system returns the dynamic analysis result and VirusTotal
on-line test result to the user. The sandbox environment
in this study is an Android virtual machine (Android emulator) [2] provided by Google, which analyzes the activity log in the active stage of applications to identify
suspicious activities. MonkeyRunner [3] is an automated
testing tool provided by Google, developed based on the
Python language. MonkeyRunner is provided via API for
developers to write script, after which it sends commands

to the Android device to ”simulate trigger events”. This
study prerecords several scripts to simulate user behavior
patterns, and MonkeyRunner starts the scripts when an
application is running in the Android emulator.
The information exported from an Android system to
the log file of the emulator in the preset environment is not
specific enough, however. For example, in sending a short
message, only the activation of the function is recorded,
but the receiving number and the message content are
not. In order to detail the information exported to the log
file, the emulator’s files needed to be modified first in this
study. The files comprising the emulator are extracted
from the image file “system.img”. All functional files are
in the .jar format. After decompression, a jar file can
generate a classes.dex file, which contains some functional
files of the emulator. Then, the de-compilation tool Dex
Manager [12] is required, which decompiles a classes.dex
file to a smali program code file. After modification,
the modified program code (in smali) can then be packaged into classes.dex. Finally, the modified classes.dex
is repackaged by compression/decompression tool to the
.jar format in order to run the emulator. Take sending
a short message (SM) as an example. The function for
sending an SM is stored in the SmsManager of telephonycommon.jar. The default Android emulator only records
the event that the function has been activated, but the
content of the message and the recipient of the message
are omitted. Modification (see the red frame in the upper
part of Figure 3) enables the emulator to record the receiving number and message content in the SendTextMessage
file. The yellow frame in the middle of Figure 3 shows that
in the log the receiving number and short message content are actually recorded when the SendTextMessage is
started. Similarly, Figure 4(a) shows that the short message sending function has been activated, the recipient
phone number is 81168, and the content of the message
is “SP99”. Another example in the log is given in Figure
4(b), where a rename function has been executed, with
the names before and after the change. In this study,
twelve functions given in Table 2 in the default Android
emulator were modified first in order to record more information when they were activated, as if more information
about the activities is recorded, then more sophisticated
determinations can be performed.

3.3

Dataset and Experimental Results

In this study, normal apps were downloaded, for the most
part, from Google Play, and checked by anti-virus software, while malicious apps were mostly obtained from
the Contagio Malware [10] website, which periodically updates and shares malware. In total, 900 normal programs
and 300 malware programs were applied in the experiments. Thus 1,200 feature vectors representing 1200 apps
were obtained and fed into Weka, a machine learning tool,
for classification. An instance of one static feature vector
is shown in Figure 5. The permissions (black), function
calls (brown), and native-permissions (purple) and are set
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Figure 2: Illustrations of sensitive functions in applications

Table 1: Some of the 59 Sensitive functions

(a) Content and recipient of a short message

(b) The names of a file before and after rename

Figure 3: System function modifications

Table 2: Modified functions in the Android emulator
1. Turn off background apps
3. Execute commands
5. Get device ID
7. Turn on camera
9. Rename files
11. Copy files

2. Send short messages
4. Get GPS data
6. Get phone number
8. Delete files
10. Open files
12. Retrieve app
information

Figure 4: More information contained in the log of the
emulator

as 1 if they are used, and set as 0 if they are not used.
In terms of priority (green), a priority greater than 0 and
smaller than 1000 (relatively normal) is set as 0, and one
that is less than 0 or greater than 1000 (relatively abnormal) is set as 1. The final feature tells Weka whether the
app is malware; “yes” is normal and “no” is malicious.
Table 3 shows the experiment results by Weka. ”Nonsplit” means that all apps are used for training, and tested
as well. The n-fold cross-validation (n = 2 or 10) means
that all data are divided into n equal parts; n - 1 parts are
used for training, and the remainder are used for testing,
repeated n times with a different part used each time. Finally, the average value is shown. In terms of accuracy,
the best data obtained by non-split, two-fold and ten-fold
all occur when the SVM algorithm is used; the values
are 93.4%, 89.8% and 91.1%, respectively. Non-split has
the maximum value, because the training and test are
the same (complete) dataset. The ten-fold experiment
yields better data than the two-fold experiment for larger
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Figure 5: Example of one static feature vector

Figure 6: System structure of Mode B: A mixed features design

training sets. Normally, non-split is used to measure the
known-attack detection performance of a defense mechanism, and n-fold is used to evaluate its unknown attack
detection performance. Like most cases in the fields, both
n=2 and n=10 are considered in this paper.

Table 3: Experimental results obtained using static features only

In terms of dynamic analysis, 30 normal programs and
70 malware programs were selected randomly to form the
test set. These programs were installed in the emulator
in turn and executed, and MonkeyRunner was started to
simulate user behavior. The log was imported into the
analysis tool developed in this study, so as to identify
suspicious activities. As mentioned in Section 1, sending
short messages (SM) without user’s awareness is an important feature regarded as malware. In the experiments,
the test app was installed in the modified emulator without executing MonkeyRunner [3], i.e., if any SM is sent
out, it must be sent by the app without user consent, because no-one is operating the app. Thus far, this the only
the criterion for ModeA that has been considered, i.e., if
an app sends an SM without user consent, it is regarded
as malware. Of the 70 malware programs, 41 applications included such malicious actions. Unreported malware did not trigger the short message sending function,
and the 30 normal programs were all identified as having
normal behavior. According to the analysis result, as long
as an application has an automatic short message sending function, it will be successfully detected in this way.
However, malware which executes other attack behaviors
(aside from SM sending attacks) cannot be detected. In
the following section, approach ModeB merges all static
and dynamic features to provide a more precise malware
detection design.
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4

System Approach: Mode B - All
Features Combined, and Feature Weighting

ModeB merges static and dynamic app features, and adjusts their weights appropriately. Similarly, the static features include permissions, native-permissions, functions
and priority settings in the application; the dynamic features are obtained by executing the app in the emulator,
and then extracting important activities from logs. The
overall structure of ModeB is shown in Figure 6. The
static features are obtained as in ModeA. Figure 7 shows
the tool designed in this study for extracting dynamic
features from the log.
After merging the 12 dynamic features with the static
features, a feature vector of the app is shown in Figure
8(a), in which the red part, also underlined, represents
dynamic features. Table 4 shows the experiment results
obtained using Weka. In terms of accuracy, the best experimental results for non-split, two-fold, and ten-fold occurred when the SVM algorithm was used; their values
are 95.3%, 92.3% and 93.9%, respectively. Again, nonsplit obtains the maximum value due to having the same
(complete) dataset for training and testing. The ten-fold
experiment has better results than the two-fold experiment because of its larger training sets.

value is 1000, and the maximum weight is 20 in this paper, so the frequency of use of A is divided by 50 to obtain the weight 20. The other features can be deduced by
analogy, divided by 50, and rounded off to obtain their
respective weights. The number of dynamic features is
quite small in relation to that of the static features, so
the maximum weight, i.e. 20, is given to any feature once
it occurs. Figure 8(b) shows a feature vector of the app
after weight adjustment. The experiment results from
Weka are shown in Table 5. The SVM algorithm results
in the best accuracy in the three experiments (non-split,
two-fold and ten-fold), and their values are 99.5%, 96.3%
and 97.4%, respectively. It is clear that the results are improved by adjusting the feature weights. Figure 9 shows
the best outcome of the ten-fold experiments using SVM
in Weka. The other outcomes of the ten-fold experiments
using Bayes Net, Naı̈ve Bayes, K-NN, and J-48 in Weka
are given in Figures 10(a), 10(b), 10(c) and 10(d), respectively.
Table 5: Experimental results for weighted features

Table 4: Experimental results of merging static and dynamic features

Since there is a large gap between the numbers of static
and dynamic features, this study used a weighting method
to mitigate the effect resulting from that disparity. The
most frequently used feature was given the highest weight,
while the other features were compared with the highest
feature, and given their corresponding weights. For example, if Feature A has the highest frequency of use, its

Finally, a comparison between the proposed approach
and other researches is given below. First, it must be
noted that different researches used different methods
of showing their performances, with different datasets.
There is thus no unanimously fair way to compare them
from a specific aspect. The performances of the aforementioned researches in Section 2.3 are summarized because they also used a hybrid approach. The work of [19]
was to monitor the information leakage of apps, and the
main result is that by experiments, almost 26% applications in the Android market have privacy leakage risks.
In [14], the authors used a small dataset with 103 malware
and 97 benign apps. They evaluated the performances of
static analysis and dynamic analysis separately, instead
of merging both types of features together. The authors
adopted the term ROC curve, not accuracy, to show the
performances of static analysis and dynamic analysis, and
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Figure 7: Parsing tool designed to extract dynamic features from the log

(a) An example feature vector

(b) An example feature vector after adjustment

Figure 8: Feature vector for one app after merging static and dynamic features

Figure 9: The best outcome of the ten-fold experiments using SVM in Weka
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(a) Bayes Net

(b) Naı̈ve Bayes

(c) K-NN

(d) J-48

Figure 10: Outcomes of the ten-fold experiments using different algorithms in Weka
their best results obtained by 10-fold cross-validation were
0.966 and 0.884, respectively, both using the RF100 algorithm. [16] is a short, 2 page paper, in which the authors
took 3,414 static features from permissions and API features, and 345 dynamic features from emulator log files.
Using a dataset containing 500 malicious apps and 500 benign apps, the authors achieved the best results, in terms
of accuracy, for static detection and dynamic detection
using SVM (99.28%) and Naı̈ve Bayes (90.00%), respectively. However, the authors did not mention what kind
of experimental techniques were adopted, like non-split,
2-fold, 10-fold, etc. In addition, they did not merge static
and dynamic features together and resolved to do this in
future work.

In [13], the authors proposed an Android malware detection and classification system based on static analysis
using serial number information from the certificate as
a feature. As a result, the detection system can achieve
98% accuracy, and the classifier module can classify the 20
kinds of malware families with 90% accuracy. The work
of [23] did not focus on the classification of malicious and
benign apps. Instead, the authors focused on the calls
to native (i.e., “non-Java”) APIs in apps, because of the
potential risks of such calls. They evaluated the system
on more than 69,000 apps from Asian third-party mobile
markets, and found that about 21% of them actually use
native calls in their code. In [20], the authors took 39
trojan Android malware as samples to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. No result regarding
classification of a dataset was given.

5

Conclusion

Security mechanisms for Android platforms are fast becoming an important and urgent issue. Current malware
technology changes quickly, and malware using obfuscation cannot be identified using only static analysis. Therefore, the malware detection approaches proposed in this
paper combine static and dynamic features. Since static
features can be obtained by parsing the decompiled test
SDK, while dynamic features need to be done with an emulator, two approaches, ModeA and ModeB, are proposed
to apply the use of static and dynamic features. ModeA
is a two-tier framework in which the first tier can be run
on a mobile device to obtain the static features of a test
SDK and make a decision in real-time; if necessary, the
tested SDK can be uploaded to a server for the second
tier check by dynamic features. In ModeB, static features
and dynamic features were merged, and since the static
features far outnumbered the dynamic features, weights
of features were also adjusted to address the disparity.
According to the Weka experiments, the overall accuracy
values achieved by ModeB for detecting known (non-split)
and unknown (ten-fold) malware were 0.995 and 0.974,
respectively, both obtained by SVM algorithm.
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Abstract
RSA is the most famous and the most efficient public key
encryption algorithm. However it is deterministic and
this seriously restricts its applications in designing general cryptographic protocols. In this paper, we modify
the RSA scheme to obtain two probabilistic encryption
algorithms that are semantically secure and multiplicatively homomorphic. The two probabilistic RSA variants with higher security can be used either to encrypt
or to sign messages, and they can also resist homomorphic attacks. Furthermore, the improved RSA variant
algorithms can be extensively applied in designing various cryptographic protocols, such as digital commitment
protocol, zero-knowledge proof protocol, oblivious transfer protocol and secure multi-party computation protocol.
They provide new efficient tools for cryptographic protocol designing. Theoretical analysis and implementations
show that the improved RSA variants are secure and efficient.
Keywords: Homomorphism; Homomorphism Attack;
Public Key Encryption; Probabilistic Encryption; Probabilistic Signature

1

Introduction

RSA is the first public key encryption algorithm [44]. It
can be used not only for encryption but also for digital signature, and it is simple and easy to implement. For a long
time, the researchers continue to improve the efficiency of
RSA by using a variety of hardware and software technologies [5, 27, 28], which makes RSA become one of the
most efficient public key encryption algorithms and the
international standard of asymmetric encryption system.
In addition, RSA is also widely used in key distribution,
public key encryption, digital signature, authentication
and other fields, and it becomes the standard in these
fields. Moreover, RSA occupies an extremely important
position in many aspects of cryptography and information
security.
However, RSA is a deterministic public key encryp-

tion algorithm, which means it could not resist chosen
plaintext attack, that is, attackers can randomly select a
certain number of plaintexts, and encrypt the plaintexts
to obtain the corresponding ciphertexts. After comparing the corresponding ciphertexts with intercepted ciphertexts, the attackers determine whether the corresponding
paintexts are the chosen plaintexts. Chosen plaintext attack is very effective if plaintext space is small. RSA cannot resist chosen plaintext attack because it is deterministic, which largely limits its application to other aspects
of cryptography.
In order to make public key encryption algorithm resist
chosen plaintext attack, Goldwasser and Micali proposed
a solution, namely probabilistic encryption scheme. The
scheme proposed the concept of probabilistic encryption
for the first time [18, 19], and it has been widely accepted
later. The new cryptosystem is defined as probabilistic
encryption cryptosystem (PEC). PEC is a kind of nondeterministic public key cryptosystem, and the essence
of which is to add random parameters in the encryption,
such that the corresponding ciphertexts of two same plaintexts are completely different even using the same encryption key. In brief, there is one-to-many correspondence
between plaintexts and the corresponding ciphertexts in
PEC.
Probabilistic encryption algorithms, such as the ElGamal [10], the Pailliar [39], the Okamoto-Uchiyama [38],
elliptic curve cryptography [25,36] and NTRU [24] can be
widely used in new fields of cryptography such as oblivious transfer [42], zero-knowledge proof [20], bit commitment [37], secret sharing [47], or secure multi-party computation [17]. Deterministic RSA encryption algorithm
cannot be used to construct bit commitment protocols,
oblivious transfer protocols and zero-knowledge proof protocols.
In the basic public key encryption systems, RSA and
the Rabin [43] are deterministic encryption algorithms
with homomorphism, and the ElGamal, the Paillier, the
Okamoto-Uchiyama, NTRU and elliptic curve are probabilistic encryption algorithms with homomorphism. Uncertainty makes that public key encryption algorithm
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has higher security and can resist chosen plaintext attack. A more important reason that above probabilistic encryption algorithms are widely applied is that they
are homomorphic. Homomorphism makes these algorithms be widely used in secure multi-party computation [7,23,29–31,33,41,49,50]. Because of the advantage of
the importance and efficiency of RSA, it is of very important theoretical significances and practical significances to
modify RSA to probabilistic encryption algorithm with
homomorphism, which will greatly extend the range of
applications of RSA, such that RSA will play a bigger
role in cryptography and information security practice.
So far, the improvement schemes of RSA algorithm are
divided into three categories as follows.

Dhakar et al. [8] designed a modified RSA encryption algorithm with additive homomorphism, but its execution
time is almost 6 times of RSA algorithm because it needs
more modulus exponentiations.
In order to take full advantages of simple principle and
low computational complexity of RSA, and to enable RSA
algorithm to play an important role in oblivious transfer, zero-knowledge proof, bit commitment, secret sharing and secure multi-party computation, this paper proposes two secure and efficient RSA public key encryption
variants. These schemes keep multiplicative homomorphism and have semantic security, and therefore can be
widely applied to above new fields of cryptography. The
improvement schemes not only have important theoretical significances in cryptography but also have important
1) The improved algorithms are probabilistic without practical significances in constructing other cryptographic
homomorphism [2, 14, 48, 52];
encryption protocols, and they have broad applications in
privacy protection, secure multi-party computation, cloud
2) The improved algorithms are neither probabilistic storage and cloud computing.
nor homomorphic [11, 34];
Our contributions: The main contributions of this
3) The improved algorithms are probabilistic with hostudy are as follows.
momorphism [8].
1) We design two secure and efficient probabilistic
RSA variants with homomorphism using theBellare et al. [2] first proposed randomized filling techory of number and public key encryption algonique and the corresponding optimal asymmetric encryprithm, and prove that they are correct and setion filling scheme, namely RSA-OAEP. Shoup et al. [48]
mantically secure. Homomorphism and nondeand Fujisaki et al. [14] both presented the improvement
terminacy will make the algorithms be able to
schemes of RSA-OAEP. These randomized filling solube widely used in all kinds of new cryptography
tions guarantee that the probabilistic RSA that are modifields;
fied from deterministic RSA is more secure in the random
oracle model. The probabilistic RSA not only improves ef2) We present a probabilistic digital signature
ficiency of encryption but also extends application range.
scheme and a digital commitment scheme based
However, it is not homomorphic, which limits its applicaon one improved algorithm, and expand the
tions in the fields of secure multi-party computation and
scope of research fields and practical applicaso on, and the length of plaintexts have decreased. In
tions of public key cryptography.
addition, the security of the scheme is based on random
oracle model, but the security of random oracle model Paper organization: The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes some prelimiis based on an ideal hash function and the ideal hash
naries. Section 3 proposes an improved probabilistic
function does not actually prove existing. Therefore the
RSA algorithm and proves its correctness, multiplicasecurity of the scheme remains to be studied.
tive homomorphism and security. Section 4 presents
Yu et al. [52] modified RSA to probabilistic encrypan efficient probabilistic RSA algorithm with multion algorithm by bringing in random numbers and imtiplicative homomorphism and proves that the alproved the efficiency. However, the new algorithm also
gorithm is secure and correct. Section 5 presents
loss the homomorphism, which results in that the new
concrete application examples of the improved algoalgorithm cannot be widely used in cryptography and inrithm. Section 6 analyzes the efficiency and illusformation security. Makkaoui et al. [11] described an imtrates the results of experiments. Section 7 concludes
proved RSA encryption scheme, namely “Cloud-RSA”.
our work with possible further research directions.
The new scheme is able to resist many known brute force
attacks and to maintain multiplicative homomorphism,
but it does not guarantee the confidentiality of a key ex- 2
Preliminaries
change and it is a deterministic encryption scheme, which
cannot be applied to bit commitment and digital signa- In this section, we introduce several basic knowlege about
ture.
RSA.
Liu et al. [34] constructed an improved RSA algorithm
using two combinatorial identities based on RSA pub2.1 Public Key System
lic key encryption algorithm. It can partly resist common modulus attack, but it is a deterministic encryption Diffie and Hellman proposed public key cryptosystem in
algorithm, which cannot resist chosen plaintext attack. 1976 [9], which is also known as asymmetric cryptosys-
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tem. The most important characteristic of public key
3) Choose an integer e such that 1 < e < ϕ(n) and
cryptosystem is as follows: the keys exist in pairs and
gcd(ϕ(n), e) = 1;
it is intractable to compute one key from another key.
4) Compute d such that d × e ≡ 1 mod ϕ(n);
One is called public key, and the other is called private
5) The public key is (e, n), and the private key is
key. Messages encrypted with public key can only be de(d, n).
crypted by using the corresponding private key in public
key cryptosystem. A traditional public key cryptogra- Encrypt. To encrypt message m, compute
phy algorithm usually consists of three algorithms [15]:
KeyGenE , EncryptE , and DecryptE .
c ≡ me mod n.
KeyGenE . Taking a security parameter λ as the input(The λ is the bits of large prime numbers), Decrypt. To decrypt ciphertext c, compute
KeyGenE outputs a private key sk, a public key pk
m ≡ cd mod n.
and the corresponding plaintext space P and ciphertext space C.
Specifically, RSA is multiplicatively homomorphic, that
is,
(skpkPC) ← KeyGenE (λ).
EncryptE . Taking the public key pk and a plaintext
M ∈ P as inputs, EncryptE outputs the corresponding ciphertext C ∈ C.
(C) ← EncryptE (pk, M )(M ∈ P).

E(M1 ) × E(M2 ) mod n = (M1 e mod n) × (M2 e mod n)
= (M1 × M2 )e mod n
= E(M1 × M2 ) mod n.

2.4

RSA Blinding

DecryptE . Taking the private key sk and a ciphertext RSA blinding is usually used to sign a message. The
C ∈ C as inputs, DecryptE outputs the plaintext M ∈ details are as follows.
P.
Blind RSA signature [17]: the author of the message
computes the product of the message and blinding factor,
(M ) ← DecryptE (sk, C)(C ∈ C).
i.e.:

2.2

Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption algorithm plays a very important role in secure multi-party computation. Homomorphism is the most important property of the ElGamal,
the Paillier, the Okamoto-Uchiyama, NTRU and elliptic curve public key encryption algorithm, which makes
these algorithms be powerful building blocks in constructing other cryptographic protocols. A homomorphic encryption algorithm E consists of algorithms KeyGenE ,
EncryptE , DecryptE and EvaluateE , which inputs the
public key pk, the operation S and ciphertext group
C =< C1 , · · · , Cl >, and outputs the ciphertext of
S(M1 , · · · , Ml ).
EncryptE (pk, S(M1 , · · · , Ml )) ← EvaluateE (pk, S, C).

2.3

RSA Public Key Cryptosystem

Rivest, Shamir and Adleman proposed the famous RSA
public key cryptosystem in 1978. Its security is based on
the large integer factorization problem. So far, it is the
most mature public key encryption algorithm in cryptography.
KeyGen.
1) Choose two large prime numbers p and q;
2) Compute n = p × q and ϕ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1),
where ϕ(n) is the value of Euler toient function
of n;

m0 = mre mod n
and sends m0 to the signer. The signer then computes the
blinded signature s0 as:
s0 = (m0 )d mod n.
s0 is sent back to the author of the message, who can
then remove the blinding factor to reveal s, the valid RSA
signature of m:
s = s0 (r)−1 mod n.
This works because RSA keys satisfy the equation
red ≡ r mod n and thus
s = s0 (r)−1 = (m0 )d (r)−1 = md red (r)−1 = md mod n.
Hence s is indeed the signature of m.
This process clearly shows that who adds the blind
factor can remove it. This property restricts its application in secure a communication where the sender can
add a blind factor, but the receiver cannot remove it.
RSA blinding attack may trick the signer into decrypting
a message by blind signing another message [12]. Since
the signing process is equivalent to decrypting with the
signer’s secret key, an attacker can provide a blinded version of a message m encrypted with the signer’s public
key, m0 for them to sign. The encrypted message would
usually be some secret information which the attacker observed being sent encrypted under the signer’s public key
which the attacker wants to learn more about. When the
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attacker removes the blindness of the signed version they
will have the clear text:

3

Probabilistic RSA Encryption
Algorithm

m00 = m0 re mod n = (me (modn) · re )(modn)
In this section, we modify the deterministic RSA encryption algorithm to a probabilistic RSA encryption algowhere m0 is the encrypted version of the message. rithm by adding a random number into a ciphertext.
When the message is signed, the cleartext m is easily ex- The improved algorithm is still homomorphic, and it has
higher security, which makes it more powerful in addresstracted:
ing many cryptography and information security probs0 = (m00 )d mod n = ((mr)e mod n)d mod n
lems.
= (mr)e mod n.

= mred mod n
= m · r mod n,
since
ed = 1 mod ϕ(n).
Note that ϕ(n) refers to Euler’s totient function. The
message is now easily obtained.
m = s0 · r−1 mod n = mr · r−1 mod n = m mod n.
This attack works not only for signing the result of a
cryptographic hash function applied to the message but
also for signing the message itself.

2.5

Security

Semantic security [6,53] is an important index to measure
the security of public key cryptosystem, and it means that
an adversary cannot obtain any message about plaintexts.
Generally, semantic security of an encryption scheme is
characterized by an indistinguishable game, which is also
called IND game. IND game is a kind of mental experiment, which has two participants. One is called
challenger(B), and the other is called adversary(A). The
IND game of public key cryptosystem is called the INDCPA game under the chosen plaintext attack, which is
defined as follows.

3.1

Probabilistic RSA with Homomorphism

KeyGen.
1) Choose two large prime numbers p and q;
2) Compute n = p × q and ϕ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1),
where ϕ(n) is the value of Euler toient function
of n;
3) Choose an integer e such that 1 < e < ϕ(n) and
gcd(ϕ(n), e) = 1;
4) Compute d such that d × e ≡ 1 mod ϕ(n);
5) The public key is (e, n), and the private key is
(d, n).
Encrypt. To encrypt a message m, choose a random
number r(0 < r < n), and compute
c = (c1 , c2 ) = (mr+e mod n, mre mod n).
Decrypt. To decrypt ciphertext c, compute
2

m = c1 d · c2 −d mod n.

Generally, r ∈ Zn∗ , but r is selected by an encryption
party, who does not know the factorization of n. Thus
the encryption party can only select r ∈ Zn . However, the
1) Initialization. A challenger generates the encryption
analysis shows that the probability of r ∈
/ Zn∗ is negligible.
system E, and A gets the public key KP ub of the
Thus the encryption party just selects r ∈ Zn . Moreover,
system, which can be used to encrypt any plaintext; 2
d can be processed before decryption, which will improve
2) Challenge. A chooses two same long plaintexts m0 the efficiency of decryption.
and m1 . The challenger randomly chooses b ∈ {0, 1}
to encrypt c∗ = EncKP ub (mb ), then send c∗ to A.
3.2 Scheme Analyses

3) Guess. A outputs a guess b0 ∈ {0, 1} of b. If b = b0 , Correctness analysis. The encryption is to compute
then output 1(A wins the game); otherwise output
0.
c = (c1 , c2 ) = (mr+e mod n, mre mod n).
ind−cpa
Assume AdvA,E
(λ) is the advantage of A winning
ind−cpa
GameA,E
(λ). If there is a negligible function δ, such
that

1
ind−cpa
ind−cpa
AdvA,E
(λ) = |P r[GameA,E
(λ) = 1] − | ≤ δ(λ),
2
then the scheme E is indistinguishably secure under the
chosen plaintext attack, which means that the scheme is
semantically secure.

Decryption is to compute
2

m = c1 d · c2 −d mod n.
It is known by the decryption formula that obtaining
the inverse of c2 is the key of correctness proof. Probability of that the inverse of c2 exists is not 100%, but
the probability of that the inverse of c2 does not exist
is negligible. The reason is as follows [38].
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Fact 1. Let a ∈ Zn . Then a is invertible if and only
if gcd(a, n) = 1.
Fact 2. (Euler’s theorem)Let n ≥ 2 be an integer.
If a ∈ Z∗n , then aφ(n) ≡ 1(modn).
This means that if the inverse of (a mod n) exists, then (aφ(n)−1 mod n) is the inverse, because
a · aφ(n)−1 mod n = aφ(n) mod n = 1.
In our scheme, no matter how to choose r and e,
c2 ≡ mre mod n ∈ Zn , the elements in Zn are all
invertible except multiples of p or multiples of q, because gcd(up, n) = p and gcd(vq, n) = q, where u and
v are integers. Then we will analyse the probability
that c2 has no inverse in the following. As mentioned
above, up and vq have no inverse in Zn . The number
of up is q − 1, and the number of vq is p − 1. For
example, when n = p × q = 5 × 7 = 35, the number
of up is 6(5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30), and the number of vq
is 4(7, 14, 21, 28). These numbers(5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
30, 7, 14, 21, 28) have not inverse. Suppose that the
bits of p is approximately equal to the bits of q, then
the number of up and vq is approximately equal to
2(p − 1). Thus the ratio of 2(p − 1) to n − 1 is the
probability that c2 has no inverse, that is,
2(p−1)
n−1

≈ 2q .

Decrypting v can obtain:
2

D(v) = c1 d · c2 −d mod n
=

[M1r1 M2r2 (M1 M2 )e ]d mod n
[(M1r1 M2r2 )e ]d2 mod n

=

M1r1 d M2r2 d (M1 M2 )ed mod n
(M1r1 d M2r2 d )ed mod n

=

M1r1 d M2r2 d M1 M2 mod n
M1r1 d M2r2 d mod n

= M1 M2 mod n.
Therefore the RSA variant is multiplicatively homomorphic, that is,
E(M1 ) × E(M2 ) mod n ≡ E(M1 × M2 ) mod n.
Security analysis. About the security of this scheme,
we have the following theorem [39, 40].
Theorem 1. If the RSA problem is difficult, then E has
IND-CPA security, that is, the scheme is semantically secure. Assume E(Gen, Enc, Dec) is RSA variant. A is a
polynomial time algorithm that attacks E, and the advantage of A winning IND-CPA game is ξ. We can construct
an algorithm B that can use A to solve the RSA problem.

Generally, because we need to ensure n is difficult
to factorize, we must set the bits of p approximately Proof. The challenger(B) of the RSA problem works as
equal to the bits of q and (p ≥ 2384 ) ∧ (q ≥ 2384 ). follows.
Thus the probability that c2 has no inverse is less
1
than 2383
= 2−383 . Therefore the probability is neg- 1) Inputs λ. Runs GenRSA(λ) and obtains (n, e, d).
The public key is (n, e), and the private key is (n, d);
ligible. Thus c2 has inverse, and it can be obtained
φ(n)−1
by computing (c2
mod n), or by following:
2) Sends system parameter λ and the public key (n, e)
to A;
m(r+e)d mod n
d
−d2
D(c) ≡ c1 · c2
mod n ≡ mred2 mod n ≡
rd
ed
rd
(m ×m ) mod n
×m mod n
3) Obtains M0 and M1 of A;
≡ m rd
= m mod n.
rd ed
(m

)

mod n

(m

) mod n

In conclusion, congruence expressions are not valid to
division in the absence of inverses. However, c2 has
inverse in our scheme, so congruence expressions are
valid to division, that is, both sides of the congruence
expression are divisible. This kind of usage can also
be seen in the Ref.[6], so it can be seen that congruence expressions are valid to division in the case of
the inverse existing. This completes the proof of the
correctness analysis.

4) Randomly selects b ∈ {0, 1};
5) Assumes C ∗ = (T1 M e−1 mod n, T2e mod n) and
sends C ∗ to A;
6) Supposes that b0 ∈ {0, 1} is the guess of A;
7) Outputs s0 (If b = b0 , then s0 = 0; if b 6= b0 , then
s0 = 1).

Homomorphism analysis. The RSA probabilistic encryption algorithm keeps multiplicative homomor- The probability of B winning RSA security game can be
phism. The specific property is described as follows. solved by Bayes formula as follows:
Evaluation. For given ciphertexts E(M1 ) and E(M2 ), P r[s = s0 ]
compute
= P r[s = 0]P r[s = s0 |s = 0] + P r[s = 1]P r[s = s0 |s = 1]
1
1
v = E(M1 ) × E(M2 ) mod n
= P r[s0 = 0|s = 0] + P r[s0 = 1|s = 1]
2
2
= (M1r1 +e , M1r1 e ) × (M2r2 +e , M2r2 e ) mod n
1
1
0
r1
r2
r1
r2 e
e
= P r[b = b |s = 0] + P r[b 6= b0 |s = 1].
= (M1 M2 (M1 M2 ) mod n, (M1 M2 ) mod n)
2
2
(1)
= (c1 , c2 ).
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When s0 = 0, B sets T = (T1 , T2 ) = (M r+1 mod
n, M r mod n). At this point, the view of B submitted
to A is indistinguishable from the view of A attacking E
in the IND-CPA game. Therefore when s0 = 0, the probability of b = b0 is equal to the probability of A winning
the IND-CPA game, that is,
P r[b = b0 |s = 0] =

1
+ ξ.
2

2) Compute n = p × q and ϕ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1),
where ϕ(n) is the value of Euler toient function
of n;
3) Choose an integer e such that 1 < e < ϕ(n) and
gcd(ϕ(n), e) = 1;
4) Compute d such that d × e ≡ 1 mod ϕ(n);

(2)

5) The public key is (e, n), and the private key is
(d, n).

When s0 = 1, B sets T = Rw = (R1 , R2 ). Because
Rw is uniformly distributed over Zn , we can obtain that
Encrypt. To encrypt a message m, choose a random
(R1 M e−1 mod n, R2e mod n) is uniformly distributed over
number r(0 < r < n), and compute
∗
∗
(Zn , Zn ), which is independent of n, M0 , M1 and b.
e−1
e
(R1 M
mod n) and (R2 mod n) are independent of M0 ,
c = (c1 , c2 ) = (re mod n, rme mod n).
M1 and b. Therefore KP ub and ciphertext C ∗ do not re0
veal any information about b, and guess b outputed by
A must be independent of b. Because the probability of
Decrypt. To decrypt ciphertext c, compute
b = 0 and b =1 are both 1/2, we can obtain
P r[b 6= b0 |s = 1] =

1
.
2

By Equations (1), (2) and (3), we can obtain
1 1
P r[s = s0 ] = (
2 2
1
= +
2

M = (c2 c1 −d )d mod n.

(3)

1 1
+ ξ) + ×
2 2
1
ξ.
2

4.2

Scheme Analyses

Correctness analysis. The encryption is to compute
E(M ) = (c1 , c2 ) = (re mod n, rme mod n).

Therefore the advantage of B winning the game is
Decryption is to compute
1
1 1
1
ξ
|P r[s = s ] − | = ( + ξ) − = .
2
2 2
2
2
0

c1 d mod n ≡ (r)ed mod n ≡ r mod n

We are aware of that B can only win the game with
negligible advantage, so ξ/2 is negligible, which implies ξ
and
is also negligible. Therefore A can only win the IND-CPA
game with the negligible advantage ξ.
( cr2 )d mod n ≡ m mod n.
Thus, using this scheme to encrypt any two same long
plaintexts M0 and M1 , the correspongding ciphertexts C0
c
and C1 are indistinguishable, that is, C0 ≡ C1 .
Homomorphism analysis. The efficient RSA probabilistic encryption algorithm keeps multiplicative homomorphism. The specific property is described as
4 Efficient Probabilistic RSA with
follows.

Homomorphism
In Section 3, we modify the deterministic RSA encryption
algorithm to a probabilistic RSA encryption algorithm,
and maintain the homomorphism. However, encryption
efficiency is reduced, so we introduce another variant. The
new variant not only keeps homomorphism and semantic
security but also greatly improves the efficiency of encryption.

4.1

Efficient Probabilistic RSA with Homomorphism

KeyGen.
1) Choose two large prime numbers p and q;

Evaluation. For given ciphertexts E(M1 ) and E(M2 ),
compute
E(M1 ) × E(M2 ) mod n
≡ (r1 e , r1 M1 e ) × (r2 e , r2 M2 e ) mod n
≡ ((r1 r2 )e , r1 r2 (M1 M2 )e ) mod n
≡ E(M1 × M2 ) mod n.
Therefore the RSA variant is multiplicatively homomorphic.
Security analysis. The proof method [41] is similar to
the proof of Theorem 1, and we omit it here.
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5

Applications

5.1

Probabilistic
Scheme

Digital

Signature

The rapid development of Internet, Internet of things
and car networking animate booming development of ecommerce of the world. Using handwritten signatures
will greatly reduce transaction efficiency of e-commerce,
so more and more people want to replace handwritten
signatures with fast and convenient digital signature for
signing the agreement in real life to improve the trade
efficiency Moreover, digital signature not only ensure the
security and accuracy of data transmission, but also confirm the identity of both parties. Therefore the applications of digital signature are increasingly wide [42, 43],
and the research of digital signature is meaningful. In this
paper, we improve the security of the signature by introducing a random number, which is sufficient to resist the
homomorphic attack. The specific signature scheme is as
follows.
Sign:

1) Suppose that the message is m;
2) Generate signature S1 ≡ mr+d mod n;
3) Generate signature S2 ≡ mrd mod n;
4) Output (m, S1 , S2 ).

Verify:

1) Obtain (m, S1 , S2 );

2) Compute h1 = S1 e mod n;
2

3) Compute h2 = S2 e mod n;
4) Compute h0 = (h1 , h2 ) = h1 h2 −1 ;
5) Compare whether m = h0 . If m = h0 , then
accept the signature; otherwise reject the signature.
Correctness analysis.

The signature process is:

s = (s1 , s2 ) = (mr+d mod n, mrd mod n).
Verifying s can obtain:
s1 e mod n
s2 e2 mod n

5.2

re
×mde ) mod n
m(r+d)e mod n
≡ (m(mre
)de mod n
mrde2 mod n
mre ×m mod n
= m mod n.
mre mod n

≡

≡

Homomorphism Attack

Homomorphic attack refers to that a malicious attacker
uses homomorphism to forge a new signature in order to
achieve attacks. The deterministic RSA signature algorithm cannot resist homomorphism attack. It mainly has
the following two attacks:
1) If the attacker knows the messages M1 and M2 , and
the corresponding signatures S1 and S2 , then the attacker can forge signature S = (M1 × M2 )d mod n
of message M = (M1 × M2 ) mod n, because S =
(S1 × S2 ) mod n = (M1d × M2d ) mod n = (M1 ×
M2 )d mod n;

2) If the attacker knows the messages M1 and M2 , and
the corresponding signatures S1 and S2 , then the attacker can forge signature S = (M1a × M2b )d mod n
of message M = (M1a × M2b ) mod n, where a and
b are positive integers, because S = S1a S2b mod n =
(M1d )a × (M2d )b mod n = (M1a M2b )d mod n.
If M is a valuable piece of information, then the signature of M will be very important, and it is very dangerous for a malicious attacker to hold such an important signature. In order to resist the above two attacks,
this paper proposes a new probabilistic signature scheme
based on the first RSA variant. Because it is the application part, this paper just does an intuitive analysis here.
Suppose that the attacker knows the two messages M1
and M2 and the corresponding signatures S and S 0 . If
an attacker can forge the signatures S ∗ = (S1∗ , S2∗ ) =
((M1 M2 )r+d , (M1 M2 )rd ) of M1 M2 by multiplicatively
transforming S = (S1 , S2 ) = (M1r1 +d , M1r1 d ) and S 0 =
(S 0 1 , S 0 2 ) = (M2r2 +d , M2r2 d ), then the scheme cannot resist homomorphism attack. However, we can only obtain
S × S 0 mod n = ((M1 M2 )d M1r1 M2r2 , (M1r1 M2r2 )d ) mod n
by multiplicative transformation, that is, the forged signatures cannot be verified. Therefore our signature algorithm can resist homomorphism attack.
With the RSA-blinding, a message provider can add a
blind factor to the message, ask the signer to blind sign
the message, and then remove the blind factor. This approach is not applicable for secure communication, because the sender can add a blind factor but the receiver
cannot remove the blind factor unless the sender send
the blind factor by a different channel. Therefore, RSAblinding is mainly used to obtain non-determinstic blind
signatures [1]. It cannot be used to secure a communication, nor can it be used in general protocols such as secure
multiparty computations. Our RSA variants can be used
to sign a message, to secure a communication, or to construct secure multiparty computation protocols. Using
RSA-blinding signature, a malicious attacker may lure a
signer to sign a message that hurts his benefit. Our probabilistic RSA can prevent this attack because our scheme
can resist homomorphism attack.
To sum up, although the approach is not new, our constructions are completely new and have significant advantages. our probabilistic schemes with homomorphism can
be used either to encrypt a message (to secure a communication) or to sign a message, or to construct general
cryptographic protocols such as secure multiparty computation protocols. RSA blinding can only be used to
make a blind signature. These are the advantages of our
scheme.

5.3

Digital Commitment Scheme

Digital commitment is an important module of cryptography. Besides it can be widely used in constructing zero
knowledge proof protocols and coin-tossing protocols, it
also has important applications in real life, for example, confidential bidding. In addition, digital commitment
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can be applied to electronic voting, electronic lottery and
possibly selects r or r + x. However, the receiver
other aspects. Therefore studying more efficient digital
cannot determine that which is the commitment of
commitment is of great significance. Generally, digital
v, and which is a commitment of v + b. Because the
commitment scheme [44-46] is divided into the following
above commitment values have been randomized, the
two categories: the first is bit commitment, which means
receiver does not distinguish commitments between
that the commitment information is limited to 0 and 1;
v and v + b.
the second is digital commitment, which means that the
e
commitment information can be numbers or strings. In Determinacy analysis. Because c1 = r mod n, we can
e
obtain that r mod n is deterministic when the r is
short, a digital commitment scheme is a two phase agreedeterministic, that is, there is one-to-one corresponment with two parties taken part in. The two parties
dence between c1 and r, which means that an atare the commitment maker and the receiver, and the two
tacker cannot forge r0 such that r0e mod n = re mod
phases are commitment phase and revealing phase. The
e
n. Analogously, because rvr mod n = v e mod n, we
commitment maker achieves that the secret information
know that v e is also deterministic. Thus the commitis binded to a number through this protocol. The binding
ment scheme satisfies the requirement of certainty at
satisfies confidentiality and certainty.
the meaning of the computational feasibility.
However, the deterministic RSA encryption algorithm
cannot be used to construct a digital commitment scheme,
while the probabilistic RSA encryption algorithm can be Non-malleability analysis. The commitment information is c(v). If the attacker wants to make a commitused to construct the commitment scheme. Based on the
ment
of v+b according to c(v), he/she must know the
second RSA variant, this paper proposes a non-malleable
value
of the v. If the attacker wants to know the value
commitment scheme based on large prime factorization
of
the
v, then he/she need to factorize large number.
problem. The specific commitment is as follows:
However the problem of factoring large numbers is
difficult, so this scheme is non-malleable.
KeyGen. Choose two private large primes p and q, and
compute n = p × q and ϕ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1), where
ϕ(n) is the Euler toient function value of n. Two
Performance Analyses
parties choose an integer e, where 1 < e < ϕ(n) and 6
gcd(ϕ(n), e) = 1.
Protocol 5.3.1 Non-malleable
based on factorization.

commitment

scheme

Commitment phase. The commitment maker uniformly selects a random number of r(0 < r < n),
and compute
c(v) = (c1 , c2 ) = (re mod n, rv e mod n).
Revealing phase. The commitment maker sends r and
v to the receiver, and the receiver verifies whether
the following equation is true.
(re mod n, rv e mod n) = (c1 , c2 ).
If it is true, then accept the commitment; otherwise
reject the commitment.
Confidentiality analysis. In this protocol, the commitment of any number is computationally indistinguishable from the commitment of other numbers. Assume
commitments of v and v + b respectively are
c(v)

=

(c1 , c2 )

6.1

Computational Complexity

In public key encryption system, the Paillier and the ElGamal are probabilistic encryption algorithms. Among
them, Paillier’s encryption algorithm and our two schemes
are based on the same difficult problem, namely the
factorization of large integers. ElGamal’s encryption
algorithm and our two schemes have same homomorphism, that is, multiplicative homomorphism. Because
the schemes of our paper are mainly based on modulus
exponentiations, we can measure the computation overhead of the algorithms by comparing modulus exponentiations. Suppose that the computation overhead of modulus
n is x, the computation overhead of modulus n2 is y, the
computation overhead of modulus p is z, the computation
overhead of modulus m is h, the computation overhead of
modulus m2 is k, and the computation overhead of modulus m2 − 1 is t. The analysis of each scheme is shown in
Table 1. To simplify the description, we define the RSA
variant of Section 3 is PRSA 1, and the RSA variant of
Section 4 is PRSA 2.

6.2

Experiments

In this section, we present two experimental results in
terms of two RSA variants efficiency. The experimenc(v + b) = (c1 , c2 )
tal settings are as follows, the operating system is Win= ((r + x)e ,(r + x)(v + b)e mod n).
dows 10, CPU is Inter Core i5-6600 3.30GHz, and RAM
¯
is 8GB. We implement the schemes of this paper by using
The commitment maker uniformly selects a random Java language and use the Experiment 1 and Experiment
number in commitment, so the commitment maker 2 to test the cost of PRSA 1 and PRSA 2. Execution
=

(re , rv e mod n)
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Table 1: Comparison of all solutions

Computation
Number of keys

Scheme [33]
2x + h + k + t
7

PRSA 1
4x
3

PRSA 2
3x
3

Paillier’s
3y + x
3

ElGamal’s
3z
2

Figure 1: Comparison of the implementation of our two Figure 2: Comparison of the implementation of our two
RSA variants(m = 2000)
RSA variants(m = 20)

time of the four protocols verifies the computational com- Experiment 2. This experiment adopts control variable method. The length of n is independent variplexity(Our implementation is not to compare the perforable. The range of n is [512, 2048]. The confidential
mance of our scheme with that of other schemes, but to
datas are 20 and 2000. We implement the Paillier,
show that our scheme is practical, so we did not use stanPRSA1, the ElGamal and PRSA2, and each execudard benchmark implementation [26, 45, 46, 51]).
tion time in the experiment is the average time of
100 times encrypting and decrypting same plaintext.
Experiment 1. This experiment adopts control variThe results are shown in Table 2.
able method. The length of n is independent variable. The range of n is [512, 2048]. The confidential
The experimental datas show that the execution time
datas are 20 and 2000. We implement PRSA1 and of Paillier algorithm is much larger than that of PRSA
PRSA2, and each execution time in the experiment 1 and PRSA 2, because the calculation of modulus n2
is the average time of 100 times encrypting and de- of Paillier is more than the calculation of modulus n of
crypting same plaintext. The results are shown in PRSA 1 and PRSA 2. It can be seen that PRSA 2 is the
Figure 1 and Figure 2.
most efficient.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that the execution time grows
as the length of the modulus increase, which has nothing
to do with the length of confidential data. This is because
that the execution time of the other operations is negligible compared with the execution time of the modulus
exponentiations. In addition, the
modulus exponentiation operation is also uncertain.
After modulus exponentiation operation, a small number may become a large number, and a large number may
become a small number. Thus the length of confidential data does not affect the efficiency of the algorithm.
The results show that the execution time of PRSA 1 is
much larger than that of PRSA 2 under the condition of
the limited length of confidential data, because modulus
exponentiations of PRSA 1 is more than that of PRSA 2.

7

Conclusion

RSA algorithm is of practical significances in information
security, and it also has wide applications in public key
cryptography. RSA algorithm can serve as the basic module of many cryptographic protocols, and it can be even
widely used to guarantee secrecy communications, and
confidentiality of the Internet, the Internet of things, and
car networking business. In order to improve the security of RSA encryption algorithm and extend its applications, this paper modifies it to probabilistic encryption
algorithms with semantic security. The RSA variants can
resist homomorphic attack, which can be used for probabilistic encryptions, probabilistic signatures and digital
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Table 2: Comparison of all solutions
Performance
Alice(ms)
Number of keysBob(ms)
Total(ms)

Paillier’s
103
138
241

PRSA 1
87
129
216

ElGamal’s
21
11
32

PRSA 2
18
9
27
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Abstract
Predicate encryption scheme is a paradigm which provides fine-grained access control and has attractive applications. In 2017, Brakerski, Tsabary, Vaikuntanathan,
and Wee (TCC 2017) proposed a new LWE based predicate encryption scheme in order to overcome drawbacks
in the scheme proposed by Gorbunov, Vaikuntanathan
and Wee (CRYPTO 2015). In this paper, We analyze
this scheme and provide two practical attacks to show
that the scheme (TCC 2017) is insecure under the full attribute hiding security model. These two attacks mainly
exploit several homomorphic and linear properties in the
construction. This illustrates that in order to construct
full attribute hiding secure predicate encryption scheme
these weak properties must be bypassed.
Keywords: Functional Encryption; Lattice with Error
(LWE); Predicate Encryption

1

Introduction

With the emergence and development of cloud computing and other complex networks, considerable progress
has been witnessed recently in the field of computing on
encrypted data. A number of concepts and constructions
of cryptographic primitives have turned out, such as Attribute Based Encryption [3,7,8,13,15,19,21,24,25], Fully
Homomorphic Encryption [12, 14, 17, 18], Functional Encryption [1, 2, 4, 9, 16, 23].
Among them, the notion of fully homomorphic encryption permits arbitrary computation on encrypted data,
but still restricts decryption to be all or nothing as traditional notions of public key encryption. However, Functional encryption [9], attribute based encryption [8, 19],
provides a satisfying solutions to this problem in theory.
Two features provided by functional encryption are finegrained access and computing on encrypted data. The
fine-grained access part is formalized as a cryptographic
notion, named predicate encryption [10, 11, 20, 22]. In
predicate encryption system, ciphertext ct is associated
with descriptive attribute values a in addition to plain-

texts µ while secret key sk f is associated with a predicate
f . A user holding the key sk f can decrypt ciphertext ct
if and only if f (a) = 0.
In the literature, The security requirement for predicate encryption scheme can be formalized in two ways.
The basic one is the definition of weak attribute-hiding,
which enforces privacy of a and the plaintext amidst multiple unauthorized secret key queries: an adversary holding secret keys for different query predicates learns nothing about the attribute x and the plaintext if none of
them is individually authorized to decrypt the ciphertext.
The second, called full attribute-hiding, requires that a remains hidden given an unbounded number of keys, which
may comprise of both authorized and unauthorized keys.
Recently, Gorbunov, Vaikuntanathan and Wee [20]
constructed a predicate encryption scheme for all circuits
(of an a-priori bounded polynomial depth) from the LWE
assumption. But the construction only achieved the weak
attribute-hiding security. Two sources of leakage in the
scheme prevent its construction from achieving the full
attribute-hiding property. Later, Agrawal [2] indeed exploited the two sources of leakage to recover the attribute
a under full attribute-hiding attacks. Based on these,
Brakerski etc. [11] proposed an improved predicate encryption scheme by feat of the new ”Dual Use” technique,
that is, using the same LWE secret for the FHE [20] and
the ABE [8]. In this paper, we cryptanalyze this improved scheme and show that it still does not achieve the
full attribute-hiding security.
Our Contributions: We provide two polynomial time attacks to show that the Brakerski etc.’s predicate encryption scheme [11] is still not secure under the full
attribute-hiding attacks.
1) Our first attack is inspired by the attack method
in [2] which is designed to attack the inner product predicate encryption scheme [4] mainly using the
inherent property of linearity in the inner product
operation. However, the Brakerski etc.’s predicate
encryption scheme we considered here, is designed for
general predicates described by polynomial-size circuits, instead of only inner product predicate. Conse-
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quently, two barriers prevent applying the attack into
Brakerski etc.’s scheme directly. Fortunately, we find
and prove two homomorphic properties which conquer above two barriers and make the attack practical.
2) Our second attack is based on the following three
observations: The first one is that when running the
ciphertexts homomorphic evolution algorithm in [8],
the error growth is linear in the corresponding original errors. The second is that when running the
GSW homomorphic evaluation algorithm, the error
growth is also linear in the corresponding original errors. More importantly, the coefficients in these two
linear combination are both public in view of the adversary. The last observation is that by construction
of the scheme in [11], the adversary is able to obtain
a set of linear equations over all the original errors
given a 1-key. Thus, by requesting sufficient 1-keys,
the attacker will solve this linear system to recover
the errors used in encryption, which lead to recovery
of the predicate a.

2

Preliminaries

Notation. Let λ be the security parameter, and let ppt
denote probabilistic polynomial time. We use bold
uppercase letters to denote matrices M, and bold
lowercase letters to denote vectors v. We write [n] to
denote the set {1, ..., n}, and |t| to denote the number of bits in the string t. We denote the i-th bit
s by s[i]. We say a function negl(·) : N → (0, 1) is
negligible, if for every constant c ∈ N , negl(n) < n−c
for sufficiently large n.

2.1

Predicate Encryption

We recall the syntax and security definition of predicate
encryption (PE) [4,22]. PE can be regarded as a generalization of attribute based encryption. A PE scheme P E
with respect to an attribute universe A, predicate universe
C and a message universe M consists of four algorithms
Π = (Setup, Keygen, Enc, Dec):

Definition 1 (Correctness). We say the PE scheme
described above is correct, if for any (msk, mpk) ←
Setup(1λ ), any message µ, any predicate C ∈ C,
and attribute a ∈ A such that C(a) = 0, we have
Dec(sk C , ct) = µ, where sk C ← Keygen(msk, C) and
ct ← Enc(mpk, a, µ).
E λ
Security. The model ExptP
A (1 ) for defining the fully
attribute-hiding security of PE against adversary A
(under chosen plaintext attacks) is given as follows:

1) Setup is run to generate keys mpk and msk, and
mpk is given to A.
2) A may adaptively make a polynomial number of
key queries for predicate functions, f . In reR
sponse, A is given the corresponding key skf ←−
−
Keygen(msk, f ).
3) A outputs challenge attribute vector (a(0) , a(1) )
and challenge plaintexts (µ(0) , µ(1) ), subject to
the following restrictions:
• f (a(0) ) 6= 0 and f (a(1) ) 6= 0 for all the key
queried predicate, f .
• Two challenge plaintexts are equal, i.e.,
µ(0) = µ(1) , and any key query f satisfies
f (a(0) ) = f (a(1) ), i.e., one of the following
conditions.
? f (a(0) ) = 0 and f (a(1) ) = 0;
? f (a(0) ) 6= 0 and f (a(1) ) 6= 0,
R

4) A random bit b is chosen. A is given cta(b) ←−
−
Enc(mpk, µ(b) , a(b) ).
5) The adversary may continue to issue a polynomial number of key queries for additional predicate, f , subject to the restriction given in
R
Step 3. A is given the corresponding key skf ←−
−
Keygen(mpk, msk, f ).
6) A outputs a bit b0 , and wins if b0 = b.
The advantage of adversary A in attacking a PE
scheme P E is defined as:
AdvantageA (1λ ) = Pr[b∗ = b0 ] −

1
,
2

where the probability is over the randomness of the
Setup(1λ , A, C, M ): On input the security parameter λ,
challenger and adversary.
the setup algorithm outputs public parameters mpk
and master secret key msk.
Definition 2 (Fully attribute-hiding). We say an PE
keygen(msk, C): On input the master secret key msk scheme P E is fully attribute-hiding against chosenall
and a predicate C ∈ C, the key generation algorithm plaintext attacks in adaptive attribute setting, ifP for
E λ
P
P
T
adversaries
A
engaging
in
experiment
Expt
(1
),
A
outputs a secret key sk C .
we have
AdvantageA (1λ ) ≤ negl(λ).
Enc(mpk, a, µ): On input the public parameter mpk and
an attribute/message pair (a, µ), it outputs a ciphertext ct.
2.2 Gadget Matrix
Dec((sk C , C), ct): On input the secret key sk C and a We now recall the gadget matrix [5,23], and the extended
ciphertext ct, it outputs the corresponding plaintext gadget matrix technique appeared in [6], that are important to our construction.
µ if C(a) = 1; otherwise, it outputs ⊥.
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Definition 3. Let m = n · dlog qe, and define the gadget
matrix
Gn,2,m = g ⊗ In ∈ Zqn×m

• It holds that [B1 − x1 Gk · · · kBl − xl G] · Hf,x =
[B1 k · · · kBl ] · Hf − f (x)G(modq).
Construction of algorithms EvalF and EvalFX:

dlog qe

where vector g = (1, 2, 4, ..., 2blog qc ) ∈ Zq
, and ⊗ denotes tenser product. We will also refer to this gadget
matrix as “powers-of-two” matrix. We define the inverse
n×m
function G−1
→ {0, 1}m×m which expands each
n,2,m : Zq
entry a ∈ Zq of the input matrix into a column of size
dlog qe consisting of the bits of binary representations. We
have the property that for any matrix A ∈ Zqn×m , it holds
that Gn,2,m · G−1
n,2,m (A) = A.

2.3

GSW
Homomorphic
Scheme

 For an addition gatef (x1 , · · · , xk ) = x1 + · · · + xk ,

EvalF (f, B1 , · · · , Bk ) = E

··· E

EvalF X(f, x, B1 , · · · , Bk ) = E · · ·

EvalF (f, B1 , · · · , Bk )


EvalF X(f, x, B1 , · · · , Bk )

x2 x3 · · · xk E

x
x
· · · xk G−1 (−B1 )
3
4

=
..

.

(n−1)×nl

• GSW.Enc (s, µ ∈ Z): choose C ← Zq
and
e ← χm , let bT = et − sT C(modq), and output the
cphertext
 
C
C = T + µG
b

- Homomorphic addition: C1  C2 = C1 + C2 .
- Homomorphic multiplication: C1
G−1 (C2 ), and is right associative.

2.4

O
..
.







=



O
G−1 (−Bk−1 G−1 (· · · G−1 (−B2 G−1 (−B1 ))))

• GSW.Gen (choose s ← χn−1 and output secret key
s = (s, 1) ∈ Z n ).

• GSW.Eval(C1 , C2 ):

T

 For a multiplication gatef (x1 , · · · , xk ) = x1 x2 · · · xk ,

The GSW scheme [5, 18] is parameterized by a dimension
n, a modulus q with l = dlog2 qe, and some error distribution χ over Z which we assume to be subGaussian.
Formally, we describe the scheme as follows:

• GSW.Dec(s, C): Let c be the penultimate column of
C, and output µ = bhs, cie2 .

E

where E is the identity matrix.

Encryption

where G is the gadget matrix. Notice that sT C =
eT + µ · sT G(modq).

T

G−1 (−Bk−1 G−1 (· · · G−1 (−B2 G−1 (−B1 ))))







where E is the identity matrix.
 For a general circuit f which has l input wires, we
construct the required matrices inductively input to
output gate-by-gate.

3

Review of the BTVW Predicate
Encryption Scheme Using DualUse Technique

C2 ← C1 · In this section, we provide a brief overview of the
BTVW predicate encryption scheme using Dual-Use technique [11].

Lattice Evolution

The following lemma is an abstraction of the evaluation
procedure that developed in a long sequence of works [3,
5, 8, 11, 18, 20]. Here we use the formalism as in [11].
Lemma 1. There exist efficient deterministic algorithms
EvalF and EvalFX such that for all n, q, l ∈ N , and for
n×ndlog qe l
any sequence of matrices (B1 , · · · , Bl ) ∈ (Zq
),
for any depth-d Boolean circuit f : {0, 1}l → {0, 1} and
for every x = (x1 , · · · , xl ) ∈ {0, 1}l , the following properties hold.

n×(n+1) log q

We write G ∈ Zq
to denote all but the
last row of G which is the gadget matrices in
(n+1)×(n+1) log q
Zq
. Given a circuit computing a function f : {0, 1}l → {0, 1}, and GSW FHE encryptions
Ψ := (Ψ1 , · · · , Ψl ) of x1 , · · · , xl ,we write Ψf to denote fhe.eval(f, Ψ). Recalling syntax of GSW, Ψf is
a matrix, and we denote the last row of Ψf as Ψf , all
but the last row of Ψf as Ψf . In addition, we denote
the circuit that computes Ψ 7→ Ψf as fˆ, namely it
takes as input the bits of Ψ and outputs the matrix
Ψf .

• The outputs Hf = EvalF (f, B1 , · · · , Bl ) and Hf,x
σ
− Z m denote the process of sampling a vector e
= EvalF X(f, x, B1 , · · · , Bl ) are both matrices in We let e ←−
where each of its entries is drawn independently from the
Z (lndlog qe) × ndlog qe;
discrete Gaussian with mean 0 and standard deviation σ
• It holds that kHf k∞ , kHf,x k∞ 6 (n log q)O(d) ;
over Z.
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• Setup(1λ , 1l , 1d ):
sample (B, TB ) where B ∈
n×(n+1) log q
Zq
and TB denotes the trapdoor for B. Pick
$

n×(n+1) log q

Bj ←
− Zq

can compute matrices Bf1 and Bf2 from the master
public parameter mpk as follows:

$

and p ←
− Zqn . Output

mpk := (B, {Bj }j∈[L] , p),
2

Bf1 = EvalF (B1 , · · · , BL , fˆ1 ),

msk := (TB )

Bf2 = EvalF (B1 , · · · , BL , fˆ2 ),

2

where L = l(n + 1) log q.
$

σ

• Enc(mpk, x, M ∈ {0, 1}): pick s ←
− Zqn , e, e0 , ej ←
−
$

Z m , e0 ←
− Z, Ri ∈ {0, 1}(n+1) log q×(n+1) log q and compute


B
Ψi := T
Ri + xi G.
s B + eT

where fˆ1 and fˆ2 denote circuits that compute Ψ 7→
Ψf1 and Ψ 7→ Ψf2 repectively. Then, we have the
following equations:
 

 r1
B|Bf1
= p(modq),
r2
 

 u1
B|Bf2
= p(modq).
u2

Parse Ψ := [Ψ1 | · · · |Ψl ] as its binary representation
ψ1 , · · · , ψL . Compute
cTin := sT B + eT0 ,

cTj := sT [Bj − ψj G] + eTj

Hence,



 r1 − u1
B|Bf1 |Bf2  r2  = 0(modq).
−u2

and cout := sT p + e0 + M · bq/2c( mod q). Set the PE
ciphertext as follows:
ct := (Ψ, c0 , {cj }j∈[L] , cout ).
• KeyGen(msk, f ): Let fˆ denote the circuit computing
Ψ 7→ Ψf and
Hfˆ := EvalF (fˆ, {Bj }j∈[L] ), Bfˆ := [B1 | · · · |BL ] · · · Hfˆ
Sample a short skf using TB such that
[B|Bfˆ] · skf = p.

Thus
we find a short vector in the lattice

B|Bf1 |Bf2 .
Case
more short vectors in the lattice
 2. To obtain

B|Bf1 |Bf2 , the attacker requests a key for small
elements k1 f1 and k2 f2 for some k1 , k2 ∈ Zp . By the
construction of GSW [5] and ABE [8], we have the
following equations which we will prove a little bit
later.
Lemma 2. Bk1 f1 = k1 Bf1 , Bk2 f2 = k2 Bf2 .

Output skf .
• Dec((skf , f ), ct): Let fˆ denote the circuit computing
Ψ 7→ Ψf and compute:
Ψf := fˆ(Ψ),
Hfˆ,Ψ

With this lemma, the attacker can get:
 

 r10
B|Bk1 f1
= p(modq)
r20
 

 u01
B|Bk2 f2
= p(modq)
u02



 r10
B|Bf1
= p(modq)
k1 r20



 u01
B|Bf2
= p(modq).
k2 u02

:= EvalF X(fˆ, Ψ, {Bj }j∈[L] ),

cTfˆ := [cT1 | · · · |cTL ] · Hfˆ,Ψ + Ψf .
Output the MSB of cout − [cTin |cTfˆ ] · skf .

4

Attack #I

In this section,we provide an attack to demonstrate that
the predicate encryption scheme reviewed above is insecure against an adversary that requests 1-keys.
Case 1. Say the attacker requests keys for functions f1
and f2 such that for the challenge x it holds that:
f1 (x) = 0,

f2 (x) = 0.

Then, by functionality, the attacker must learn two
linear equations in the challenge x but must not learn
anything more. Now, by the construction in [11], we

Hence,
 0

0

 r1 − 0u1
B|Bf1 |Bf2  k1 r2  = 0(modq).
−k2 u02
It is easily to see that this results in a new short vector in the same lattice that is independent of result
in the first case.
Case 3. More generally, by querying multiple functions
gi = ai f1 +bi f2 for i ∈ [Q] where ai , bi ∈ Zp are small
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and Q is some polynomial, the attack obtains 1-keys
[v1i , v2i ] which gives the following equation:
 

 v1i
B|Bgi
= p(modq).
v2i
By the construction of GSW [5] and ABE [8], we have
the following equations which we will prove a little
bit later.
Lemma 3. Bgi = ai Bf1 + bi Bf2 for all i ∈ [Q]
With this lemma, we have:
 

 v1i
B|Bgi
v2i
= Bv1i + Bgi v2i
= Bv1i + (ai Bf1 + bi Bf2 )v2i
= Bv1i + Bf1 (ai v2i ) + Bf2 (bi v2i )



 v1i
= B|Bf1 |Bf2 ai v2i 
bi v2i
= p(modq).
Therefore, for some i, j ∈ [Q] we have



 v1i
B|Bf1 |Bf2 ai v2i  = p(modq)
bi v2i



 v1j
B|Bf1 |Bf2 aj v2j  = p(modq).
bj v2j
Hence,



B|Bf1 |Bf2




v1i − v1j
ai v2i − aj v2j  = 0(modq).
bi v2i − bj v2j

Thus,
an attacker
may get a short basis for the lattice


B|Bf1 |Bf2 . Since f1 (x) = 0, f2 (x) = 0, by computing the legitimate decryption equations he/she obtains:
[B T s + η|BfT1 s + ηf1 |BfT2 s + ηf2 ]
= [B|Bf1 |Bf2 ]T + noise.
Now, the attacker may use the basis to recover the
secret vector s, and hence break the security of the
LWE samples that encode the attributes x.
Proof of Lemma 2: By the construction in [11], the
computing process of Bf is located in the phase
of KeyGen. Given a circuit computing a function
f : {0, 1}l → {0, 1}, we need to conduct the following two steps in order to get Bf :
• Run
the
GSW
Evaluation
algorithm
GSW.Eval(f, ·) and then make a little change in
the output phase to get the circuit corresponding
to function fˆ : Ψ → Ψf .

• With the public parameters B1 , · · · , BL , run the
matrices evolution algorithm EvalF to compute
Bf = EvalF (B1 , · · · , BL , fˆ).
Therefore, in order to prove the homomorphic relationship in Lemma 4.1, we only need to prove the
following two homomorphic properties:
ˆ ) = k(fˆ)
Claim 4.1. (kf
Claim 4.2. Bkf = kBf
Proof of Claim 4.1: Note that function fˆ is computed
from f through running the GSW evaluation algorithm GSW.Eval(f, ·). Hence, to prove the relationship in Claim 4.1 means to prove that the GSW evaluation algorithm GSW.Eval(f, ·) has the following
homomorphic property:
GSW.Eval((kf ), ·) = k × GSW.Eval(f, ·).
Case 1. when the circuit computing f is only an addition
gate, i.e. f = x1 + x2 , for any
 GSW ciphertexts

B1
B2
C1 = T
+ µ1 G, C2 = T
+ µ2 G,
s B1 + eT1
s B2 + eT2
we have
GSW.Eval(kf, C1 , C2 )
= kC1 + kC2


kB1 + kB2
=
+ (kµ1 G + kµ2 G)
(ksT B1 + ksT B2 ) + (keT1 + keT2 )


B1 + B2
= k( T
) + k(µ1 G + µ2 G)
(s B1 + sT B2 ) + (eT1 + eT2 )
= k · GSW.Eval(f, C1 , C2 ).
Case 2. when the circuit computing f is only a multiplicationgate, i.e. f = x1 · x2 , for any
 GSW ciphertexts

B1
B2
C1 = T
+ µ1 G, C2 = T
+ µ2 G,
s B1 + eT1
s B2 + eT2
we have
GSW.Eval(kf, C1 , C2 )
= (kC1 ) · G−1 (C2 )


kB1
=(
+ kµ1 G) · G−1 (C2 )
ksT B1 + keT1


kB1 G−1 (C2 )
=
+ kµ1 C2
ksT B1 G−1 (C2 ) + keT1 G−1 (C2 )


kB1 G−1 (C2 ) + kµ1 B2
= T
s (kB1 G−1 (C2 ) + kµ1 B2 ) + keT1 G−1 (C2 ) + kµ1 eT2
+ kµ1 µ2 G
= k · GSW.Eval(f, C1 , C2 ).
In general, any depth d circuit can be implemented
by some addition and multiplication gates, hence this
homomorphic property is naturally conserved in the
case of general circuits.
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Proof of Claim 4.2: Note that matrix Bf is computed
from fˆ through running the matrices evolution algorithm EvalF (B1 , · · · , BL , fˆ). Hence, to prove the
relationship in Claim 4.2 means to prove that the matrices evolution algorithm EvalF () has the following
homomorphic property:
EvalF (B1 , · · · , BL , k· fˆ) = k·EvalF (B1 , · · · , BL , fˆ).
Case 1. when the circuit computing fˆ is only an addition
gate, i.e. f = x1 + · · · + xL , for any GSW ciphertexts
B1 , · · · , BL , we have
EvalF (B1 , · · · , BL , k · fˆ)
= [kE, · · · , kE]T
= k[E, · · · , E]T
= k · EvalF (B1 , · · · , BL , fˆ).

h
= cout − cTin |sT [B1 − ψ1 G| · · · |BL − ψl G] · Hfˆ,Ψ
|
{z
}
Bf −Ψf

i

+ [eT1 | · · · |eTL ] · Hfˆ,Ψ +Ψf · skf
{z
}
|
eABE

h
i
= cout − sT B + e0 |sT [Bf − Ψf ] + Ψf + eABE · skf
= cout − sT [B|Bf ] · skf − [O|(−sT , 1)Ψf ] · skf
− [e0 |eABE ] · skf
h
i
= sT p − [B|Bf ] · skf − [O|(−sT , 1)Ψf ] · skf + e0
q
− [e0 |eABE ] · skf + b c · µ
h
i2

= sT p − [B|Bf ] · skf − [O|f (x) · (−sT , 1)G] · skf + e0
q
− [e0 |eGSW + eABE ] · skf + b c · µ
2
q
= e0 − [e0 |eGSW + eABE ] · skf + b c · µ,
2

Case 2. when the circuit computing fˆ is only an multi- where the fourth equality is because of the key relation,
plication gate, i.e. f = x1 × · · · × xL , for any GSW and the final equality is because the queries requsted by
adversary is 1-keys.
ciphertexts B1 , · · · , BL , we have
Note that the key skf is known by adversary, and by
ˆ
the
cipthertext evolution algorithm EvalF X, we have
EvalF (B1 , · · · , BL , k · f )
= [O, · · · , O, kG−1 (· · · G−1 (−B2 G−1 (−B1 )))]T
= k · [O, · · · , O, G−1 (· · · G−1 (−B2 G−1 (−B1 )))]T
= k · EvalF (B1 , · · · , BL , fˆ).
In general, any depth d circuit can be implemented
by some addition and multiplication gates, hence this
homomorphic property is naturally conserved in the
case of general circuits.
Proof of Lemma 3: Similar to the proof of Lemma 2,
here we omit it.

5

Attack #II

eABE = [eT1 | · · · |eTL ] · Hfˆ,Ψ
where Hfˆ,Ψ can also be computed by adversary from
f and Ψ through the cipthertext evolution algorithm
EvalF X. Thus, the term eABE is linear in these original errors eT1 , · · · , eTL with public coefficients.
On the other hand, by the construction of the GSW
homomorphic evaluation algorithm, the term eGSW is also
publicly linear in the errors eT R1 , · · · , eT Rl which are
used in the construction of the GSW fresh cipthertext Ψ.
According to the analysis above, it is not difficult to
see that a single 1-key (even if it corresponds to a nonlinear function) yields a system of m linear equations in
the (l+L+2)m variables e0 , e0 , e1 , · · · , eL , ê1 , · · · , êl where
ê1 , · · · , êl denots R1T e, · · · , RlT e respectively. By requesting l + L + 2 keys totally, the adversary can completely
recover the above error terms, which in turn lead to recovery of the main secret s, which then permit to recover
all the private attributes completely.

In this section,we provide another attack to demonstrate
that the predicate encryption scheme reviewed in section
3 is insecure against an adversary that requests 1-keys.
This attack exploits two types of linear error growth in
the construction of the scheme in [11]. One type of this
Conclusion and Open Problems
error growth is from the ciphertexts homomorphic evolu- 6
tion algorithm in [8]; the other one results from the GSW
evaluation algorithm in [5]. Concretely, we first recall the In this paper, we propose two practical attacks that
demonstrate the predicate encryption scheme proposed
correctness of the scheme in [11] as follows:
by Brakerski etc. is insecure under the full attributeh
i
T
T
hiding secrity model. The first type of attack mainly excout − cin |cfˆ · skf
ploits two homomorphic properties in construction of the




scheme; the other one, however, takes advantage of two
= cout − cTin | cT1 | · · · |cTL · Hfˆ,Ψ + Ψf · skf
 T T
types of linear properties in the process of error growth
T
T
= cout − cin |[s [B1 − ψ1 G] + e1 | · · · |s [BL − ψl G]
in the construction. This leaves open two possibilities:

+ eTL ] · Hfˆ,Ψ + Ψf · skf
1) Optimize the construction of the scheme to resist
these two types of attack;
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2) Look for new construction of the predicate scheme
from lattice based assumptions to bypass those weak
properties.
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Abstract
Invalid signatures produced by some adversaries may pose
a severe challenge to the recipient. Furthermore, identifying an invalid signature in a bunch of messages could
be a complex and challenging task to do. Batch verification is an idea to simultaneously verify multiple digital
signatures in just one exponential operation time. By this
scheme, we can make a quick response, and improve the
verification time. In terms of identifying illegal signatures
in the batch of messages, we have surveyed several wellknown papers that proposed different approaches. In this
paper, we define four criteria for evaluating these schemes.
It is followed by a detailing review and computation comparisons from all documents. Finally, we provide two issues for future works.
Keywords: Batch Verification Schemes; Digital Signature;
Identifying Illegal Signatures

1

Introduction

A digital signature is a method for signing a transmitted
electronic document so that the other parties can verify its
contents and the sender’s identity. Each signer has a pair
of keys: a private key and a public key. The private key is
kept being secret, while the public key is made public. A
signer creates a digital signature using their private key,
while a recipient can verify the digital signature by the
signer’s public key. No one can forge the signer’s digital
signature as the private key is safely guarded [6, 11, 18].
If a signer wants to generate and send t signatures,
then the verifier needs to check for t signatures. It is
inefficient since they should spend t times to validate
t digital signatures using the traditional cryptosystems.
The batch verification schemes were proposed to verify
these multiple digital signatures by the signer’s public
key, which needs only one verification instead of t veri-

fications [5, 7, 9, 13, 15, 17]. However, if the batch verification fails, all the individual signatures must be verified
separately, which would become inefficient.
In this survey, we provide a relational approach of several representative publications that have a common interest in batch verification schemes for illegal signatures
identification [1, 12, 14, 16]. A detailed overview of those
researches is focused on their strengths and weaknesses.
To achieve effectivity and efficiency evaluation of identifying illegal signatures in a batch verification scheme,
we propose the following four criteria.
1) Unforgeability: No one can forge the legitimate multiple digital signatures. It’s the basic requirement of
the batch verification scheme.
2) Efficient traceability: It should be able to determine
illegal signatures efficiently. When the multiple digital signatures are forged, the verifier can identify
them with minimum computational and communication costs.
3) Applicability: A generic illegal signature locating algorithm could be used in any type of batch verification scheme. Since the effort is reinvested over a
larger number of applications, the single generic illegal signature locating algorithm may be optimized,
verified, and otherwise improved [?].
4) Error locating auditability: It does not misjudge the
legal signature as an illegal signature.
For a better understanding, the rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes various batch
verification schemes for identifying illegal signatures. In
Section 3, we give an analysis and a comparison among
these schemes. In Section 4, two issues for future works
are proposed. Finally, the conclusion is explained in Section 5.
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2

Related Works

be directly identified because of,

Several batch verification schemes for identifying illegal
signatures have been proposed [1, 12, 14, 16].

A =

2.1

B

gcd[((

5
Y

Si )e mod n),

i=1

=

A GCD-based Batch Verification
Scheme for Identifying Illegal Signatures

5
Y

h(Mi )]

i=1

h(M1 )h(M3 )h(M5 ).

(S1 S20 S3 S40 S5 )e mod n/A
h(M1 )h(M20 )h(M3 )h(M40 )h(M5 )
=
h(M1 )h(M3 )h(M5 )
0
= h(M2 )h(M40 ).

=

In 2002, Hwang, Lee, and Lai proposed a batch verification scheme for identifying illegal signatures [12]. Their
The verifier cannot directly identify the illegal signascheme is based on the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD). tures from the multiplication of h(M20 )h(M40 ). The verifier
If a signer Alice wants to transmit the message M to re- needs to identify invalid signatures as follows:
ceiver Bob, she must generate a digital
Qt signature S by
B mod M10 6= 0
using two assumptions: One is that i=1 h(Mi ) < n, and
B mod M20 = 0
the other is h(Mi ), must be a prime, where h(.) represents
a public one-way hashing function, and i = 1, 2, · · · , t.
B mod M30 6= 0
Once the signer sends of t message and signature pairs
B mod M40 = 0
((Mi , Si ), i = 1, 2, · · · , t), the verifier will perform the folB mod M50 6= 0.
lowing procedures to authenticate the illegal signature.
Qt
From the above equations, the verifier identifies two illegal
Step 1: The verifier computes A = gcd[(( i=1 Si )e mod messages: (M 0 , S 0 ), (M 0 , S 0 ).
Qt
2
2
4
4
n), i=1 h(Mi )].
Qt
Step 2: The verifier computes B = ( i=1 Si )e mod
n/A. If B = 1, these signatures are legal. Otherwise, one or more signatures are illegal.

2.2

A 2D-based Batch Verification
Scheme for Identifying Illegal Signatures

In 2010, a 2D-based batch verification scheme for idenStep 3: If B is a prime, the message (Mj0 , Sj0 ) is illegal. tifying illegal signatures was proposed by Li, Hwang,
Otherwise, check the following
and Chen [14]. When the verifier receives the messages
(M1 , S1 ), (M2 , S2 ), · · · , (Mt , St ) from the signer, the veriB mod Mj0 ?= 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , t.
fier will generate an m×n matrix, where m is the smallest
integer
which satisfies m × n ≥ t, where t is random numIf the above equation holds, the message (Mj0 , Sj0 ) is bers. The verifier performs the following procedures to
illegal.
verify the illegal signature.
If there is only one illegal signature (Sj0 , j ∈
(1, 2, · · · , t)) hiding among the t signatures, Hwang-LeeLai’s scheme is efficient. However, it needs t − 1 modulus
remainder operations to identify these illegal signatures
in Hwang-Lee-Lai’s scheme.
For example, suppose the signer sends 5 messages
((M1 , S1 ), (M2 , S2 ), (M3 , S3 ), (M4 , S4 ), (M5 , S5 )) to the
verifier. If there is one illegal signature (S40 ) among the
five signatures, it would be identified as follows:
A

=

gcd[((

5
Y
i=1

=
B

e

Si ) mod n),

5
Y

Step 1: The verifier constructs an m × n matrix (see
Table 1).
Table 1: An m × m matrix
S(1,1)
S(2,1)
..
.
S(m-1,1)
S(m,1)

S(1,2)
S(2,2)
..
.
S(m-1,2)
S(m,2)

...
...
..
.
...
...

S(1,m-1)
S(2,m-1)
..
.
S(m-1,m-1)
S(m,m-1)

S(1,m)
S(2,m)
..
.
S(m-1,m)
S(m,m)

h(Mi )]

i=1

h(M1 )h(M2 )h(M3 )h(M5 ).

(S1 S2 S3 S40 S5 )e mod n/A
h(M1 )h(M2 )h(M3 )h(M40 )h(M5 )
=
h(M1 )h(M2 )h(M3 )h(M5 )
= h(M40 )
=

Thus, the illegal message is M40 . However, if there are two
illegal signatures, S20 and S40 , among the five, it will not

Step 2: The verifier randomly selects and fills these t
digital signatures in the m × n matrix.
Step 3: The verifier performs the batch verify each of
the rows. The details of row verifications are computed as follows:
(

m
Y

i=1

S(r,i) )e

?
=

m
Y
i=1

h(M(r,i) ) mod N, r = 1, 2, · · · , m).
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Step 4: The verifier performs the batch verify each of
the columns. The details of column verifications are
computed as follows:
(

m
Y

S(i,c) )e

i=1

?
=

m
Y

h(M(i,c) ) mod N, c = 1, 2, · · · , m).

i=1

Step 5: If there are some signature-verification faults
in the matrix, the verifier could find out where these
signature-verification faults are located by finding the
matrix positions of row and column overlaps.
For example, suppose the signer sends 16 messages
((M1 , S1 ), (M2 , S2 ), · · · , (M16 , S16 )) to the verifier. The
verifier will generate 36 signatures by random selections
and fills these signatures in the 4 × 4 matrix (see Table 2).
Table 2: A 4 × 4 matrix

Here, (M10 , S10 ) < (M20 , S20 ) < · · · < (Mt0 , St0 ) are by
the following rule:
(Mi0 , Si0 ) < (Mj0 , Sj0 )
⇐⇒ (Si0 < Sj0 ) ∨ [(Si0 = Sj0 ) ∧ (Mi0 < Mj0 )].
Step 2: The verifier performs one time of the batch
verify with all t signatures:
(

t
Y

Si0 )e

?
=

i=1

t
Y

h(Mi0 ).

i=1

Step 3: If the above equation holds, all t signatures are
legal. Otherwise, the verifier divides t signatures into
0
, Sd0 t e )] and
two parts: [(M10 , S10 ), (M20 , S20 ), · · · , (Mt/2
2
0
0
0
0
[(Md t +1e , Sd t +1e ), (Md t +2e , Sd t +2e ), · · · , (Mt0 , St0 )].
2
2
2
2
Next, the verifier repeatedly performs Steps 2 and 3
for all parts.

For example, suppose the signer sends 16 signatures
((M1 , S1 ), (M2 , S2 ), · · · , (M16 , S16 )) to the verifier. The
verifier re-orders these signatures by a total order relation:
0
0
(M10 , S10 ), (M20 , S20 ), · · · , (M16
, S16
) such that (M10 , S10 ) <
0
0
(M20 , S20 ) < · · · < (M16
, S16
).
0
Assume there is one illegal signature: S15
. The verifier
performs
the
following
procedures:
Assume there is one illegal signature in the position
S(2, 3) of matrix. There would occur two verification fail- Step 1: The verifier performs one times of the batch
ures in the second row and the third column, respectively
verify with all 16 signatures:
(see Table 3).
16
16
Y
Y
( Si0 )e ?=
h(Mi0 ).
Table 3: A 4 × 4 matrix with one illegal signature
i=1
i=1
S(1,1)
S(2,1)
S(3,1)
S(4,1)

S(1,1)
S(2,1)
S(3,1)
S(4,1)
Pass

S(1,2)
S(2,2)
S(3,2)
S(4,2)

S(1,2)
S(2,2)
S(3,2)
S(4,2)
Pass

S(1,3)
S(2,3)
S(3,3)
S(4,3)

S(1,4)
S(2,4)
S(3,4)
S(4,4)

S(1,3)
S(1,4)
S ∗ (2, 3) S(2,4)
S(3,3)
S(3,4)
S(4,3)
S(4,4)
Fail
Pass

Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass

According to the overlap of verification failures of the
second row and the third column, the illegal signature
could be precisely identified in the position S(2, 3) of the
matrix.

0
Since there is one illegal signature: S15
, the
above equation is not held.
The verifier divides these 16 signatures into two parts: Part
1: [(M10 , S10 ), (M20 , S20 ), · · · , (M80 , S80 )] and Part 2:
0
0
0
0
[(M90 , S90 ), (M10
, S10
), · · · , (M16
, S16
)].

Step 2: The verifier performs one time of batch verification with all signatures in Part 1:
(

8
Y

Si0 )e

?
=

i=1

2.3

A BT-based Batch Verification
Scheme for Identifying Illegal Signatures

In 2013, a binary tree-based (BT-based) batch verification scheme for identifying illegal signatures was proposed
by Atanasiu [1]. When the verifier receives the messages
(M1 , S1 ), (M2 , S2 ), · · · , (Mt , St ) from the signer, the verifier will re-order these signatures by a total order relation
and perform the following procedures to verify the illegal
signature.
Step 1: The verifier re-orders these signatures by a total order relation: (M10 , S10 ), (M20 , S20 ), · · · , (Mt0 , St0 ).

8
Y

h(Mi0 ).

i=1

Since there are not illegal signatures in Part 1, the
above equation is held.
Step 3: The verifier performs one time of batch verification with all signatures in Part 2:
(

16
Y

i=9

Si0 )e

?
=

16
Y

h(Mi0 ).

i=9

0
Since there is one illegal signature: S15
, the
above equation is not held.
The verifier divides these 8 signatures into two parts: Part
0
0
0
0
3: [(M90 , S90 ), (M10
, S10
), · · · , (M12
, S12
)] and Part 4:
0
0
0
0
0
0
[(M13 , S13 ), (M14 , S14 ), · · · , (M16 , S16 )].
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Step 4: The verifier performs one time of batch verifi- al. [16]. Their approach is an extended version of a 2Dcation with all signatures in Part 3:
based batch verification scheme for identifying invalid signatures [14]. For the sake of understanding their method,
12
12
Y
Y
we introduce the 3D-based batch verification scheme for
0 e ?
0
( Si ) =
h(Mi ).
identifying illegal signatures (n = 3).
i=9
i=9
When
the
verifier
receives
the
messages
Since there are not illegal signatures in Part 3, the (M1 , S1 ), (M2 , S2 ), · · · , (Mt , St ) from the signer, the
above equation is held.
verifier will generate an m × m × m matrix in which m is
the smallest integer which satisfies m3 ≥ t. The verifier
Step 5: The verifier performs one time of batch verifi- performs the following procedures to verify the illegal
cation with all signatures in Part 4:
signature.
(

16
Y

Si0 )e

?
=

i=13

16
Y

h(Mi0 ).

i=13

0
Since there is one illegal signature:
S15
,
the above equation is not held.
The verifier divides these 4 signatures into two parts:
0
0
0
0
Part 5:
[(M13
, S13
), (M14
, S14
)] and Part 6:
0
0
0
0
[(M15 , S15 ), (M16 , S16 )].

Step 1: The verifier constructs an m × m × m matrix.
Step 2: The verifier randomly selects and fills these t
digital signatures in the m × m × m matrix.
Step 3: The verifier performs the batch verification of
each plane. The details of x-axis plane verifications
are computed as follows:
m−1
Y
Y m−1

Step 6: The verifier performs one time of batch verification with all signatures in Part 5:
0
0 e
(S13
S14
)

?
=

Step 7: The verifier performs one time of batch verification with all signatures in Part 6:
?
=

Step 8: The verifier performs one time of batch verification with all signatures in Part 7:
?
=

Step 9: The verifier performs one time of batch verification with all signatures in Part 8:
0 e
(S16
)

?
=

m−1
Y m−1
Y

h(M(x,i,j) ),

i=0 j=0

x = 0, 1, · · · , (m − 1).
Step 4: The verifier performs the batch verification of
each plane. The details of y-axis plane verifications
are computed as follows:
m−1
Y m−1
Y

(

S(i,y,j) )e

?
=

i=0 j=0

m−1
Y m−1
Y

h(M(i,y,j) ),

i=0 j=0

y = 0, 1, · · · , (m − 1).
Step 5: The verifier performs the batch verification of
each plane. The details of z-axis plane verifications
are computed as follows:
(

0
h(M15
).

0
, the above
Since there is one illegal signature: S15
equation is not held, so the verifier knows the
0
0
(M15
, S15
) is illegal.

?
=

i=0 j=0

0
0
h(M15
M16
).

0
Since there is one illegal signature: S15
, the above
equation is not held. The verifier divides these 8
0
0
signatures into two parts: Part 7: [(M15
, S15
)] and
0
0
Part 8: [(M16 , S16 )].

0 e
(S15
)

S(x,i,j) )e

0
0
h(M13
M14
).

Since there are not illegal signatures in Part 5, the
above equation is held.

0
0 e
(S15
S16
)

(

m−1
Y m−1
Y

S(i,j,z) )e

i=0 j=0

?
=

m−1
Y m−1
Y

h(M(i,j,z) ),

i=0 j=0

z = 0, 1, · · · , (m − 1).
Step 6: If there are some signature-verification faults
in the matrix, the verifier could find out where these
signature-verification faults are located by finding the
matrix positions of x, y, and z-axis plane overlap.

0
h(M16
).

3

Comparisons

Since there are not illegal signatures in Part 8, the
above equation is held.
In this section, we compare these schemes introduced in
Section 2 in terms of efficiency, the type of batch verifica2.4 An n-Dimension-based Batch Verifi- tion scheme (BVS) and misidentification (see Table 4).

cation Scheme for Identifying Illegal
3.1
Signatures

Analysis of Hwang-Lee-Lai’s Scheme

In 2015, an n-Dimension-based batch verification scheme In Hwang-Lee-Lai’s batch verification scheme for identifor identifying illegal signatures was proposed by Ren et fying illegal signatures [12], there are two assumptions:
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Table 4: Comparisons among the batch verification schemes for identifying illegal signatures

Schemes
Hwang-Lee-Lai’s Scheme [12]
Li-Hwang-Chen’s Scheme [14]
Atanasiu’s Scheme [1]
Ren et al.’s scheme [16]
t:
E:
MR :

Computations
with
illegal signature
t/10E
√
2d te
1 +√
log t
n
nd te

Computations
with two or more
illegal signatures
t/10E + (t
√ − 1)M R
2d te

The Type of
Batch Verification
Scheme (BVS)
RSA-Type BVS
Any Types

Misidentification
No
Yes

Any Types
Any Types

No
Yes

(1+2 log t)+(2 log t+2 logd 2t e)
2
√
n

nd te

The number of digital signatures
Exponential operations
Modulus Remainder operations

Qt
One is that i=1 h(Mi ) < n, and the other is that h(Mi ), misidentified as illegal signatures.
must be a prime where i = 1, 2, · · · , t.
In a secure digital signature, the length of the signaTable 5: A 4 × 4 matrix with two illegal signatures
ture
Qt is 1024 bits. Thus, for satisfying the assumption,
i=1 h(Mi ) < n, the length of h(Mi ) is selected as 10
S(1,1)
S(1,2)
S(1,3)
S(1,4) Pass
bits. This means the maximus of h(Mi ) is 1,021 which is
S(2,1)
S(2,2) S ∗ (2, 3) S(2,4) Fail
the maximal prime of less than the 210 = 1, 024. ThereS(3,1)
S(3,2)
S(3,3)
S(3,4) Pass
fore, the total computations for identifying illegal signaS ∗ (4, 1) S(4,2)
S(4,3)
S(4,4) Fail
tures in Hwang-Lee-Lai’s scheme needs t/10 exponential
Fail
Pass
Fail
Pass
operations and t − 1 modulus remainder operations.
In Hwang-Lee-Lai’s scheme, the verifier needs to verify by RSA-type batch verification scheme (BVS). Their
Table 6: Four verification failure in a 4 × 4 matrix with
method does not misjudge the legal signature as an illegal
two illegal signatures
signature.

3.2

S(1,1)
S(2,1)
S(3,1)
S ∗ (4, 1)
Fail

Analysis of Li-Hwang-Chen’s Scheme

In Li-Hwang-Chen’s batch verification scheme for identifying illegal signatures [14], the verifier needs to constructs an m × n matrix, where m and n are the smallest
integer that satisfies m × n ≥ t.
In Li-Hwang-Chen’s scheme, the verifier needs to verify each row and column by a general batch verification scheme [2–4, 7, 8, 10]. Any multiple digital signature
schemes could be used in Li-Hwang-Chen’s scheme.
For the sake of comparison, the batch verification
scheme of their scheme is used in RSA signature. The
computation of the RSA batch verification scheme is one
exponential operation (one time verification). Therefore,
the total computations for identifying
√ illegal signatures in
Li-Hwang-Chen’s scheme needs 2d te exponential operations.
In Li-Hwang-Chen’s scheme, the illegal signature could
be precisely identified if it is only one illegal signature.
However, it will have misidentification if two or more illegal signatures occur. For example, assume there are two
illegal signatures in the positions S(4, 1) and S(2, 3) of
matrix in Table 5. There would occur fourth verification
failures in the second and the fourth rows and the first
and third columns, respectively (see Table 6). However,
obviously there are only two of them are real invalid signatures. There are two legal signatures, S(2,1) and S(4,3),

3.3

S(1,2)
S(2,2)
S(3,2)
S(4,2)
Pass

S(1,3)
S(1,4)
S ∗ (2, 3) S(2,4)
S(3,3)
S(3,4)
S(4,3)
S(4,4)
Fail
Pass

Pass
Fail
Pass
Fail

Analysis of Atanasiu’s Scheme

In Atanasiu’s batch verification scheme for identifying illegal signatures [1], the verifier needs to verify each parts
by a general batch verification scheme [2–4, 7, 8, 10]. Any
multiple digital signature schemes could be used in his
scheme.
For the sake of comparison, the batch verification
scheme of their scheme is used in RSA signature. The
computation of the RSA batch verification scheme is one
exponential operation (one time verification). Therefore,
the total computations for identifying illegal signatures in
Atanasiu’s scheme needs 1+2 log t exponential operations
if it is only one illegal signature. For example, assume
0
there is one illegal signature: S15
in Figure 1. The verifier needs to perform the following batch verification: {P0 ,
0
P1 , P2 , P5 , P6 , P13 , P14 , S15
, and S16 }. The total computations for identifying illegal signatures is 1 + 2 log t = 9
exponential operations.
The best case of the total computations for identifying
illegal signatures in Atanasiu’s scheme needs 1 + 2 log t
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0
Figure 1: An example of an illegal signature: S15

exponential operations if it has two illegal signatures in
the same part. For example, assume there are two illegal
0
0
signatures: S15
and S16
in Figure 2. The verifier needs to
perform the following batch verification: {P0 , P1 , P2 , P5 ,
0
P6 , P13 , P14 , S15
, and S16 }. The total computations for
identifying illegal signatures is 1 + 2 log t = 9 exponential
operations.
The worst case of the total computations for identifying
illegal signatures in Atanasiu’s scheme needs 1 + 2 log t +
2 logd 2t e exponential operations if it has two illegal signatures in the different parts. For example, assume there
0
are two illegal signatures: S10 and S15
in Figure 2. The
verifier needs to perform the following batch verification:
0
{(P0 , P1 , P2 , P5 , P6 , P13 , P14 , S15
, S16 ) and (P3 , P4 , P7 ,
0
P8 , S1 , S2 }. The total computation for identifying illegal signatures is 1 + 2 log 16 + 2 logd 16
2 e = 15 exponential
operations.
The average computation for identifying two
illegal signatures in Atanasiu’s scheme needs
(1+2 log t)+(2 log t+2 logd 2t e)
exponential operations. Ob2
viously, the average computations for identifying two
or more illegal signatures in Atanasiu’s scheme needs
more exponential operations than Hwang-Lee-Lai’s and
Li-Hwang-Chen’s schemes.
The more the number of illegal signatures, the less efficient Atanasiu’s scheme. For example, assume there are
0
in Figure 3. The
three illegal signatures: S10 , S50 , and S15
verifier needs to perform the following batch verification:
{(P0 , P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P7 , P8 , S10 , S2 ), (P9 , P10 , S50 , S6 ),
0
and P5 , P6 , P13 , P14 , S15
, S16 )}. The total computation
for identifying illegal signatures is 9 + 4 + 6 = 19 exponential operations.
The worst case of the total computations for identifying illegal signatures in Atanasiu’s scheme needs 2t − 1
exponential operations if it has 2t illegal signatures in the
different parts. For example, assume there are eight il0
0
0
legal signatures: S10 , S30 , S50 , S70 , S90 , S11
, S13
, and S15
in Figure 4. The verifier needs to perform the following
batch verification: {(P0 , P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P7 , P8 , S10 , S2 ),

(S30 , S4 ), (P9 , P10 , S50 , S6 ), (S70 , S8 ), (P5 , P6 , P11 , P12 ,
0
0
0
S90 , S10 ), (S11
, S12 ), (P13 , P14 , S13
, S14 ), and (S15
, S16 )}.
The total computation for identifying illegal signatures is
9 + 2 + 4 + 2 + 6 + 2 + 4 + 2 = 35 exponential operations.

3.4

Analysis of Ren et al.’s Scheme

In Ren et al.’s batch verification scheme for identifying
illegal signatures [16], the verifier needs to constructs
an m × m × · · · × m n-Dimension matrix where m is the
|
{z
}
n

smallest integer which satisfies
m3 ≥ t. This means the
√
n
verifier could select m = d te.
In Ren et al.’s scheme, the verifier needs to verify each
plane. Any multiple digital signature schemes could be
used in their scheme.
For the sake of comparison, the batch verification
scheme of their scheme is used in RSA signature. The
computation of the RSA batch verification scheme is one
exponential operation (one time verification). Therefore,
the total computation for identifying
illegal signatures in
√
Ren et al.’s scheme needs nd n te exponential operations.
For example, if there are 1000 signatures, the total computation for identifying
illegal signatures in Ren et al.’s
√
cheme needs 3d 3 1000e = 30 exponential operations.
In Ren et al.’s scheme, the illegal signature could be
precisely identified if it is only one illegal signature. However, it will have misidentification if two or more illegal
signatures occur.

4

Future Works

In this section, we propose two issues for future works.
1) An efficient batch verification scheme for identifying
illegal signatures. The verifier could precisely identify these illegal signatures with low computation.
2) An application of a batch verification scheme for
identifying illegal signatures. There are many appli-
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0
Figure 2: An example of two illegal signatures: S10 and S15

0
Figure 3: An example of three illegal signatures: S10 , S50 , and S15

0
0
0
Figure 4: An example of eight illegal signatures: S10 , S30 , S50 , S70 , S90 , S11
, S13
, and S15
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Abstract
Secure multi-party computation (SMC) is a research
hotspot in the field of international cryptography.
Privacy-preserving computational geometry (PPCG) is
the main branch of SMC. In this paper, we first design a protocol for deciding intersection of line segments,
which can be used to determine whether polygons intersect. Then, we design a protocol to privately compute
distance from a point to a plane, which is applicable to
rational numbers or integers. We theoretically analyze
the correctness, security and efficiency of the protocols.
Based on the distance protocol, we construct a protocol
to compute volume of a tetrahedron, and other two protocols to determine position relation between a line and a
plane, and that between two planes. Finally, we analyze
the efficiency of the protocol for determining position relation between a line and a plane and verify the analysis
with experimental simulation.
Keywords: Cryptography; Distance from a Point to a
Plane; Position Relation; Privacy-Preserving Computational Geometry; Secure Multi-party Computation

1

Introduction

SMC is a collaborative private computation between a
group of non-trusted parties. It is an important technology of privacy protection in the information society
and a research hotspot in the international cryptography
field. SMC enables participants with private data to cooperate with each other in some joint computations without revealing their private data, thus enabling people to
maximize the use of private data without compromising
the privacy of the data. Therefore, SMC is widely used
in data mining [20], data query [2], outsourcing computing [7] and so on [8,9]. SMC was first proposed by professor Yao [22], a Turing prize winner. Goldreich, Micali and
others have done a lot of researches on the basis of Yao’s
work, which laid a theoretical foundation for SMC [19].
Goldwasser also predicted that SMC would become a vital
part of computing science.

PPCG is an important area of SMC, which mainly
studies the information security in the geometric cooperative computation. Du et al. [4] first introduced PPCG
problem including point inclusion problem, intersection
problem of two segments, intersection problem of two convex polygons, and convex hull problem of several secret
points, and proposed solutions to these problems. Zhang
et al. [23] studied the point inclusion problem. Liu et
al. [12] studied the computation of triangle area in plane.
Zuo et al. [24] solved the problem of whether three points
are collinear based on Paillier homomorphic encryption
scheme. Li et al. [10] proposed a secure solution to determine whether two graphics are similar. Luo et al. [13]
studied the problem of determining the relationship between two lines, between a line and a plane, and between
two planes. However, as the scheme calls for multiple
basic protocols, such as comparing equal protocol, inner product protocol and data corresponding proportional
protocol, the communication and computation costs of
this scheme are very high. Li et al. [11] solved the determination of spatial position relation by computing the
volume and height of tetrahedron. The scheme was efficient, but its ratio relation was disclosed when comparing
the height of different tetrahedrons. Yang et al. [21] solved
the decision problem of intersection between a straight
line and a plane, in which the socialist millionaire protocol was invoked. The scheme requires multiple operations
of encryption and decryption and cannot solve the rational number problem. Chen et al. [3] solved the problem
of privately determining the position relations of various
geometric objects in space. This scheme mainly uses the
Boneh homomorphic encryption and inner product protocols, and outsources complex computing tasks to the
cloud. However, the protocol brings additional high computational costs. If the computing is not outsourced to
the cloud, the solution will be very inefficient. In addition, the scheme also converts the determination of the
position relationship between a straight line and a plane
and between two planes into an angle problem, thus revealing the angle information.
Sun et al. studied the problem of deciding intersec-
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tion of line segments [18]. The scheme proposed by Sun
tetrahedron, the problem of privately determinet al. [18] invokes a complex millionaire protocol and dising position relation between a line and a plane,
closes the endpoint information of these segments when
and between two planes;
looking for the intersection point. Luo et al. [14] and
4) In this paper, only a small amount of encrypother existing schemes invoke many basic protocols, so
tion and decryption operations are needed in
the computational complexity is higher.
the protocol to privately determine position reIn this paper, we design a new protocol to determine
lation between a line and a plane, and between
whether two segments intersect, which solves the probtwo planes. In addition, the angle between line
lems existing in previous schemes and can be used to
and plane will not be disclosed when the line
determine the intersection of polygons. As for the seintersects plane and the two planes intersect.
cure computation problem of the distance from a point
Therefore, our protocol is secure and efficient.
to a plane, the existing research uses inner product protocol in [13] to solve it, which has a high computational Paper organization: The rest of this paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 introduces some preliminaries.
complexity. We design a secure computation protocol for
Section 3 presents a protocol for secure line segment
distance from a point to a plane. On the basis of the disintersection problem. Section 4 gives a protocol for
tance problem, we design secure and efficient protocols to
secure distance from a point to a plane. Section 5
privately determine the position relation between a line
gives some applications of the protocol for the secure
and a plane, and between two planes in space.
distance from a point to a plane. Section 6 analyses
Privately determining position relations of geometric
the efficiency of our protocols. Section 7 concludes
objects is of great importance in practical applications.
the paper.
Consider the following two scenarios. Scenario 1: During
the war, country A and country B are going to build a
railway in country C, but the construction route will be
2 Preliminaries
kept secret until the railway is completed. In order to
prevent future train collisions, countries A and B hope to
2.1 Security
determine whether the two routes will intersect without
disclosing their own routes, so as to negotiate in advance Semi-honest parties [6]. The protocols and securities
and avoid accidents. Scenario 2: Two airlines have deproposed in this study are all based on a semi-honest
signed routes L1 and L2 between A and B. In order to
model. A semi-honest party will follow the prescribed
ensure the safety of the routes, they need to determine
protocol exactly, but he may record the results of all
whether the two routes will intersect, but in order not to
intermediate computations and try to derive other
lose the economic interests of the two airlines, they should
parties’ private inputs from the record. Goldreich has
not disclose their respective route information. Therefore,
proved that, a protocol which can privately compute
they want to determine whether L1 and L2 will intersect
a function f in the semi-honest model can be comwithout disclosing their own route. In reality, many probplied, by introducing a bit commitment macro, into
lems can be reduced to privately determine the position
another protocol which can compute the function f
relations of geometric objects, so this problem has imporin the malicious model. The semi-honest model is
tant research significance and value.
not only an important methodological tool but also
provides a good model in many settings. It suffices
to prove that a protocol is secure in the semi-honest
Our contributions: The main contributions of this pamodel.
per are as follows.
Two-party computation. Two-party
computation
represents a randomized computation process
that maps a random input pair to an output
pair: f : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ .
This implies that given an input pair (x, y),
2) In order to compute the distance from a point to
the function will output two random variables
a plane privately, we design an efficient proto(f1 (x, y), f2 (x, y)).
The function is denoted by
col based on the Paillier homomorphic encrypf : (x, y) → (f1 (x, y), f2 (x, y)).
tion algorithm, which solves the problem that
the Paillier algorithm cannot directly encrypt Privacy by simulation [17]. At present, simulations
are used widely to prove the security of SMC pronon-integers, so that the protocol can solve not
tocols by simulating the execution process of SMC.
only the integer problem, but also the rational
The mathematical expression for the simulation is as
number problem;
follows.
3) By using the protocol for distance from a point
to a plane, we further discuss and solve the Alice and Bob want to compute function f privately. Asproblem of privately computing the volume of sume that f = (f1 , f2 ) : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ ×
1) In order to determine whether two segments intersect, we design a protocol based on the Paillier encryption algorithm, which avoids calling
millionaire protocol and improves the efficiency;
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{0, 1}∗ is a probabilistic polynomial time function and 2.4 Volume of Tetrahedron
that π represents a two-party protocol for computing
Let the bottom area of the tetrahedron be S and the
f . When the input is (x, y), the message sequence obheight be d. The volume of an arbitrary tetrahedron can
tained from the execution of protocol π is denoted by
be denoted by:
viewiπ (x, y) = (x, ri , mi1 , mi2 , · · · , mit ), where i represents
the ith participant, ri represents the random number gen1
(4)
V = Sd.
erated by the ith participant, and mij represents the jth
3
message that the ith participant obtains. The output of
the participant is denoted by outputπi (x, y)(i = 1, 2).

3

Privately Determine whether
Two Segments Intersect

Definition 1. For a function f (x, y), π privately computes f if probabilistic polynomial time algorithms S1 and
S2 exist such that
Suppose that Alice and Bob have segments L1 and L2 ,
respectively. They want to know whether L1 intersects
c
{S1 (x, f1 (x, y))}x,y ≡ {view1π (x, y)}x,y
(1) with L2 without disclosing any other information.
c

{S2 (y, f2 (x, y))}x,y ≡ {view2π (x, y)}x,y

(2)

3.1

Basic Principle

c

where ≡ represents the computational indistinguishability. Suppose that the two endpoints of L1 and L2 are
P1 (x1 , y1 ), P2 (x2 , y2 ) and P3 (x3 , y3 ), P4 (x4 , y4 ), respectively, and the equations of the two straight line L1 and
2.2 Homomorphic Encryption
L2 are l1 : y = f1 (x) = k1 x + b1 , l2 : y = f2 (x) = k2 x + b2 ,
Homomorphic encryption [5] plays a crucial role in SMC respectively. For L and L , first determine whether L
1
2
1
and cloud computing security. One of the most important intersects with straight line l , that is, whether P and
2
1
properties of homomorphic encryption is that it can per- P are on both sides of l . If they are on the same side,
2
2
form some operations on the ciphertext without knowing then the two segments do not intersect. Otherwise, conthe decryption key to ensure the privacy of the plaintext. tinue to determine whether P and P are on both sides
3
4
Additively and multiplicatively homomorphic encryption of l . If they are on both sides, then L intersects with
1
1
are two general homomorphic types used in current re- L , otherwise it does not. Therefore, the problem is con2
searches. Paillier [16] designs an additively homomorphic verted into determining whether a segment intersects with
encryption scheme that satisfies
a straight line. If (y1 − f2 (x1 )) × (y2 − f2 (x2 )) ≤ 0, then
P1 and P2 are located on both sides of the straight line
E(m1 ) · E(m2 ) = E(m1 + m2 )
l2 (including a point on the line). (When the slope of the
(E(m1 ))m2 = E(m1 · m2 ).
straight line does not exist, the line is a vertical line of
x = C, where C is a constant, just determine whether
The Paillier cryptosystem can be constructed as follows.
(x1 − x) × (x2 − x) ≤ 0. This paper only considers general
Setup. Given a security parameter k, let N = p × q, situations.) Therefore, we compute
where p and q are two large primes, λ = lcm(p−1, q−
m = (y1 − f2 (x1 )) × (y2 − f2 (x2 ))
1) is the least common multiple of p − 1 and q − 1.
∗
= u1 + U1 + u2 U2 + u3 U3 + u4 U4 + u5 U5
Choose a g ∈ ZN
at random such that gcd(L(g λ mod
x−1
2
N ), N ) = 1, where L(x) = N . The public key of
the cryptosystem is (g, N ), and the private key is λ. where u1 = y1 y2 , u2 = x2 y12 + x1 y2 , u3 = y1 + y2 , u4 =
x1 x2 , u5 = x1 + x2 , U1 = b2 , U2 = −k2 , U3 = −b2 , U4 =
2
Encryption. To encrypt message m < N , choose a ran- k2 , U5 = k2 b2 . If m ≤ 0, then P1 , P2 are on both sides of
l2 .
dom number r < N , and compute
Similarly, if (y3 − f1 (x3 )) × (y4 − f1 (x4 )) ≤ 0, then
m N
2
P
c = E(m) = g r mod N
3 and P4 are located on both sides of l1 . Therefore, we
compute
Decryption. Compute
n = (y3 − f1 (x3 )) × (y4 − f1 (x4 ))
m = D(c) =

L(cλ mod N 2 )
L(g λ mod N 2 )

mod N 2

= v1 + V1 + v2 V2 + v3 V3 + v4 V4 + v5 V5

where v1 = y3 y4 , v2 = −(x3 y4 + x4 y3 ), v3 = −(y3 +
y4 ), v4 = x3 x4 , v5 = x3 + x4 , V1 = b1 2 , V2 = k1 , V3 =
2
Given a plane Ax + By + Cz + D = 0, the distance from b1 , V4 = k1 , V5 = k1 b1 . If n ≤ 0, then the two endpoints
P3 , P4 are on both sides of l1 .
point P0 (x0 , y0 , z0 ) to the plane can be denoted by:
L1 intersects with L2 if and only if m ≤ 0 and n ≤ 0.
In addition, an important step in determining whether
|Ax0 + By0 + Cz0 + D|
√
d=
(3) two polygons intersect is to determine whether they have
2
2
2
A +B +C

2.3

Distance from a Point to a Plane
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a set of intersecting edges. Therefore, the method to determine whether two segments intersect can also be used
to determine whether two polygons intersect.
For simple exposition, we define

0, L1 intersects with L2
P (L1 , L2 ) =
1, otherwise
Proposition 1. For the Paillier cryptosystem, N = p×q,
where p and q are two large primes. Suppose that 0 ≤
u, v < N/2, C = E(u)E(N − v) and w = D(C), we have
the following conclusions: u = v if and only if w = 0;
u > v if and only if 0 < w < N/2; u < v if and only if
w > N/2.

6) Alice computes V1 = b1 2 , V2 = k1 , V3 = b1 , V4 = k1 2 ,
V5 = k1 b1 , and encrypts V1 , V2 , V3 , V4 , V5 to get
E(V1 ), E(V2 ), E(V3 ), E(V4 ), E(V5 ). Alice sends ciphertexts to Bob.
7) Bob first computes v1
=
y 3 y 4 , v2
=
−(x3 y4 + x4 y3 ), v3 = −(y3 + y4 ), v4 = x3 x4 ,
v5 = x3 + x4 , and then computes Z2 =
v
v
v
v
E(V1 )E(v1 )E(V2 ) 2 E(V3 ) 3 E(V4 ) 4 E(V5 ) 5 · E(N ).
Bob sends Z2 to Alice.
8) Alice decrypts Z2 to get z2 .
9) If z2 ∈ (0, N/2), then L1 and L2 do not intersect. Alice outputs P (L1 , L2 ) = 1. Otherwise, Alice outputs
P (L1 , L2 ) = 0.

Proof. According to the definition and additive homomorphism of the Paillier encryption algorithm we know
that C = E(u)E(N − v) = E(N + u − v mod N ). Then 3.3 Correctness
we decrypt C with private key and get w = D(C) =
Theorem 1. Protocol 1 can correctly determine whether
(u − v) mod N .
two segments intersect.
1) when u = v, w = D(C) = (u − v) mod N = 0.
Proof. According to the additive homomorphism of
2) when u > v, because 0 < u − v < N/2, w = (u − the Paillier encryption algorithm, we can get Z1 =
U
U
U
U
v) mod N = u − v < N/2.
E(u1 )E(U1 )E(u2 ) 2 E(u3 ) 3 E(u4 ) 4 E(u5 ) 5 E(N ) = E(
3) when u < v, because −N/2 < u − v < 0, w = (u − u1 U1 + u2 U2 + u3 U3 + u4 U4 + u5 U5 + N ) = E(m + N ).
Alice decrypts Z1 to get z1 . According to Proposition
v) mod N = N + u − v > N/2.
1 we can see that: if m > 0, then (m + N ) mod N <
Because w = D(C) = (u−v) mod N ∈ ZN and 0 ≤ u, v < N/2; if m = 0, then (m + N ) mod N = 0; otherwise,
N/2, w can only get one of the three results: w = 0, 0 < (m + N ) mod N > N/2. Therefore, Alice can determine
w < N/2 or N/2 < w < N . This completes the proof of whether m is positive or negative based on z1 according
the proposition.
to Proposition 1. According to the calculation principle,
we can correctly determine whether the two endpoints P1
and P2 of L1 are on both sides of the straight line l2 by
3.2 Protocol Design
judging whether m is positive or negative. Similarly, AlProtocol 1: Privately determine whether two segments ice can determine whether the two endpoints P3 and P4
intersect.
of L2 are on both sides of the straight line l1 by judging
whether n is positive or negative. Therefore, Protocol 1
Inputs: Private segments L1 and L2 .
can correctly determine whether two segments intersect.
Output: P (L1 , L2 ).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
1) Alice generates the public key and private key of the
Paillier encryption scheme, and tells the public key 3.4 Security
to Bob.
By the simulation paradigm, we can prove that Protocol
2) Alice takes the two endpoints P1 (x1 , y1 ), P2 (x2 , y2 ) 1 is secure. The theorem is proved by constructing simuof segment L , and computes u = y y , u = x y + lators S1 and S2 such that Equations (1) and (2) hold.
1

1

1 2

2

2 1

x1 y2 , u3 = y1 + y2 , u4 = x1 x2 , u5 = x1 + x2 . Then, Theorem 2. Protocol 1 for determining whether two segAlice encrypts u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 with public key to get ments intersect is secure.
E(u1 ), E(u2 ), E(u3 ), E(u4 ), E(u5 ), and sends the ciProof.
phertexts to Bob.
an arbitrary segment L02 (with coordinates
3) Bob first computes U1 = b2 2 , U2 = −k2 , U3 = −b2 , 1) S1 selects
0 0
of P3 (x3 , y30 ), P40 (x04 , y40 ) and linear equation y 0 =
U4 = k2 2 , U5 = k2 b2 , and then computes Z1 =
U
U
U
U
f20 (x) = k20 x + b02 ) such that P (L1 , L02 ) = P (L1 , L2 ).
E(u )E(U )E(u ) 2 E(u ) 3 E(u ) 4 E(u ) 5 E(N ).
1

1

2

3

4

5

Bob sends Z1 to Alice.
4) Alice decrypts Z1 to get z1 .

2) S1 computes the linear equation y 0 = f20 (x) = k20 x+b02
of L02 according to P30 , P40 .

5) If z1 ∈ (0, N/2), then segments L1 and L2 do not
intersect. Alice outputs P (L1 , L2 ) = 1. Otherwise,
they proceed with the following steps.

3) S1 computes U10 = b02 , U20 = −k20 , U30 = −b02 ,
2
U40 = b02 , U50 = k20 b02 and computes Z10 =
U0
U0
U0
U0
E(u1 )E(U10 )E(u2 ) 2 E(u3 ) 3 E(u4 ) 4 E(u5 ) 5 E(N ).

2
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4) S1 decrypts Z10 to obtain z10 . If the protocol is terminated at this time,

4.1

Basic Principle

According to Equation (3), the distance from a point to
a plane can be computed directly, but there is no secrecy
view1π (L1 , L2 ) = {L1 , Z1 , P (L1 , L2 )}.
in doing so. Therefore, we design a secure Protocol 2 to
compute the distance. Protocol 2 is mainly implemented
The information sequence generated in the simula- by using the Paillier homomorphic encryption algorithm.
tion process is: S1 (L1 , f1 (L1 , L2 )) = {L1 , Z10 , P (L1 , Suppose that A, B, C, and D in Equation (3) are all raL02 )}.
tional numbers, since the Paillier encryption algorithm
According to the computation process, for Alice: cannot directly encrypt rational numbers, we can transc
form them into integers for processing. Thus, we multiply
Z10 ≡ Z1 , and P (L1 , L02 ) = P (L1 , L2 ), therefore
A, B, C, and D by the least common multiple m of their
c
denominator (if A, B, C, D are all integers, m = 1), and
{S1 (L1 , f1 (L1 , L2 ))} ≡ {view1π (L1 , L2 )}.
do the same for x0 , y0 , z0 . (If x0 , y0 , z0 are integers, the
least common multiple of denominator n = 1).
Simulator S2 can be constructed like this, and the
following formula holds

4.2

Protocol Design

c

{S2 (L2 , f2 (L1 , L2 ))} ≡ {view2π (L1 , L2 )}.

Protocol 2: Privately compute distance from a point to
a plane.

If it is impossible to determine whether the two segments intersect at this point, then the second part of Inputs: Private plane π: Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 and
point P0 (x0 , y0 , z0 ).
the protocol needs to be performed. The following
simulation process is as follows:
Output: The distance d from P0 to π.
5) S1 computes v10 = y30 y40 , v20 = −(x03 y40 + x04 y30 ), v30 =
1) Alice generates the public key and private key of the
−(y30 +y40 ), v40 = x03 x04 , v50 = x03 +x04 , and computes Z20
0
0
0
0
v
v
v
v
Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme, and tells
= E(V1 )E(v10 )E(V2 ) 2 E(V3 ) 3 E(V4 ) 4 E(V5 ) 5 E(N ).
the public key to Bob.
0
0
6) S1 decrypts Z2 to get z2 .
2) Alice computes the least common multiple m of
four rational denominators A, B, C, and D (when
During the execution of Protocol 1,
A, B, C, D are integers, m = 1), then computes
view1π (L1 , L2 ) = {L1 , Z1 , Z2 , P (L1 , L2 )}.
A0 = A · m, B 0 = B · m, C 0 = C · m, D0 = D · m.
Alice encrypts plane π with public key to obtain
The information sequence generated in the simulation
E(π) = (E(A0 ), E(B 0 ), E(C 0 )), and sends E(π) to
process is:
Bob.
S1 (L1 , f1 (L1 , L2 )) = {L1 , Z10 , Z20 , P (L1 , L02 )}.
3) Bob finds out the least common multiple n of three
0 c
rational denominators (when x0 , y0 , z0 are integers,
From the above part of proof, we can see: Z1 ≡ Z1 ;
n = 1), and chooses random numbers r1 , r2 to com0 c
according to the computation process, for Alice: Z2 ≡ Z2
pute
x00 = x0 · r1 n, y00 = y0 · r1 n, z00 = z0 · r1 n,
0
and P (L1 , L2 ) = P (L1 , L2 ), therefore
0
0
0
then Bob computes T = E(A0 )x0 · E(B 0 )y0 · E(C 0 )z0 ·
c
r2 N mod N 2 . Bob sends T and r1 n to Alice.
{S1 (L1 , f1 (L1 , L2 ))} ≡ {viewπ (L1 , L2 )}.
1

Similarly, simulator S2 can be constructed like this, and
the following formula holds
c

{S2 (L2 , f2 (L1 , L2 ))} ≡ {view2π (L1 , L2 )}.
This completes the proof of the theorem.

4

Privately Compute the Distance
from a Point to a Plane

4) Alice decrypts T with private key and gets T 0 =
D(T ) = A0 x00 + B 0 y00 + C 0 z00 . Then Alice computes
|T 0 +r1 nD 0 |
√
, and tells Bob the result.
d = mr n·
A2 +B 2 +C 2
1

4.3

Correctness

Theorem 3. Protocol 2 can correctly get the distance
from a point to a plane.

Proof. Since each rational number can be expressed as
a fraction, Alice turns the rational number into an inteSuppose that Alice has a plane π: Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 ger by multiplying A, B, C, D by the least common muland Bob has a point P0 (x0 , y0 , z0 ). They want to know tiple m of their denominator. Similarly, Bob multiplies
the distance between P0 and π without disclosing other x0 , y0 , z0 by the least common multiple n of their denominformation about the point and the plane.
inators. According to the homomorphism of the Paillier
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5

encryption algorithm,
0

0

Application

0

T = E(A0 )x0 · E(B 0 )y0 · E(C 0 )z0 · r2 N mod N 2

Now, we can use the distance protocol to privately compute the volume of tetrahedron and determine the posi=
+
+
tion relation between a line and a plane and between two
0 0
0 0
0 0
Alice decrypts the value of A x0 + B y0 + C z0 , then planes.
computes:
E(A0 x00

B 0 y00

C 0 z00 )

|T 0 + r1 nD0 |
√
mr1 n · A2 + B 2 + C 2
|Amr1 nx0 + Bmr1 ny0 + Cmr1 nz0 + Dmr1 n|
√
=
mr1 n · A2 + B 2 + C 2
|Ax0 + By0 + Cz0 + D|
√
=
A2 + B 2 + C 2

5.1

d=

Privately Compute the Volume of
Tetrahedron

Suppose that Alice has several points in a plane π: Ax +
By + Cz + D = 0, and Bob has a point P0 (x0 , y0 , z0 )(p0
is not on the plane π). These points and P0 constitute
a tetrahedron. Alice and Bob want to compute the volume of the tetrahedron without disclosing any informaIt can be seen from the above formula that m, n do tion about P0 and π. The key to solve the problem is to
not affect the final result. This completes the proof of the get the height of tetrahedron, that is, the distance from
point P0 to plane π. Finally, the volume of tetrahedron
theorem.
can be calculated according to Equation (4).

4.4

Security

Protocol 3: Privately compute the volume of tetrahedron.

The security of Protocol 2 is based on the security of the
Paillier homomorphic encryption algorithm, which has Inputs: Private plane π: Ax + By + Cz + D = 0, private
semantic security. By the simulation paradigm, we can
point P0 (x0 , y0 , z0 ).
prove that Protocol 2 is secure.
Output: The volume V of tetrahedron formed by point
Theorem 4. Protocol 2 for computing the distance from
P0 and other points in π.
a point to a plane is secure.
Proof. The theorem is proved by constructing simulators
S1 and S2 that make Equations (1) and (2) hold.
1) S1 accepts input (π, f1 (π, P0 )), and selects a point
P1 (x1 , y1 , z1 ) such that f1 (π, P1 ) = f1 (π, P0 ).

1) Alice and Bob invoke Protocol 1 to compute the distance d from P0 (x0 , y0 , z0 ) to π.
2) Alice obtains d and computes the area S of the bottom surface, then computes V = 31 Sd. Alice sends
the result to Bob.

2) S1 computes the least common multiple n0 of the denominator of rational numbers x1 , y1 , z1 and chooses 5.2 Privately Determine the Position Rea random number r10 to compute x01 = x1 r10 n0 , y10 =
lations between a Straight Line and a
y1 r10 n0 , z10 = z1 r10 n0 . Then S1 chooses a random
0
0
Plane
number r20 to compute T1 = E(A0 )x1 · E(B 0 )y1 ·
0
N
E(C 0 )z1 r20 mod N 2 . S1 encrypts T1 to get T10 , and Suppose that Alice has a plane π: Ax + By + Cz + D = 0
|T 0 +r 0 n0 D 0 |
and Bob has a straight line L. They want to know the
finally computes d0 = mr0 n01·√A12 +B12 +C 2 .
1
position relationship between L and π without disclosing
any information about π and L.
π
view (π, P ) = {π, r n, T, d}
1

0

1

The information sequence generated in the simulation
process is: S1 (π, f1 (π, P0 )) = {π, r10 n0 , T10 , d0 },
By definition and the semantic security of the homomorphic encryption scheme, f1 (π, P1 ) = f1 (π, P0 ),
c
T1 ≡ T, d0 = d. Therefore,
c

{S1 (π, f1 (π, P0 ))} ≡ {view1π (π, P0 )}
Similarly, we can construct S2 such that
c

{S2 (P0 , f2 (π, P0 ))} ≡ {view2π (π, P0 )}
This completes the proof of the theorem.

5.2.1

Basic Principle

Choosing two different points P1 (x1 , y1 , z1 ), P2 (x2 , y2 , z2 )
on the line L and comparing distances d1 and d2 from
these two points to the plane. If d1 6= d2 , then line L
intersects with plane π. If d1 = d2 = 0, then L is in π. If
d1 = d2 6= 0, then L is parallel to π. It is also important
to note that when a straight line intersects a plane, the
specific value of the distance cannot be computed directly,
because this will disclose the angle between the line and
the plane. Therefore, the relationship of the distance between different points to the plane should be kept secret
in the protocol.
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For simple exposition, we define

 0, L is in the π
1, L is parallel to π
P (L, π) =

2, L intersects with π

π1 and the distances d0 , d2 from points P0 , P2 on the line
L2 to the plane π1 satisfy that d0 = d1 = d2 = 0, then π1
coincides with π2 . If d0 = d1 = d2 6= 0, then π1 is parallel
to π2 . Otherwise, π1 intersects with π2 .
For simple exposition, we define:

 0, π1 and π2 coincide
5.2.2 Protocol Design
1, π1 is parallel to π2
P (π1 , π2 ) =

Protocol 4: Privately determine the position relation
2, π1 intersects with π2
between a line and a plane.
Inputs: Private plane π: Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 and 5.3.2 Protocol Design
straight line L.
Protocol 5: Privately determine the position relation
between two planes.
Output: P (L, π).
Inputs: Private plane π1 : A1 x + B1 y + C1 z + D1 = 0
1) Alice generates the public key and private key of the
and π2 : A2 x + B2 y + C2 z + D2 = 0.
Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme, and tells
the public key to Bob.
Output: P (π1 , π2 ).
2) Alice encrypts plane π with public key to obtain
E(π) = (E(A), E(B), E(C)), and sends E(π) to Bob.

1) Bob chooses two intersecting lines L1 and L2 in the
plane π2 .

3) Bob chooses two points P1 (x1 , y1 , z1 ), P2 (x2 , y2 , z2 )
on the line L, then computes t1 = E(A)x1 · E(B)y1 ·
E(C)z1 , t2 = E(A)x2 ·E(B)y2 ·E(C)z2 , and computes
T1 = t1 · t−1
2 . Bob sends T1 to Alice.

2) Alice and Bob invoke Protocol 4 to compare the distances d0 , d1 from two points P0 , P1 on the line L1 to
the plane π1 and the distances d0 , d2 from two points
P0 , P2 on the line L2 to the plane π1 .

4) Alice decrypts T1 to obtain T10 = D(T1 ) = Ax1 +
By1 + Cz1 − Ax2 − By2 − Cz2 . If T10 6= 0, then
d1 6= d2 , L intersects π, Alice outputs P (L, π) = 2.
The protocol terminates. Otherwise, they continue
to perform the next step.

3) If d0 = d1 = d2 = 0, then π1 coincides with π2 ,
Alice outputs P (π1 , π2 ) = 0. If d0 = d1 = d2 6= 0,
then π1 is parallel to π2 , Alice outputs P (π1 , π2 ) =
1. Otherwise, π1 intersects with π2 , Alice outputs
P (π1 , π2 ) = 2.

5) Bob sends t1 to Alice.

Performance Analysis
6) Alice decrypts t1 to obtain t01 = Ax1 +By1 +Cz1 , then 6
0
t1 +D
. If d1 = d2 = 0, L
computes d1 = d2 = √A2 +B
2 +C 2
6.1 Efficiency Analysis
is in the π. Alice outputs P (L, π) = 0. If d1 = d2 6=
0, then L is parallel to π. Alice outputs P (L, π) = 1. Computational complexity analysis. At present, the
solutions to privately determine whether two segments intersect need to invoke the complex million5.3 Privately Determine the Position Reaire protocol, oblivious transfer, inner product prolation between Two Planes
tocol, etc. One of the most efficient schemes is the
protocol in [18], which uses the Paillier encryption
Suppose that Alice has a plane π1 : A1 x+B1 y+C1 z+D1 =
algorithm and needs to be encrypted twice and de0 and Bob has a plane π2 : A2 x+B2 y+C2 z+D2 = 0. They
crypted 4 times. Encryption or decryption using the
want to know the position relation between π1 and π2
Paillier encryption algorithm requires 2 modular exwithout disclosing any information about the two planes.
ponentiations at a time. In addition, the millionaire
protocol based on the Paillier homomorphic encryp5.3.1 Basic Principle
tion scheme [1] is invoked 3 times, and each invocaSince two intersecting lines can determine a plane, we
tion requires 4n modular exponentiations (n is the
choose two intersecting lines L1 and L2 in the plane π2 ,
bit length of the input data). Ignoring multiplicaand then the problem of determining the position relation
tion and addition operations, the total computational
between two planes is transformed into the problem of
overheads are 4n + 12 modular exponentiations. In
determining the position relation between a line and a
this paper, Protocol 1 needs to be encrypted 12 times
plane. Therefore, we can call protocol 4 to solve this
and decrypted twice, so the total computational overproblem. For simplicity, select the intersection point P0
heads are 28 modular exponentiations. From the
of two intersecting lines as one of the points. In addition,
analysis above, we can see that with the growth of
select the other point in two straight lines. If the distances
data, the efficiency of our scheme has obvious advand0 , d1 from two points P0 , P1 on the line L1 to the plane
tages. (The modular exponentiation is Me .)
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For the research of privacy-preserving computation
of the distance from a point to a plane, the scheme
in [13] needs to invoke the inner product protocol
based on oblivious transfer. Assuming that the security parameter is m. To execute an inner product protocol needs to invoke the 1-out-of-k oblivious
transfer m times, i.e. lg k 1-out-of-k oblivious transfer, i.e. 2m lg k modular exponentiations. According to the practical significance, only when m > 5
and k > 8 can the scheme achieve the basic security
level. Thus, the scheme requires at least 30 modular
exponentiations. In this paper, we design Protocol 2
for computing the distance from a point to a plane.
Protocol 2 needs to be encrypted 3 times and decrypted once, so the total computational overheads
are 8 modular exponentiations.

data ratios protocol twice. The total computational overheads are 35Me . [3] (Protocol 5): The scheme invokes inner product protocol twice and outsources them to cloud
computing, and invokes data ratio protocol once. The total modular exponentiations are 15Me . However, when
the line and plane are intersected, this scheme will disclose the angle between the line and the plane. In this
paper (Protocol 4), the total number of modular exponentiations is 16Me and the total number of multiplication
operations is 4M .
As for the problem of privately determining position
relation between a line and a plane, the comparisons are
shown in Table 2.

6.2

Experimental Test and Analysis

We verify the computational complexity by simulating the
time taken to perform Protocol 2, and compare it with the
existing scheme in [13]. In addition, we test the time used
in Protocol 4 to determine the position relation between a
line and a plane. [3] shifts this decision problem to cloud
computing platforms and outsources the complex computation to the cloud, which results in additional high
economic costs. What’s more, in the case of traditional
participant interaction, the computational complexity of
this scheme is still very high, and it is found that both the
schemes in [11] and [3] have information leakage. Therefore, we choose [21] which is the most efficient solution
and without information leakage to compare with Protocol 4 in the mode of participant interaction.
Our test environment: Windows 10 64 bit operating
system.
The processor is Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-6600
In addition, we give an analysis of the efficiency and
CPU
@3.30
HZ, and memory is 8GB. We program in
security of Protocol 4 in the application part and compare
JAVA
language.
it with the related protocols in [3, 11, 13, 21]. [13] and [3]
invoke the inner product protocol, and [13] and [21] invoke
Experimental method. We randomly selected 20 sets
the data ratio protocol. In the whole process of execution,
of data, conducted 2000 simulation experiments on
the most expensive computation cost is modular exponeneach set value, and calculated the average of expertiation. [11] mainly uses multiplication. The total number
imental results. Figure 1 depicts the comparison
of inner product protocol called in each scheme, the numof the execution time between Protocol 2 and the
ber of modular exponentiations required by the user, and
scheme in [13]. Figure 2 describes the comparison of
the number of multiplication operations are taken as inthe implementation time between Protocol 4 and the
dicators to measure the complexity of computation, and
scheme in [21].
the others are ignored. The modular exponentiation is
Me and multiplication is M .
The experimental results show that the average execuPrivately determining the position relations between a tion time of Protocol 2 is between 15 and 25 milliseconds,
line and a plane in [13] (Protocol 6): The protocol in- which is much more efficient than the method in [13].
vokes the inner product protocol twice and the data ratio At the same time, Protocol 4 can guarantee the security
protocol twice, and the inner product protocol uses the with high efficiency. To sum up, the computation cost and
oblivious transfer method in [15]. Assuming the security computational complexity of our protocols are relatively
parameter is m, according to the analysis in the original low.
paper, it needs at least 30m modular exponentiations, so
the computational cost of the protocol is 30mMe . [11]
(Protocol 3): This protocol mainly performs matrix oper- 7
Conclusion
ations, and the total number of multiplication operations
is 36M . However, the protocol will disclose the ratio be- PPCG has always been an important issue in cryptogtween the distance from different points on the line to raphy and SMC. Based on the Paillier homomorphic enthe plane. [21] (Protocol 4): This scheme mainly uses cryption scheme, we first proposed a secure Protocol 1 to
the Paillier homomorphic encryption algorithm, and calls determine whether two segments intersect. By using the
Communication complexity analysis. The measure
of communication complexity is the number of bits
of information exchanged in the protocol or the number of communication rounds. In the study of SMC,
the number of communication rounds is usually used.
The scheme in [18] requires 4 + 3c rounds of communication where c represents the number of rounds
of millionaire protocol. The communication complexity of Protocol 1 in this paper is 2 rounds. [13]
calls m times inner product protocol based on oblivious transfer. The communication complexity is m
rounds. The communication complexity of Protocol
2 is 2 rounds. The computational and communication complexity are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Comparison of computational and communication complexity between our protocols and existing schemes
Computational Complexity
Communication Complexity

[18]
(4n + 12)Me
2 rounds

Protocol 1
28Me
4 + 3c rounds

[13]
2m lg k > 30Me
m rounds

Table 2: Efficiency and performance comparison between Protocol 4
Computation overhead
Inner product protocol
Data
Protocol 6 in [13]
30mMe
twice
Protocol 3 in [11]
36M
Protocol 4 in [21]
35Me
Protocol 5 in [3]
15Me
twice (cloud computing)
Protocol 4
16Me + 4M
-

Protocol 2
8Me
2 rounds

and existing protocols
ratio protocol Information leakage?
twice
No
Yes
twice
No
once
Yes
No

principle of Protocol 1, we can determine whether polygons intersect. Then, we propose a secure Protocol 2 to
compute the distance from a point to a plane. Protocol
2 is not only suitable for integers, but also for rational
numbers. The correctness of Protocol 1 and Protocol 2
are analyzed and proved, and the security of the two protocols is proved by simulation paradigm. Next, by using
the distance from a point to a plane, we solve the problem
of privately computing volume of a tetrahedron, the problem of privately determining position relation between a
line and a plane, and the problem of privately determining
position relation between two planes in space. Finally, we
prove that Protocol 4 is not only efficient but also secure
by comparing with the existing protocols for privately determining the position relation between a line and a plane
in space. The problems studied in this paper have imporFigure 1: Comparison of execution time between Protocol tant practical significance for research and application of
2 and [13]
SMC, and our solutions for these problems are secure in
the semi-honest model. In the future study, we will focus
on the SMC of various computational geometry problems
in the malicious models.
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